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Abstract 

Where prevention and intervention resources should be focused to mitigate domestic 

violence is an important topic within academic policy and practice. While there are a 

range of digital tools available to support victim-survivors subject to domestic violence, 

no tools have been designed to challenge the abusive and harmful behaviours of 

perpetrators. In this thesis, I explore the experience of how existing and novel 

technologies used in the context of perpetrator interventions in the third sector within 

the United Kingdom are being leveraged to rebalance the over-responsibility society 

bestows on victim-survivors, along with the under-responsibility we ascribe to 

perpetrators. I accomplish this through developing a conceptual framework that seeks to 

promote spaces for design and further intervention capable of assisting such organisations 

in holding perpetrators responsible for their abusive behaviours and facilitating their 

journey of behaviour and attitude change towards non-violence.  

Through this work, I conceptualise the compelling moral responsibilities intrinsic to 

interactions with technological systems between perpetrators and support workers, which 

I elicit through a focused ethnography. I highlight four spaces of negotiation concerning a 

person’s responsibility for changing their abusive behaviour, which I refer to as 

‘mechanisms’ to convey their fundamental and interconnected nature: self-awareness, 

acknowledging the extent of harms, providing peer support, and being accountable to 

demonstrate change. To further investigate these spaces for negotiation, I conducted 

three studies to understand the contextual dependencies of design that focuses on the 

responsibility of domestic violence perpetrators through: (1) the development of an 

interactive storytelling system to promote learning about agency and perspective-taking, 

(2) the design of a smartphone application to support crisis management and the 

prevention of physical violence, and (3) the design, deployment and evaluation of an 

asynchronous peer support process between two groups of perpetrators.  

The outcomes of this conceptual and empirical inquiry are manifold. First, I provide a 

detailed account of how responsibility is explored in practice between support workers 

and perpetrators to suggest design considerations for future systems in this context. 

Secondly, I provide a conceptual framework to aid researchers and designers in better 

navigating designing for responsibilities for violent behaviours, and outline implications 

for how this might be achieved. Finally, I offer a methodological and ethical 
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considerations which outlines ways in which support workers and perpetrators can be 

actively included within the co-design of digital tools while mitigating the elevation of 

risk. These contributions aim to fundamentally reimagine the roles and possibilities for 

digital tools within domestic violence, looking beyond today’s victim-focused and 

security-oriented paradigms to propose a more transformative orientation focused on 

preventing the harm done by perpetrators. 
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Gaslight 

‘People who have never seen [the film] Gaslight (1944) or who have only read second-

hand descriptions of it often say that Greggory’s entire purpose, the reason that he makes 

the lamp flicker is to drive Paula mad, as though that is the sum of his desires. This is 

probably one of the most misunderstood aspects of the story. In fact, Greggory has an 

extremely comprehensive motivation for his actions: the need to search for the jewels 

unimpeded by Paula’s presence. The flickering gas lamps are a side effect of that pursuit 

and even his deliberate madness machinations are directed to this very sensible end and 

yet there is an unmistaken air of enjoyment behind his manipulation. You can plainly see 

the micro expressions flick across his face as he improvises, torments, schemes. He enjoys 

it, it serves him, and he is twice satisfied. This is all to say his motivations are not 

unexplainable, they are in fact aggravatingly practical; driven by greed, augmented by 

desire for control and shot through with a cat’s instinct for toying with its prey. A 

reminder, perhaps, of the fact abusers do not need to be and rarely are cackling maniacs 

— they just need to want something and not care how they get it.’  

 

Dream House as 9 Thornton Square,  

In the Dream House by Carmen Maria Machado 

 



 

 

Chapter 1. Beginnings 

 

1.1. From Silence to Noise 

Once positioned as a hidden crime, domestic violence has in recent years emerged as a 

mainstream criminal justice, moral, social and health issue in the United Kingdom 

(Machado, 2020). As digital technologies have become more ubiquitous, greater attention 

has been paid to how such systems can play a role in assisting violence prevention. Despite 

the growing visibility of individuals affected by such harm, as a social and legal concept, 

the reasons why domestic violence occurs continue to be overlooked, obscured, or 

misunderstood. In A Deafening Silence: Hidden Violence Against Women and Children, 

Patrizia Romito presents an astute perspective on this increase in visibility:  

“Breaking the silence [on domestic violence] is acceptable as long as each act of 

violence is presented as isolated, as long as the perpetrators appear to be in an 

exceptional situation, prey to uncontrollable emotions. Above all it is acceptable 

to talk about violence, but never male violence ... We have gone from silence to 

noise, but with what capacity to get to the bottom of male violence and prevent 

it?” (Romito, 2008, p. 5) 

This quote correctly communicates the true challenges associated with preventing 

domestic violence: that perpetrators are the cause of violence, that violence is far from 

an isolated occurrence, that perpetrators are far from exceptional, and that the 

individuals who cause such violence are most frequently male (ONS, 2020). Importantly, 

Patrizia (2008) questions why we, as a society, have become accustomed to ‘breaking the 

silence’ surrounding domestic violence, while remaining concerningly reluctant to 

embrace our capacity to challenge those perpetrating it. When the responsible agents 

(i.e. perpetrators) are not addressed in cases of abuse, there is an unfortunate tendency 

to expect those subject to violence, rather than those who cause it, to make the changes 

necessary to prevent violence (Lamb, 1991). This has resulted in many digital and non-

digital responses that place the practical and symbolic responsibility for preventing abuse 

on the shoulders of those subject to it: victim-survivors (Westmarland et al., 2013). As 

Kelly and Westmarland (2016) delicately point out, our communities paradoxically appear 

to contain far more victim-survivors than perpetrators. This misapplication of personal 

responsibility has been identified as not only symbolically unjust, but also unsustainable 

for long-term approaches to violence prevention. This is because many perpetrators who 
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do not receive an appropriate intervention for their behaviour go on to repeat harm in 

existing and future relationships (Hester and Westmarland, 2005). As patterns of violence, 

far from being ‘exceptional situations’, are caused by perpetrators inflicting patterns of 

abusive and harmful behaviours, it is essential that these individuals are brought into 

better focus within digital design and intervention.  

The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community has begun to witness a growth in 

research addressing complex societal harms, such as domestic violence, and how we might 

better work with specialist services that respond to them. This has manifested in better 

descriptions of the complexities associated with privacy and security practices for victim-

survivors (Matthews et al., 2017; Rabaan, Young and Dombrowski, 2021), as well as digital 

interventions that provide technical expertise to help them navigate towards safety and 

lives free of violence (Freed et al., 2019; Havron et al., 2019). Research in other fields 

has identified that learning more about perpetrators’ motivations for doing harm can be 

an invaluable resource to inform preventative approaches (Hearn, 1998; Stanley et al., 

2012). The HCI community has also begun to show the first glimmers of being motivated 

by such approaches (Tseng et al., 2020; Bellini et al., 2021). The present work builds on 

this foundation by expanding such research to environments where perpetrators are 

managed in person and directly challenged on their behaviour. 

Domestic violence support organisations are a prominent violence prevention approach 

that work directly with perpetrators within their own community. These organisations 

provide a broad range of services that seek to raise awareness, provide therapeutic 

support, oversee risk management and directly challenge the perpetrators of harm 

through intervention (Towers and Walby, 2012). Such interventions provide an essential, 

non-judgemental space in which an individual can be held responsible for their 

unacceptable behaviour, while also being equipped with the practical and conceptual 

means to cease engaging in violent and abusive behaviours. Such organisations are mindful 

that desisting from violence involves neither a linear behavioural progression nor the 

immediate cessation of abuse; instead, it is a complex and dynamic pathway that 

gradually unfolds over time (Morran, 2006; Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2014; 

Donovan and Griffiths, 2015). As charities and voluntary organisations play an important 

role in society, increasing attention is being paid to determining how researchers might 

better support service delivery and to developing a community of practice (Marshall et 

al., 2018; Strohmayer, 2019). In the interests of supporting this pathway of change, it is 

important to investigate how we might better build and sustain interventions for 
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perpetrators with the aim of making the appropriate people responsible and providing 

them with ways to take responsibility for their behaviour. 

Interventions that seek to discourage perpetrators from the use of harmful behaviours 

may be understood as sophisticated social interactions that exist within a complex social 

reality. This when we consider that different stakeholders, such as funders, victim-

survivors and facilitators have explicit influence over what renders an intervention 

successful, in what contexts and why, making programmes challenging spaces to design 

for. In their realist evaluation of social programmes, Pawson and Tilley offer the valuable 

concept of mechanisms that describe the underlying social or psychological factors that 

drive the outcomes of such programmes (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). While this thesis does 

not seek to provide an evaluation of ‘behaviour change’ due to the complexity of 

measuring and judging the complexities of behaviour over a short time period (Gondolf, 

2004), it does examine what it is in programmes, whether physical resources or mental 

reasoning, that bring about programme outcomes. It is valuable to examine what factors 

may help perpetrators who use violence to positively orientate themselves toward 

changing their behaviour and attitudes (Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2019), and how 

digital systems and tools may assist with this process of change. The work as contained 

within this thesis aspires to go beyond a descriptive approach of what mechanisms for 

social change exist in such programmes, and instead offer an additional theoretical 

offering into how and why such mechanisms for change are a valuable way to focus our 

attention through digital design and exploration. 

The term mechanism also has a significant symbolic meaning in studies on violence and 

abuse, helping scholars describe how violence may be enacted through complex, 

articulated manoeuvres across society, even without the conscious will for many 

individuals to enact it. Consider the opening of this work with Patrizia Romito’s (2008) 

indicator of the erasure of the terminology of men and perpetrators in conversations 

around violence; a linguistic mechanism that brings about erasure of the responsible 

agents. In such a way, the use of mechanisms here is deliberate that while there are 

indeed forces in place to hide violence from view, there are counter mechanisms that 

work to prevent violence. I introduce this piece of work to the Human-Computer 

Interaction community not solely as a thesis about domestic violence; instead, this thesis 

is about the people who use domestic violence against current or former intimate 

partners, and how we might better design digital systems with domestic violence support 

services to prevent these behaviours. This thesis takes the stance that such violence and 
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abuse, rather than being an inevitable fact of human existence, can be identified, 

reduced, and even largely eradicated with the appropriate attention and support. 

1.2. Research Statement  

The research presented in this thesis lies at the intersection of Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI), domestic violence support interventions, and moral responsibilities for 

the use of violence. The present work aims to explore how digital technologies may be 

designed, deployed, and evaluated with and for perpetrators of domestic violence 

enrolled in formalised interventions. Such efforts are made in the interest of shifting the 

narrative around responsibilities for violence, and therefore the rectification of violent 

behaviours, to support a practical journey towards non-violence. I conducted this research 

with perpetrators, victim-survivors and domestic violence support services that are 

connected to domestic violence perpetrator programmes. Throughout this thesis, I am 

both guided by and contribute directly to safety-focused practice with perpetrators and 

previous work within the HCI field conducted within service design for sensitive and 

politicised groups.  

1.3. Research Aims and Questions 

As my motivations for study and the context into which I am entering have likely 

indicated, the research within this thesis is motivated by an important overarching 

question:  

How might digital technologies be collaboratively designed and deployed with 

perpetrators of domestic violence to assist in their journey towards non-violence? 

To answer this question in more depth, I will answer the following sub-research questions 

across different chapters of this work:  

RQ1. How are digital technologies used in domestic violence perpetrator 

interventions to challenge, and support alternatives to, abusive behaviours? 

RQ2. How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that they 

redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention towards perpetrators of 

domestic violence? 

RQ3. What are key methodological and ethical considerations for technology 

creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services and 

perpetrators? 
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1.4. Thesis Structure 

This thesis will consider what can be learned from existing academic and practice-based 

literature relating to better contextualising the predominant framing of the problem of 

domestic violence, as well as highlighting effective alternatives that can be directly 

targeted at the individuals who perpetrate abuse.  

Chapter 2 lays out the theoretical underpinnings of my research project. This is achieved 

by representing my position on the definition of, prevalence of and language surrounding 

domestic violence. This also includes identifying what the challenges are in addressing 

domestic violence - most crucially, the notable exclusion of perpetrators from most 

existing mitigation measures – and by means these challenges may be rectified. I suggest 

this may be performed through a refocus on responsibility for violence and thereby the 

cessation of violent behaviours, on the part of domestic violence prevention programmes. 

This overview also discusses how Human-Computer Interaction has directly designed for 

and with responsibilities. I highlight how scholars have described work within the third 

sector as a means of providing practical advice for future researchers.  

Chapter 3 considers the methodology of the four research investigations upon which this 

thesis is built. This chapter includes a detailed description of these investigations, my 

primary research partners (Barnardo’s and Respect), and my research approach. This 

includes the use of a second-person action research approach underpinned by feminist 

standpoint epistemology. My data collection methods (focused ethnography, design 

workshops, focused group discussions and artefacts) are covered before I go into detail 

regarding my preference for a grounded theory approach for my data analysis. Finally, I 

conclude with a detailed discussion about my ethical practice with respect to approval, 

my practice during data collection, and my own wellbeing.  

Chapter 4 explores my first introduction to my site for design, with a focus on how digital 

technologies are currently being used in the delivery of perpetrator interventions in the 

third sector. I illustrate this environment using focused ethnography to elicit detailed 

narrative vignettes of the technologies in use at a support organisation, before describing 

how I formulated a theory from these accounts using a grounded theory analysis. Here, I 

present a conceptual framework that identifies spaces for further investigation, along 

with support to assist support organisations and designers in helping perpetrators navigate 

spaces for negotiation around responsibilities for violence prevention.  
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Chapter 5, the second data chapter, explores one of these spaces in the conceptual 

framework through the design, deployment, and evaluation of my first digital technology. 

This chapter describes Choice-Point, a digital system that explores how non-linear 

interactive storytelling can be used to facilitate perpetrators learning about agency, 

choice, and perspective-taking through interaction with a fictional narrative. This work 

demonstrates the potential for digital systems to be used as a means of exploring sensitive 

and potentially traumatising narratives, which are wrapped in the protective cloak of 

fiction while still being able to provoke meaningful reflections from perpetrators on their 

own relationship to the use of violence.  

Chapter 6 explicates the findings from the third data chapter of this work, which targets 

a specific area for intervention. The development of the digital technology of a Guided 

Time Out is described here in detail; in brief summary, the research team aimed to 

develop a smartphone application that could be used to disrupt the build-up before (and 

thereby hopefully prevent) the onset of physical and emotional violence. The findings 

demonstrated that this design process identified some challenges raised in working with 

perpetrators in participatory ways, including the risk of co-opting the design process as a 

means of avoiding responsibilities for abusive behaviours.  

Chapter 7, the fourth and final data chapter, explores the space for intervention that 

focuses on the process of peer support provision. This includes the design, deployment 

and evaluation of Fragments of the Past, a socio-digital activity in which one group of 

perpetrators asynchronously shared physical artefacts of important moments of change 

with another group of perpetrators, thereby providing the latter group with support and 

motivation for their journey towards non-violence. This chapter explores the ethical 

dimensions of such an exchange and highlights how a process of this kind might be used 

as a reflective tool for personal reflection on abusive behaviours.  

Chapter 8 brings together all the different facets of the analyses described in the previous 

data chapters, before situating the contributions they make in the context of the existing 

academic literature. Within this chapter, the six contributions of the thesis are described 

and discussed in more detail, along with suggestions for how they might be used by the 

fields of knowledge to which they contribute. This chapter contemplates the provision of 

digital tools for the domestic violence sector, design recommendations for future 

technologies around responsibilities for violence, and new concepts to help inform ethical 

and methodological practices for researchers working with perpetrators of domestic 

violence.  
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Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a summation of its contents, along with a reminder 

of the research aims and questions posed to guide the work and how these relate to the 

six contributions to the field of Human-Computer Interaction. This chapter also includes 

a reflection on the approach of the research efforts, prospective avenues for future 

research, and a call to action for those wishing to work to reduce the harm done by people 

who subject others to domestic violence.  

In the appendices, all key documents used during the research process can be found, 

including the topic guides for interviews and focused group discussions, a sample of 

grounded theory analysis, and early designs for the digital systems described in this work.  

1.5. Thesis Contributions 

It is through these nine chapters and the process of responding to the research questions 

that I deliver novel contributions of knowledge, implications for practice, and 

developments in digital systems to the field of Human-Computer Interaction, as well as 

the wider practitioner research community. My primary contribution is an enhanced 

understanding of the ways in which digital technology can support new ways of 

challenging, reflecting on and providing alternatives to perpetrators’ use of violent 

behaviours within the context of domestic violence interventions. This can be further 

broken down into six smaller and more specific contributions, as follows:  

A. An ethnographic, narrative account of workplace practice that describes and 

interprets the relationships between technologies, support workers and 

perpetrators in violence prevention interventions. 

B. The provision of two functional digital systems, and one detailed system image, to 

the wider domestic violence sector, aiming to better assist such organisations with 

the delivery of their work (including evaluation and assessment). 

C. A lightweight, flexible design framework for digital service delivery aimed at 

structuring reflective processes around perpetrators’ responsibilities for violence. 

D. A series of implications for design regarding how digital systems might use this 

framework to encourage the formation of pro-social behaviours more effectively 

within the context of domestic violence prevention interventions. 

E. The analytical concept of ‘un-safety work’ to describe the efforts that are 

performed by researchers, perpetrators and support services that act (whether 

implicitly or explicitly) to undo the historic burden of safety-work that has unjustly 

fallen on victim-survivors to carry. 
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F. A series of suggestions for researchers and practitioners who may seek to engage 

perpetrators directly in the design of digital technologies, along with suggestions 

for how this might be done to mitigate the risks of collusion.  

 

1.6. Related Publications 

These thesis contributions have directly extended the body of research relating to the 

design, deployment, and evaluation of digital technologies within the context of domestic 

violence service delivery with perpetrators. To facilitate the broader dissemination of this 

work, I have shared these findings with a wider academic and practitioner audience 

through workshop and conference presentations, publications in archival proceedings, 

journals, and magazine articles. These venues for discussion include peer-reviewed and 

non-peer-reviewed locations. The work within this thesis has been presented for 

discussion at: 

 Peer-Reviewed 

1. Rosanna Bellini, Alexander Wilson, and Jan David Smeddinck. 2021. Fragments of 

the Past: Configuring Peer Support with Perpetrators of Domestic Violence. In 

Proceedings of the 2021 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 

(CHI '21). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 1–13. DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445611 

2. Rosanna Bellini, Nicola Dell, Monica Whitty, Debasis Bhattacharya, David Wall, and 

Pamela Briggs. 2020. Crime and/or Punishment: Joining the Dots between Crime, 

Legality and HCI. In Extended Abstracts of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human 

Factors in Computing Systems (CHI EA '20). Association for Computing Machinery, 

New York, NY, USA, 1–8. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3334480.3375176 (PR) 

3. Rosanna Bellini, Simon Forrest, Nicole Westmarland, and Jan David Smeddinck. 

2020. Mechanisms of Moral Responsibility: Rethinking Technologies for Domestic 

Violence Prevention Work. In Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human 

Factors in Computing Systems (CHI '20). Association for Computing Machinery, New 

York, NY, USA, 1–13. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376693 

4. Rosanna Bellini, Simon Forrest, Nicole Westmarland, Dan Jackson, and Jan David 

Smeddinck. 2020. Choice-Point: Fostering Awareness and Choice with Perpetrators 

in Domestic Violence Interventions. In Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on 

Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI '20). Association for Computing 
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Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 1–14. DOI: 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376386 

5. Rosanna Bellini, Jay Rainey, Andrew Garbett, and Pamela Briggs. 2019. Vocalising 

Violence: Using Violent Men's Voices for Service Delivery and Feedback. In 

Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Communities & Technologies - 

Transforming Communities (C&T '19). Association for Computing Machinery, New 

York, NY, USA, 210–217. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3328320.3328405 

6. Rosanna Bellini, Angelika Strohmayer, Patrick Olivier, and Clara Crivellaro. 2019. 

Mapping the Margins: Navigating the Ecologies of Domestic Violence Service 

Provision. In Proceedings of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 

Computing Systems (CHI '19). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, 

USA, Paper 122, 1–13. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300352 

(Honourable Mention Award) 

 Non-Peer Reviewed 

7. Victoria Page, Sara Kirkpatrick, Rosanna Bellini, and Victoria Cousins. 2021. 

Designing Digital Technologies for Perpetrators of Domestic Abuse: Learnings from 

Respect’s Tech vs Abuse Project. RespectUK. 

8. Nicole Westmarland, Hannah King and Rosanna Bellini. 2020. Domestic Abuse 

Awareness Project Evaluation Report. Durham County Council. Report (1) 2. 

9. Nicole Westmarland and Rosanna Bellini. 2020. Coronavirus lockdown is a 

dangerous time for victims of domestic abuse – here’s what you need to know. In 

The Conversation. URL: https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-lockdown-is-a-

dangerous-time-for-victims-of-domestic-abuse-heres-what-you-need-to-know-

134072 

10. Rosanna Bellini. 2020. Why we’re challenging domestic violence perpetrators with 

interactive storytelling. In The Conversation. URL: 

https://theconversation.com/why-were-challenging-domestic-violence-

perpetrators-with-interactive-storytelling-130556 

 

1.7. Rationales for Engagement 

There are several motivations for conducting this research project, both academic and 

personal, which I will now discuss further.  

 Academic Rationale 
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In recent years, there has been a growing drive for the field of Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI) to better understand and design for large-scale, systematic, societal 

challenges (Fox et al., 2016); importantly, this has extended to include domestic violence 

(Dimond, Fiesler and Bruckman, 2011; Matthews et al., 2017; Freed et al., 2018). This 

initiative follows in the wake of decades of campaigning from women’s movements and 

academic collectives seeking to promote the understanding of the harms caused by digital 

technologies within the domestic violence space. The addressing of such topics has in turn 

raised awareness of this issue and underlined the severity of harms that could be caused 

through irresponsible digital design (Nardi, 2000), inappropriate researcher motivations 

(Hoven, 2013; Durrant, Kirk and Reeves, 2014), and a lack of inclusion of situated 

knowledges from those affected (Haraway, 1988; Butler, 2009). Indeed, many scholars 

have encouraged these approaches by advocating that researchers in HCI adopt the 

mantle of social responsibility, thereby becoming more mindful of groups marginalised by 

society while actively working to combat the negative effects of systematic harms 

(Schneider et al., 2009; Muller, 2011). In line with the growth of Feminist HCI, many 

scholars have identified that failing to act when faced with harmful practices, structures 

and activities serves to reinforce the status quo of violence (Bardzell, 2010a). This has 

also manifested in a meta-reflection on what role could be played by the HCI field itself 

in the pursuit of combating societal challenges in a way that is both responsive and 

responsible. In self-assigning ourselves a social mission that aspires to contribute towards 

a social good – such as an eradication of, or at least a reduction in violence – Joyojeet Pal 

(2017) also highlights that we also require appropriate ways of discussing it. Indeed, while 

there have been wider calls for researchers within social justice design to “hold [those] 

responsible who foster or unduly benefit from the oppression of others” (Dombrowski, 

Harmon and Fox, 2016), there are few works that follow this guidance and turn their focus 

on those who subject their current and former intimate partners to violence. As the field 

seeks to grapple with more significant problems that extend beyond technical challenges, 

it is important that more work is performed to better investigate how we ‘hold [those] 

responsible’ (e.g., “those who foster or benefit from oppression”) in practical and 

methodological terms. While working with perpetrators has been a long-established 

practice in the United Kingdom, more widespread calls for justice and fairness by an 

increasing number of HCI researchers (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016; Fox et al., 

2016; Strohmayer, 2019) indicate that the field may be on the cusp of including 

perpetrators of oppression in a broader variety of approaches.  
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A richer understanding of, and sensitivity towards, design appropriate for working with 

those who use violence has long been identified by scholars as the crucial ‘missing piece’ 

in preventative approaches (Respect UK, 2020). Research within criminology, policy 

analysis and psychology has long since developed an in-depth understanding through 

language and concepts around how perpetrators understand their actions to be justified, 

and how such justifications might be challenged through careful intervention design. 

Doing so has already resulted in a tentative optimism that the use of such perpetrator 

interventions, those that seek to hold perpetrators accountable for their choice to subject 

others to harm, can result in the reduction or overall cessation of harm. The wealth of 

information available in the field regarding design within sensitive settings (Birbeck et 

al., 2017), and work with marginalised groups (Ahmed, 2018) can be appropriately drawn 

on so that perpetrator interventions can be identified as important sites for design in their 

own right. As such, there is a great deal of potential in exploring these sites with respect 

to the use of violent and abusive behaviours. This gap in understanding provided the 

inspiration for this research project and is where the present work seeks to make an 

original contribution to the academic literature and the domestic violence sector more 

broadly: specifically, by investigating perpetrator interventions as sites for design and 

exploring how digital technologies could potentially have a meaningful impact on how 

approaches to domestic violence are understood.  

 Personal Rationale 

In my late teenage years, I began to develop an understanding of the world through a 

feminist lens, which was cultivated by my membership in FemSoc (Feminist Society) 

during my Undergraduate years and through fempower.tech1 in my Postgraduate studies. 

The more I engaged with matters of feminist concern, such as domestic violence, the 

more I desired to better understand the challenges faced by vulnerable and marginalised 

groups. This was done not only to better contextualise the landscapes of oppression, but 

also to better inform my language, efforts, and motivations towards combatting them. I 

had also noticed that despite its rise in visibility, domestic violence remained excluded 

from major considerations regarding privacy and security, despite its known role in 

permitting perpetrators to extend and intensify their abuse. Digital technologies, for the 

most part, were also not designed to challenge abusive behaviours when they occur – the 

 
1 https://fempower.tech/ Mission statement: We are a group of intersectional feminists who aim to raise awareness of 
feminist issues in HCI by being overtly critical and political of the field, raising voices of underrepresented groups and 
topics, presenting tangible outcomes, and taking on an activist role for this. We create a supportive and collaborative 
environment within Open Lab, academia, industry, and beyond. We are fempower.tech.  
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one exception is the strategy of banning or blocking their accounts for a period of time, 

which only causes perpetrators to change tactics, create new accounts or find other ways 

to return and continue their abuse (Woodlock, 2017a; Freed et al., 2018). As behaviour 

rarely changes in the absence of the appropriate support to do so, I realised that the 

expectation to deal with such abuse was frequently placed by default on the shoulders of 

those subject to abuse. From a social, economic, moral, and legal standpoint, this did not 

sit well with me, and I resolved to work within spaces that were trying to correct this 

injustice.  

These motivations would be concretised when a colleague in Digital Civics shared with me 

that HCI scholars had begun to adopt second-wave feminist principles as a site for 

guidance, inspiration and action (Bardzell, 2010a). This was one of the first indicators 

that I might not need to keep my feminist aspirations and technical skills separate; in 

many ways, this work represents the union of the two. Early scholars that influenced my 

motivation to address the complexities of domestic violence from the perspective of HCI 

practice included Freed et al.’s (2018) comprehensive description of the various ways in 

which perpetrators were engaging in technology-facilitated abuse, as well as Clarke et 

al.’s (2013) beautiful presentation regarding the role of digital storytelling and photo-

sharing in identity formation, conducted with a Black-led women’s centre. Such works 

motivated me to acknowledge that while digital technologies should be understood as a 

potential tool of violence, there was also the potential for technologies to be designed 

and deployed in a way that was supportive and useful to those providing interventions for 

perpetrators. 

My Master of Research dissertation for Digital Civics in 2018 focused on another part of 

the violence and abuse spectrum: occupational bullying and harassment within an 

academic context. 2  Importantly, it was through the research process of collecting 

qualitative participant accounts from those who had been the victim or perpetrator of 

abuse between colleagues through creative means that I became more interested in 

interventions working directly with abusive behaviours. In many ways, conducting this 

work first prompted my consideration of the sensitivity required in making space for 

people to disclose accounts of being victim of – or, in a few cases, perpetrating – abuse 

 
2 Rosanna Bellini, Patrick Olivier, and Rob Comber. 2018. “That Really Pushes My Buttons”: Designing 
Bullying and Harassment Training for the Workplace. Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems. Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, Paper 235, 1–14. 
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173809 
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between colleagues. I was intrigued that many individuals employed different methods of 

creative expression to communicate deeply uncomfortable experiences and emotions 

related to the subtlety of abusive behaviours. In such a way, I pivoted towards approaches 

of digital design that aim to be more personalised to the individuals involved, assisting 

them in making sense of their own experiences, while also facilitating changes in 

occupational responses to similar experiences. In many ways, these initial efforts laid the 

foundation for the findings in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Digital Responses to Domestic Violence:  

The Perpetrator Gap 

 

2.1. Introduction and Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, I present the research related to domestic violence service delivery, with 

a specific focus on perpetrators, digital responses to domestic violence and the 

theoretical tensions inherent in the gaps between individual and collective responsibility. 

As my approach draws on the interdisciplinary space of Human-Computer Interaction, this 

research area also includes a rich history of criminology, sociology, computer science and 

design that may frequently intersect and build on each other. Within this chapter, I first 

outline the language and analytical approach that I use when discussing domestic 

violence, drawing explicit attention to the linguistic placeholders for the agents involved, 

the patterns of behaviour that describe domestic violence (through a synthesis of 

definitions). I use this understanding to explore why work that focuses on encouraging 

perpetrators to reflect on their responsibility is important for violence prevention through 

presenting the context in which the studies reported within this thesis are based: namely, 

domestic violence perpetrator programmes. I continue by discussing how HCI has 

approached so-called ‘responsible design’ and how this has been made manifest in 

approaches to domestic violence. Despite the dynamism of the societal challenges that 

the field engages with, I argue that responsibility for rectifying or preventing harm is 

often left unassigned or considered to be a matter of interpretation in most contexts, 

which may inadvertently conceal the perpetrator’s role in causing abuse. I conclude this 

overview by providing some examples of how third sector and charitable organisations 

may strive to develop and apply values-led approaches. I use the understandings I have 

acquired throughout this literature review to identify areas that merit exploration and 

investigation in the following chapters of this thesis.  

2.2. Defining Domestic Violence and Abuse 

Domestic violence describes a ‘web of abuse’ (Kirkwood, 1993) or a ‘constellation of 

violence’ (Dobash et al., 1999), which include patterns of controlling, coercive, or 

threatening behaviour, violence or abuse between current or former intimate partners 

(HM Government, 2020). Abuse can include psychological, physical, sexual, economic, and 

emotional forms of abusive behaviour, although this list is by no means exhaustive. 

Controlling behaviour, for its part, can refer to making a person subordinate to another 
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within an intimate relationship, frequently depriving a victim-survivor of the means to 

secure independence from, to resist and/or to escape from the abusive situation, while 

coercive behaviour describes a pattern of assault, threats, humiliation and intimidation 

that is used to harm, punish, or frighten a person (Stark, 2009b). By including these 

definitions, I wish to emphasise here that what is being addressed within my thesis is not 

a representation of isolated acts of violence (‘one-offs’), but rather patterns of violent, 

abusive and harmful behaviour engaged in by perpetrators towards their victim-survivors 

(Quéma, 2015). Kelly and Westmarland (2016) support this approach through their 

argument that the most prominent definition of domestic violence includes a ‘single 

incident’, which can conflate different forms of violence and abuse: namely, single 

incidents and repeated patterns of harm. The cross-government definition for domestic 

abuse is as follows (emphasis mine):  

“Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive, threatening 

behaviour, violence or abuse between those aged 16 or over who are or have been 

intimate partners or family members regardless of gender or sexuality …” 

Conceptualising (or, as Hearn (1998) describes it, ‘incidentalising’) domestic violence in 

this way can lead to a conclusion that women use violence at a similar rate to men 

(Archer, 2000), without consideration of the role of fear, frequency and levels of injury 

(Stark, 2004) or the context in which the violence takes place (Myhill, 2017). While many 

individual incidents can arguably catalyse a response from either victim-survivors or 

perpetrators to seek help with their behaviour, it is important to contextualise domestic 

violence as a pattern of crime and intent. I acknowledge here that my approach can (and 

frequently does) clash with a legal and enforcement system that Tuerkheimer (2004) 

argues promotes a ‘transactional model of crime that isolates and decontextualises 

violence… concealing the reality of an on-going pattern of conduct occurring within a 

relationship’. It is for this reason that, although I adopt the main aspects of the cross-

governmental definition, I do so with the exclusion of ‘single incidents’, and only in 

reference to intimate partner violence rather than familial violence. 

I prefer to use the term domestic violence (as opposed to abuse) throughout this thesis, 

as my goal is to emphasise the damage, harm, and indeed potential fatality to victim-

survivors. It also draws attention to the domestic lens so as to include family and children, 

two groups that have been identified as having been excluded from the discourse (Hester, 

2007). The retention of the word domestic is deliberate, seeking to underscore that we 

are discussing the kind of violence that frequently exists within the context of 
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cohabitation, marriage, or civil partnership. It is the fact that the perpetrator and victim-

survivor are not only well known to each other but are (or were) in an intimate 

relationship with each other, that makes these situations particularly hard to deal with 

for the victim-survivor, support and criminal justice agencies, and the law. I also note 

that a variable range of terms (‘domestic abuse’, ‘intimate partner violence’, ‘gender-

based violence’) may also be used interchangeably across this review, reflecting the 

formulations used within the existing corpus of work in HCI (Clarke et al., 2013; Freed et 

al., 2017; Matthews et al., 2017; Ndjibu et al., 2017). 

 Victim-Survivors and Perpetrators 

To represent the polarised duality that characterises both the person who is on the 

receiving end of a criminalised act and that person’s capacities to address, resist, prevent 

and otherwise cope with the harms inflicted by their ex- or current intimate partners, I 

use the term victim-survivor as a linguistic placeholder within this work (Lupton and 

Gillespie, 1994; Campbell, 1998; Hester et al., 2006). My preference for the use of the 

term ‘perpetrator’ (‘batterer’ in the United States, or ‘abuser’ in Australia) as a 

placeholder for the agent of abuse is however far more uncertain and has moreover (as 

will be explicated in this thesis) long been a site of ongoing negotiation and compromise. 

This work seeks to promote an approach that, in the words of bell hooks, means that ‘we 

hold people accountable for wrongdoing and yet … believe [in] their capacity to be 

transformed; (hooks, 2016). While the term perpetrator may originate from a criminal 

justice framework, it is also important for this thesis; this is because it has the capacity 

to hold people responsible for their actions by both determining who subjected whom to 

what violence and by making it clear that to commit domestic violence is to perpetrate a 

heinous crime. When I use the word perpetrator, I refer to a person who perpetrates 

violent and abusive behaviours towards another.  

The focus on the behavioural dimension of the term is critical here, as someone who 

perpetrates violently can also be someone does not perpetrate such acts in other 

circumstances. I do however note that the interventions included within this thesis may 

opt not to use language such as ‘perpetrators’ or ‘abusers’ during the intervention 

process; this is because many attendees can find these labels highly stigmatising, 

consequently experience fear of judgement, and therefore may initially refuse to engage 

in the process. However, every intervention I include does not shy away from naming 

violence as violence while referring to the perpetrators they work with as men. Naming 

men as men, for scholars such as Hearn (1998), can be just as important as naming the 
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perpetration as abuse when aiming to reflect the gendered nature of domestic violence. 

The nuances of the ways in which perpetrators orientate themselves towards the label of 

‘perpetrator’ is discussed in more detail in my final exploration in Chapter 7. 

 Characterising Domestic Violence in the United Kingdom 

The main evidence base for the prevalence of domestic violence in England and Wales 

reports that 2.3 million adults (aged 16–74) experienced domestic violence in 2020; this 

can be broken down into 1.6 million women and 757,000 men, collectively representing 

5.5% of the adult population in the UK (ONS, 2019). Numbers pertaining to victim-survivors 

who do not report to the police (ONS, 2018), are normally captured through the Crime 

Survey for England and Wales (CSEW). In the vast majority of cases involving domestic 

violence, the agents of abuse are men, while the direct experience of being subjected to 

domestic violence is more prevalent among women than among men (Stöckl et al., 2013). 

Women are also more likely to experience specific forms of violence than men: for 

example, they are five times more likely to be subjected to sexual violence, and suffer 

more repeated and systematic violence, severe assault, severe injuries and 

hospitalisations then men (Office of National Statistics, 2020). Any attempt to present an 

‘a-gendered’ or ‘genderless’ understanding of domestic violence, even if it may at first 

glance appear fair and impartial, can lead to misrepresenting the reality of violence, 

which is highly gendered (Hearn and McKie, 2010). Crucially, gender, as discussed within 

this thesis, does not refer only to the categories of men, women and non-binary persons, 

but rather also to the socially constructed roles, traits, attitudes, behaviours, values, 

responsibilities, relative power, status and influence that are applied to these identities 

and reinforced on a daily basis (Burman et al., 2010). As such, this represents a move 

away from the biological determinism of innate and immutable social characteristics, and 

towards the understanding that gender ascriptions and behaviour (including violence) are 

adopted from the environment in which they are situated (Hearn, 1998; Widom and 

Wilson, 2015).  

Furthermore, patterns of violence perpetration change over time, and a wide variety of 

rates and manifestations of domestic violence exists across different cultures and 

countries. This difference in rates is so prominent that the World Health Organisation has 

argued that this data suggests violence is more a result of the social environment in which 

it is performed rather than the biological makeup of individuals (WHO, 2005). As such, I 

position domestic violence as a pattern of behaviour, as a pattern that men predominantly 

enact on others, and as a pattern enacted primarily against and on women. This is not to 
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imply that domestic violence that depends on different gendered dynamics should be 

treated less seriously or dismissed; rather, it is to say that to focus on the root causes of 

the problem of violence, it is important to be specific about the nature of the problem 

surrounding domestic violence. To better understand domestic violence, and thereby 

address its causes, it is crucial to recognise who it is that is doing the violence, why they 

are doing it, and their capacity to choose (and reasons for choosing) violent behaviours 

over non-violent ones. A lack of specificity about domestic violence has a significant and 

real-world impact on how associated interventions or ‘solutions’ are designed to respond 

to the challenge. Dombrowski et al. (2016) suggest that this is because problems do not 

exist a priori; designers or policy-makers instead formulate problems when they define 

and articulate a collection of issues on which to focus their attention. The act of defining 

a problem simultaneously creates the parameters by which it can be addressed and 

narrows the focus of the potential design solutions (Kolko, 2010; DiSalvo et al., 2011).  

2.3. Absent Perpetrators: The Problem of Domestic Violence 

Dobash and Dobash (1981) argued that despite the historic evidence of men’s abuse and 

violence against women, the issue had largely remained ‘hidden in plain sight’ at the 

time: while it was reportedly widely known about, it was also often rendered invisible 

through sustained resistance from men (individually and collectively) to the idea of 

publicly recognising the extent and nature of the problem (Morran, 2011a). Many scholars 

contend that in the 1970s, domestic violence underwent an official ‘rediscovery’ within 

the United Kingdom and United States (Dobash, 2003), alongside the establishment of a 

network of refuges for women leaving an abusive household (now ‘Women’s Aid 

Federation’) (Pizzey, 1974; Freeman, 1979). The related experiences of victim-survivors, 

then called ‘battered women’, helped to raise awareness and concern, as well as to 

provide demonstrable evidence of a growing problem that was far from a marginal 

occurrence and was in fact frequent and widespread. However, it was also around this 

time that prominent victim-blaming narratives began to inform the professional approach 

to domestic violence, such that policies and reports scrutinised how victim-survivors 

might have ‘found themselves’ in abusive relationships (Launuis and Lindquist, 1988; 

Campbell, 1998). Interventions across law enforcement, the legal system, social care, 

healthcare and housing demonstrate that most of these sectors continue to deal with 

victim-survivors aiming to secure their safety by removing them from harm (Douglas and 

Walsh, 2010). These decisions have been so far-ranging and pervasive that Lynn Beller 

(2014) described this approach of removing of victim-survivors (including children) from 
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an environment as following the maxim of ‘if in doubt, take them [victim-survivors] out’. 

This approach stands in contrast to focusing on the real cause of the issue: namely, the 

fact that perpetrators use violent and abusive behaviours within the context of domestic 

environments and intimate partnerships.  

Perpetrators, as a result, were (and arguably still are) largely ‘held to account’ through 

the criminal justice system via a combination of arrests, warnings, restraining orders or 

imprisonment for the worst offenses. However, akin to early evaluations of criminal 

justice sanctions – which Hoyle and Sanders (2000) originally described as ‘patchy and 

partial’ – the overwhelming majority of those prosecuted are not ultimately subjected to 

any criminal justice sanctions (Kelly and Westmarland, 2015; ONS, 2020). Although the 

impact of domestic violence on women, children and their relationships has been 

identified with increasing frequency in recent years, Stanley et al. (2011) note that 

effective intervention responses targeted at perpetrators rather than victim-survivors are 

far less developed. The exclusion of perpetrators from a comprehensive approach to 

prevention has been identified by John Devaney (2009) as resulting from several criminal 

justice system and social care organisations ignoring the gendered nature of violence 

perpetration. Brown et al. (2009) paint a similar picture, whereby male perpetrators 

within child welfare policies and practices were rendered as ‘ghost fathers’, absent from 

strategies to improve safety and welfare for the family. Alongside Farmer and Owen 

(1995), Brown identified that the reported ‘screening out’ of perpetrators from strategies 

for prevention led directly to greater scrutiny of victim-survivors. As stated in a recent 

governmental review of multi-agency approaches to cases of women and children living 

with domestic violence, there is a ‘distinctive lack of accountability or responsibility 

attributed to the perpetrator’ (McBride, 2018). This quote reflects a familiar pattern 

within research, in which several biases towards blaming determine that there is an 

overresponsibility applied to victim-survivors to manage a violent situation, while an 

underresponsibility is assigned to perpetrators and their abusive actions (Lamb, 1999). 

Despite three decades of evidence, this situation continues to exist, as indicated by 

Barlow et al.’s (2020) recent review of police response to coercive control; according to 

these authors, far greater amounts of resources and improved understandings are required 

due to the low rate of appropriate sanctions (whether arrest or referral to a moderated 

perpetrator intervention). The failings of the criminal justice system are especially acute 

for victim-survivors of domestic violence; this is because, unlike many other violent 

crimes, perpetrators return directly to the context in which harm and abuse was inflicted. 
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Importantly, uninformed criminal justice responses may not always lead to safer 

environments or outcomes for victim-survivors (Barata, 2007; Sherman and Harris, 2014). 

Perhaps of most concern, given that I position domestic violence as a behaviour, is the 

fact that there is minimal evidence of arrests or prosecutions leading to changes in men’s 

use of violence and abuse (Berk et al., 1992). As the impact of abuse renders children as 

additional victim-survivors, failure to provide appropriate sanctions for a perpetrator can 

result in a potential growth in the intensity and scale of domestic violence. Put simply, if 

we do not work effectively with perpetrators of domestic violence, we may permit 

domestic violence against vulnerable individuals to continue.  

 Domestic Violence Perpetrator Programmes 

Domestic Violence Perpetrator Programmes (DVPPs) are interventions that seek to address 

the responsibility and accountability of perpetrator behaviour through working holistically 

with an individual. Kelly and Westmarland (2015) contend that such programmes should 

not be understood as an alternative to criminal justice sanctions, but rather as an 

investigation into ‘whether men can be engaged in a process of change’, and that they 

indicate a ‘symbolically important’ stance aimed at ensuring that these men take 

responsibility for their behaviour. The interventions have their origins in Duluth, 

Minnesota, United States in the 1980s as an experimental pilot run out of a women’s 

shelter, with the twin aims of centring victim-survivor safety and holding male 

perpetrators to account (Pence and Paymar, 1993a). An important component this 

approach - termed a Coordinated Community Response (CCR) (Pence, 1983) to domestic 

violence - was a 24-week non-violence group-work programme for batterers 

(perpetrators), designed to reduce the likelihood of reoffending. Programme materials 

were based on detailed accounts from victim-survivors demonstrating that perpetrator 

violence manifested from a desire to attain power and control over them (Bilby and 

Hatcher, 2004), and were able to challenge myths about how and why perpetrators used 

violence (Pence and Paymar, 1993a). In various adaptations, the project has been 

delivered in many areas, both within the United Kingdom and internationally, since 1983 

(Bilby and Hatcher, 2004).  

Initial DVPPs within the United Kingdom were developed in the context of increased 

attention being paid to evidence-based approaches to offender interventions, along with 

associated questions regarding ‘what works’ in the context of a re-appraisal of legal 

sanctions (Morran, 2006). While initially perceived as broadly similar in their approaches 

due to their emphasis on cognitive-behavioural techniques and group work, DVPPs across 
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the UK vary considerably in their modes of delivery and content. Gondolf (2002) identifies 

the three prevailing paradigmatic approaches to such programmes as cognitive-

behavioural, psychodynamic and pro-feminist. While other treatment approaches do 

exist, Barnish (2004) identifies that these are both rare and (in Barnish’s opinion) contain 

various flaws. However, most programmes (particularly within Europe; Hamilton, Koehler 

and Lösel, 2013) overlap and coalesce around shared principles of how to reduce repeat 

abusive behaviours (Dalton, 2007). In Hamilton et al.’s (2013) survey of existing DVPPs 

across Europe, the average length of a complete programme was around 26 sessions, 

traditionally delivered over the course of 29 weeks, although most programmes report 

being responsive to the needs of the perpetrator if longer engagements are required 

(Bates, 2017). This included a report of an average session of approximately two hours, 

with group work being delivered between a range of eight to twelve perpetrators at a 

time (Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013); however, larger numbers may be more 

common in criminal justice settings (Hamilton, Koehler and Lösel, 2013).   

DVPPs originate from the accounts of victim-survivors. This, in turn, directly informed the 

original focus of perpetrator interventions on challenging perpetrator attitudes and 

beliefs associated with domestic violence (Paymar and Barnes, 2007). As a result, much 

of the present intervention content of DVPPs is focused on learning and meaningfully 

demonstrating non-controlling, non-coercive and non-violent behaviour that their 

absence can (and frequently does) result in violence (Healey, Smith and O’Sullivan, 2009). 

DVPPs frequently may self-describe as behaviour change programmes for three reasons: 

they theorise that abuse holds its root in learned behaviour (rather than a phenomenon); 

they provide perpetrators with strategies for changing attitudes and behaviours (such as 

time out); and are frequently commissioned through a comparison of how many 

perpetrators have or have not ‘changed’ from using abusive behaviours. At a higher-level 

however, many programmes do not ground their practice in a wider theoretical framework 

around intention, action and behaviour akin to other behaviour change interventions 

(Morran, 2011a). As such, many perpetrator programmes may be better understood as 

borrowing aspects from behaviour change practice (and its language) such as self-

management and goal setting but are motivated by community-driven aspirations such as 

re-education and restorative retribution. In this way, what is being scrutinised is changes 

in embedded beliefs and witnessing how this may manifest in observable behaviour (by 

victim-survivors and support workers) rather than evaluating the effectiveness of known 

behaviour change techniques or BCTs (Laing, 2002). DVPPs thus challenge perpetrators to 

directly take responsibility for the violence and abuse that they perpetrate against their 
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victim-survivor(s) while also providing spaces for personal reflection on the role of 

violence in their relationships. Beginning from this retributive standpoint enables the 

transfer of responsibility of behavioural reform to the perpetrator while also implying 

reformative goals for personal behaviour. Dobash et al. (2000) argue that this process 

should be understood as ‘respectful retribution’, whereby making amends and working 

to remedy personal wrongs is understood as a fundamental part of the reformative 

processes. It is this perspective, as Paymar and Barnes (2007) argue, that represents the 

critical cornerstone of a dedication to forming long-term non-abusive attitudes and 

behaviour.  

 Content, Ideology and Mode of Delivery for DVPPs 

The content of a DVPP may consist of offering alternative options to the use of violent 

and abusive behaviours through the teaching of social skills, introduction of behavioural 

management approaches, and exposure to material that might lead to enhanced victim-

survivor empathy. Similar to many violence prevention interventions courses, components 

may include identifying and managing emotions, communication skills, general self-

awareness, general coping skills and life skills (Hamilton, Koehler and Lösel, 2013). With 

regard to managing complex social situations, content can also branch into anger 

management and impulse control skills, conflict resolution skills, the impact of abuse on 

victim-survivors, the impact of abuse on children and the identification of power and 

control tactics (Bates, 2017). A significant number of programmes now also teach broader 

meditation and relaxation exercises, mindfulness, and strategies for taking care of one’s 

mental and physical health (Bates, 2017). Finally, particularly for pro-feminist 

programmes, content includes material relating to consciousness about gender roles, 

socialisation factors relating to violence, and changing pro-violent thoughts (Brown, 

Hampson, and Family Violence Prevention Foundation of Australia, 2009). As a means of 

delivery, most DVPPs use role-play between perpetrators, along with DVDs and audio to 

communicate thematic content and provide avenues for discussion. It is also very common 

to provide perpetrators with handouts and exercises, while progress logs, workbooks or 

journals are also widely used in self-reflective study outside of the sessions. Given the 

wide range of individuals that can be labelled as perpetrating domestic violence, there 

are naturally tensions around delivering a ‘one-size-fits-all’ therapeutic approach to meet 

the needs of all attendees. Indeed, the extent to which programmes can be deemed 

effective has long been understood as directly dependent on the measures of success of 

the work, whether this be a complete cessation of violence, a dedication to desistance 

(Morran, 2011b), a reduction in the number of victim-survivors (Pence, 1983), an 
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increased level of victim-survivor agency and safety (Westmarland and Kelly, 2013), or 

other psychometric changes within a perpetrator (Lila et al., 2013).  

While DVPPs in the 1990s may have sought to prioritise evidence of non-violence as the 

desired outcome and measure of success, this can for many programmes lead to a 

somewhat simplistic approach to the way in which practice with perpetrators is carried 

out in order to ‘evidence success’. Reportedly, this has come at the expense of paying 

attention to how the complexities of personal change among domestic violence 

perpetrators (and indeed all offenders), should be understood (Morran, 2011b). Kieran 

Cutting (2020) describes such situations using the umbrella term of justification practices, 

whereby third sector organisations in particular are constrained by funding requirements 

to inauthentically justify how such funding is spent through evidencing particular 

objectives. Importantly, these justifications can be made irrespective of whether these 

objectives are legitimate from the perspective of the organisation or service users 

involved. For example, at face value, a reduction in the number of reports of domestic 

violence could indicate to a funder that the DVPP has done ‘work that worked’ in the 

context of violence prevention. However, from a provider’s perspective, this could 

indicate that victim-survivors feel less confident in reporting such abuse through 

professional channels (such as to the service’s integrated safety officer or to law 

enforcement). Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland (2017) also agree that too great of a focus 

on the extent to which DVPPs ‘work’ with reference to a range of measures can ‘neglect 

the more nuanced questions of content and implementation’. Indeed, David Morran 

(2011b) contends that researchers and practitioners have pivoted from the principal 

concern of ‘what works’, which dominated the 1990s, towards a more holistic scrutiny of 

‘who works?’ and ‘what matters?’. As this process has progressed, there have been calls 

for practitioners and researchers to pay more attention to exploring novel counselling 

approaches and innovations in work with perpetrators, so as to continuously improve on 

a small but influential knowledge-base (Morran, 2011b). Regarding the return to a core 

aspiration (and evaluative holistic measure of success) of the original IDAP for 

programmes, perpetrators and victim-survivors, Pence and Paymar (1993, p. 4)  state 

that: 

‘To change long-held patterns, men must acknowledge the destructive nature of their 

present behaviours and accept the responsibility for their actions’ 

Historically, it has been the explicit lack of focus surrounding responsibility that has 

inadvertently resulted in undue attention and onus being placed on victim-survivors to 
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make changes in their lives in order to avoid abuse (Brown et al., 2009; Stanley et al., 

2011). Westmarland and Kelly identified that support agencies that removed emphasis on 

the responsibility for victim-survivors to respond to domestic violence were positively 

associated with an increased level of self-worth and a direct improvement of their ‘space 

for action’ (Kelly and Westmarland, 2015). Further investigating ways to support the 

exploration of responsibility within the context of perpetrator work not only yields further 

insight into extending the impact of violence prevention work, but also provides an 

opportunity for exploring our own moralities and the ways in which we do, or do not, hold 

people responsible for their use of harm against others. 

2.4. The Importance of Responsibility for HCI and Design 

As the power of technology to produce both benefits and harms has become clearer, 

debates concerning responsibility have broadened. As such, the tension between a top-

down approach to active enactment of values (such as responsibility), and how this might 

be measured, designed for, and evaluated within DVPPs, are seemingly mirrored within 

existing narratives in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. Indeed, the field has 

undergone what many have termed a ‘responsibility renaissance’, whereby systems that 

may have been previously understood as value-neutral have gradually risen to ‘existential 

significance’ today (Platonova, Kokarevich and Shapovalova, 2016). Responsibility has 

been described as one of the most important modern ethical issues, leading to detailed 

introspection regarding who we are making responsible and how this is done across many 

areas of social or ecological crisis (Adam and Groves, 2011; Stilgoe, Owen and 

Macnaghten, 2013; Grimpe, Hartswood and Jirotka, 2014). This can be seen through a 

growing interest in how responsible design might be applied to difficult societal 

challenges, and how we might better design for the personal or collective responsibilities 

of those involved. However, the field has yet to explicitly identify the differences 

between responsible design and designing for responsibility (both in terms of taking and 

embodiment), particularly regarding violence and abuse. While the two are based on 

similar concerns, and each perspective can likely benefit from the other, it is important 

to recognise their foundational differences.  

Digital media and systems now mediate a growing amount of our interpersonal 

communications, meaning that they are often vehicles for technology-facilitated abuse. 

As such, the role of digital tools and their intersection with domestic violence – both in 

terms of how such systems exacerbate the risks for harm and how they could be the means 

to prevent it – should not be overlooked. Importantly, the lack of discussion surrounding 
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digital interventions has already been raised as a concern by several HCI scholars, who 

note that an absence of such discussion may restore prior challenges of victim-blaming 

mentalities for harm to individuals, their data, and their devices (Dombrowski, Harmon 

and Fox, 2016; Lang et al., 2018; McDonald et al., 2020). When any shift occurs between 

conceptualising individual and collective phenomena, particularly regarding safety and 

violence, Sharron Lamb (1999) reports that there can be a tendency to obscure or trouble 

the notions of individual agency, responsibility, capacity, and control. LaRose et al. (2008) 

further describe these situations within technical design as producing ‘responsibility 

gaps’, where determining how an individual should or could respond in the face of 

complexity is met with uncertainty. Such careful handling of responsibility in technical 

design is reportedly vital, as the misapplication of responsibility, whether with regard to 

attribution, accountability or answerability, can directly result in intensified impacts of 

such harm and violence (Adam and Groves, 2011). For example, as Parkin et al. (2019) 

and Matthews et al. (2017) identify, assigning a victim-survivor the duty of securing their 

digital devices, removing themselves from an abusive home environment, and answering 

for their actions adds to the intensity of the violence experienced by that individual. In 

other words, by not focusing on responsibility, we risk recreating the same challenges as 

before, in that we hold the wrong persons responsible and permit the continuation of 

abuse by perpetrators, who go unchallenged. Although I cannot claim to plug these 

responsibility gaps entirely within this section, I can identify them and further 

conceptualise them as spaces in which scholars are already doing some of the work of 

sense-making about responsibility; in this way, I can identify how we might perform this 

with perpetrators. 

 Defining Responsibility 

Responsibility is not a novel concept; it is an idea that has been described as ‘both old 

and new’, constituting an important theme in research and technical practice (Stilgoe, 

Owen and Macnaghten, 2013). The term originates from the Latin word respons-, meaning 

‘answered’ or ‘offered in return’; this potentially communicates its core characteristic of 

being ‘directly embedded within social relations’, and by its very nature describes the 

connection from one person to another, to society and to overarching values such as 

fairness, safety and justice (Young, 2011). The concept is multivalued and polysemous, 

and best understood through the delineation of the different contexts in which the term 

is applied, which include collective responsibility, legal responsibility, moral or personal 
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responsibility and social responsibility. Indeed, these multiple locations influenced Robert 

Albin (2018) to express that it is one of the ‘richest concepts in the modern ethical 

vocabulary’. This richness entails that the concept possesses many different 

interpretations and dimensions, which leads to the conflation of distinctive meanings in 

everyday language (Fincham and Jaspars, 1980; Shaver, 1985; Platonova, Kokarevich and 

Shapovalova, 2016). As domestic violence frequently necessitates a judgement not only 

whether an individual exercises their power and capacity to bring about an action (i.e., 

responsibility over events), but also that this behaviour relates to a code of approved or 

disapproved conduct (i.e., morality), it is important to focus further attention on moral 

responsibility. Morality is a valuable concept here as desistance from violence requires 

following a set of personal and/or social standards for commonly agreed standards in 

relation to behaviour and attitude, and thus can be better tailored to specific contexts, 

social settings and time periods. I deliberately leverage this language as attention on 

individual responsibility masks the collective and societal influences on its occurrence, 

while criminal responsibility situates understanding and performing actions within a 

fixedly criminal justice framework that many perpetrator interventions sit outside of.  

Figure 1: Watson's Three-term Relationship of Responsibility Between Two 
Parties 
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Peter Strawson (1962) portrayed moral responsibility for an individual’s conduct in term 

of human reactions to his or her conduct, described in his work as ‘reactive attitudes’. 

These attitudes, he contends, can be positive or negative, as we present our approval or 

disapproval to another person’s behaviour, thereby attributing responsibility depending 

on the reaction. Building on Strawson’s reactive interpretation, Gary Watson (1996) 

presented two faces of moral responsibility: responsibility as deep moral appraisal, and 

accountability (Figure 1). Responsibility as deep moral appraisal is a means of evaluating 

a person’s moral capacities and character as they are embodied in their behaviour. This 

appraisal is undertaken in terms of praise and blame, and considering certain sets of 

standards and maxims. We often see this used in the discussion of the perpetration of 

domestic violence, particularly when arguments are used to excuse or minimise the 

responsibility that perpetrators have for their own actions (Hearn, 1998; Lamb, 1999; 

Manchikanti Gómez, 2011). Sharron Lamb, for example, critiques the explanations of 

perpetrators who act in ‘the heat of the moment’ based on rage and anger, thereby 

reducing their intentionality towards the use of violence, or excusing someone’s use of 

violence through exposure to domestic violence when growing up (Lamb, 1999). She 

positions these arguments against the following question: did such individuals have 

realistic alternatives to violence? In response, and while acknowledging the influencing 

factors of both explanations, she argues that yes, they did (Lamb, 1999).  

Figure 2: Watson's Three-Term Relationship with Macnamara's 
Accountability and Shoemakers Answerability Illustrated 
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Watson’s second interpretation of responsibility as accountability is the process of being 

accountable through what he describes as a three-term relationship, in which one 

individual or group is held by another to certain expectations, demands or requirements. 

The person subject to these demands is said to be responsible to the other for complying 

with the demands, which implies a readiness to respond to them in certain ways. Coleen 

Macnamara (2011) clarifies that accountability here is in accordance with the ‘ought’-

ness of both parties that justifies and legitimises (frequently) negative responses to 

violations of social norms or codes (Figure 2). For example, if a person uses abusive and 

threatening language towards an intimate partner, they are then accountable to the fact 

the victim-survivor feels hurt, threatened, and intimidated. Finally, a missing but vital 

final component of responsibility is argued for in David Shoemaker’s (2011) exploration of 

moral responsibility: answerability. He considers answerability with the charge to justify 

one’s actions by arguing that an individual should provide an answer by conveying their 

reasons for acting or responding in a particular way (Figure 3).  

However, as Albin (2018) establishes, this does not entail that such answers should be 

accepted; for example, justifying the use of abusive behaviours because of a bad day at 

work or a headache does not qualify as a moral reason for the use of these behaviours. In 

doing so, Albin (2018) is able to describe that someone bears a burden, an ought to act or 

not to act, that must go beyond a casual explanation in order to explain and justify moral 

Figure 3: Smith's Responsibility as Answerability Reformation of the Three-
Term Relationship 
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actions and attitudes. I stress this burden or weight here, as determining the burden of 

responsibility is vital in navigating who is to make amends or changes because of violence. 

However, Angela Smith (2015) has raised concerns and doubts that such a distinction 

between responsibility as attribution (Strawson, 1962), as accountability (Watson, 1996; 

Macnamara, 2011) and as answerability (Shoemaker, 2011) is neither theoretically viable 

or practical, leading to confusion rather than clarification in debates around individual 

responsibility. Instead, she proposes that there is a single and unified concept of 

individual responsibility that underlies our actual moral practice, which she terms 

‘responsibility as answerability’ (Figure 3). What she stresses is that a moral agent is 

required to do what she refers to as the ‘heavy lifting’ of responsibility. This ‘lifting’ is 

done primarily through the quality of answerability: a person who is morally responsible 

is one who can intelligibly be asked to ‘answer for’ their attitudes and conduct. As such, 

she describes this process as the ‘key to opening the door to further moral responses that 

may (depending on the case) appropriately follow upon the answer they give’ (Smith, 

2015). Focusing on responsibility as answerability is important, as it places a focus on 

qualities that are normally (and unfairly) excluded from moral judgments yet have a 

notable and crucial effect on our actions, such as beliefs, moods and emotions: potential 

mechanisms for change (Pawson and Tilley, 1997). This is an essential consideration in 

the context of domestic violence, as many uses of harmful and abusive behaviour may 

arise from attitudes and emotions that are notoriously difficult to address. As individuals 

shape their emotions with reference to their own ideas and belief systems, Tavris (1989) 

and Lamb (1991) both argue that society must hold perpetrators responsible for the ideas 

that lead to the violence and abuse of others. It is through this clarification that the 

weight of justifying the use of violence is necessarily linked with the weight or burden of 

rectifying it, which is in line with the goals of respectful retribution (Dobash et al., 2000) 

for rectifying harms. This is the specific area of moral responsibility as ‘answering for’ 

conduct violations such as violence that is the most important to scrutinise and design for 

going forward.  

 Exploring Responsibility in HCI 

In her review of the role of responsibility in technical systems, Grimpe et al. (2014) argue 

that discussing blame within software groups (Norman and Reed, 2002; Alechina, Halpern 

and Logan, 2017), natural disasters (Gotterbarn, 2001) and legal cases (Chockler et al., 

2015) are familiar representations of a consequentialist framing of responsibility. This is 

where work is predominantly focused on the ‘unforeseen consequences and 
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reverberations of modern digital tools and services’ (Grimpe, Hartswood and Jirotka, 

2014). These approaches are thus largely focused on the consequences of an action, such 

as causing a system to fail or actively producing unjust decisions (Dombrowski, Alvarado 

Garcia and Despard, 2017). While understanding and accounting for the result of a 

sequence of actions of events may be important, Gotterbarn (2001) identifies that 

consequentialism plays a concerningly dominant role in our discussion of responsibility in 

the context of technology creation. He argues that framing responsibility as only a means 

to determine blame when something goes wrong – an instance of what he terms as 

negative responsibility – is a fundamental misunderstanding of the extent of the concept 

(Gotterbarn, 2001). I contend that by thinking about responsibility and blame, I may be 

able to target the ‘actual sources of irresponsible outcomes’ (Stilgoe, Owen and 

Macnaghten, 2013) and provide a richer consideration of responsibility’s wider 

dimensions. When we examine the richer qualities of responsibilities, we are focusing on 

the active and dynamic aspects that are continuously negotiating and renegotiating 

values, meaning and purpose between different agents. Importantly, we need to broaden 

discussions around responsibility so that they go beyond focusing on system designers and 

operators as the audience of interest and instead focus more on system users.  

Carl Mitcham (2020) describes that while there has been a positive dynamism in the focus 

on technical responses to societal challenges, there has also been a ‘promiscuous, 

polymorphous invocation of the concept of responsibility’, which awaits disclosure or 

interpretation in most technical contexts. This is in contrast to the growing body of work 

that explores how justice (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016; Strohmayer, 2019), equity 

(Asad, 2019; Corbett and Loukissas, 2019), gender equality (Sultana et al., 2018; Hope et 

al., 2019), and fairness (Corbett-Davies et al., 2017) might be achieved for research 

partners and participants. Many researchers have accordingly grappled with this challenge 

through recommendations for researchers and/or designers to facilitate explicit 

orientation around responsibility through the concepts of responsible design (DiSalvo, 

2009) and, to a lesser extent, through designing for responsibility. These two approaches 

are mutually reinforcing and constructive for the site of designing for domestic violence, 

as I shall now discuss in further detail.  

 Responsible Design for Violence Prevention 

An essential facet of responsible design is its promotion of challenge to dominant power 

structures and the design of systems that cannot be easily misused or abused. This can 

include recommendations for researchers and/or designers to explicitly sensitise 
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themselves to the environments in which they work; for example, Sultana et al. (2018) 

encourage fully anticipating the impact of technology design within patriarchal systems, 

which they term ‘design within the patriarchy’. Such works argue that researchers should 

acknowledge not only that the design of digital tools and services takes place within these 

structural injustices, but also that such tools might be actively designed so that they 

combat or conversely exacerbate marginalisation, violence and harm towards specific 

user groups (Strohmayer, Laing and Comber, 2017; Asad et al., 2019). In flipping the 

concept of negative responsibility, Gottenbarn (2001) introduces the notion of positive 

responsibility, where designers and developers are obliged to have regard for the 

consequences of their actions for others. Indeed, several HCI works have appealed for a 

greater critical consciousness surrounding the role of the designer and their 

responsibilities to scrutinise their identity, topic area choice and technical design 

(Ahmed, 2018; Brulé and Spiel, 2019). Bardzell et al. (2010a) and Dombrowski et al. (2016) 

have produced frameworks and design considerations that aim to make this introspective 

process an integral part of the research itself. Baumer and Silberman (2011), on the other 

hand, seek to critically examine the broader systematic context of a pre-defined 

‘problem’. These works represent attempts to expand the narrow, top-down approach 

towards responsibility, which may equate to legal liability, to an understanding of 

responsibility as a reflexive practice that must be engaged with continuously across the 

field of design.  

Many works within the domestic violence space argue that because developers do not 

consider the use case of domestic violence, designs that might improve usability for some 

users may also actively put victim-survivors at greater risk. For example, location services 

on most smartphones are active by default, which can aid the user in identifying local 

services or navigation around a city; however, they may also provide a perpetrator with 

ample information on their victim-survivor’s movements if they are being coercively 

controlled (Woodlock, 2017a). Such research has framed the problem of domestic violence 

as one of unlawful, illegal and immoral access, entry and social engineering into victim-

survivors’ lives, their devices and their data (Arief et al., 2014; Leitão, 2019a). This is 

best represented through Arief et al.’s (2014) promotion of sensible privacy, whereby 

software designers and developers consider ways to simultaneously restrict a 

perpetrator’s access to a victim-survivor’s personal data, devices, or user interfaces while 

also enhancing the victim-survivor’s right to privacy and agency.  
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Matthews et al. (2017) characterise the unique digital privacy and security practices of 

victim-survivors towards their personal devices during, in the process of leaving and after 

leaving an abusive relationship. In her work, Matthews et al. (2017) develops a conceptual 

framework designed to facilitate better understanding of the risks of physical or remote 

attacks when access to devices by perpetrators may be interrupted, such as when leaving 

a shared domestic environment. Freed et al. (2018) carefully construct an ‘attack 

taxonomy’ from the accounts of victim-survivors to describe the numerous ways in which 

perpetrators use both technical and non-technical methods to perpetuate and intensify 

their abuse. These include tracking a victim-survivor’s location through their mobile 

global positioning system (GPS), physically destroying digital devices, posting content to 

humiliate or harm, and impersonating a victim-survivor (Freed et al., 2018). Some 

scholars have also sought to extend Freed et al.’s (2018) findings through targeting a 

specific subset of technologies – such as the Internet of Things – in order to examine how 

attacks on such devices may manifest in different ways. For example, Tanczer and 

colleagues (2018) argue that because IoT devices implement relatively weaker security 

protections compared to other tools (e.g. smartphones), perpetrators are more easily able 

to bypass system protections to conduct their attacks. The work of Leitão (2019b) also 

mirrors Harris et al.’s (2020) ‘omnipresent’ perpetrator through sharing accounts of 

victim-survivors having their lights and heating turned off remotely through smart home 

controls. As evidenced, HCI already boasts a strong (and steadily growing) body of work 

around domestic violence that implores designers and researchers to actively consider 

how they might prevent current and future harms through more sensitive design 

approaches and processes. While responsibility discourse has thus far been fixedly focused 

on the duties that the designer or researcher should exemplify, I now move on to examine 

how HCI researchers, developers and designers might design for the responsibilities (and 

the negotiations of such) between users.  

 Designing for Responsibility for Violence Prevention 

A complementary, but lesser-examined approach to the concept of responsibility within 

design is that of designing for responsibility: to actively consider and encourage 

responsible user behaviour by outlining the agency, capacity and duties of a user towards 

themselves and other agents. This has been identified as a challenging concept to design 

for, as some scholars have noted that whether user behaviour can be measured as 

responsible is entirely dependent on how the designers and developers conceptualise 

responsible behaviour and expressions of responsibility (Kiran, 2012). In building on an 

understanding of domestic violence, many approaches have sought to better equip victim-
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survivors with the tools necessary to protect them from abuse by perpetrators (Arief et 

al., 2014). Within the field, early efforts to protect victim-survivors from perpetrators 

took the form of personal safety alarms, potentially foregrounding the risk of the physical 

violence over other forms of abuse (Westmarland et al., 2013). These technologies may 

offer victim-survivors peace of mind as to their personal safety and security, particularly 

if at risk of immediate, isolated harm in a public place. In Dieterle’s et al.’s (2015) design, 

SafelySocial, emphasis was placed on the application’s ability to discretely communicate 

with emergency services if a domestic situation escalated to a state in which the victim-

survivor may have felt physically threatened. A similar application, TecSOS, designed to 

resemble a smartphone, demonstrated similar functionality, with the added functionality 

of audio recording the environment once an alarm was triggered (TecSOS, 2011). Mohan 

and colleagues (2017) addressed non-consensual disrobing through smart-clothing in the 

form of smart underwear that can alert friends and family, sound an auditory alarm, 

activate odour-emitting capsules to create an ‘immediate repulsion effect’ for the 

perpetrator, and call emergency services (Mohan, Sra and Schmandt, 2017). Personal 

safety alarms are such a common design approach that many police forces have 

incorporated them into their response to identified high-risk victim-survivors as a means 

of protection from their perpetrator(s) (Natarajan, 2016). Karusala and Kumar (2017) 

examined the mandate for mobile phones sold in India to have panic buttons installed 

post-2017 as a means of increasing users’ sense of safety in private and public spaces. 

The authors argue that such a device-based approach would likely have a limited impact 

on preventing harm and violence towards women due to the lack of interaction and 

understanding with women’s values, lack of infrastructural support, and the increased 

onus on the individual to keep themselves safe (Karusala and Kumar, 2017). Thus, and 

perhaps concerningly, when the field of HCI has designed for responsibility, it has focused 

on the responsibilities of the victim-survivor to keep themselves safe or perform the 

‘safety work’ required to avoid violence (Stanko, 1995). 

In stepping outside of the realm of violence prevention technologies, work of Lizzie Coles-

Kemp (2020) stands as a notable exception to a focus on the creation of digital 

technologies, as it encourages both designers and participants to understand their 

reciprocal responsibilities to each other in order to ensure the safe and secure use of 

digital technologies. This is reflected in Fox et al.’s (2018) work on internet of things (IoT) 

devices, such as menstrual product dispensers, which contends that actively designing for 

the negotiation of responsibility across communities should be a core concern of IoT 

development, in terms of the ways in which design is both done and conceptualised. When 
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doing design, Fox and colleagues argue for prioritising the design of technologies that 

permit groups to leverage the responsibilities of maintaining adequate levels of resources 

as a collective, rather than placing undue burdens and requirements on the individual 

(Fox, Silva and Rosner, 2018). Jansen et al. (2020) also contribute to the discourse that 

problematises one-directional responsibilities for care through promoting a model in 

which patients and practitioners jointly and informally exchange advice in order to 

prioritise behavioural or social change goals. In so doing, although the behaviour in 

question is anti-social, individuals in both groups have joint responsibility for 

conversation, assessment, monitoring and expressing a readiness to be responsive to 

changes in their care. There can, however, still be a tendency to approach designing for 

responsibility as an approach that results in something that can be measured, evaluated 

and optimised; this is similar to the tensions surrounding ‘what works’ and evidence-based 

metrics of engaging with perpetrators (Scott and Wolfe, 2003; Kekulluoglu, Kokciyan and 

Yolum, 2018; Jansen et al., 2020). These tensions are markedly more noticeable when 

the technologies in question are designed externally to the environment in which they 

will ultimately be used, purposed and made sense of (Strohmayer, Clamen and Laing, 

2019).  

2.5. HCI and Supporting Responsibility Work 

Freed et al. (2017) argue that any technical researchers who wish to develop interventions 

with a positive impact must work within existing domestic violence service ecosystems. 

Within the context of the United Kingdom, organisations that deliver and design 

interventions for perpetrators primarily comprise a variety of non-profit organisations 

(NGOs), voluntary organisations and community organisations, including registered 

charities (LGA, 2008). Such organisations are frequently referred to in HCI as ‘third sector 

organisations’ (TSOs). While many of these organisations have varying hierarchies and 

funding sources, they are commonly independent of government, are value-driven (i.e. 

motivated to achieve social goals), and reinvest any surplus to pursue these goals 

(Defourny, 2013). As third sector organisations function in a space that is neither 

governmental nor for-profit, their service delivery can be intrinsically tied to the politics 

promoted by the organisation (James and David, 2016). As a result, the third sector space 

has long been identified as a powerful ally in bridging the distance between theorised and 

actualised changes for research participants. Crivellaro et al. (2019) identify third sector 

service design not only as complex, relational and important, but also as ‘powerful 

engines for wider societal transformations’.  
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HCI has thus begun to identify the inherent value in performing research within the socio-

culturally or ethically complex and sensitive spaces covered by the third sector, as 

working within an existing ecosystem can improve the visibility of societal challenges that 

may not have been apparent before. For example, domestic violence organisations are 

normally especially challenged from a resource perspective as a result of the impacts of 

economic crises and austerity (noted by several HCI papers, including Light, Powell and 

Shklovski, 2017; Marshall et al., 2018; Bellini et al., 2019). As performing and delivering 

research deliverables do not hold identical value to academic and non-academic partners, 

several scholars have argued that such activities must not undermine the existing trust 

between providers (Vines et al., 2013; Corbett and Le Dantec, 2018a; Marshall et al., 

2018). Cibin et al. (2020) provide an explicit focus on ‘intermediaries’, individuals that 

help to shape intentions, values and experiences between design researchers and 

communities. The positioning of researchers as negotiators is also present in the work of 

Dow et al. (2019), who outline their responsibilities to balance the dangers of becoming 

assimilated into infrastructure that does not best meet service user needs with the 

requirement to be committed to long-term design and collaboration. Asad (2019) appears 

to mirror this work through promoting prefigurative design with communities that seek to 

‘frame conversations and negotiate boundaries’ around the work to be performed with 

researchers and partners to optimise the outcomes and impact of the collaborative work. 

Because small changes can have a substantial impact, there have been recent calls to 

acknowledge the role of third sector partners and the needs of people, organisations, and 

communities, and thereby to actively try to include them within research. However, 

Strohmayer et al. (2018) caution that researcher engagement with the third sector is a 

‘double-edged sword’: while HCI can affect real change, the risk of causing harm through 

unforeseen outcomes is also magnified. While there is scant literature that specifically 

addresses this topic, maintaining respectful and ethical working relationships is tacitly 

understood as something to strive for, particularly in work combating violence against 

women (Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2014; Westmarland and Bows, 2018) 

 Designing Digital Responses to Domestic Violence 

The field of HCI has boldly approached the complexities inherent to domestic violence by 

directly improving our understanding of the issue (Matthews et al., 2017; Freed et al., 

2018), suggesting co-designed approaches for tools and services (Clarke et al., 2013; 

Clarke, 2015), and identifying ways in which HCI researchers can act as important and 

valued parties in abuse prevention (Freed et al., 2019; Havron et al., 2019). Notably, in 

more recent years, the field has shifted gradually from promoting the use of a single tool 
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– such as a GPS tracker – as the means by which a victim-survivor can protect themselves 

(Westmarland et al., 2013) and towards a service-led response in working with 

professionals (Freed et al., 2017; Bellini et al., 2019; Havron et al., 2019). For example, 

after identifying the need for victim-survivors to mask the digital footprint left after 

activities such as browsing online, Arief et al. (2014) designed a ‘Selective Sanitisation’ 

service to be used within a Black and ethnic minority women’s organisation, which 

permitted users to browse domestic violence-related sites without these being stored in 

the browser history. This was in direct response to reports from the organisation of 

perpetrators tracking a victim-survivor’s activity via online sites, representing an attempt 

to monitor and exert control over them as part of a continued cycle of coercion and 

control. Freed et al. (2019) promote a concept called ‘clinical computer security’, 

whereby a trained technologist performs a face-to-face consultation with a victim-

survivor to help them understand and navigate technology-related issues. These include 

concerns over account or device compromise, along with guidance in identifying likely 

technical insecurities. Havron et al. (2019) also described the design of the clinic through 

outlining the novel consultation protocol for volunteers in their handling of victim-survivor 

cases, as well as the implications of advising for next steps. Both sets of authors also 

describe the complexities associated with being seen as the new ‘node’ within an IPV 

ecosystem, and thus assigned high levels of trust and authority that occasionally extended 

beyond their expertise, such as being asked about forensic evidence for court proceedings 

(Freed et al., 2019; Havron et al., 2019).  

Building on the security flaws identified in IoT devices, Parkin et al. (2019) used these 

security implications directly to design a novel heuristic walkthrough that suggests ways 

in which victim-survivors might delay or block perpetrators from remote access to their 

devices. In so doing, these authors cultivated a set of user tasks to identify holistic threats 

that a perpetrator could theoretically pose to their device ecosystem. For their part, 

moving beyond a focus on security, Clarke et al. (2013) position technology as a means of 

augmenting existing therapy-orientated service delivery through exploring the practices 

of cultural probes and photo-sharing and their role in identity construction for women 

who have left their perpetrator of domestic violence. Such approaches seem to 

acknowledge, respond and actively combat what Leitão (2019a) describes as victim-

survivors reportedly already ‘feel[ing] overwhelmed with the current challenges of 

managing their privacy and security’; this is done by locating the duty to protect at the 

service rather than the individual level. As all these works demonstrate, the role of 

technology in service delivery when working directly with perpetrators is notably 
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underexplored, with the potential ways that technology could be designed to promote 

desistance rarely studied. There is accordingly a rich potential for further investigation 

into directly engaging with perpetrators as individuals with the capacity to change and 

desist from violence, whether through technical or non-technical means (Morris and Bans, 

2018).  

Many charities are both resource-poor and technically under-skilled, which can prompt a 

dependency on turning singular experiences of service users into ‘static, reusable design 

resources’ if not designed appropriately (Cutting and Hedenborg, 2019). Considering this, 

many scholars have argued for further placing the role of creating and interacting with 

technologies within the hands of service users themselves. Importantly, the rise of 

relatively cheap and accessible electronic prototyping systems can provide new 

opportunities for people in diverse situations to build and manipulate technical devices 

and processes. There is a latent potential to leverage the ability to shift the dynamic 

away from the consumption of corporate-designed devices towards what Fox and Le 

Dantec (2014) describe as a more ‘egalitarian structure of user-as-designer’. However, 

HCI scholars have long been aware that it is not enough to provide such tools, expect that 

participants may be handed technical objects to use, and presume that they will respond 

creatively to service design (Wallace et al., 2013; Fox and Le Dantec, 2014; Crivellaro et 

al., 2019).  

  Digital Support for Perpetrator Rehabilitation 

Curiously, when technology has been designed specifically for perpetrators of domestic 

violence, it has historically been with the goal of collecting more fine-grained details 

about their psychology, or their biological responses to external stimuli such as social 

situations or threats. Crane et al. (2018) describe the potential for medicalised digital 

tools to produce a comprehensive picture of a physiological condition, including 

psychometric evaluations of the individual profile of perpetrators. Seinfeld et al. (2018) 

puts these aspirations into action by placing convicted perpetrators in a virtual simulation, 

constructed from the perspective of the victim-survivor, in order to examine the impact 

of perspective-taking and cognitive empathy when compared to a control non-perpetrator 

group. Using immersive virtual reality (VR), participants engaged in a process of 

embodiment designed to induce a sense of inhabiting a life-sized virtual body, then 

experienced a virtual male perpetrator entering their environment, exhibiting abusive 

speech and gestures alongside a progressive invasion of the participant’s personal space. 

In a follow-up study, Seinfeld and colleagues (2020) extended this to ‘addressing socio-
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affective impairments’, such as perpetrators reporting reduced levels of empathy, 

through arguing that virtually taking a victim’s place would lead to an increased capacity 

to identify ambiguous emotional stimuli. Many scholars examining virtual environments 

have accordingly praised their ability to facilitate the experience of embodying ‘the 

other’, or virtually experiencing an interpersonal situation that might not be possible (or 

ethical) to replicate in real life (Landau, 2020). However, given the increasing 

dependency on simulative approaches, Bennett and Rosner (2019) caution against the use 

of simulation as a means of increasing empathy for others. These authors argue that such 

situations place an individual (in this case a victim-survivor) in a staged, theatrical and 

vivid representation of events, whereby the tellers of the story frame onlookers as 

‘spectators’ or ‘empathisers’, prioritising their own interpretation of another’s 

experience rather than acknowledging the difference in experiences (Bennett and Rosner, 

2019). Nevertheless, such approaches still demonstrate that there is a capacity to 

leverage existing and emergent technologies to better understand, work with and engage 

perpetrators in matters related to their behaviour. 

As Mike Nellis (2006) has previously argued in a review of electronic monitoring, more can 

be done to ensure that technical advancements for perpetrators make a ‘conscious 

educative effort’ to support therapeutic outcomes rather than reinforcing punitive 

values. While I have already established that most of the understanding about domestic 

violence is (understandably) sourced through the accounts of victim-survivors, some works 

have sought to explore digital design from a perpetrator perspective. Grimani et al. (2020) 

examine the covert online strategies that users perform not only to escape intimate 

partner violence, but also to perpetrate it. Verbaan et al. (2018) ran a special interest 

group at the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems to explore the potentials 

and challenges for technology use within a prison population. With the goal of raising 

awareness of the psychological stress experienced by female perpetrators when returning 

home, Teng and et al. (2019) designed re-entry training through critical story and 

production elements with incarcerated and formerly incarcerated women. More recently, 

Tseng et al. (2020) used an analysis of online relationship forums to create an additional 

taxonomy of the ways in which perpetrators of intimate partner surveillance conduct their 

attacks. Each of these studies demonstrate a gradual growth in the number of HCI scholars 

that are actively addressing and designing for domestic violence within their work, while 

additionally embracing the social complexities that it poses to technical design and use. 

However, one area that remains underexplored is the role that technology might play in 
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the delivery of interventions for perpetrators as a means of reflecting on one’s abusive 

behaviours or crisis management.  

Digitalisation of in-person resources has also been argued to offer opportunities that 

broaden the use of technology to promote desistance through more tailored approaches 

based on evidence-informed services (Stratton, Powell and Cameron, 2017). Within a 

criminal justice context, Morris and Knight (2018) worked with perpetrators to co-design 

complementary digital media as a means of promoting desistance. These clips involved 

basic examples of skills modelling to provide users with a clearer idea of what successful 

coping might look like. These authors argue that explicitly ‘enshrining the stories and 

voices’ of perpetrators has been credited with providing increased understanding of 

perpetrator needs, which were made more accessible by ensuring that the content and 

‘rehabilitative visions’ are co-owned with their creators (Morris and Knight, 2018). In 

another work, Morris and Bans (2018) also investigate a digital-enabled programme for 

learning cognitive behavioural therapy skills; here, the goal is to motivate, inform, and 

build a procedural understanding of coping skills for perpetrators of domestic violence via 

the use of (previously described co-designed) complementary digital media. However, 

these works situate technical innovation and design within the context of rehabilitation 

and prison, contexts that the authors acknowledge can hamper the generalisation of 

technical-led approaches within the community (Morris et al., 2019). As managing 

perpetrators of domestic violence may not intersect with criminal justice approaches, the 

authors appeal for greater inclusion of digital tools and services in the delivery of 

interventions with perpetrators outside of a criminal context.  

 Engaging Theory and Practice in Violence Prevention 

Importantly, while there is a multitude of theories that highlight causal factors relating 

to the existence of domestic violence (e.g., Attachment Theory (1960)), Wistow et al. 

(2017) has noted that there are stark explanations for how and why some perpetrators 

choose to change their behaviours and others do not. David Morran is one of the only 

exceptions to this, scrutinising the theoretical frameworks upon which many programmes 

depend that define the user of violence, the reason for the use of violence, theories of 

change and methods of evaluating success across DVPPs (Morran, 2019). If we consider 

that theory is the abstraction of practice, and practice the application of theory, the two 

concepts are tightly intertwined about DVPPs and require further consideration for work 

in this space. Specifically, DVPPs are commonly understood as an expression of practice 

based on a theoretical description of how and why domestic violence happens. Indeed, 
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Pawson and Tilley (1997) describe such programmes as “theories incarnate” whereby 

understandings of what gives rise to inappropriate behaviour, such as that of domestic 

violence, directly informs how changes may be made to these patterns. In such a way, if 

observing and directly work with the practice of delivering interventions with and for 

perpetrators, it is thus important to engage with the means to both cultivate theory or 

theoretical interpretations of what is witnessed.  

Scholars have long highlighted the inherent value in theoretical lenses through its use in 

“conceptualising issues in professional practice and explicating their consequences” as a 

means to witness, understand, suggest an explanation, alter practice and then begin the 

cycle once more (Charmaz, 2014). In the interest of decentring the prominence in the 

process of a researcher in community-driven approaches, this can mean directly 

acknowledging that practitioners themselves may theorise and produce theory alongside 

the researcher. In the space of violence and abuse research, research that has its direct 

origins in activist practice, it as such important to share this responsibility to detect the 

“underlying patterns and relationships” that may otherwise go unnoticed (Lynne and Jill, 

2008). As I shall highlight through my choice to use Kathy Charmaz’s Constructivist 

Grounded Theory (2014) in Chapter 3, it is as such important to position practitioners in 

domestic violence as contributing both valuable understanding of their practice that 

generate theoretical findings and draw on such theories to inform this practice. In doing 

so, theory as produced through this work aims to be fallible, dependent on the context 

and never completely final. As my work does not seek to replicate the works of scholars 

who have already highlighted the theoretical frameworks that programmes depend on 

(Gondolf, 2004; Morran, 2019), I shall focus on theorising what resources (material and 

immaterial) are created that help to provide space for reflections on abusive behaviours. 

Providing my findings in this manner may help to explain what is being done, explain the 

relationship between resources and means to change behaviours while enhancing the 

growth of the professional area of support work with perpetrators. 

2.6. Opportunities for Design and Intervention 

This review has introduced the research space of how digital technologies might be 

designed and developed to support work surrounding responsibility for domestic violence 

with perpetrators, within the context of DVPPs in TSOs. I have foregrounded some of the 

challenges of working to prevent domestic violence – most notably, that perpetrators are 

frequently excluded from preventative approaches. I identify that this is partly due to a 

lack of focus on the responsibility of the agents involved, as well as an understanding of 
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violence as being primarily caused using abusive behaviours. I have as such grounded 

multivalued concepts, such as responsibility, where the attribution of blame, 

accountability and answerability all intersect with surrounding patterns of domestic 

violence. This has also been framed as work to be done in collaboration with third sector 

organisations and as a contribution to the continued development of both TSO and 

violence prevention research within the HCI field. To conclude this review, I now turn to 

the opportunities associated with pursuing research into the intersection of perpetrators 

of domestic violence, digital approaches to violence prevention, responsibility negotiation 

and the third sector.  

One of the key opportunities suggested by research in this space relates to the fact that 

the field is gradually gaining an understanding of how perpetrators may use technologies 

for abusive means (Matthews et al., 2017; Freed et al., 2018). This is also complemented 

by the potential to leverage technologies in order to better measure and understand 

perpetrators’ responses (Seinfeld et al., 2018, 2020). However, there is yet no work that 

positions perpetrators as people we should work with directly. This also stands in contrast 

with overarching calls to ensure that perpetrators are being properly held to account for 

the harm that they inflict on others (Respect UK, 2020); notably, we do not provide 

perpetrators with the tools to support them in better orientating themselves towards 

pathways of non-violence. Accordingly, while we cannot let violence go unchallenged, it 

is also true that in the process of challenging, we need to provide those who use abusive 

behaviours with the means to choose alternative behaviours and better understand the 

impact of their actions on others. Therefore, better understanding the ways in which we 

can support novel forms of responsibility work, which go beyond questions of where blame 

should be applied and progress towards finding new ways of reminding perpetrators of 

their duties to behave (eventually, independently of intervention), is vital to the further 

prevention of violence for victim-survivors. I outline the specificities of responsibilities 

that might be further investigated in my Methodology in Chapter 3, as well as my approach 

to my Focused Ethnography in Chapter 4.  

Related opportunities also include initially exploring the design requirements for the 

interactions as they apply to third sector work within the context of DVPPs. While there 

is a large body of existing work that examines the extent to which such interventions 

‘work’, there has been a stark lack of focus on the content of such interventions, or on 

what methods can be meaningfully applied to delivering tools and concepts designed to 

prevent violence and the extent to which this is possible. While efforts have been made 
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to explore how the men themselves understand, in their own words, their challenges and 

means of support for change, we have yet to see how this might manifest within digital 

service delivery to assist this gradual movement towards non-violence. While I have been 

able to provide a conceptual basis for how we might understand responsibility in design 

for change, there is still more work and understanding to be done if we are to better 

implement and bolster efforts to work with perpetrators directly, rather than defaulting 

to top-down punitive approaches. Such opportunities will be explored in greater detail in 

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, which provide the evidence to better inform alternative 

approaches.  

2.7. Chapter Summary 

This chapter has discussed the background and literature of intersecting fields that inform 

my understanding and approach to designing for perpetrators of domestic violence. I 

began by defining the scope of my work, the agents involved in this thesis and what 

approaches have been applied to working with perpetrators. In exploring the community-

led approaches to managing perpetrators of domestic violence, I have identified domestic 

violence perpetrator programmes (DVPPs) as being a highly suitable site for intervention 

to facilitate the mitigation of harm to victim-survivors. I then produced a detailed 

overview of how the field of Human-Computer Interaction has designed for domestic 

violence through the lenses of both responsible design and designing for responsibility. I 

next turned to explore the use of digital technologies that might be used to begin 

addressing these challenges through intersecting strands of research into third sector 

working, violence prevention and behaviour rehabilitation. Finally, I discussed the 

opportunities and imperatives for further research into this topic. In the next chapter, I 

provide a description of the methodology used in my research to properly investigate 

opportunities for HCI in this space. 
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Chapter 3. Methodological Approach 

 

3.1. Introduction 

In my previous chapter, I provided the historical context of how violence prevention 

approaches that involve working with perpetrators of domestic violence are formed out 

of a desire to symbolically hold those responsible for abusive behaviour to account. I also 

outlined how, without a discrete focus on responsibilities, there is a tendency to focus 

solely on the responsibilities of victim-survivors to keep themselves safe, or on removing 

them from the context of harm. This challenge is particularly relevant to Human-

Computer Interaction’s exploration of ways to support social justice, as well as to better 

understand the consequences of social technologies. In exploring the above, I outlined 

how positioning perpetrators as individuals who are actively designed for within DVPPs 

could seek to supplement this unsustainable practice and thus aid in the prevention of 

violence. This was paired with explicitly understanding moral responsibility as 

answerability, to conceptually clarify what is meant by responsibility in this context as it 

pertains to wrongdoing. The previous exploration concludes by emphasising that it is 

perpetrators, rather than victim-survivors, that need to do the ‘heavy lifting’ of 

navigating a pathway to non-violence. This work now needs to carefully consider what 

methodological approach would be most suitable, safe, and effective to implement so 

that this can occur.  

The way in which I engage with this research necessarily flows from my epistemological 

commitments. Accordingly, in this chapter, I intend to carefully reflect on how my 

approaches, assumptions and methods coalesce in the four investigations that make up 

this work. First, I describe my orientation to feminist standpoint theory along with how 

this has provided the framing for knowledge creation in my second-person action research 

approach. Within this theory, I draw attention to how I navigated the complexities of work 

with perpetrators who occupy a dominant standpoint position and the importance of 

critical reflection in my data collection. I then describe my community research partners, 

Barnardo’s and Respect, before conducting an in-depth discussion of the investigations 

contained within this work, illustrated with reference to how I leveraged a qualitative 

mixed methods approach within each study. More detail on methods specific to 

investigations can be located within their specific chapters and the overview of my data 
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analysis practice attached in Appendix B. These methods were used to identify answers 

to the following overarching research question: 

How might digital technologies be collaboratively designed and deployed with 

perpetrators of domestic violence to assist in their journey towards non-

violence? 

To provide more precise answers to this question, I will be guided by the following sub-

research questions across different chapters of this work:  

RQ1. How are digital technologies used in domestic violence perpetrator 

interventions to challenge and support alternatives to abusive behaviours? 

RQ2. How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that 

they redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of 

domestic violence? 

RQ3. What are the key methodological and ethical considerations for technology 

creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services and 

perpetrators? 

I conclude this chapter with a description of my ethical approval processes, alongside my 

reflections on the considerations, complexities, and challenges of performing this 

research. 

3.2. Feminist Standpoint Epistemology  

This thesis has sought to adopt a feminist methodological approach across all stages of 

the research process. This approach has helped to shape my epistemological assumptions, 

the research questions asked, the focus of research, and the methods selected as suitable 

for this inquiry. Both Human-Computer Interaction and feminisms have been identified as 

well-placed to enter into a dialogue that is ‘mutually beneficial to both disciplines’ (Fox 

et al., 2017). This is because the pluralities of feminisms are well-positioned to support 

the field’s increasing awareness of its social and cultural responses, while HCI can offer 

feminisms the practical tools required to design, develop and mobilise technical 

innovation that can challenge gendered inequalities (Bardzell, 2010b; Schlesinger, 

Edwards and Grinter, 2017; Bellini et al., 2018). Importantly, while feminist research is 

informed by a broad range of feminist theory, Rhode identifies feminist work as 

characterised by three central commitments in its perspective: to promote equality 
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between women and men, to make gender a critical focus for analysis, and to identify 

the fundamental social transformation necessary for full equality across the sexes (Rhode, 

1990). As domestic violence is both a determiner of and evidence of gendered inequality 

(Garcia-Moreno, 2013), work that seeks to mitigate and prevent its impact is thereby 

feminist, whether or not it is explicitly named as such (Skinner, Hester and Malos, 2013). 

Such a stance is important for this work, as work of this kind includes the development of 

strategies to mitigate these harms through the inclusion of non-women, specifically 

perpetrators. 

Feminist epistemologists and HCI scholars have long maintained that claims to fact and 

truth attained from research are far from being value-neutral, and have historically been 

used to privilege particular ways of knowing over others (Haraway, 1988; Harding, 2004; 

Almeida et al., 2016). In developing feminist standpoint theory, Smith argued that an 

articulation of women’s experiences is important to an understanding of how their 

realities are organised, as well as the ways in which social relations and societal structures 

inform those experiences (Smith, 1997). For this reason, domestic violence is an especially 

important topic to work with from the perspective of standpoint epistemology: first, 

because exploring standpoints can provide situated knowledges that challenge oppressive 

practices, and second, because the concept itself originates from the standpoint of the 

oppressed (victim-survivors) (Stark, 2009a; Dobash and Dobash, 2015). Adopting this 

perspective on how knowledges are produced by dominant power structures is important 

to any research on matters of oppression; thus, it is crucial for me to understand and 

acknowledge that I cannot exist outside such structures. Instead, it is important for me 

to be open, honest, and reflective about the types of knowledges produced by the people 

I work with and how these might shape the research process. When research activities are 

conducted with domestic violence practitioners, who are disproportionately women, and 

victim-survivors that are speaking from a position of oppression, this is even more 

essential. When such individuals’ unique experiences of oppression are ignored, side-

lined, or criticised as subjective, this can mean that such approaches to prevention 

reinforce the very structures that cause violence; this becomes especially important in 

Chapter 6. While I am a woman, and thereby more likely to be subject to such systems of 

oppression, it is vital that my work does not claim to ‘speak for’ victim-survivors’ ways of 

knowing. To the fullest extent possible, in two out of the four investigations presented 

this work (see Chapters 5 and 6), I and my research partners have actively sought to make 

space for victim-survivors’ knowledges. Respect for the victim-survivor standpoint also 

manifests in the choice of research partners for this thesis, as Barnardo’s and Respect’s 
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perpetrator services are explicitly ‘survivor-informed’ or led by evidence-based practice 

based on victim-survivor accounts.  

3.3. Second-Person Action Research 

The investigations described within this thesis follow a second-person action research 

orientation towards knowledge creation (Reason and Bradbury, 2013). Such an approach 

is dedicated to seeking transformative change through the simultaneous process of taking 

action and doing research, which are linked through critical reflection (Lewin, 1946). 

Rather than a specific method, action research (AR) instead refers to a practice of social 

enquiry that necessitates coordinating decision-making across multiple stakeholders to 

respond to challenges inherent within practice (McTaggart, 1999; Groundwater-Smith and 

Irwin, 2011). At the level of second-person action research, a small group of researchers 

and practitioners share an intention to generate ‘mutual transformation’ through learning 

about their practice and themselves around a shared area of concern (Reason and 

Bradbury, 2013). Within the context of this work, I sought to identify organisations that 

had a shared concern around the nature of perpetrator services, as well as the level of 

digital support they may be afforded across DVPPs. It was therefore important to select a 

method that was effective in practice with and for such partners in research (Bradbury 

and Reason, 2006) to satisfy the above-mentioned aims of the thesis, as well as to produce 

novel insights while simultaneously ensuring they are of use to their local context; this is 

accomplished through drawing on an organisation’s ‘practical knowing that is embodied 

in daily actions’ (Dickens and Watkins, 1999). In the absence of such novel insights, I 

foresaw that it would be very difficult to understand how such organisations might 

experience or value a technology, particularly given that a system could be poorly 

designed, difficult to use or incompatible with their work practice. The second-person 

orientation to research can be contrasted with first-person AR, which focuses on the work 

of the researcher, and third-person AR, for individuals within a wider societal context, 

although these levels may coalesce across various stages of AR (Tolman and Brydon-Miller, 

2001). Such a desire for involvement and active participation draws from wider discussions 

around participatory action research (PAR), which seek to involve all possible stakeholders 

in the process of research itself. However, many scholars argue that AR is inherently 

participatory when performed well and permits greater flexibility around levels of 

engagement and stake (Greenwood and Levin, 2007; Reason and Bradbury, 2013). 

Procedurally, AR is most frequently characterised through a conceptual spiral of steps, 

with each cycle composed of a circle of planning, acting, observing and reflecting on the 
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investigation in an iterative manner (Susman and Evered, 1978). However, real-life action 

research processes have been reportedly far more flexible than suggested by the discrete 

stages and stakeholders present in the theory (Cunningham, 1993), with some scholars 

arguing that the core quality of AR is the ‘cycling back and forth to better understand 

the problem situation (within the persons, the organisation, the system)’ by means of a 

series of research-informed action experiments (Dickens and Watkins, 1999).  

All of the investigations in this thesis involve working directly with the support 

organisations Barnardo’s and Respect (see 3.5 Research Partners) over an extended period 

of time; this was done to enable a more in-depth exploration of a key area of their service 

delivery that they were interesting in acting on. Through early relationship-building 

stages, email exchanges and discussions at coffee breaks during conferences, a very 

rudimentary vision statement for an area of interest within their service delivery was co-

developed between the project teams at Barnardo’s or Respect. As this research initially 

approached domestic violence from an academic perspective, I initially played the role 

of a ‘friendly outsider’, with little practical knowledge about working with community 

partners or perpetrators beyond safeguarding training (Greenwood and Levin, 2007, p. 

124). As a result, I was directly dependent on and thus found it easier to privilege the 

local ‘insider’ knowledge that is valorised in AR discourse, and therefore found it easier 

to ensure that my partners had an equal stake in the performance of the work. Our 

discussions also touched on projected timelines, suggested ways in which we could work 

together, which services might be suitable for trialling our action-orientated approaches 

(such as prototypes), and how this understanding could feed into their evidence base for 

practice. As such, the design of each of the systems within this work (see Chapters 5, 6 

and 7) was shaped by practitioners having an active stake in member-checking 

(verification of the data being collected) and debriefing (being given space to voice 

concerns or comments) at each stage of an iterative cycle. This was conducted in several 

ways, including informal conversations, securing approval before ‘moving ahead’ with a 

design via an in-person meeting (Barnardo’s) or online meeting (Respect), or holding a 

formally organised evaluation meeting at the conclusion of a deployment to reflect on 

and consider what had been learned from or achieved by the project. As AR leverages 

actions undertaken in response to emergent evidence, these group reflections acted as 

the ‘reflection in action’ towards both the outcomes of intervention(s) and how they were 

accomplished. This proved to be highly compatible with the working practices of both 

Barnardo’s and Respect, as both organisations were required to participate in justification 
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practices to evidence how resources were being allocated and what deliverables such 

work had produced (Cutting, 2020).  

Each investigation completed at least two action research ‘cycles’, except for the 

investigation included in Chapter 4 which contained a disrupted cycle due to a change in 

method. At least three action research cycles were planned for Chapter 6, but the process 

had to be cut short due to the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic. While the 

structure of the cycle was highly compatible with both Barnardo’s and Respect’s working 

practices, completing a tertiary or ‘final’ cycle of research activities proved extremely 

difficult. This was due to the need I identified to strike a delicate balance when using 

action-oriented approaches to social enquiry in domestic violence organisations: that is, 

to ensure that the obligation to act (through prevention) does not come at the cost of 

safe working for the ‘sake of acting’ (Hegarty et al., 2016). All organisations involved in 

this work were under significant financial pressure to deliver their services (discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 4), meaning that the material conditions of staff availability 

required to restart a new cycle were often absent following the cessation of service 

funding. More detail as to how each cycle was achieved is presented in my description of 

investigations and research partners later in this chapter. 

3.4. Feminist Action-Approaches to Working with Men 

What makes feminist standpoint epistemologies and action research particularly 

compatible within this work is their shared rejection of ‘a view from nowhere’ in 

knowledge creation, instead favouring the idea that the researcher directly influences 

the values and interests inherent to a mode of inquiry (Haraway, 1988). Both approaches 

also emphasise the impetus for social change within research (Wigginton and Lafrance, 

2019) and actively seek to improve understanding from perspectives that do not hold a 

dominant position within social structures (Bradbury and Reason, 2006; Hayes, 2011). 

While its focus on positionality and emancipatory visions is clearly compatible with 

domestic violence support organisations, predominantly populated as they are by people 

with marginalised identities, it is slightly trickier to apply this theory to working with 

perpetrators of domestic violence. This is because a common principle within feminist 

standpoint theory is that of facilitating spaces for women’s and marginalised identities’ 

views to be heard to acquire understanding from an oppressed position. While some 

scholars may argue that perpetrators do experience a form of marginalisation (Ramsey, 

2015), perpetrators also do not occupy such a position. This challenge is addressed by 

critical men’s and masculinities scholars, who counter that men, while occupying a 
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dominant position, remain ‘all too visible yet invisible to critical analysis and change’ 

(Hearn, 1998, p. 3). In the area of technical design, Perez (2019) explicitly highlights that 

men’s gender, ability, sexuality or racialised identity is rarely understood as being 

scrutinised or designed for, other than when this deviates from hegemonic masculinity. 

This highlights a thorny issue in this work: namely, the need to strike a balance between 

the aim of critically probing the exclusion of perpetrators (most frequently men) from a 

focus for design and the reality that this could potentially reproduce the dominance of 

those being researched. This must be reflected upon and addressed if such risks within 

this research are to be mitigated.  

I worked through this thorny issue through a focus on working practitioners who have 

experience in working with victim-survivors to ‘ground’ my approaches (3.5 Research 

Partners), adopting an ethical practice that emphasises engaging critically with 

perpetrators (3.9 Ethics and Ethical Considerations), using a constructivist grounded 

theory data analysis method that allows the prioritisation of some situated knowledges 

(practitioners, victim-survivors) over others (perpetrators) (3.8 Grounded Theory Data 

Analysis). Not engaging critically within this space can mean such engagements with 

perpetrators, if not carefully analysed may mean that “the oppressed [women] should 

work to repair the damage done to them by the oppressor [men]” -  and in doing so work 

in a counterintuitive way to the emancipatory visions of feminisms (Hanmer, 1990). 

3.5. Research Partners 

In the case of domestic violence projects, Sullivan (2018) argue that including and 

ensuring the appropriate participation of advocates can be critical to successful and 

mutually beneficial research. HCI scholars have also recommended that researchers work 

with community bodies that have similar - although not necessarily identical – value 

systems when considering work with at-risk populations (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 

2016; Strohmayer, 2019). Considering this, I provide a description of my two primary third 

sector research partners that co-led my four investigations within this work, details of 

which are provided in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, and illustrate my working relationship with 

each organisation. Four more support organisations were involved in the delivery of the 

research in Chapter 6, namely Splitz, Glow, Hampton Trust, and TLC; however, for reasons 

relating to the COVID-19 pandemic, these organisations were unable to participate at the 

same level of engagement as Barnardo’s and Respect. This is reflected on in more detail 

in Chapter 6.  
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All research partners involved in the present research either have practices in line with 

(Barnardo’s, Splitz, Glow, Hampton Trust and TLC) or directly maintain (Respect) 

accredited safety-focused principles in their work with perpetrators and men who identify 

as victim-survivors. These principles explicitly outline methods of documentation, along 

with qualities for staff training, and are in line with legal safeguarding practices for work 

with vulnerable populations. This factor was explicitly sought out to ensure that all 

services are process-driven and performed in the interest of working towards safer 

outcomes for victim-survivors, practitioners, and perpetrators.  

 Barnardo’s 

Barnardo’s (est. 1866) is the largest charitable organisation in the UK that cares for 

vulnerable children. It runs over 900 services across the UK, including counselling for 

children who have been abused, fostering and adoption services, vocational training, and 

disability inclusion groups. Their aim is to ‘provide the best outcome for every child, no 

matter who they are or what they have been through’ (Barnardo’s, 2020). As of 1990, the 

organisation extended its service delivery to incorporate vulnerable persons such as 

victim-survivors, and later developed interventions for perpetrators. Barnardo’s has now 

been running DVPPs in Newcastle since 2006 with funding from Safe Newcastle, a 

community safety partnership, and are one of the only providers in the North East to offer 

such a programme (Kemp and Felton, 2017). While Barnardo’s conduct many of their 

services across England and Wales, within this thesis I worked primarily with the 

Barnardo’s Newcastle and Barnardo’s Gateshead branches at their respective workplaces.  

Even though both Barnardo’s branches were led by (reportedly) strict practice guidelines 

set by their London headquarters, I experienced a great appetite for innovation around 

how such services were delivered, and what technologies could be used to do this. 

However, this appetite often had to be placated through the realities of the socio-

economic climate that delivering services may entail, and as such the design choices for 

mundane technologies (discussed in Chapter 4) prioritised basic or pre-existing systems. 

Nevertheless, I noticed that there was a focus on designing technologies that improved 

the experience of receiving such an intervention, and that success was determined based 

on perpetrator involvement in the discussions-at-hand and the success of the transfer of 

learning outcomes, rather than through measuring a ‘change’ in behaviour through 

technical means. I speculated that this could be because of positioning technologies as a 

compliment to the formal intervention materials and themselves, rather than a means to 

deliver their commissioned support work. 
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 Respect 

Respect (est. 2011) is a UK-based charity founded from the informally organised National 

Practitioners’ Network (NPN), whose aim is ‘to relieve the distress caused by domestic 

violence, educate individuals working with perpetrators and victim-survivors, view to 

increase the physical safety and mental well-being of those who have experienced 

domestic violence’ (Respect, 2019). Respect is a membership organisation, with around 

75 members as of 2020, and is best known for managing the accreditation of DVPPs, 

providing a nationally recognised quality assurance scheme for organisations working with 

perpetrators of domestic violence in the UK. The Respect Standard can be awarded to 

voluntary, statutory, or private organisations, through a two-stage process across 24 

months. The first stage focuses on the safety and risk management process of an 

organisation, while stage two focuses on the assessment of quality, effectiveness, and 

innovation. This process is underpinned by safety-focused principles that seek to provide 

guidance and stakeholder reassurance in interventions with perpetrators, in the interests 

of ensuring safety for victim-survivors, practitioners, members of the public and 

perpetrators more broadly. As such, Respect has an extensive history of working with 

researchers to continuously improve the basis of evidence for these standards and uses 

these findings to influence public policy, such as the Domestic Abuse Bill (2018), and now 

(2021). The organisation also provides two active helplines: the Respect Helpline, 

established in 2004, for men and women who have been perpetrators of violence, and the 

Men’s Advice Line, set up in 2007, for men who are victim-survivors of domestic violence.  

Respect’s approach to designing technology was decidedly (and understandably) more 

risk-averse to innovation to service delivery through technology. While the organisation 

had the financial means to develop exploratory technologies (unlike Barnardo’s), I found 

that these were heavily influenced by two factors; ensuring that whatever was produced 

could be validated as ‘safe’ by victim-survivor services, and that the technology was a 

means to directly extend existing service delivery. In such a way, this meant Respect 

frequently opted to explore technologies, such as a smartphone application, that could 

be easily communicated to organisations and funding bodies, while providing providers 

the ability to measure to what extent a perpetrator was engaging with changing attitudes 

and behaviours. This focus on measuring change and engagement proved to be a contrast 

to Barnardo’s focus on improving experience, though this can be somewhat anticipated 

given that Respect set best practices rather than practicing delivery for perpetrators. 

3.6. Research Investigations 
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As described in Chapter 2, Domestic Violence Perpetrator Programmes (DVPPs) vary 

significantly, from their ideological approach to violence prevention and programme 

content to the practical aspects of multi-agency work and programme run-time (Bates, 

2017). These differences are further multiplied when considering the ‘postcode lottery’ 

of domestic violence service provision, a term used to describe the unequal distribution 

of support services, legal aid and appropriate responses from law enforcement (Coy, Kelly 

and Foord, 2009). While the ambition of this thesis, in line with my appreciation of 

situated knowledges (Haraway, 1988), was never intended to present a generalisable 

approach to all DVPPs, I nevertheless strived to accommodate and design for the 

differences between the contexts in which any potential digital intervention could be 

deployed. I was curious about how different ways of designing for perpetrators in 

conjunction with domestic violence support organisations might manifest in different 

interpretations of digital systems and activities. As a result, my four investigations were 

conducted across six geographic regions, selected largely due to the placement of my 

charitable collaborators within England, and consisting of (primarily) the North East, 

London, South East, South West, West Midlands and North West (Figure 4). 

This thesis comprises four investigations, each of which explores a different facet of 

intervention work with perpetrators, with the final three investigations being directly 

informed by the spaces for design identified through my first investigation. In the spirit 

of presenting a narrative pathway to non-violence, these investigations are presented in 

this work to form a rough chronology of changing abusive behaviours: from sensitising to 

the topic of domestic violence (Chapter 4), to learning to be self-aware of one’s own 

abusive behaviours (Chapter 5), to acknowledging the extent of harms and disrupting the 

onset of such harm (Chapter 6), to concluding with sustaining change within community 

and supporting others to do so (Chapter 7). As the above shows, such investigations – while 

occupying separate cyclic processes of second-person AR, as I illustrate below – are 
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interrelated and representative of the fabric of challenging, supporting and sustaining 

meaningful ways to reflect on abusive behaviours for perpetrators. 

3.7. Investigations and Data Collection Methods 

Collaborating with domestic violence services using second-person action research from 

the perspective of feminist standpoint theory to work with men requires a careful 

selection of methods that are epistemologically complementary to the aspirations of this 

work. However, the domestic violence sector is broadly subject to rapidly evolving 

circumstances due to a high rate of staff turnover caused by overwork and the withdrawal 

of funding resulting from loss of contracts in competitive tendering (Towers and Walby, 

2012). HCI scholars Akama and Light (2018) have drawn explicit attention to the 

importance of a researcher’s flexibility, responsiveness and ‘readiness’ to adapt to rapidly 

changing research contexts. These authors even go so far as to stress that this adaptability 

may be more valuable than process-focused methodologies (Light and Akama, 2014). Such 

an orientation to change is highly suitable for this work. I next discuss the selection of my 

research methods, the cycles of AR that were performed, and how they aligned with my 

research partners’ expectations. Please note that akin to most AR research the stages 

contained within these cycles are not as neat as a diagram may depict (Greenwood and 

Levin, 2007), and rather very fluid and responsive to emergent context changes. 

Therefore, I have aspired to included obsolete and irrupted cycles, along with the 

Figure 4: Geographic Locations of Charity Partners in England, UK 
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indeterminate reflect and replan stages. Importantly, such cycles were drawn up 

retrospectively  

 Entering the Space for Design 

My first investigation, described in detail in Chapter 4, explored the space for design for 

digital technologies and systems within a third sector organisation context (Barnardo’s) 

in delivering perpetrator interventions. This work focused on developing a holistic 

representation and understanding of how practitioners work with perpetrators in assisting 

their journey towards non-violence. This first investigation also served the joint purpose 

of sensitising my collaborators to the particularities of Human-Computer Interaction 

research methods (Slovák, Frauenberger and Fitzpatrick, 2017), and subsequently served 

as the foundation for other methods in my second, third and fourth investigations. 

Focused ethnographies have a long history of being used to understand women’s lives, 

activities, and experiences – and more recently those who oppress them so are highly 

combatable with such a context and standpoint theory. Figure 5 depicts the single AR 

cycle that took place over the focused ethnography for this work also highlighting the 

‘false start’ of the work when a traditional ethnography was attempted before being 

converted to a focused ethnography; efforts which I discuss below. 

3.7.1.1. Focused Ethnography 
In attempting to build a ‘holistic picture of a local environment’ (Hayes, 2011), many HCI 

ethnographers have commonly made use of ethnographic insights that could potentially 

be transformed into interventionist strategies for localised and realisable changes within 

AR. Ethnographies, at their core, constitute a written holistic representation of how 

people lead their lives in their environments and can support an understanding of the 

beliefs that help them to make sense of their world (Muecke, 1994; Baskerville and Myers, 

2015). As a type of observational research, focused ethnography necessitates positioning 

the researcher as participating in the setting – even if marginally – as they detail patterns 

of social interactions and how these are understood within their local contexts. In the 

Figure 5: Timeline and Action Research Cycle for First Investigation 
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case of participant observation, the approach used in this work, researchers join the 

participant group and their activities, thereby becoming part of the group and the 

phenomena being studied, while simultaneously taking care to observe and describe all 

events, behaviours, and artefacts of a social setting. Such an approach has often been 

advocated for due to its cultivation of the components required for forming strong 

relationships of trust between researchers and their collaborators, particularly within the 

context of violence and abuse (Scully, 1990; Hudson, 2005).  

The ethnographic approach undertaken within this work was selected in response to two 

main factors: first, helping to answer the first research question of this thesis; second, in 

recognition of the fact that an engaged, observational approach is suitable for services 

working with perpetrators. In order to explore how technologies were being used within 

perpetrator interventions, I needed to both sensitise myself to the space for design and 

build relationships of ‘mutual exchange’ while simultaneously working to determine how 

(or even if) certain technologies could be feasibly applied in this setting (Reason and 

Bradbury, 2013). Accordingly, methodological approaches that focus on the everyday 

experience of working with perpetrators were preferable, particularly with respect to my 

need to create something of use to my collaborators. Second, while sensitisation does not 

necessitate first-hand exposure, I soon discovered that my research collaborators may not 

always appropriately narrate their interactions with technology through non-

observational methods; this is entirely understandable, given that HCI researchers have 

explicitly stated that the frequent design goal of digital systems is to render them invisible 

through familiarisation and ubiquity (Rehman, Stajano and Coulouris, 2002; Dourish et 

al., 2010). I first encountered this phenomenon at the conclusion of an interview with a 

refuge manager on the use of technology for violence prevention in her organisation, 

which I conducted at the end of my Master of Research degree. Upon swiping me out of 

the building, she realised that she had neglected to mention the existence of the key-

card system that played a vital role in securing a space of safety for both victim-survivors 

of sexual abuse and staff at the organisation; it was, in her words, ‘part of the furniture’, 

used so frequently that it went unnoticed. This event directed me to explore approaches 

that were sensitive to method triangulation (Muecke, 1994), combining the use of 

different methods attempting to observe, inquire about and understand people’s 
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experiences, interpretations, and their interactions and relationships to technology and 

violence prevention.  

While I had initially set out to perform what is now known as a ‘traditional’ ethnography, 

within a month of commencing this work, both I and my collaborators decided to opt 

instead for a focused ethnography (Knoblauch, 2005). Barnardo’s, like many other 

domestic violence support services, were considerably understaffed, overworked, and 

overstressed. As a result, while their organisation always made me feel welcome and part 

of their working practice, support services were rarely conducted in a single setting at a 

particular time, but rather unfolded in a ‘myriad of different settings and situations’, 

including cars, community centres and coffee shops (Knoblauch, 2005). These were 

complex and multifaceted activities that I found were not being captured through my full-

time presence in the offices, and I found that the rhythm of my data collection naturally 

consisted of intense, short bursts through focused explorations around technologies and 

practice. In fact, these qualities appeared to make it better suited to the complementary 

method of a focused ethnography, which turned out to be clearer in focus and application.  

To collect field notes for this study, I dedicated several notebooks (Figure 6) to highly thick 

descriptions of observed events, which went beyond surface appearances of context, 

detail, and social relationships (Lincoln and Denzin, 2004). These included me noting my 

impressions of the significance of voices, actions, and meanings, as ascribed by both 

participants and I, in perpetrator or staff behaviours within the context of their Newcastle 

workplace, named Orchard/Mosaic. Member-checking about the actions of staff and others 

was also performed to ensure that my interpretation of events was accepted and 

representative of working practice in Orchard/Mosaic. This process was performed through 

quarterly presentations to the Barnardo’s workers on my findings, ‘in-situ’ clarifications of 

the meaning of events within the hub, and staff members’ participation in the analysis of 

Figure 6: Physical and Digital Fieldnote Journals 
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this study. This acted as a means of opening a space for dialogue to better capture how 

participants in the study made sense of events that formed their practice with 

perpetrators. The accounts that they shared with me not only presented what Mol (2003) 

describes as ‘grids of meaning’ for me to extract, but also conveyed their own 

ethnographies about how they themselves perform prevention work in practice. The semi-

structured interviews and focused group discussions I used at certain junctures were 

informed by the descriptions of these social practices and grids of meaning. In this way, 

my participants became co-producers, as by telling me stories of practices, they directed 

my attention as a researcher in particular ways.   

After each field visit, I gradually transformed my reflections into a digital field diary, which 

was added to and reflected upon post-engagement. This data collection effort resulted in 

approximately 610 A5 pages of field notes. Audio recordings of informal interviews, 

observations of service users and focused group discussions eventually totalled 32 hours and 

11 minutes of material; 20 hours and 19 minutes were selectively transcribed to aid in 

analysis relevant to the work at hand. The content was selected for further analysis based 

on relevance and clarity, with off-topic and off-the-record conversations excluded from 

analysis or deleted entirely if the subject matter was confidential between myself and my 

participants. I will note here that the removal of confidential material was rare, occurring 

only twice throughout the period of my engagement: one such removal involved a reference 

to a business-critical decision about the financial funding for a service, while the other was 

suggested by a staff member on behalf of a service user who had unwittingly disclosed a 

personal account of abuse that implicated other non-service users. 

 Choice-Point: Fostering Awareness and Choice 

The second investigation, described in Chapter 5, directly builds on one of the four 

identified potential areas in which digital technologies could assist DVPPs in helping to 

move perpetrators along a journey of non-violence. This work explores the design, 

development, and lightweight evaluation of a web- and mobile-based system called 

Choice-Point. This system is designed for use in a perpetrator intervention that aims to 

support conversations around choice, perspective-taking, and agency by presenting 

complex social scenarios using non-linear, interactive storytelling. Participants can take 

on specific fictional roles in each scenario set in a domestic environment, whereby their 

choices have an impact on the outcome. While the design impression of the Choice-Point 

system is described in more detail in Chapter 5, I here wish to draw attention to the initial 

exploratory sessions, facilitated through two design workshops that each consisted of two 
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parts. Figure 7 displays the two complete AR cycles of this work, illustrating the two sets 

of design workshops and deployment process for Choice-Point. This figure also illustrates 

with an asterisk the work that was performed by Dan Jackson.  

3.7.2.1. Design Workshops 
Design workshops are a meeting of collaborators to start or finalise a design, or to progress 

through the process of brainstorming to overcome an obstacle with an existing design. 

Alternatively, such approaches have also been used within HCI to impart knowledge to 

participants regarding a specific aspect of design. The four design workshops for this 

investigation were directly developed from an in-depth member-checking and debriefing 

session hosted at my workplace, during which the conceptual framework developed in 

Chapter 4 was presented and critiqued. Two design workshops were initially used with 

Barnardo’s staff members to ideate the Choice-Point system. The first workshop used 

prompts to explore Barnardo’s staff members’ perceptions of how technologies were 

being used for self-awareness (i.e., in public campaigns, e-learning courses) and where 

these could cross over with domestic violence interventions. This first workshop resulted 

in an early concept of the Choice-Point system (then named ‘what happens next?’). A 

second workshop leveraged paper prototyping and tangible mock-ups to explore its 

physical qualities. Once Choice-Point had reached its final design, another two design 

workshops were established, one with the Barnardo’s team as a ‘Expert Critique’ and 

another with victim-survivors. These workshops aimed to elicit critical conversations on 

how interactive storytelling might be used as an approach to engage perpetrators around 

considering the perspectives of others. 

The use of design workshops proved to be surprisingly successful for brainstorming how 

the conceptual framework elicited through the focused ethnography could be used as 

design material to manifest different designs. I note that this is surprising because such 

an approach has the potential of being experienced by participants and collaborators as 

Figure 7: Timeline and Action Research Cycles for Second Investigation 
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a ‘blunt instrument’ that is artificial and forced upon a particular context (Rosner et al., 

2016). In particular, I was conscious that jumping in to ‘design’ something could 

inadvertently prioritise the creative and critical potential of my Barnardo’s collaborators 

over their perceptions of materials and activities and the historical context of such a 

research environment (Harrington, Erete and Piper, 2019). Nevertheless, Barnardo’s 

informed me that they thoroughly enjoyed this approach, particularly when these design 

workshops were hosted away from Orchard/Mosaic, as this permitted them the conceptual 

and physical separation from their work necessary for ‘reflection-in-action’ (Hayes, 

2014).  

 Time Out: Supporting Reflection and Crisis Management  

In the third investigation of this work, described in Chapter 6, work was conducted with 

Respect to investigate how a digital tool might aid facilitators in the delivery of a crisis 

management tool that could be used alongside the delivery of a DVPP. The focus of this 

case study was to develop a smartphone application, Guided Time Out, as a means of 

directly interrupting the onset of physical violence. This relied on a perpetrator 

acknowledging the potential extent of harms that could occur if they found themselves 

approaching a state in which they would become violent, and therefore physically 

removing themselves from their victim-survivor to engage in calming activities through 

the smartphone application. As Respect is a peak body organisation that does not directly 

provide DVPPs, the spaces for design expanded to other domestic violence support 

organisations, namely TLC, Glow, Hampton Trust, and Splitz, all based in England. Due to 

the impact of the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic in 2020, this investigation is the only 

one that did not manifest in the form of a physical prototype. Instead, this work focuses 

on the findings from the investigative focus group discussions conducted with each of 

these organisations in turn, and how these informed a design mock-up contained in 

Chapter 6 that acts as the deliverable for this work. Figure 8 displays the two AR cycles 

that made up this work including the two rounds of Focus group discussions (FGDs) that 

are reported in the chapter. Despite the cessation of funding, it was possible to complete 

the final cycle through the production of a mock-up as a form of ‘reflection in action’ 
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(Greenwood and Levin, 2006). This figure also illustrates work with an asterisk that was 

performed by the two team members at Respect that made up the research team. 

3.7.3.1. Focus Group Discussions 
Focus group discussions (FGDs) are an investigative way to explore the collective dynamics 

of a specific group of individuals through the use of open-ended and explorative questions 

around a shared topic (Cornwall and Jewkes, 1995). Unlike an interview, where a 

researcher adopts the role of investigator, focus group discussions permit the researcher 

to facilitate and moderate the discussion of the group, taking a peripheral rather than 

central role. In doing so, FGDs offer participants the crucial flexibility to lead and adapt 

the topics of interest as the discussion progresses with others in their shared social 

practice. This approach offers space for participants to negotiate over differing paradigms 

and worldviews as they relate to specific concerns. In practice, and in a context where 

cooperative working practices are core to safe practice, the adoption or creation of a key 

technology that is imposed by an individual rather than a group of practitioners can cause 

immediate problems. Additionally, as Respect were keen to listen to a range of their 

members’ perspectives on the potential of certain technologies, focus group discussions 

made it possible to hear the views of a relatively large number of interested participants, 

without demanding unsustainable amounts of time or resources. As group dynamics and 

synergistic relationships have a significant influence on the quality of findings (Krueger, 

2014), for this work, it was beneficial to select individuals who were already known to 

each other, and who either worked or were present within the same services.  

FGDs are also a viable method of engaging perpetrators in sharing reflections on their 

behaviours and how digital technologies intersect with these behaviours. Willingness to 

fully engage in a group discussion is instrumental in generating useful data and may be 

achieved more readily within a homogenous group. While the personal characteristics of 

perpetrators vary widely, most organisations who host DVPPs run group sessions of 

perpetrators of the same gender, language and relative risk level (Bates, 2017), which 

Figure 8: Timeline and Action Research Cycles for Third Investigation 
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can generate useful insights into matters of shared concern in FGDs (Krueger, 2014). 

Importantly, DVPPs by design share the essential characteristics of a focus group 

discussion, such as by promoting pro-social conversations around behaviours and seating 

attendees so that they can see each other. As such, DVPPs themselves can be understood 

as reducing the barriers to conducting FGDs with perpetrators, as such data collection 

methods directly complement existing intervention sessions with minimal disruption to 

existing sessions.  

For this investigation, two rounds of FGDs were conducted with practitioners, 

perpetrators of domestic violence enrolled in a DVPP and victim-survivors receiving 

support from such organisations, for a total of nine FGDs. In the first round, which 

comprised six discussions, I aimed to identify perpetrators’ motivations and methods for 

changing their behaviours, with or without technology, while also eliciting practitioner 

ideas for how digital technologies might help in the delivery of a DVPP. Following a round 

of analysis that summarised the main findings from these initial discussions, I and Respect 

engaged in coordinating the selection of three technology-based ideas that were then 

returned to the same groups for critical evaluation. This second round of FGDs was 

conducted through five FGDs with facilitators, perpetrators and victim-survivors and 

focused on mock-ups of three digital systems, with the goal of anticipating both the 

benefits of and barriers to their use in a DVPP setting. Both stages of this investigation 

took place across two Respect membership organisations (Hampton Trust in Southampton 

and Glow in Stoke-on-Trent), while the first stage took place only at Talk, Listen and 

Change (TLC), Manchester. An additional two FGDs were scheduled to take place at TLC 

for Stage Two; however, due to the COVID-19 lockdown, these were unable to occur. 

Although digital data collection methods such as surveys or remote focus groups were 

considered, these were ultimately ruled unsuitable; this is because TLC chose to furlough3 

a significant number of staff members, meaning that their capacity to participate in 

research was vastly reduced due to the increased pressure this would exert on non-

furloughed staff. 

 Fragments of the Past: Curating Peer Support Processes  

The final investigation, described in Chapter 7, explored the challenges experienced and 

reported by practitioners at Barnardo’s in the course of their work with perpetrators at 

 
3 Under the Corona Virus Job Retention Scheme (CVJRS), also known as ‘furlough’, employers can claim a grant covering 
80% of the wages of an employee requiring to be furloughed in an effort to help employers avoid mass redundancies 
due to the impact of COVID-19.  
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the end of a DVPP. The focus of this work was on the challenge of ensuring that 

perpetrators who finish the programme continue to maintain or progress along the journey 

towards non-violence, which may be achieved through peer support activities. This 

investigation focuses on how a group of perpetrators, upon completion of a DVPP, worked 

to design a peer support activity named Fragments of the Past, during which time they 

created digital artefacts recording their perspectives on the programme. These artefacts 

were then shared with another group of perpetrators at the beginning of a DVPP as a 

means of providing support and encouragement for changing abusive behaviours. Akin to 

my second investigation, this study also used design workshops to conceptualise and 

develop a digital process; however, I will also later draw attention to how such a method 

was simultaneously used to design a peer identity. Figure 9 shows the two cycles of AR 

that I performed with two groups of perpetrators of domestic violence enrolled on a DVPP. 

Once more, akin to the other investigations of two cycles the reflect and replan stages 

happened simultaneously.  

3.7.4.1. Design Workshops 
As previously mentioned, design workshops can be used to conceptualise or further 

investigate design problems within an area of concern. I was already aware that preparing 

participants for design work, particularly participants with low levels of technical 

literacy, represents an acute challenge in sensitive settings (Lindsay et al., 2012; Birbeck 

et al., 2017). For this investigation, however, I purposed the method to work closely with 

ten perpetrators of domestic violence to simultaneously sensitise them to the adoption of 

a peer identity. While most workshops specify that a design workshop should ideally result 

in an outcome of progression in understanding a design problem or concretising a design, 

some scholars have highlighted that simply participating in such design workshops can also 

benefit participants. For example, many scholars have noted that workshops bring 

together like-minded individuals and can cultivate the environment for a community of 

practice to develop (Davis et al., 2017; Fox et al., 2017; Bellini et al., 2018). Michie et 

Figure 9: Timeline and Action Research Cycles for Fourth Investigation 
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al. (2018), for example, highlight design workshops as a method of sharing personalised 

narratives around politically sensitive issues and creating a means for people to connect 

with each other. This work inspired the use of specific activities, described in more detail 

in Chapter 7, to be built around permitting participants to engage in self-reflective 

activities alongside contributing ideas for how digital technologies could augment this 

process.  

 Digital Artefacts 

Within the context of this thesis, the term ‘artefact’ denotes any tool, system or material 

produced from a design process. While not methods in and of themselves, this mode of 

data collection was especially important in the fourth investigation, as digital artefacts 

served jointly as sources of data and as meaningful representations of a perpetrator’s 

involvement in Fragments of the Past. Moreover, as artefacts are tools that embody both 

my own and my collaborators’ choices, theories, and practices, they arguably serve as 

appropriate entities for both data collection and analysis. Although it is not the goal of 

this thesis to promote my systems as ‘solutions’, it is however interesting to examine how 

their design and physicality came to be in response to a predefined problem within the 

space of domestic violence (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016). For example, in my 

work on Fragments of the Past, many digital artefacts were created by my participants 

through the process of my design workshops to illustrate their journey of through the 

programme; when placed together, they formed a digital road map of progress across the 

group.  

3.8. Grounded Theory Data Analysis 

Across all four of my investigations within this thesis, my focused ethnography, focused 

group discussions and outcomes of design workshops produced data that were analysed 

using a Grounded Theory approach. Grounded theory is a systematic method of analysing 

and collecting data that commences with an inductive inquiry, and is suited to the 

exploration of individual processes, interpersonal relations and the reciprocal effects 

between individuals and larger social processes (Charmaz, 2014). In being open to 

multiple theoretical underpinnings, it is therefore highly suitable for application to a 

range of epistemologies (such as feminist standpoint theory) and theoretical 

understandings. While many other qualitative analysis methods, such as interpretative 

phenomenological analysis (IPA) or narrative analysis, may also attempt to produce 

detailed descriptions of meaning-making, grounded theory attempts to produce a 

conceptual exploratory level of a phenomenon that can illuminate, explore and help with 
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theorising about social or relational processes (Creswell, 2012). It is this theoretical and 

exploratory framework that has been identified to assist practitioners and researchers, 

while permitting both identities to generate theories on practice, while drawing on 

relevant theories themseslves. While there are many variations on the grounded theory 

approach, ranging from its origins in (arguably (Mills, Bonner and Francis, 2006)) relativist 

pragmatism (Glaser and Strauss, 1999) to social constructionism (Charmaz, 2014), I 

gravitated towards the ‘social constructivist’ variation in order to respect, appreciate and 

directly work with the multiple realities offered by my collaborators and participants. 

This data analysis approach is suitable for this work because it requires a deep immersion 

into the data produced by my collaborators and participants in their interactions with 

technologies. This deep immersion felt naturally compatible with the ‘reflection in 

action’ that I was performing with Barnardo’s and Respect (Greenwood and Levin, 2007). 

Importantly, comparing such data and analysis in several rounds to continuously refine 

and improve the theory also ensured that I was naturally double-checking my 

understanding of the context, the space for design and the dynamics of domestic violence. 

I immersed myself within the data before proceeding with line-by-line coding of audio 

transcript or digital field notes. I coded for processes, actions and meanings that aided in 

defining the connections between data. This was then (frequently) followed by a 

secondary round of coding, where wider memos from my detailed notes were incorporated 

into the construction of a set of tentative categories. Such categories can and would be 

frequently broken down and reformed across various stages of comparison.  

In my early stages of data collection, I found myself somewhat overwhelmed by the 

technically complex and lengthy process advocated for by Glasser and Strauss (1967), 

finding this rigorous process to evoke Melia’s statement that the ‘technical tail [is] 

beginning to wag the theoretical dog’ (Melia, 1996). Nevertheless, I found the inbuilt 

systematic checks and refinements of major theoretical findings to be invaluable in 

guiding my approach to nuanced and frequently contradicting conclusions while in the 

field. However, in refining my approach and honing my coding activities using faster 

approaches and the constant comparative method, I found myself becoming accustomed 

to the approach I was using. For my focused ethnography in Chapter 4, as stated 

previously, the process of typing up the physical notes into a digital field diary provided 

me with space to ask secondary coding questions and actively plan to address the missing 

aspects in my data on the next visit. This was aided by my use of the axial coding 

framework, which forced me to examine the phenomenon under question through piecing 

together my categories in a narratively coherent way. Unlike the other chapters in this 
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work, this was the only process that resulted in the full construction of a theory, which I 

discuss in more detail in Chapter 4. The data captured for my subsequent investigations 

was directly informed by this theoretical guide to design, and I was hesitant to pile ‘theory 

on theory’ before validating and trialling such an approach. For their part, the analyses 

presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 were conducted using a less resource-intensive version 

of axial coding, where connections between each category were identified and illustrated 

but not supplemented through a complete saturation of these categories. As a means of 

maintaining the rigour of the original method, at the conclusion of each investigation, I 

used comparative analysis with any outstanding sources of data to check, fill out and 

extend my existing conceptual categories to determine the sensitivity of my analysis to 

the context. I include samples of my written and digital fieldnotes, along with examples 

of the open coding process, category consolidation and theory generation, in my Appendix 

B.  

3.9. Ethics and Ethical Considerations 

Both perpetrators and victim-survivors are classified as at-risk and vulnerable populations. 

As there are a number of ethical considerations that are perceived to be acute within 

studies on violence and abuse (Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2014; Westmarland and 

Bows, 2018), I here share the steps I followed that informed my safe and ethical practice. 

This is in line with the calls made by Ross (2005), who urges that researchers studying 

violence and the aftermath of violence take an ethical stance by conducting research in 

a way that ‘does justice’ to both the research participants and the other parties involved. 

Researchers accordingly have the responsibility not to increase the risk for victim-

survivors, and where possible, to contribute to reducing such risks.  

 Attaining Ethical Approval and Research Design 

The work described in this manuscript followed Newcastle University’s guidelines and 

underwent evaluation by the Faculty of Science, Agriculture and Engineering (SAgE) board 

of ethics. As all my investigations involved direct contact with human subjects, full ethical 

approval (consisting of a detailed project outline, proposed research methods, participant 

consent, risk procedures and mitigation strategies, and confidentiality agreements) was 

sought for each investigation individually. If any changes were made to studies that had 

already gained approval, these documents were subsequently updated to provide a 

comprehensive overview of what research was taking place. My initial ethics submission 

proved to be a very lengthy process, as the board expressed ‘significant concern’ with 

respect to my personal safety in performing any research with this population group, 
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disputing the inclusion of any face-to-face work with them in my research at all (Appendix 

B). Despite common misconceptions, most men who use violence and abuse in a domestic 

setting do not use violence against others, particularly towards researchers or facilitators 

in a controlled setting (Hester, 2006; Westmarland and Bows, 2018). As a compromise, 

many of my ethical approvals were contingent on strict adherence to my safety protocols, 

although these were sometimes out of step with the safe practice as performed at 

Barnardo’s. These recommendations, as I will describe in Chapter 7, changed the very 

shape of the types of technologies I could create with this social group. 

Each support worker included in my research has extensive experience in working with 

perpetrators and would provide critiques and contribute towards the running schedule to 

identify risks, challenges, or threats to safe-guarding for victim-survivors, staff, 

perpetrators, and the research team. After agreeing to our shared research plan, each 

team member would normally judge my activities to be unlikely to cause an undue 

escalation of risk to service users (including victim-survivors) and reminded me of the 

safety procedures if I or a participant required additional support, advice, or care. My 

participants involved across this work were a representative sample of the risk profile 

(standard-medium) of perpetrators enrolled on DVPPs. Written consent forms were used 

at the start of each major study stage and verbal consent from each participant was also 

sought before research could commence. Each current or ex-partner of perpetrators 

enrolled in the DVPP – and by extension, participating in my investigations – was offered 

support through an integrated safety service to coordinate care, facilitate communication 

and ensure safety checks are conducted on victim-survivor wellbeing. Irrespective of their 

relationship status with the perpetrator, each man within my investigations was asked to 

refer to victim-survivors by their first name in conversation to respect and humanise them 

in discussion.  

 Practicalities of Working with Perpetrators 

Throughout this thesis, as has been outlined in existing Human-Computer Interaction 

work, I repeatedly struggled with the institutionalised nature of attaining and explaining 

ethical consent from the people with whom I worked closely (Luger and Rodden, 2014; 

Brown et al., 2016; Strohmayer et al., 2018). This was compounded by the understanding 

that many perpetrators may believe that consenting to participate in research connected 

to their re-education would place them in a more favourable light with the managing 

authorities (Hudson, 2005). Conversely, some may consider that refusal to take part would 

be detrimental to their future. Hearn et al. (2007) recommend that researchers clearly 
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explain their separation from authorities to ensure that expectations of the research 

process are accurate. As such, throughout all my engagements with perpetrators in this 

thesis, it was made explicitly clear (verbally and in writing) that the research study was 

separate from all organisations involved and would only interconnect with them if a 

safeguarding risk was highlighted in the session, activating the limits of my confidentiality 

agreement.  

In many cases of working with perpetrators of violence, feminist researchers may be 

exposed to views that they may wish to challenge or provide an alternative to, but find 

themselves unable to do so without influencing the participant responses (Westmarland 

and Bows, 2018). Indeed, the perception of researchers ‘challenging’ perpetrators by 

taking on the role of another authority to scrutinise their behaviour can and does lead to 

participants disengaging from participation in the sessions or the research process. A 

number of works promote a neutral, passive presentation of the self in the presence of 

perpetrators, such as Scully’s presentation of a ‘supportive, neutral and non-judgemental 

façade’ – one that she herself found did not feel genuine (Scully, 1990). I personally found 

it especially difficult to subdue my own views when silence is so often associated with 

approval of or downplaying sexist statements. In these cases, I found the awareness of a 

perpetrator’s tendency to use denial, minimisation and blame of others to feed into a 

‘healthy scepticism’ – as recommended by Hearn et al. (2007) – that provided me with 

the confidence and willingness to carefully explore the possible inconsistencies and 

contradictions in their accounts. In many ways, each conversation I had with a perpetrator 

was a balancing act: holding a non-judgmental space by listening to them attentively, but 

also intervening through careful, reflective questioning where appropriate. While many 

did not retract their original sexist statements – nor did I wish them to – this did mean 

that I had offered them spaces within my research to allow them to negotiate their own 

views through discussion while simultaneously mitigating what Ptacek terms a ‘tacit 

approval of the behaviour’ (Ptacek, 1988). On occasion, some of my participants reported 

identifying their own inconsistencies or contradictions within their responses, which made 

for more insightful data than would have been obtained had these statements not been 

addressed at all.  

 Wellbeing  

The field of HCI is no stranger to dealing with risky, upsetting, and sensitive work. A small 

body of work in this field has already emerged that deals with familial and intimate 

relationships ranging from grief (Walter et al., 2012) and relationship breakups (Herron 
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et al., 2016) to child abuse (Cook and Helbig, 2008). However, there is still a notable lack 

of guidance on how researchers should orientate themselves within this space and manage 

the emotional impact that is inherently involved in sensitive work with participants 

(Balaam et al., 2019). An area that I found to significantly impact my wellbeing in my 

encounters with perpetrators is best described by Crewe and Ievin’s use of the term 

‘ethical quandary’ to describe their work with individuals incarcerated for violence 

(Crewe and Ievins, 2015). In my work with perpetrators, I found myself having to reconcile 

my own moral position, as my research frequently required building rapport with research 

participants to be effective. This, in some cases, lead me to feel as though I genuinely 

liked the person I was working with, while simultaneously trying to rectify the reasons 

why I liked this person who, from a moral and ethical perspective, repulsed me. I found 

solace in Scully’s reflection on her guilt at having a similar experience with convicted sex 

offenders:  ‘such emotions may be more expected when the subjects are people with a 

sympathetic cause … but convicted rapists are human too’ (Scully, 1990). Moreover, as a 

means of rectifying the rapport that I was aware some individuals will form with 

professionals to explicitly manipulate and cause further harm, I was mindful of those who 

were hurt by such violence as a means of ensuring that my HCI work would not act as a 

‘collusive arrangement … that ignores or denies the violence done to victims’ (Cowburn, 

2013).  

However, it is once again rare for a HCI researcher to continuously remind themselves of 

the harm caused by their participants – frequently in a speculative manner, as I did not 

have access to the accounts of victim-survivors personally. Thus, I was continuously 

thinking about violence, even if the conversation itself was about anything but. In 

applying the ‘ethic of care’ to my participants, I also sought to find ways to apply care 

and ethics to myself in my practice. I did this through applying Moncur’s (2013) 

recommendations for the practicing of ‘self-care’ strategies at a personal level, which 

include time spent in nature and processing traumatic experiences with professionals. For 

me personally, this included seeking out supervisors, support groups and networks that 

allowed me to go both inside and outside of the formal structures of my work, drawing on 

them for guidance in conjunction with my personal care practices. Finally, I have 

attempted to respond to Balaam et al.’s (2019) calls for the field to carefully consider 

formally sharing emotion work within the community to transform future institutional 

approaches to sensitive work (such as work addressing violence) through publication of 

my findings and webinars on keeping well. Details of my emotional work performed across 

this work can be found in my Appendix A.  
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3.10. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have described the methodological underpinnings of this thesis. 

Specifically, I have explained and justified my choice of a second-person action research 

approach and how it is supported by a feminist standpoint epistemology towards 

knowledge production. I have also briefly described my use of discrete methodological 

tools that build on and contribute towards these approaches through my selection of 

research partners, data collection practices and modes of analysis suitable for the 

sensitivity of the space. I conclude by describing the process of attaining ethical approval, 

along with the practical ethical concerns associated with performing safety-focused work 

with perpetrators with respect to consent and mannerisms, while also addressing the 

impact of such work on my wellbeing.  
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Chapter 4. Focused Ethnography: Entering the Space for Design 

 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter outlines how I conducted, and gleaned lessons from, the process of initially 

sensitising to the setting in which I was to undertake my empirical work. This was 

accomplished through a 12-month focused ethnography conducted in Barnardo’s northern 

hub, ‘Orchard/Mosaic’, and the community centres where this organisation delivers their 

perpetrator interventions. This work and the chosen methodology were used to obtain 

answers to my first research question: How are digital technologies used in domestic 

violence perpetrator interventions to challenge and support alternatives to abusive 

behaviours? Specifically, I was interested in two key aspects of this question: what 

technologies (if any) are currently being used in interventions with perpetrators of domestic 

violence, and how these technologies are used for violence prevention purposes within the 

interventions themselves. My goal in focusing on these two aspects was to form an imprint 

of their ‘practical knowing that is embodied in daily actions’ in working with perpetrators 

at a descriptive and analytical level (Dickens and Watkins, 1999). The work described in 

this chapter also formed the foundation for my investigations that followed, building on my 

feminist standpoint orientation toward interventions aiming to prevent domestic violence 

outlined in Chapter 2, along with the methodological commitments outlined in my 

qualitative approaches, as discussed, and described in Chapter 3.  

I begin by describing my introduction to this research context, Orchard/Mosaic, where three 

out of the four investigations presented within this work were conducted, and illustrating 

this workplace by means of a ‘day in the life’ of their work practice. This vignette narrates 

their important, everyday management of perpetrators and details how technology 

intersects with the delivery of domestic violence perpetrator interventions in mundane but 

meaningful ways. I then present my grounded insights into how technology might further 

enhance and positively reinforce attempts to teach and support perpetrators to choose 

to behave non-violently towards an intimate partner. These analytical insights form the 

cornerstone that supports the design, implementation, and deployment of the three 
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digital systems presented in the following three chapters of this thesis. The investigation 

in this chapter was published and presented at CHI’204.  

4.2. Setting the Scene  

 Making an Introduction 

I first contacted Barnardo’s through a meeting with three workers who related to the 

Domestic Abuse Awareness Project (to be described in detail in Chapter 5). During my 

conversation with these three workers, Carol, Janice, and Karen, over coffee at their 

northern hub Orchard/Mosaic, they expressed their combined curiosity and concern over 

the presence of technology in their service delivery efforts. Over the past five years, they 

had noticed an increase in perpetrators’ technology-facilitated abuse against victim-

survivors in their case load, which they attributed to the larger number of digital services 

and products now available to consumers at an accessible price (i.e. ‘smart’ devices; 

Leitão, 2019a). These rapid developments had outstripped their own use and knowledge of 

technical tools, with many workers reporting that they found themselves dependent on 

their service users’ knowledge of technology. This situation reportedly made them feel 

uncomfortable; they, after all, were supposed to be the ones who were knowledgeable 

regarding what constituted abuse, rather than being reliant on what perpetrators told 

them. Karen disclosed in no uncertain terms that she perceived this to be a significant 

power imbalance during service delivery, as workers did not have the knowledge required 

to identify or challenge such behaviours. They also noted that unlike other harm 

prevention work, such as drug and alcohol services, there were few if any digital systems 

present to facilitate the teaching of session content or to help reinforce the learned 

behavioural management techniques outside of the interventions. After I disclosed my 

technical abilities in the context of systems implementation and design, their suggestions 

for potential digital activities, feedback systems and websites clearly indicated that there 

was an appetite for careful innovation within the syllabus to explore how digital systems 

and tools could support them in their work. The head of Orchard/Mosaic, Carol, then 

agreed that I could engage with them further through their organisational and social 

services at their northern charity hubs across Newcastle and Gateshead. These initial 

discussions informed the types of activities provided by Barnardo’s that I included in my 

 
4 Rosanna Bellini, Simon Forrest, Nicole Westmarland, and Jan David Smeddinck. 2020. Mechanisms 
of Moral Responsibility: Rethinking Technologies for Domestic Violence Prevention Work. In 
Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI '20). 
Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 1–13. 
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376693 
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application for ethical approval; where possible, these aimed to represent the 

contingencies and day-to-day realities of working in the organisation (as I describe in A 

Day in the life of Orchard/Mosaic). This approach is in line with recommendations for 

ethnographers to build relationships and encourage informal interactions that permit 

‘exploration, reflectivity, creativity, mutual exchange and interaction’ with the 

community group in their context before research design and ethics processes are 

complete (Caine, Davison and Stewart, 2009; Rashid, Hodgson and Luig, 2019). I was 

subsequently required to register as a volunteer, provide references of prior employment 

and follow through with a disclosure and barring service (DBS) check for working with 

vulnerable groups.  

  Orchard/Mosaic 

The Orchard/Mosaic building, owned by Barnardo’s since 1989, is in the relatively wealthy 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne suburb of Jesmond on a thriving street backed by shops, bars, and a 

small supermarket. In addition to servicing the city centre, the hub also receives many 

service referrals for perpetrators and victim-survivors from many semi-rural surrounding 

districts. As is the case for most domestic violence support services, physical space is an 

issue, with the organisation rarely having rooms available for all support services to run 

at one time. As a result of this lack of available space, my focused ethnography also 

extended to include community centres, children’s centres, schools, town halls and cafés 

across Durham, Darlington, and Gateshead, where Orchard/Mosaic also ran domestic 

violence services. In this way, Barnardo’s Orchard/Mosaic is not only represented by its 

building in Jesmond, but also extends to the access and use of distributed, local 

community spaces. Orchard/Mosaic services at the Jesmond location also included the 

sexual behavioural unit, ‘Circles of Support and Accountability’ (CoSA), and therapeutic 

support services specialising in bereavement, sexual abuse and young offenders 

(Barnardo’s, 2016). As I was interested in researching services for perpetrators of domestic 

violence, for the purpose of this study I opted to examine the services provided to, and 

the workers who directly coordinated services for, this social group (Table 1). Please note 

that photographs of the interior are not included in this thesis out of respect for protecting 

the security of the building and the occupants in their delivery of violence prevention 

services.  

 Participants and Services 

The scope of this work covered three support services: the Domestic Abuse Awareness 

Project (DAAP), the Domestic Abuse Prevention Programme (DAPP) and Leveraging Peer 
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Support (LPS). These services comprised the core of my 12-month focused ethnography 

(January 2018 – December 2018), which was itself made up of 49 separate engagements 

with six staff members who worked at Mosaic/Orchard (see Table 1). These engagements 

included 26 group meetings within the main building, three design workshops with staff at 

my workplace, four focused group discussions with service users in local community centres, 

five one-day-long observations in the office and 15 observations and co-participations in 

service delivery (DAAP, DAPP and LPS) across community centres. Group meetings were 

hosted internally at Orchard/Mosaic and ranged from highly structured planning of 

upcoming services (60–90 minutes) to informal and relaxed catchups over coffee in which 

we reviewed delivery performance and perpetrator behaviours. If a support worker’s time 

allowed, these meetings sometimes spun off into informal interviews or focus group 

discussions exploring issues that had arisen (45–130 minutes). Observation of and 

participation in perpetrator interventions were normally biweekly (3–8 hours) and gradually 

evolved from non-participant observation to participant observation as I began to lead 

group discussions and deploy interaction design activities. For the presentation of this work, 

I have used pseudonyms to refer to my collaborators, both to preserve their right to 

confidentiality and protect them from potential targeting.  

Name Job Description Services 

Carol Head of Orchard/Mosaic, Jesmond (H) DAAP, DAPP and LPS 

Janice Group Coordinator (GC) DAAP 

Anna Junior Project Liaison Officer (JPLO) DAAP, DAPP, LPS 

Karen Support Worker (SW) DAAP, DAPP 

Jean Support Worker (SW) DAPP 

Michael (‘Mikey’) Therapist, Support Worker (T-SW) DAPP 

Service Descriptions 

DAAP Domestic Abuse Awareness Intervention, two-day weekend course 
for £ 15 men on myths, facts, and realities about domestic violence 

DAPP Domestic Abuse Prevention Programme, 26-week intervention 

LPS Leveraging Peer Support, eight design workshops to create a peer 
support network for DAPP finishers 

Table 1: Names, Job Titles and Services of Study Participants 

The sample of people involved in the study included 62 men involved in the DAAP, 19 men 

involved across the DAPP and 11 involved in the LPS, for a total of 92 perpetrators (Table 
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1). There is perhaps a slight over-representation of men in this study, as could be expected 

in the general population, as services for adults (over 18 years of age) offered by Barnardo’s 

are gender-segregated and the organisation received a significantly larger referral rate of 

men-women (ONS, 2019). While there was the potential of including a small number of 

women who use force in this study, this introduced its own complications for two reasons. 

Women who use force, or ‘women perpetrators’, were described by staff as predominantly 

victim-perpetrators who leveraged violence as a means of self-defence (as opposed to 

control) against their perpetrator, meaning that the required language and approach to the 

intervention was distinctly different from the DAAPs. Secondly, due to the small number of 

women in the referral pathways, it had not been possible for Barnardo’s to run an all-

women perpetrator group for several months, meaning that one-on-one interventions were 

the only option; under these circumstances, my observation would be less appropriate 

owing to the need to preserve service user privacy.  

4.3. Findings  

In this section, I first present a narrative collation of my ethnographic field notes to better 

represent what a typical ‘day in the life’ of violence prevention work in Orchard/Mosaic 

looks like from the perspectives of both support workers and the perpetrators enrolled in 

their interventions. In doing so, I hope to provide an illustrative description of the practice 

that conveys how digital technologies intersect with the delivery of perpetrator work, and 

accordingly to provide a descriptive and analytical answer to my first research question. I 

then conduct a closer examination of the spaces that are or could be created by technology 

to open dialogue, as well as to support learning about violence prevention strategies and 

the formation of new obligations for perpetrators to desist from violence.  

 A Day in the life of Orchard/Mosaic  

It is early morning when I tap on the window that looks into the Orchard/Mosaic office on 

Osborne Road. It’s a damp, misty Tuesday, and I’m a little tired from the lack of sleep of 

the night before, but the brisk walk from my house in Heaton to Jesmond has served to 

nudge me awake. I spot Carol’s blonde hair bobbing up and down slightly in time with her 

typing, likely a frantic response to an email using Barnardo’s Secure Email Outlook. She’s 

unperturbed until I tap louder, glancing around the room until she catches my eye and 

grins before disappearing. She unlocks the front door and motheringly ushers me into the 

office space, silently mouthing an offer of coffee over the sound of four support workers 

mumbling into landline phones and tapping their fingers against their desktop keyboards. 

I agree to coffee, then perch slightly awkwardly by the photocopier due to the lack of 
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spare desks, as a staff member has already swooped in to make a call from Carol’s phone, 

appearing to relish the relinquished space. Nothing is wasted in this office. The 

photocopier whirs into life, making me start. Mikey, a recently graduated therapist, 

apologises profusely, almost to the point where I feel like he is exaggerating, and blurts 

out that he’s in need of worksheets to prepare for his client. Mikey offers that applying 

the old-fashioned paper-based methods make it easier to ensure that his client is, in his 

words, ‘doing the work properly’. Before I can ask him what he means by this, he moves 

swiftly into the hallway, where his client is waiting for one-on-one work.  

It’s just hit 09:00AM, and soon the office is alive with the sound of incoming emails from 

a variety of agencies, including courts, police, health agencies and other domestic violence 

services requesting or reporting information on clients. I hear snippets of conversations 

but attempt to avoid focusing on specifics out of concern for client privacy. Carol pulls up 

a stool for me by her desk and looks me right in the eye before dramatically frowning and 

revealing that she’s about to write a very tough email to a probation officer about 

potentially pulling a man from the programme. She shares that a man on the programme 

has been showing improvement in his moods and attitudes; despite his insistences in the 

programme, however, his victim-survivor is telling another story. Carol recounts that she 

frequently must ‘play detective’, teasing out who said what to whom and why, and more 

importantly, whether there is a problem with a perpetrator attempting to collude or 

manipulate the service. It’s times like these where she must use her professional 

judgement, experience with perpetrators, empathy for the victim-survivor and whatever 

information she has available to assess whether someone is progressing on the programme. 

For this man, being pulled from the programme will mean he remains on the child 

protection list that she updates within the client’s case file in Barnardo’s secure systems, 

subverting his original motivations for completing the programme. It appears to me that 

evidence of change – or at least the lack thereof – holds a lot of weight within those 

systems.  

At lunch, I take a walk around Jesmond. As I do so I find there is something jarring about 

going from discussing how a perpetrator recently put one of his victim-survivors in 

intensive care to examining the lunchtime offers in Waitrose. The mundanity of violence, 

as it were, although of course it’s anything but mundane to those being subjected to that 

behaviour. After lunch I join a meeting in the Daisy Room with Carol, Janice, Anna and 

Karen to design the digital feedback form required for the DAAP; the form asks attendees 

what they have learned from the intervention and their thoughts regarding potential 
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improvements to service delivery. The atmosphere in the room is palpable, a mixture of 

curiosity and excitement along with a paradoxical sense of disquietude. While Anna easily 

adapts to the SurveyMonkey interface I am demonstrating, and readily compares it to other 

technologies she has used before, I sense a reluctance in Karen to have a hand in designing 

the survey. Karen shares that she has a long history of raising ideas for digital activities 

that cannot be resourced by Barnardo’s, whether financially or due to lack of labour 

availability; as such, they learn to make do with what they have. As if on cue, our chat is 

temporarily disrupted by Jean, a support worker who is expressing her frustration in being 

unable to locate an important USB stick that acts as a digital store for intervention 

activities. The team frequently uses USB sticks for non-sensitive digital resources such as 

educational videos, despite being discouraged from doing so for security purposes, out of 

familiarity and the ease with which they can be transported from one location to the next 

for service delivery. Anna, well-versed in Barnardo’s secure storage functionality, 

describes this workaround to me casually, providing examples of how flexible on-the-

ground service delivery needs to be due to cancellations and room changes.  

By the time the evening rolls around, the large Rainbow Room has cleared out and needs 

to be set up for the evening’s domestic violence prevention programme, which eight men 

are expected to attend. I assist Carol in arranging the chairs in a circle before moving the 

projector and its screen through the double doors from the Main Office, as the small TV 

normally used for these sessions is reportedly ‘on the blink’. Gradually, one by one, several 

men enter the room, sit down, and engage in casual conversation with each other before 

Carol does a headcount. After identifying those three men are absent, she moves next 

door to contact them. One attendee offers to instant message one of the missing men. 

Carol and Mikey quietly agree to change the format of the session from group activities to 

a group discussion due to lower than expected numbers. Just as one of the missing men 

appears, the session starts with a ‘check-in’ that asks each man in turn to report whether 

they had used a Time Out that week. Two men report that they had used the crisis 

management tool but disclose vastly different interpretations of how it should be used, 

with only one man applying it ‘appropriately’ according to Mikey. Mikey then moves next 

door to print out a timeout plan when the man again requests guidance for using the tool. 

This week’s session is themed around understanding men and masculinity in modern 

society; to this end, Carol and Mikey screen the short film ‘We Believe: The Best Men Can 

Be’ by Gillette, first aired in January 2019 (Procter & Gamble, 2019). The clip is less than 

two minutes long but incites and informs the discussion for the following two hours, being 

consistently referred to both positively and negatively by the attendees. Five men identify 
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similarities in their own behaviour with the use of verbal abuse by the men in the clip, 

while another three argue that they are ‘completely different’: this prompts calm but 

firm disagreement from the rest of the group. One man ventures that it is challenging for 

men, in his opinion, to be always cast as ‘the bad guy’, and that he struggles to see himself 

as such, even though he then verbally acknowledges his abusive behaviour when prompted. 

Two men notably take a back seat in the discussion, and Carol and Mikey direct questions 

at them from time to time to ensure they are included and participating in the session.  

After the session has concluded, an older man waits in the hallway for a younger man to 

pick up his things before driving him home. Carol informs me that the older man has taken 

on a ‘father figure’ role for the younger, and that it could be reassuring to see friendships 

form within the group. However, she also reports keeping a close eye on such relationships 

to reduce the risk of undermining the session’s content through collusion. One man stays 

behind to question Carol about his mid-term report, which he is intending to show to his 

probation service. In response, she agrees to call him the next day once the report is 

complete. 

  Reflections  

The above vignette describes a typical day for Barnardo’s in terms of the activities 

involved in managing perpetrators of domestic violence, as well as some of the 

experiences of service users who were participating in interventions during my 

observation period. In this description, technologies were roughly evenly split between 

use at a staff level (such as the collation of digital resources on USB sticks) and at the 

staff-service user level (where technology served as a core entity in the intervention 

sessions). Although, for this thesis, I am most interested in exploring the staff-service user 

level, I briefly wish to address two important concerns expressed by staff members 

regarding technologies in this space: the equation of digital systems with an increased 

workload, and the requirement for the technologies to be portable, adaptable, and 

flexible. During my time at Barnardo’s, it became immediately clear that staff members 

were already mired in significant and lengthy engagements with large digital systems that 

were frequently too inflexible to match their rushed schedules or accommodate last-

minute changes. Digital resources that were used as part of service delivery had to be 

easily transportable between support workers and physical locations due to the rapid 

changing of rooms at the hub for different services, such as Tracey and her use of USB 

sticks. However, technology also served as a flexible means of responding to a sudden 

change in service delivery, such as in the case of two men who did not show up to the 
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DAPP hosted by Carol and Mikey, causing a change in the lesson’s content. In this way, 

technology in this space should be able to adapt to contextual changes quickly and flexibly 

to accommodate last-minute changes to delivery, such as a sudden drop in participant 

numbers.  

Additionally, I recognised that technologies need to reduce the amount of – or, at the 

very least, not add to – the administrative work performed by the staff. Although this is 

a common recommendation for most research partners in HCI (Marshall et al., 2018; 

Strohmayer et al., 2018), in line with other studies, I found this was an especially acute 

concern within Barnardo’s, where the workload can often already be barely manageable 

(Westmarland and Bows, 2018). I quickly realised that if I were to impose my perspective 

on how responsibilities for prevention should work in this space, I could run the risk of 

inadvertently creating more responsibilities for the staff members within it. Nevertheless, 

there are clear tensions between the ease of ‘evidencing’ an individual’s journey through 

their services and the nature of implicit desistance from using abusive behaviours. 

4.4. Grounded Theory Findings 

Next, I detail the results of my constructivist variation of grounded theory analysis of the 

observational data, focusing on what role technology played within the delivery of 

perpetrator interventions to achieve the organisational goals of increasing victim-survivor 

safety and supporting perpetrators to reflect on their behaviour. I achieve this through 

the presentation of vignettes from my fieldnotes, in line with other ethnographies in the 

HCI context (Clarke, 2015; Marshall et al., 2018). These reflect one of many 

representations of my identified categories. In the open-coding and axial coding stages, I 

established four primary categories representing important spaces of practice for how 

technology was used as part of work with perpetrators. During the selective coding stage, 

I identified an encompassing primary concept that tied all these categories and observed 

practices together: responsibility. I further observed through my focused ethnography 

that Barnardo’s appeared to leverage technologies most frequently when engaging men 

in highlighting their duty to deal with something (such as communication skills or 

emotional regulation), creating new, positive roles for themselves (e.g., as a peer mentor) 

and acting independently of Barnardo’s outside of and beyond the interventions 

themselves. I shall return to the concept of responsibility after looking at spaces of 

practice and demonstrate how these concepts fit together.  

 Self-Awareness and Perspective-Taking 
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Ensuring that a perpetrator of domestic violence takes responsibility (i.e., acknowledges 

their role in causing and accepting blame) for their abusive actions was an important first 

step towards change for the staff members across my study. In a meeting with Karen, she 

underlined the importance of getting men to acknowledge their part in causing their abuse 

to me in more detail:  

Karen [SW]: “… until they [perpetrators] take responsibility for the harm they’ve 

caused by genuinely looking at who they are and what they’ve done, then they can’t 

work towards real change. It has to start with you.” 

[Fieldwork Diary 1, Note #52] 

Karen’s comment informed me of two things. First, she perceives that any change in 

behaviour must be predicated on perpetrator self-awareness; second, she believes that 

without this process or outcome, a ‘real’ change in their behaviour cannot be achieved 

through the service delivery. As such, I saw Karen determining that the perpetrator must 

take responsibility, and that it is the service provider that then determines whether this 

has taken place, by identifying core differences between what is perceived to be genuine 

versus superficial change in a man’s behaviour. I noticed that the most common way in 

which Barnardo’s workers sought to encourage this to happen was through the creation of 

social and physical spaces of self-reflection in the context of group or individual therapy 

conducted in on-site sessions at the hub. In these spaces, men were guided through 

activities that were theorised as necessary steps in a change process, then questioned to 

assess changes in their awareness of and motivations for their violence towards others. A 

clear reflection on the self when dealing with abusive behaviours proved difficult for many 

of these individuals, and I witnessed both positive and negative responses from the men in 

their attempts to engage in self-awareness. I also observed the workers reflecting on 

moments where they believed technology had played a role in a perpetrator’s self-

realisation that they had been abusive to their partner: 

During a review session for the DAAP, Anna [JPLO], Karen [SW], Janice [GC] and I 

were critically reflecting on the different activities used across the day. One 

activity involved exploring the different facets of domestic violence through the 

Power and Control wheel, which listed all the different tactics that abusers use to 

coerce and control their victims. This digital graphic was projected onto a 

whiteboard, and Janice reflected on the impact this had on a participant during a 

discussion. ‘You could see it, the look on his face that the penny had dropped when 
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he read some of those tactics. I bet he was thinking ‘shit, I do some of those’, 

because he started to quieten down from denying everything like he was at the 

start’. 

[Fieldwork Diary 1, Note #6] 

As this extract from my fieldnotes indicates, Barnardo’s uses a bank of digital materials 

(similar to Jean’s USB in A Day in the life of Orchard/Mosaic) to educate, engage and then 

challenge men around their understanding of domestic violence. Digital resources within 

this group session were used to promote self-awareness around identifying causation of 

abuse by comparing one’s own behaviour with that described in the examples provided via 

digital projection. Janice here directly ascribes a man’s moment of realisation and 

recognition of his abusive behaviours to the use of the digital projection of the Power and 

Control wheel (Pence and Paymar, 2003).  

The ‘time-out’ technique is taught within domestic violence prevention programmes as a 

temporary interruption technique, which instructs a perpetrator to physically remove 

themselves from their victim-survivor(s) for a period to reduce the likelihood of abuse. It is 

a widely-used tool across many domestic violence organisations due to its emerging 

evidence base, along with its explicit rules on what is and what is not appropriate during 

their time away from situations where they may have chosen to use physical violence 

(Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland, 2017).  

During a therapy session with the lead care worker Carol [H], Max, a man who had 

just started a 26-week course, was recounting his previous abusive behaviour. When 

prompted to explain how he responded in the immediate aftermath of abusive 

sessions with his partner, he gave an insight as to the ritual he performed: 

Max, DAPP: ‘So after, something would happen, I’d go upstairs, out the way and sit 

on the end of my bed, do a ‘time out’ … and like, I’d scroll through my phone, scroll 

to look at something to … I dunno just get away from it. You’re not meant to, 

avoidin’ yerself and that, but I couldn’t help it’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 3, Note #108] 

This vignette, taken directly from my fieldnotes, suggested to me that Max uses his personal 

device to actively avoid rather than enter the space of negotiation around his own 

responsibilities. Max avoids contemplating his behaviour by positioning his phone to escape 

responsibility for the situation and his abusive behaviour. Although he is aware of violating 
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the rules for time-out by ‘avoidin’ yerself’, it appeared clear to me that, if not carefully 

managed, technology can provide (and in this case already is providing) the means to 

circumnavigate enforcing positive behaviours. 

 Acknowledging the Extent of Harms 

As well as having to accept and be aware of their behaviours toward themselves, within all 

interventions in Barnardo’s, men are also required to consider the impact of their behaviour 

on others. Given that domestic violence frequently (although not always; (Hattery, 2009)) 

takes place in the home, ‘others’ typically includes the man’s ex- or current partner, 

children and immediate family members. In meetings with Carol, I discussed with her how 

the men handle discussions regarding family members, particularly individuals whom they 

are forbidden by court order from contacting:  

Carol [H]: ‘It’s tough because the men frequently go from being undeniably abusive 

partners and fathers, but partners and fathers all the same, to being … well, cut 

off from those roles. No calling for a chat, texting a reminder to pick the kids up, 

messaging support, sharing a funny photo – absolutely nothing with technology.’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 2, Note #63] 

Carol lists several ways in which the relationships the men once had before the domestic 

abuse had been identified were ‘cut off’, with the intended purpose of providing the victim-

survivors with further protection. While she made clear to me in discussion that followed 

that she was not criticising this approach, she seems to acknowledge in her account that 

digital communication is to be expected between partners, and that the everyday forms 

of contact afforded by technology are no longer accessible to the perpetrator under these 

circumstances. This frequently meant attempting not to re-traumatise their victim-survivor 

by reducing face-to-face and digital contact. In a later fieldwork session, one perpetrator, 

Sandeep, goes into more detail about this rejection of technology: 

Sandeep, DAPP: ‘So she [victim-survivor] sent me a friend request on Facebook, 

wanting to reconnect like we always do on a Sunday afternoon after the separation 

… it would have been a good opportunity to talk things through with her, but it’s 

not worth putting her through that again. It was painful, ignoring the person you’ve 

spent the last ten years of your life with, but I didn’t want to hurt her again, so I 

ignored the request.’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 3, Note #192] 
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This illustrates Sandeep’s awareness of how his responsibilities to his ex-partner have 

changed through digital means: going from arranging a meeting (‘like we always do’) to 

acknowledging the potential of this process to now cause pain (‘I didn’t want to hurt her’). 

Technology here reinforces those duties that Sandeep now has not to cause harm, but also 

problematises this, as it seems to serve as a reminder of the duties, he once had towards 

her as her partner. In this way, despite using the same technologies, the change in context 

means that he now gleans different meanings from similar or identical interactions around 

responsibility. 

To ensure that perpetrators take children and the impact of abuse on them into account, 

Barnardo’s courses frequently used the method of perspective-taking, which involves 

viewing a situation from the perspective of another person affected by violence to 

encourage building empathy and emotional understanding. This technique was regarded by 

all staff members as a good way to remind the men of their past, as well as enabling them 

to consider their present and future responsibilities for their behaviour as a partner, a 

father, a family member, and a responsible person. Keith discussed how the activity of 

typing up a message intended for his daughter reminded him of how his abusive actions had 

an impact on her: 

Keith, LPS: ‘When I was typing out that letter on the computer in the library, from 

what me daughter would want to send to me if she could, I just … lost it, it’s truly 

the hardest thing I’ve done in my life … knowin’ I’ve done that much damage. Typing 

that has really made me consider how many dads would be typing that…’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 3, Note #199] 

Here, Keith imagines a normative responsibility or duty of what fathers should be to their 

children and uses this to draw a comparison with his own actions (‘I’ve done that much 

damage’). From this, I observed how the use of a simple Word document and the basic task 

of letter-writing had a profound impact on Keith, prompting him to reconsider his role as a 

father in comparison to other fathers (‘how many dads would be typing that’).  

 Providing Support and Community 

Unless otherwise specified (for example, for reasons such as extreme anxiety or language 

barriers), men were encouraged to take part in weekly group therapy interventions 

consisting of around eight to ten men. As many of Barnardo’s courses are discussion-based, 

this was intended to provide a space for men to disclose their experience of violence, as 

well as to form positive bonds of friendship with other service users within the charity (A 
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Day in the life of Orchard/Mosaic). In this section, I pay specific attention to how 

Barnardo’s and the men they worked with used technology to invite adoption of a positive 

focus on responsibilities towards change and to challenge negative avoidances of 

responsibility through peer support and mentorship. Fostering this environment of 

experience-sharing and peer support required much encouragement and careful activity 

design by facilitators, as therapist Michael shares in the vignette below:  

Following a very highly attended design workshop, I approached one of the co-

facilitators to inquire about the reason for the high numbers. After thinking for a 

while, Michael [T-SW] responded: ‘… our role as therapists is, is to not only get 

them to be responsible and honest to us but to be responsible and honest to each 

other through sharing experiences … as we design activities for them that have 

meaning and use beyond the session. The shared playlist activity where they’re each 

tasked with selecting a song that represents their journey is one of those, and the 

men can listen to it whenever, wherever they want for when they’ve slipped, or for 

when they want to remind themselves of how far they’ve all come together’. 

[Fieldwork Diary 3, Note #14] 

Here, I want to draw attention to the fact that the facilitators have identified the 

importance of developing group activities – in this case, the curation of digital content that 

directly involves each member of the group (‘each … selecting a song’). Within this task, 

not only is contributing to the activity regarded as important, but what the playlist 

comprises and signifies is also understood to be important after the programme is finished, 

as it is a marker of change experienced through Barnardo’s. Michael underlines that the use 

of the shared playlist serves both to reinforce positive behaviours in cases ‘when they’ve 

slipped’ and as a reminder of their responsibility to independently reflect on the 

reformation of abusive to non-abusive behaviours. At a later session, Gary confirmed this 

during a follow-up session:  

Gary, DAPP: I’m on the road a lot so I stick it on when I’m feeling low about myself 

and my history. Since I got the others on Spotify it’s a bit funny as I can see who’s 

been listening to it recently, so I can see them taking what we’ve done together 

seriously. 

[Fieldwork Diary 3, Note #192] 
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Gary’s actions illustrate how something as simple as a playlist can both combat his low 

mood and enable him to check the actions of the other attendees after the course is over 

(‘can see them taking [the programme] seriously’). Whether the other men know this or 

not, Gary shared with me that he had placed himself in a position where he behaves 

responsibly in realising when he needs to listen to the playlist. This account further shows 

that he is also judging the other members of the groups’ attitude to taking ‘what we’ve 

done together seriously’ by assessing whether others are also behaving responsibly. This 

position of responsibility that men adopt concerning other men also takes on other forms, 

as perpetrator Dario illustrates when discussing the attendance of another man at the 

group: 

Dario, DAPP: ‘I know [that] Ben struggles wit’ gettin’ up sometimes to come to 

group, so after our first meet he ask’d me to start Whatsapp’n him encouragement 

to attend. ‘Course I’m happy to since he’s not gonna change if he isn’t here’.  

[Fieldwork Diary 2, Note #151] 

This example illustrates how, for Ben, one motivation for change is channelled through 

entrusting Dario with the responsibility to instant message him for encouragement to attend 

(or to berate him for not attending) group therapy sessions. In this situation, Dario 

welcomes this new duty, expressing his understanding that without this digital practice, 

Ben is not ‘gonna change’ his abusive behaviour because he will neglect to attend the group 

sessions. Through this description, I saw that Ben understands that his methods of ensuring 

responsibility to himself alone are not enough – indeed, these are something that he 

‘struggles’ with managing. Instead, Ben has passed the responsibility and duty of ensuring 

his attendance to Dario, thus making himself responsible to another member of the group 

through instant messaging. From this account, I assumed that without communicative 

technologies to facilitate these exchanges between these two men, Ben’s attendance may 

have been impacted due to the lack of this important duty and relationship.  

 Being Accountable to Demonstrate Change 

Most men within this study were referred to Barnardo’s social services through external 

organisations such as police and children’s social care. As such, although some men had 

voluntarily enrolled in a course, many already had a negative predisposition towards being 

challenged on their behaviour. Facilitators at Barnardo’s frequently alluded to what Anna 

described as the ‘delicate balancing act’ of validating an external organisation’s judgement 
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of identifying domestically violent behaviours while also making space for non-judgement 

within their own organisation.  

During a group introduction with the DAAP team (Anna, Janice, Karen and Carol), the staff 

members elaborated on how relationships of trust and reliability were constructed 

throughout the course. This was done by setting the men tasks for self-reflection and 

encouraging them to contribute personal reflections to both the facilitators and other men 

participating in the group: 

Janice [GC] explained that all perpetrator interventions within Barnardo’s set 

individual work in the form of what the organisation termed ‘homework’. ‘It’s 

videos and activities to reflect on themselves before the next session, and they 

deliberately get you to share something about yourself that you wouldn’t 

normally do. That builds the bridge between them and us’. When I ask how the 

facilitators ensure the men complete their homework, Janice chuckled and 

responded ‘We can tell when they haven’t done it because when we ask them to 

share, they go all sheepish and quiet. [I] can tell you, they don’t forget to do it 

next time!’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 1, Note #18] 

I observed that building responsibility and trust between a facilitator and a perpetrator 

takes place through the completion of ‘homework’, which consists of online activities and 

videos. Janice emphasised her belief that the men might develop a sense of responsibility 

to complete this homework, as they are then asked to share this completed work. While 

Janice stops short of shaming the men for not completing the work, she does state that 

they feel ‘sheepish’, and that this is enough to encourage them to do it for next time.  

Being concerned about upsetting or disappointing the facilitators with whom the 

perpetrators had built trust was a core concern for everyone involved in group work. 

Tommy, a man who had recently completed a perpetrator intervention, succinctly 

expressed this sentiment when I asked about his motivations for longitudinal change: 

Tommy: ‘’sal reet me sayin’ that I’ll change, but if Gina [SW] or Carol [H] get a 

phone call or an email from the police sayin’ I’ve done something again … well 

they just won’t trust me again, and I don’t want that so I’m gonna ensure it 

doesn’t happen’ 
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Carol [H]: ‘it’s not just about catching you doing it [violence], it’s more than just 

an email or call though Tommy, as the police can’t detect everything.’ 

[Fieldwork Diary 2, Note #74] 

Tommy’s dedication to ‘ensuring it [violence] doesn’t happen again’ is directly supported 

by his concern about the loss of trust between himself and his care worker Carol. In this 

way, the role of a phone call or an email from an external organisation directly disrupts 

Tommy’s reformation of his negative behaviours. Here, Tommy behaves in what he feels is 

a responsible manner to avoid external organisations (such as the police) from violating this 

relationship of trust that he has formed with Barnardo’s. This concern for matching changes 

someone states that they are making or have made (‘sayin’ I’ll change’) and what they do 

(‘sayin’ I’ve done something again’) is further explored by Carol’s statement. In her 

response to Tommy’s disclosure, she reminds him that this violation of trust can occur 

beyond a call or an email (‘it’s not just about catching you’), and that it is not enough to 

be responsible to external organisations.  

4.5. Discussion 

While prior studies have identified technology as a catalyst for further abuse (Freed et 

al., 2017; Matthews et al., 2017), I realised that a failure to scrutinise how technology 

was used in everyday practice with perpetrators represented a missed opportunity to 

support such organisations in the prevention of harm. It was only through close 

observation and analysis that I was able to record and report how Barnardo’s were using 

technologies in their work practice with perpetrators: to help perpetrators reflect on their 

abusive past behaviour, provide the means to carve out new, positive identities in the 

present, and be accountable to evidence or account for change in the future. While I 

originally sought to gather a more operational description of what technologies 

specifically were being used with service users (e.g., desktops, emails), I quickly realised 

that this failed to get to the heart of why they were being used in the first place, or how 

they were being understood. Through my analysis, it became evident that each technology 

used within service delivery was being leveraged in relation to responsibility for 

understanding violent behaviours and applying an appropriate level of responsibility for 

changing them. From assigning homework to continuously working on self-reflection to 

creating activities that generate organic networks of support, there was a continuous 

return to a focus on the perpetrator and their behaviour. However, this form of 

responsibility in this context was less about describing what gaps exist, or assigning blame 
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(Lamb, 1999; Grimpe, Hartswood and Jirotka, 2014), and more about identifying further 

ways to navigate the complexities of these sometimes contradictory and unclear 

responsibilities to prevent violence. 

 Technology as Surfacing Responsibilities 

Responsibility for the harms caused by perpetrators featured consistently across many 

aspects of my thick descriptions around technologies in this chapter; moreover, it is often 

the vehicle that enables moments of realisation around violence can take place. While 

there can be a desire to focus on understanding the ‘consequences and reverberations’ 

of abuse (Grimpe, Hartswood and Jirotka, 2014), with or without digital means, I have 

been able to show that this is only one of four mechanisms I identified across my 

investigation. Abusive individuals demonstrate abusive behaviours that need to be 

challenged, reformed, and supported through a process that is identifiably difficult for 

the perpetrator, victim-survivor(s) and professionals involved. Through what Corbett et 

al. (2018) described as ‘meeting people where they are’, I took this recommendation to 

mean that I was not only meeting civic actors physically in their workplace 

(‘Orchard/Mosaic’), but also meeting the service users ‘where they are’ mentally on their 

journey for change. By this, I do not mean to excuse domestic violence as responsibility 

for the individual alone to resolve, but rather offer this as a motivator for us as designers 

to support attempts to challenge and change abusive behaviours as they occur.  

Technologies present within my descriptions demonstrated themselves as processes of re-

negotiation, self-realisation, and adoption of new duties over time, typically with 

professional intervention. Just as responsible design aims to design systems that cannot 

be easily misused or abused (DiSalvo et al., 2011; Hoven, 2013), within this space, we 

also must come to view designing for responsibility as an independent aspect of system 

design in order to see how technology might be leveraged to encourage the development 

of non-abusive behaviours. These descriptions stand in stark contrast to conventional 

approaches in responsible design, where most discussions of responsibility are conducted 

from a top-down and criminal justice-focused perspective, one that is notably punitive 

and hierarchical (Dourish, 2010). Although rejecting a victim-survivor’s request on 

Facebook could in some cases be abusive, for Sandeep it was a way of demonstrating 

responsible behaviour in acknowledging the harms he could cause his partner. Just as 

technology can be used as a channel of abuse, it can also be acknowledged as a key space 

in which to enact responsibilities (‘no calling for a chat … absolutely nothing with 

technology’). As such, I suggest that designers and practitioners, in addition to designing 
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to mitigate potential misuse, consider what responsible behaviours they wish to 

encourage through their technical designs.  

 Embracing and Accounting for the Mundane 

The accounts that I present here, along with my reading of them, demonstrate that 

Barnardo’s is already making use of basic (and arguably even mundane; ((Dourish et al., 

2010) but still meaningful digital tools and systems with reference to their understanding 

of their values, work and responsibilities as an organisation and as individuals: namely, 

working to reduce and prevent harm to victim-survivors. This focused ethnography 

demonstrates how access to and use of basic technologies, such as word processors or 

WhatsApp groups, have the potential to generate important spaces for talk, reflection, 

and education for perpetrators of domestic violence. Although I have focused my 

attention on a detailed look into a single third sector organisation, delving into the corpus 

of other work on this topic (Marshall et al., 2018; Clarke et al., 2019) has led me to 

believe that this work does represent an accurate picture of the practices implemented 

in a resource-poor third sector context, where organisations continuously struggle under 

the weight of economic austerity. In reflecting on these accounts, while the lack of 

sophisticated technologies or technological processes did indeed represent a contrast to 

the technical environments to which I am traditionally accustomed as a computer 

scientist, I did not find this to be a deterrent to taking stock of what I had to work with 

and progressing from this point. Indeed, I was motivated by a comment made by 

Strohmayer et al. (2017) regarding their work with another third sector organisation: 

namely, that ‘small changes to the materiality of mundane technologies’ can generate 

an enormously positive impact for those reliant on those technologies, particularly those 

groups typically excluded from mainstream design. For example, I foresaw that the small 

addition of a digital reminder encouraging Max to perform his time-out correctly (with 

instructions), or at least providing an appropriate nudge before a time-out was necessary, 

could have had a more constructive influence on his behaviour. Although I have discussed 

the potential challenge of ‘noticing’ such everyday technologies, which feel so familiar that 

they escape the attention of designers and participants, I believe the use of so-called 

mundane technology to be especially important in this environment to create and form a 

holistic impression of technical service delivery in this sector. It is important to note that 

such a longitudinal engagement with an area for design may not be necessary in all 

circumstances for violence prevention. However, the careful unfolding of challenges and 

opportunities that technologies may provide over a long period of time, with the aid of 

service professionals, can be a real asset to shaping safety-informed systems and tools. 
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 Designing for Responsibilities 

As previously highlighted in Chapter 2 of this thesis, HCI has not yet come to view domestic 

violence as a problem rooted in behaviour rather than one to be framed more broadly as a 

problem with individuals who present a security risk to victim-survivors and their devices. 

It is at this personal level that I identified how this lacuna in understanding might be filled 

through the identification of important ways in which existing practice is already being used 

to try and reinforce positive change in behaviour and self-management. According to my 

observations, these spaces did not remain fixed for the same men that I interacted with 

across the year, as there was a notable shift in the way in which technologies were used in 

relation to what ‘stage’ of change they were at. For men who were at the initial stages of 

change, presenting the greatest amount of resistance (such as denying, minimising, and 

blaming others, as described in my account in Fieldwork Diary 1, Note #6), technical 

activities focused on self-awareness of abuse, perspective-taking and acknowledging 

previous inflictions of harm on others. Men who were at the later stages of interventions 

leveraged technologies in different ways, such as being responsible to a peer-support 

network or seeking to continue maintaining their change in behaviour to sustain their 

relationship of trust with support workers. I believe that this use of technology is 

intriguingly in accordance with how practice shifts from being retrospective (in scrutinising 

past patterns of abusive behaviours) towards supporting and facilitating present and 

future non-violent behaviour within intimate partnerships (Gondolf, 2004). Working with 

the four prominent categories derived from my grounded theory analysis, I illustrate here 

how this thesis intends to investigate these categories further as avenues offering new 

opportunities for violence prevention (Figure 10).  

Figure 10: Process of Mechanisms of Moral Responsibilities for Violence Prevention 
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This approach involves identifying the connections between the mechanisms that surface 

within the analysis of my focused ethnography, ones that I identified as not manifesting 

simultaneously. As Figure 10 shows, one space for negotiation may be dependent on 

another being navigated, in a somewhat chronological fashion across the space of an 

intervention. For example, it would be questionable that a perpetrator could acknowledge 

the extent of harms without first developing a level of self-awareness of their own 

behaviour and its role in causing the harms. Additionally, to provide positive peer support 

and community, a perpetrator must (even if superficially) be able to share their 

reflections on their behaviours and the harms caused in the context of moderated 

interventions within Barnardo’s. The mechanism that does not fit as neatly within this 

chronological process, however, is that of being accountable to demonstrate change, 

which was arguably manifest across all intervention stages. This is due to the fact that 

perpetrators of domestic violence bear the weight or the onus not only of answering for 

their behaviour, but also for seeking to repair, rectify or correct these behaviours in 

response (Smith, 2015). Thus, attending, participating and/or interacting in any way with 

Barnardo’s necessitates that perpetrators be accountable or ‘answer’ to the individuals 

within that context (Shoemaker, 2011). There is accordingly an inherent tension within 

any tool introduced to support pathways to non-violence: namely, that this tool must work 

to support perpetrators both in changing abusive behaviours and in demonstrating this 

change to individuals within and outside Barnardo’s. With this process in mind, my 

subsequent three data chapters seek to design, develop, and deploy technologies that 

address each of the three process mechanisms in turn, while also evaluating the extent 

to which such tools can be used to permit or actively encourage men to become able to 

demonstrate change in behaviour through their use.  

4.6. Chapter Summary 

This chapter lays out a detailed description of Barnardo’s working practice by means of a 

focused ethnography of the role and use of technology in the delivery of interventions 

with perpetrators of domestic violence. Through this chapter, I contribute a descriptive 

and analytical account of the violence prevention work in action performed by Barnardo’s 

in their work with perpetrators. This account has highlighted the critical points for how 

technologies can be responsive to support the responsibility work undertaken by the 

practitioners while also being mindful of their administrative practices. I have also 

provided a set of insights and spaces in which technology is already supporting efforts to 

re-educate and support perpetrators through the process of changing behaviours: forming 
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new responsibilities through self-awareness and perspective-taking; acknowledging the 

extent of harms; providing support and community; and continuously being accountable 

to demonstrate change. These spaces of practice highlighted by my focused ethnography 

have helped to guide a deeper process of inquiry conducted in the following investigations 

into technologies within this space.  
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Chapter 5. Choice-Point: Fostering Awareness and Choice 

 

5.1. Introduction 

In the previous three chapters, I have focused on situating my upcoming digital systems 

within the prior literature, in the context of related social practice and HCI work (Chapter 

2), outlined the methods adopted in each case study (Chapter 3), and captured a holistic 

impression of perpetrator management in DVPPs (Chapter 4). Chapter 2 highlighted the 

range of different skills, content topics and formats of DVPPs, and went on to discuss how 

these are delivered through multimedia systems in domestic violence support services. 

The overarching aim of the upcoming three investigations is to build on this 

methodological and conceptual guideline to further investigate how such services, which 

aim to rebalance personal responsibility for violence, might be supported with digital 

technologies.  

In this chapter, I focus on how the first mechanism for moral responsibility for a 

perpetrator to develop and utilise their skills for self-awareness and perspective-taking 

by examining how a digital technology could facilitate the presentation of DVPP content 

around choice, agency, and perspective-taking within the context of complex social 

situations. This chapter describes how, learning from the process analysed in Chapter 4, 

and in collaboration with the Barnardo’s team, I designed, deployed, and evaluated a 

digital system – Choice-Point – designed for use within perpetrator interventions with 

three groups of stakeholders in Barnardo’s. Choice-Point is a bespoke web and mobile-

based system that is designed to engage perpetrators of domestic violence through non-

linear, interactive storytelling. Through the adoption of fictitious roles in each scenario, 

participants in the game can choose actions that affect the way in which the story unfolds. 

As an activity, it aims to improve a perpetrator’s ability to see violent behaviour from a 

perspective that enables them to address and reject it (perspective-taking). This chapter 

first contextualises the design work for the first iteration of the system, illustrated 

through an overview of how fictional media and gameful systems have been used within 

HCI around sensitive topics. I then present the final system design through describing its 

core functionality and behaviour (software mapping, story, user interface). This is 

followed by a description of the investigation design, which involved three participant 

stakeholder groups: perpetrators, victim-survivors, and the Barnardo’s support worker 

team. I then present my analytical findings and discuss the insights these provide, with a 
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particular focus on my second research question: How might digital systems be designed 

and deployed in such a way that they redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention 

with perpetrators of domestic violence? The investigation in this chapter was published 

and presented at CHI’205. 

5.2. Background Literature 

This section assumes the foundations from literature in Chapter 2 and highlights what is 

required for the specific undertaking discussed in the chapter at hand. This section builds 

on how digital systems and mechanics might facilitate understanding the choices and 

consequences of using violent behaviours against others.  

 Simulations and Domestic Violence 

Exploring the role of individual choice can be challenging: if this exploration is not 

performed carefully, it may be misapplied to retroactively assign blame (negative 

responsibility; (Gotterbarn, 2001) and thus reduce motivation for change. As such, it is 

beneficial to use learning material in DVPPs of fictional or speculative nature that does 

not place an immediate focus on the individual perpetrator and their behaviour. This is 

particularly important at the start of an intervention when their resistance to change may 

be higher. Highlighting a clear separation between virtual and real events is particularly 

important to reducing traumatising and negative impacts from engagements with 

potentially upsetting subject material, such as violence. Games and processes with 

‘gameful’ elements can be such an approach as ‘players can engage in an artificial 

conflict, defined by rules’, even if this conflict is relevant and close to the lived reality 

of the person using the system (Salen and Zimmerman, 2003). Huizinga’s (2016) concept 

of a ‘magic circle’ – a series of events taking place in a separate time and space – is 

particularly critical here when engaging perpetrators in discussion about a topic that is 

extremely close to their lived experience (Stenros, 2014). 

Indeed, this degree of separation is very familiar to HCI researchers, as simulations of 

sensitive subjects designed to induce affective or motor learning rather than being simply 

for user entertainment have been a familiar topic in the HCI context for many decades. 

Such material has included real-world violence (Rizzo et al., 2010; Mayr and Petta, 2013; 

Scholes et al., 2014; Seinfeld et al., 2018), child sexual abuse prevention (Scholes et al., 

 
5 Rosanna Bellini, Simon Forrest, Nicole Westmarland, Dan Jackson, and Jan David Smeddinck. 2020. 
Choice-Point: Fostering Awareness and Choice with Perpetrators in Domestic Violence Interventions. In 
Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI '20). Association for 
Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 1–14. DOI:https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376386 
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2014), childhood trauma (Mayr and Petta, 2013), post-traumatic stress disorder (Rizzo et 

al., 2010) and sexual harassment (Lieberoth, Wellnitz and Aagaard, 2015). As it would be 

unethical and illegal to perform abuse, violence and trauma within reality for training, 

education and therapeutic purposes, digital tools are consistently identified by many as 

providing ways to simulate these experiences (Almeida et al., 2018; Boduszek et al., 

2019). In Chapter 2, I mentioned that domestic violence-related simulations played a 

major role in Seinfeld et al.’s (2018) exploration; here, the researchers placed state-

convicted perpetrators of domestic violence in the United States into a virtual reality 

environment, in which perpetrators virtually inhabited the life-sized body of a woman 

victim-survivor. Within this scenario, a virtual perpetrator entered the scene, spoke, and 

gestured abusively, and progressively invaded the participant’s personal space. Simply 

changing the perspective of the perpetrator within this environment was associated with 

an improved ability to identify negative emotions in others. However, this approach was 

used to determine the different empathetic responses between perpetrators and a control 

group, without engaging how the perpetrators felt about the experience. I felt like this 

work was a missed opportunity as interactive storytelling may facilitate the ability to 

learn of ‘ways of being in the world’ including from the experience of other players 

(Tekinbas et al., 2008).  

 Second-Person in Interactive Storytelling 

Interactive storytelling has been praised for its capacity to provide players with the ability 

to replay historical events and engage in ‘what-if’ analyses of major social decisions 

(Brandt, 2006; Tashiro and Dunlap, 2007; Rice et al., 2012). As such, players are engaged 

in a future-orientated, imaginary act and “see through and beyond the screen and into 

the future” (Atkins, 2006). However some scholars have cautioned that because players 

choices appear through computer computer-generated sensory stimuli (Davis et al., 

2003), that they do not have a tangible benefit within reality. Research has determined 

that these concerns are rooted in the very quality that makes interactive storytelling 

appealing in the first place: the distance between the locus of control and the individual 

engaging in play (Davis et al., 2003; Bradley and Froomkin, 2004). While it is important 

to separate unreal and real events within gameplay, the distance between these virtual 

and physical spaces could also be too far to bridge, such that the result would not be 

meaningful to the player. Accordingly, drawing on existing research on first- and third-

person perspectives (Bradley and Froomkin, 2004; Bayliss, 2007), situating such a 

narrative in the second-person perspective (pronoun: ‘you’) might aid in alleviating some 

of these concerns.  
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The second-person perspective here explicitly involves placing the player or user as a 

protagonist who makes choices that determine the character’s actions and the plot’s 

outcomes. Edward Packard’s Choose Your Own Adventure book series famously 

exemplified this whose format had recently entered the mainstream of visual media (e.g., 

Charlie Brooker’s Bandersnatch, which launched on Netflix in 2018). Adopting this 

approach may help to quell concerns that perpetrators might feel like passive spectators 

in a story about violence, as it would instead help them to be active actors by providing 

them with the opportunity to make key choices at certain moments of the story. This, in 

turn, allows users to construct a story in their own minds with reference to their own 

experiences, which can in turn generate a sense of personal presence in virtual space 

(Manovich, 2001). I saw considerable potential in this duality: attempting to engage 

perpetrators to acknowledge their choices within their own stories of violence towards 

others, while also clearly positioning the scenarios as fictional (albeit inspired by reality).  

5.3. Contextualising Choice-Point 

The Choice-Point design was created in response to the findings from three design 

workshops conducted with Carol, Anna, Janice, and Karen towards the end of my focused 

ethnography within Orchard/Mosaic. These workshops explored how staff members could 

increase the levels of participation within a perpetrator intervention programme 

(Domestic Abuse Awareness Project) in which fictional, educational material was shown 

within the sessions. The first workshop used prompts to explore how Barnardo’s staff 

members perceived how technologies were being used for self-awareness (i.e., in public 

campaigns, e-learning courses) and where these could cross over with domestic violence 

interventions. Following this, the staff members and I sketched out six rough design 

concepts of how a digital system could facilitate learning about choice, agency, and 

perspective-taking. Carol theorised that if perpetrators could see ‘what happened next’ 

after engaging in an abusive behaviour, they might reconsider their actions. Through 

deliberation, both Karen and Anna identified that the most important feature of this 

concept was its focus on the moment of choice between violence or non-violence itself: 

a choice-point. However, Carol expressed her concern that asking what a perpetrator 

could have done differently in their past could be triggering and could also potentially 

‘shut down’ new participants. Conversely, moreover, simply providing perpetrators with 

a fictional narrative to listen to and comment on had been trialled in a previous service 

and had resulted in perpetrators losing interest due to a lack of ways to engage in the 

story. Janice raised the suggestion that a digital system could help to improve the 
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interactivity of this approach, proposing the idea of building some gameful elements into 

the story as a means of also permitting the men to think about choice and approach. This 

excited the group, particularly when I suggested how digital technology could be used to 

augment how perpetrators engaged with the story: specifically, through enabling the 

selection of different options that could progress the story in different ways. At the end 

of the discussion, the team agreed that non-linear interactive storytelling could be a 

useful vehicle for delivering conversations around perspective-taking and choice.  

The second design workshop was themed around an early version of the final prototype 

of Choice-Point (Figure 11), then called ‘What Happens Next?’ as this proved to be the 

most popular design idea. Paper prototypes were created that displayed its user interface 

and then attached to mobile phones. The prototypes were used by the facilitators to 

simulate specific scenarios, and the system was extended to include the display of the 

main system image via projector. The final stage involved the process of design critique, 

where staff members were asked to share their critical reflections on the user interface 

layout, choice of technology and use cases through the paper prototype. This design in 

progress was continuously discussed through wireframes and prototypes shared via email 

until I and the staff team were content to trial a pre-liminary design (Appendix B), where 

such changes were iteratively incorporated into the final prototype that is discussed in 

this chapter. 

5.4. Trialling the Choice-Point System 

Figure 11: Sketch of initial system concept [Left] against paper 
prototypes that were used to facilitate discussion [Right] 
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The Choice-Point design process aimed to overcome some of the identified limitations of 

passively listening to a narrative story of ‘what happens next’, an approach that had been 

used in a prior Barnardo’s service. The investigation had two main phases: an initial 

exploratory design and trial phase, followed by the launch of the final prototype, which 

would be evaluated by three service identities connected to the service that I discuss in 

this investigation. As mentioned previously (5.3 Contextualising Choice-Point), the 

exploratory design phase emerged as a result of two design workshops in which four 

Barnardo’s staff members expressed interest in interactive storytelling centred around a 

fictional scenario involving domestic violence. In this original version, Carol was 

interested in the use of virtual reality (VR) as a means of simulating the experience; 

however, this was discouraged by the rest of the team due to the cost of the equipment 

and the possibility of inadvertently excluding participants if they were oversubscribed for 

the DAAP on the day. Instead, the projector, which Barnardo’s already had available, was 

proposed as a means of visually presenting the progression of the story to all attendees. 

A trial version of Choice-Point was prototyped that leveraged HTML links to show the 

branching progression through the narrative. This version was tested with ten 

perpetrators in a related service (Figure 12). An analysis of the discussions and 

interactions with this early prototype highlighted various design features that needed to 

be improved or changed before the final prototype was implemented. One major concern 

raised by the facilitators and some of the perpetrators was the lack of actions for someone 

who had not been assigned a role to perform, as they would be relegated to the role of 

passive spectator. Moreover, once a choice had been selected, there was no time in which 

the facilitator could engage the wider group in a discussion before the story progressed, 

defeating the purpose of the activity. As such, a voting function (explained in more detail 

Figure 12: Screenshot of First Iteration of Choice-Point: A HTML-only Webpage 
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in 5.5.2 Character Roles and Voting) and the ability for the facilitator to control the flow 

of the activity (5.5 The Choice-Point System) were included in future versions. A full 

description of this initial trial can be found in Appendix C. The following sections now 

detail the second part of the Choice-Point project, initially describing the design of the 

final Choice-Point prototype before moving on to describe the investigation design and 

how it was used to further elicit opinions from facilitators, victim-survivors and 

perpetrators on perspective-taking, choice, and agency.  

5.5. The Choice-Point System 

Building on these suggested changes, the final Choice-Point system functioned as follows: 

facilitators of the perpetrator intervention started a session on their work laptop, now 

identified as the host, and could control the flow of the narrative through pausing and 

progressing the story. Each perpetrator could either directly select (if playing a character) 

or vote (if engaging as an audience member) as to how they wished their character to 

respond; the facilitator then confirmed this choice and progressed the story via their host 

machine. The facilitator’s ability to respond to the choices of the group was implemented 

to ensure that the activity remained collaborative, but that they still possessed the 

functionality to pause the activity if the material became too emotionally taxing for a 

participant. The system itself is built on Twine 6 , an open-source tool for creating 

interactive fiction in which each story divides into multiple passages with conditional 

text, images, and links to other passages. However, Twine generates web pages that only 

work for a single user, and thus did not directly meet my requirements. In order to benefit 

from the existing Twine authoring tool, I chose to extend the syntax of the underlying 

.Twee (Twine’s file type) files to allow individual passages to be associated with a 

character. I worked alongside Daniel Jackson to develop our own implementation of a 

Twine story player that would support this extension and multiple, simultaneous users. 

The Choice Point software is a website with a mobile-friendly interface and a server back-

end that supports multiple concurrent groups and users. The site maintains an active real-

time link between the participants within a group, allowing the state of the story to be 

shared. 

 Story 

Barnardo’s had already authored a story about ‘what happens next’ within the context of 

a domestic environment from the perspective of four family members. However, as this 

 
6 Twine, Open-Source Tool for Interactive, non-linear storytelling. https://twinery.org/ 
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was a linear narrative where the story did not deviate dependent on choice, it was 

necessary to considerably extend this narrative for the final system. Additionally, a key 

detail – a scene in which one of the characters physically assaults another with a pan lid 

– was removed due to concerns about attempting to engage men in thinking about violence 

that did not need to have a physical element to it. I used the original story as a basis to 

author an extended non-linear version of the original ‘what happens next’, then 

responded to and incorporated feedback from the team around suggestions and 

alternations. Facilitators noted that their suggestions were inspired by many real (albeit 

anonymised) experiences of previous service users. As such, the final version of the story 

reflected a synthesis of essential concepts taught across the course; these included 

identifying trigger points, perspective-taking, and non-violently navigating complicated 

social situations. Initially, the team and I were interested in representing a more diverse 

range of relationship types, sexualities, and genders. However, a core constraint of the 

Barnardo’s service contract was that the perpetrators enrolled in the course had to be 

men, have inflicted harm on victim-survivors who were women and either be currently or 

have been previously in a heterosexual relationship, to reflect the majority of cases in 

the UK (ONS, 2018). We agreed to ensure that while our narrative would present a man 

in a heterosexual relationship, we could adapt the system to fit other lived experiences 

of perpetrators in other groups. Facilitators were also keen to ensure that the story within 

Choice-Point contained repeated references to prior abuse; this was to acknowledge that 

patterns of domestic violence frequently formed a ‘constellation of abuse’ (Dobash and 

Dobash, 2004), and should not be treated as a ‘one-off’, as the latter is a tactic used to 

minimise abusive behaviours (Romito, 2008).  

Figure 13: [Left] Mobile view of Choice-Point with one of Sharon's 'choices' displayed. [Right] 
Other characters and audience members have cast their votes for two of the three different 

options. 
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The final scenario follows the Johnsons – Terry (33, man), Sharon (31, woman), Tracey 

(12, young woman) and Shawn (8, young man) during a family mealtime together. Tensions 

have been rising due to economic and psychological pressures on both parents, and Terry 

begins to verbally degrade Sharon over domestic chores in front of their two children. 

Depending on the choices made by the participants throughout the story, this incident 

can eventually conclude in one of several different endings. A full transcript of the 

Johnson narrative can be found in Appendix C. 

 Character Roles and Voting 

The Choice-Point system also facilitated the uploading of any non-linear stories that are 

stored in the .twee file format, where the names and number of active characters within 

the story are pre-assigned by the author. Within this deployment of Choice-Point, there 

were four roles within the story that enabled four participants to play the parts of Terry, 

Sharon, Tracey, and Shawn. These roles are selected at the start from a drop-down menu 

and remain fixed for the duration of the narrative. Passages in the story were designed 

to prompt players within the story to decide on their choice of action (e.g., ‘What does 

Shawn do?’). To simulate the embodied, second-person nature of specific roles within the 

story, when verbally selecting an option in character, each participant had to begin with 

‘I am [Terry/Sharon/Tracey/Shawn] and I would…’. Facilitators were also able to invite 

participants who had not selected a role to participate as anonymous audience members 

who could vote on their preferred mode of action through their mobile device. The 

distribution of votes is then revealed by the host machine once the participant responsible 

for that point in the story has selected an option. This flexibility was added since each 

intervention with perpetrators needed to account for a consistently varying number of 

attendees on the day; thus, I directly designed for this uncertainly in Choice-Point.  

 Choices 

Each participant could be assigned a character role within the story as one of the family 

members (Terry, Sharon, Shawn, or Tracey), who have the option of choosing how the 

story develops. Changing the path of the story could be accomplished by selecting one 

out of three to five choices, which are revealed incrementally as the story progresses. A 

particular combination of choices would result in the selection of discrete pathways 

through the narrative, culminating in one out of seven unique endings that concluded the 

story. Each choice was allocated a hidden semantic rating: these ranged from ‘very 

positive’, including the most socially condoned responses (active listening, apologising), 

to the very negative, including abusive and other behaviours that were discouraged by 
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the intervention (intimidation, physical abuse). Neutral options that demonstrated 

neither considerate nor inconsiderate behaviour were also available. 

The positive-negative nature of the choices had a direct impact on what choices the 

following character would have available to them in the remainder of the story. Positive 

choices permitted other players to have a wider variety of options, while negative options 

directly restricted these options. The reasoning behind this was to reflect the nature of 

coercive and controlling behaviours, which can be best identified through the associated 

loss of choice, rather than the experience of overt demonstrations of abuse (Hart, 2018). 

For example, if Terry intimidates and threatens Sharon, the choices his children had for 

the rest of the evening through the interface become greyed out and inaccessible. In this 

case, Shawn, because of being scared to leave his mother alone, no longer feels confident 

to leave the house and see his friends.  

Within the system, we selected particularly critical choice points for the participant 

playing Terry at choices numbers 1 and 14 to demonstrate that the perpetrator could 

change the tone of the story (Table 3). Choice 1 (as shown in Figure 13) presented Terry 

with the option to either react to frustration about domestic chores or ask his children 

about school. Similarly, Choice 14 gave Terry the opportunity to motivate and support 

Sharon, apologise for prior behaviour, or continue to intimidate or abuse her and lash out 

at the children. After the Choice-Point activity was completed, the quantity of positive, 

neutral, and negative choices was totalled, and one of seven endings presented. The type 

of ending ranged from a rewarding one, in which all characters achieved a state of 

stability and proceeded to watch a film together (Very Positive), to one with significant 

unresolved conflict (Neutral 1–3; for example, where a teacher becomes concerned about 

Tracey’s behaviour at school), to a sombre ending resulting in upset and further trauma 

to the family because of Terry’s violence (Very Negative). 



 

 

Figure 14: Screenshot of passages representing Choice-Points #1–#4 as presented within the Twine GUI 
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5.6. Study Design 

For the Barnardo’s team and I to comprehensively study the Choice-Point 

application’s potential to support learning about perspective-taking, we suggested 

studying it in three distinct settings within their organisations. These were as 

follows: an expert critique by Carol, Anna, Karen, and Janice, who possessed a 

wealth of experience in facilitating perpetrator programmes; with perpetrators 

within a perpetrator intervention (the Domestic Abuse Awareness Project), wherein 

interactions with the system were recorded before, during and after the use of 

Choice-Point; finally, through a focused group discussion with victim-survivors within 

the Barnardo’s service. The suggestion to include different social groups in the 

evaluation is also in line with general recommendations for designing within this 

space, where the ecosystem of service provision should be considered (Freed et al., 

2017). Importantly, this was also done with the goal of respecting, listening to, and 

incorporating the situated knowledges of the victim-survivors in their approaches to 

the tool; opting not to do so could inadvertently generate more harm through 

careless design. The following section describes each of these groups in more detail.  

27 perpetrators of domestic violence (P1 – P27) 

Age (years) 21–58     Mean: 38 

Gender Men: 27     Women:0      

Risk Level Standard7: 19     Medium: 8 

Course Number Group A: P1–P8 

Group B: P9–P19 

Group C: P20–P27 

6 victim-survivors of domestic violence (V1 – V6) 

Age (years) 26–48     Mean: 35 

Gender Men: 0     Women: 6 

 
7 Perpetrators are assessed using the DASH Risk Checklist, which evaluates potential risk factors of a perpetrator 
in a situation. Standard refers to a ‘low’ risk of immediate threat of harm or murder, while Medium can indicate 
other risk concerns such as history of violence, pregnancy of victim-survivor and so on.  
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4 facilitators (F1–F4) 

Age (years) 26–61     Mean: 48 

Gender Men: 0      Women: 4 

Professional Roles Social Worker: 1 (F1) 

Office administrator: 2 (F2, F3) 

Case Manager / Worker: 1 (F4) 

Table 2: Participant demographic characteristics, including age, gender, job role, risk 
level and course number 

 Expert Critique by Facilitators  

The first setting for evaluation was an expert critique from Carol, Janice, Anna and 

Karen (Figure 15). Critiques were facilitated through two in-depth design workshops 

that were designed to support the critique of Choice-Point by drawing on facilitators’ 

experience of teaching perspective-taking to perpetrators (Figure 15). In these 

discussions, I presented Choice-Point to attendees by demonstrating the system to 

showcase the different paths and endings. The Barnardo’s team were then invited 

to trial the story by simulating how it might be used with perpetrators within a group 

setting. Following these workshops, the facilitators recommended their Domestic 

Abuse Awareness Project (DAAP) as a suitable location for the deployment of Choice-

Point. DAAP was selected due to the short-term nature of the project, which lasted 

two days with up to fifteen men; attendees also had first-hand experience running 

the intervention, which I shall briefly introduce below. 

 Deployment with Perpetrators: Domestic Abuse Awareness Project 

The Domestic Abuse Awareness Project (DAAP) is an intervention that is designed to 

be the first point of contact for perpetrators to be directly challenged on their 

behaviour. This short yet intense intervention or ‘course’ (two six-hour days) is 

delivered as an educational course that includes group discussion-based activities 

for perpetrators to learn about the following: the impact of domestic violence in the 

UK; the health risks of using and experiencing violence; how to form and maintain 

healthy relationships; and practical strategies to encourage desisting from future 

patterns of violence. Janice and Karen ran this course in local community centres 

for up to 15 attendees. As real stories of domestic abuse were too emotive to use as 
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material within these sessions, many activities prioritised fictional stories and visual 

material to contextualise the attendees’ learning, and thus drew from a bank of 

digital fictional material. This service was also one of the three services included in 

my focused ethnography in Chapter 4.  

Three groups of perpetrators that were enrolled in DAAP (Group A, B and C) were 

selected as being suitable participants for this study; these groups consisted of eight, 

eleven and eight men respectively. The two facilitators of each group used Choice-

Point within the DAAP as part of the section addressing learning about the impact of 

domestic violence on partners, children, and family members. At the start of each 

deployment, the session facilitators described the following to participants: an 

outline of the branching storylines (excluding the specificities of each ending), the 

character roles and the format of choice points. After ensuring that each participant 

had self-selected a role, subsequent interaction with Choice-Point was unstructured 

to avoid influencing the men in each group. Facilitators intervened when a 

participant was unsure of their character’s choices (at which point they would 

encourage the participant to think out loud to facilitate collaborative sense-

making), as well as after the activity to promote discussion of the resulting ending.  

Following the completion of the Choice-Point activity, I asked participants a series 

of evaluation questions over 15 minutes. These included asking about perceived 

engagement, any potential improvements, and what learning had taken place using 

Figure 15: Carol, Karen, Anna, and Janice engaged in interactive design activities in the 
expert critique design workshop 
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the tool. The perpetrators’ interactions with Choice-Point were used to prompt and 

guide these independent reflections. Subsequently, each man was provided with a 

structured evaluation sheet of A4 paper printed with four open-ended questions, 

including ‘how did your engagement within Choice-Point make you feel?’ and ‘could 

you describe how what you have learned might influence your future behaviour?’. I 

also held discussions with the facilitators at the end of each course to collect their 

reflections on using Choice-Point in the sessions.  

5.7. Design Workshop with Victim-Survivors 

Finally, Choice-Point was also evaluated within a support group setting for victim-

survivors of domestic violence. The six participating women service users had 

experiences of one or multiple abusive relationships and were currently receiving 

therapy to recover and rebuild their lives after the violence had ended. I specifically 

sought out the opinions of victim-survivors to ensure that first-hand accounts of 

abuse were included within institutional strategies and settings. For safeguarding 

and personal safety purposes, none of the victim-survivors who participated in this 

workshop had ex-/current partners currently receiving an intervention through the 

DAAP. 

In a design workshop that mirrored techniques for delivering a design critique, I 

presented a run-through of Choice-Point along with an explanation of the DAAP as 

being provided to men who were perpetrators within the region. For this group, I 

displayed a map of the branching narratives in Choice-Point, then invited 

participants to label different aspects of the story with emotive responses (ranging 

from 'Love this' to 'Hate this') and discuss their choices as a group. This was to ensure 

that our authored story reflected the real, lived experiences of victim-survivors and 

their families in being subjected to patterns of domestic violence. 

5.8. Data Collection and Analysis 

I collected audio recordings of two complete run-throughs with Groups A, B and C, 

with gameplay lasting around 30 minutes per group; this accordingly yielded six 

audio recordings (total: 216 minutes; average: 36 minutes) and six computerised logs 
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of the men’s interactions with the system. I also collected three lots of post-

deployment focused group discussions (total: 51 minutes; average: 17 minutes) and 

three lots of post-deployment facilitator reflections (total: 68 minutes; average: 23 

minutes). Each perpetrator also filled in a reflective evaluation form (total: 27 

forms). 

My workshops with service facilitators lasted between 98 and 127 minutes, 

respectively (total: 225 minutes; average: 113 minutes). This was complemented 

with paper materials produced by our interaction design activities. Finally, my 

focused group discussion with victim-survivors lasted 83 minutes; this session was 

audio-recorded, and the illustrated map activity semantically analysed. For each 

evaluation I also took detailed, hand-written notes to record non-verbal, contextual 

information regarding my deployments and participants. These were typed up in a 

digital format at the end of each session.  

My use of grounded theory analysis resulted in the generation of three categories 

within my data: 1) Raising Levels of Awareness, 2) Creating a Lack of Control and 3) 

Comfortable and Uncomfortable Realities. My selected categories for my analysis 

were member-checked and clarified by the DAAP facilitators for clarity and 

accuracy. In this chapter, I have assigned numbers to my participants (Table 2), 

along with pseudonyms, to distinguish their contributions. 

5.9. Findings 

Figure 16: [Left] Participant selecting from a number of choices at Choice-Point #3 [Right] 
Independent written evaluation of Choice-Point 
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I shall first report on the quantitative logs, semantic ratings and resulting endings 

for my six run-throughs with Groups A, B and C (Table 3) to give greater context to 

my qualitative findings.  

 Narrative Pathways 

Groups A and B notably selected very positive (semantic rating of 5), positive (4) or 

neutral (3) choices for all characters within the narrative in their first run-through 

(Table 3). These included choices supporting Sharon in domestic chores and 

demonstrating constructive fatherly affection for Shawn and Tracey. Moreover, 

while Group C attempted to contribute positive responses, a single participant chose 

negative (2) and very negative (1) responses to family member needs, resulting in a 

neutral ending. Notably, on the second run-through, all groups then expressed 

interest in learning what could have happened had they behaved abusively; as such, 

all groups received a neutral (3), negative (2) or very negative ending (1) on the 

second play-through. In short, each group of men first opted to demonstrate positive 

behaviour to the group on their first play-through; only once discovering the positive 

ending did, they seriously consider selecting negative or very negative choices on 

the second play-through. 

 

 

Table 3: Data of the semantic rating (1: Very Negative to 5: Very Positive) of each choice-
point (1–20) within the branching narrative and the resulting story ending for the six run-
throughs within the Steps to Change groups A, B and C. Each choice within Choice-Point is 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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2
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Ending 

A1 4 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 3 5 4 4 3 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 Positive 

A2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 Negative 

B1 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 3 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 Very Positive 

B2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 3 4 3 2 4 2 3 2 Neutral 3 

C1 4 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 Neutral 1 

C2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 Very 
Negative 

 Terry  Sharon  Shawn  Tracey 
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highlighted depending on the character role played by the participants, as shown in the 
legend at the bottom. 

  Raising Levels of Awareness 

Victim-survivors and facilitators consistently underlined the importance of 

introducing techniques that supported a perpetrator in considering and being aware 

of the thoughts, feelings, and behaviours of the people around them. Participants 

discussed that the adoption of different character roles within Choice-Point could 

contribute to an increased capacity to see domestic violence from another person’s 

perspective. This was discussed in more detail at the design workshop by an 

administrator, who identified that viewing something from another perspective 

might not be easy for some perpetrators:  

 ‘Most of the time, the men that we’re seeing, that’s not the way they’re 

thinking, it’s not the process. So, to make someone have an activity like that 

[Choice-Point] is kind of like making them think about somebody else’, 

Emma, F3.  

Emma’s reflection here conveys that many perpetrators’ baselines level of 

awareness does not involve taking into consideration how someone else could 

perceive or interpret their actions or behaviours. Thus, she highlights that using 

Choice-Point as a way of making these men adopt a different perspective – one that 

they might not have thought of themselves, outside of ‘the way they’re thinking’ – 

could increase their consideration of others in the future. Indeed, this line of 

argument was reaffirmed by the perpetrators (Groups A, B and C) who engaged with 

Choice-Point, who exclaimed in surprise at how differently each character perceived 

the same event. Many men who acted as audience members would challenge the 

participants playing roles in the story regarding their choices. One example of this 

was an interaction between two perpetrators in Group B, Darren (P2) and Michael 

(P8). Darren was frustrated with Michael’s choice to select a negative option as 

Terry, which negatively impacted on his character of Sharon, the mother:  

‘You might have thought like that was a good option for Terry but she 

[Sharon] clearly didn’t think it was a good option for her, did she? I mean 
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look at the way everyone voted [laughs] you’re on your own for this one’, 

Darren, P2 

Men within the three groups frequently questioned other participants on the reasons 

for their actions to gain a better understanding of why one option had been chosen 

over another. In this example, Darren explicitly references Choice-Point’s voting 

mechanism, which enables all attendees to vote on their preferred choice of action, 

to support his argument that Michael had made a poor selection for his character 

(Terry). In this way, Choice-Point was used to raise awareness not only of the 

characters’ perspectives, but also the perspectives of real men outside of the story 

(‘look at the way everyone voted’). 

On the other hand, Erica in the victim-survivor design workshop highlighted that she 

had mixed feelings about whether Choice-Point would truly raise awareness of 

others’ perspectives in real as opposed to fictional scenarios. While she, alongside 

other victim-survivors, and facilitators, saw value in illustrating the impact of abuse 

on family members, she also expressed doubt that this awareness could or would be 

applied to non-fictional environments outside of the session: 

‘I think with the story’s narrative, it’s powerful to include us, as it shows 

them it’s not all about them, we exist, we deal with it, we cope … what kind 

of story we have … but I’m concerned that because it’s fictional do they 

transfer what they’ve learned to real life?’, Erica, V6 

The fictional nature of the narrative within Choice-Point proved to be a difficult 

sticking point within this design workshop. On the one hand, victim-survivors 

expressed interest in contributing their stories as material to make the narratives 

more closely resemble ‘real life’. However, facilitators expressed concern that 

including specific details of real stories to ensure an accurate representation of 

abuse could inadvertently make vulnerable individuals such as victim-survivors more 

identifiable.  

 Creating a Lack of Control 
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Despite the discomfort at being encouraged to state ‘I am [character name]’ before 

making their choice, all perpetrators in Groups A, B and C gradually began to 

familiarise themselves with how to participate in their fictional Choice-Point role. 

During the expert critique sessions, many facilitators appreciated the constraints of 

the story and the allocation of pre-defined characters, actions, and scenarios within 

the system. The facilitators also praised many aspects of the exercise, most notably 

the non-linearity of the narrative. When questioned further, all participants in the 

expert critique sessions explained that the alternative (i.e., a free-form scenario) 

could drift off-topic and result in disinterest among perpetrators: 

‘With not that much choice of a role [in Choice-Point], even if only for a 

minute, the men can remove themselves from what stories they might spin 

about violence and how it happens … not being able to choose otherwise … it 

does take them outside of their world’. Melissa, F2 

This quality of Choice-Point – allowing participants to be ‘outside’ of a particular 

worldview, without having a choice in the matter – was also praised by the victim-

survivor focus group. Many victim-survivors stated, in agreement with the 

facilitators, that if left to construct a scenario related to their own abusive 

behaviour (‘what stories they might spin to themselves’), perpetrators would 

inevitably exclude the perspectives of others and portray themselves as the victim: 

‘With this [Choice-Point], you can’t play the victim because you’ve got other 

viewpoints to think about and the story is already written – you can’t change 

it to suit you’, Julie, V4 

While many aspects of the narrative were pre-determined, it was notable that the 

perpetrators in Groups A, B and C still had the opportunity to exert some control, 

choice, and influence over the course of the story. This was evidenced through the 

first run-through of Group C: one man found it amusing to choose the most 

detrimental actions for his character Terry and would continuously snigger as the 

story took a more sombre tone and progressed towards a more negative ending. 

Interestingly, the other perpetrators that participated in this run-through expressed 

an obvious dislike of this malicious behaviour and publicly sought to select the 
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neutral to positive options to improve the course and outcome of the story. In this 

way, although many perpetrators acknowledged the limited options for their 

characters, they still demonstrated agency in aspiring to change the course of 

events. In the post-deployment reflection following this incident, facilitators noted 

the visible and overt efforts by the others to improve the story’s path: ‘like they 

[other group members] were compensating for his behaviour’ (Barbara, F1). 

Notably, this design choice of restricting user control had a positive impact on how 

the men understood their orientation towards violence. Rather than feeding into the 

narrative that there was no option available other than to use violence, many 

perpetrators identified their agency and capacity to control the course of the story. 

They also associated this agency with their violence in real life, as demonstrated by 

this discussion between two perpetrators from Group C:  

Mark, P20: ‘… you could have gone ten or twenty different stories, but 

ultimately you have the choice to like you know, … in hindsight, you could 

think like I wish I’d done that.’ 

Rashid, P27: ‘I think that we really underestimate ourselves as to how much 

control we’ve got of our decisions because it’s what we do that affects the 

outcome.’ 

Mark, P27: ‘Yeah, because it is your choice.’ 

These findings highlight the paradoxical relationship that activities involving choice 

and agency have within technical exercises related to domestic violence. By 

removing the men’s free choice to write the narrative of abuse, Choice-Point 

supported the men’s ability to reconsider their violence as their own choice, as well 

as to recognise how much ‘control’ (as Rashid identified) they had over their actions.  

 Comfortable and Uncomfortable Realities 

Throughout the use of Choice-Point and subsequent discussions of the narrative 

within the exercise, many perpetrators discussed topics that were more personal 

and sensitive than in the other observed elements of the intervention. In all 

deployments, the research team and facilitators recognised Choice-Point as 

providing a protective cover for the men to share their experiences with violence 
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and how these had led them to attend the session, even though this was not a 

requirement for any discussion. Through participation in Choice-Point, perpetrators 

were required to offer their thoughts and feelings by adopting the role of a fictional 

character (‘I am [Terry/Sharon/Tracey/Shawn] and I would …’). However, many 

men contributed highly specific details to the justification of their choices when 

asked, even breaking character on occasion to describe events that had not 

happened within the narrative. This can be seen in an example involving Lenny from 

Group C, who describes an act of physical violence that is not present within the 

story:  

‘I am Terry and I feel a terrible sense of guilt, remorse that I hadn’t felt all 

the other times I hit her, now I’ve got the kids and police involved, and I feel 

like everyone’s now gonna judge me, I mean Terry as a bad person …’, Lenny, 

P24  

As Lenny breaks character from Terry to use a personal pronoun and describe his 

own violence, Choice-Point can be understood as providing an environment suitable 

for sharing uncomfortable disclosures and realities. The pseudo-anonymous capacity 

that permits perpetrators to vote using their devices was also acknowledged as a 

channel for communicating sensitive aspects of the men’s reasons for being at the 

course. As all groups contained participants who staff deemed to possess assertive 

personalities, I found that the voting functionality potentially provided more 

hesitant speakers with the ability to participate as an audience member (a non-

allocated role) and to relate to the story. As one perpetrator in Group B contributed: 

‘I didn’t feel confident in contributing in front of the other guys, I liked being 

able to vote without the others knowing it was me and see other votes in the 

outcome of the story. This story could have been my story, and it’s made me 

think differently about my actions, particularly to my children.’ Anonymous, 

Written Feedback 

As such, the man who contributed this anonymous feedback seemed to appreciate 

being able to signal his involvement comfortably and covertly in the story without 

being put in a position where he was forced to participate. Facilitators and victim-
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survivors both agreed that putting an individual ‘on the spot’ would directly violate 

the principles taught during the course, which emphasise respectful interaction and 

communication styles that do not involve power and risk the exercise or experience 

of control through peer pressure. One perpetrator, Ian (Group A), contributed some 

potential improvements to the story presented within Choice-Point as he directly 

compared the fictional event of Terry being arrested with his own experience: 

‘… plus, the police in the bad scenario we got, they’ll go in and check and go 

and talk to all the kids, they have to find out how many children there is in 

the house, and then speak to them individually and explain why their da’ has 

been arrested, which is upsetting for the kids …’ Ian, P8 

Moreover, focusing only on providing an entirely comfortable space for discussion 

through Choice-Point was problematised by Emma within the structured critique: 

‘… even if they're not kind of owning up to it [violence] through Choice-

Point, maybe it’s still beneficial? You don’t want them to feel too relaxed 

though as then that’s not taking their abuse seriously and letting them off 

easy’ Emma, F3 

This is an intriguing finding, as it is a direct parallel to the ongoing dilemma of 

sensationalising or minimising the impacts of violence in its representation.  

5.10. Discussion 

In this chapter, I have described the design, implementation and evaluation of a 

non-linear, interactive storytelling system, Choice-Point. The evaluation was 

conducted with perpetrators, victim-survivors, and support workers within the 

context of a perpetrator intervention. This system was designed in response to the 

desire to engage perpetrators in learning the skill of perspective-taking and 

understanding the options available to them for behaving non-violently in complex 

social situations using a fictional narrative. This investigation adds to the growing 

body of literature demonstrating that games – or playful and gameful applications – 

can be a suitable medium for facilitating learning about agency, responsibility and 
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empathy with respect to abuse, violence and perpetration (Koo and Seider, 2010; 

Saleem, Anderson and Gentile, 2012; Boduszek et al., 2019).  

In this section, I synthesise my findings and identify some design implications that 

provide additional context to my exploration of my second research question: How 

might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that they redistribute 

responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of domestic violence? I do 

this by suggesting two important considerations for the use of interactive systems 

with perpetrators: (1) the challenges inherent in restricting agency in digital systems 

for perpetrators to inspire discussions on agency and (2) providing a protective cover 

for perpetrators to describe personal accounts of violence, thereby piercing the 

magic circle created within interactive storytelling.  

 Restricting Agency to Inspire Discussions on Agency 

Many studies in the HCI field have argued that increasing user agency is of value in 

and of itself for technical communication (Dourish, 2010; Dombrowski, Harmon and 

Fox, 2016). In the case of this investigation, during my deployment of Choice-Point 

with 27 identified perpetrators of domestic violence, my findings contribute to a 

distinctively different picture of technical considerations for this group. 

Understandably, I experienced a strong reluctance to permit this user group full 

capacity for the emancipatory visions inherent within interactive storytelling; that 

is, to be entirely free to choose and shape a story of their own design (Manovich, 

2001). As already highlighted above, interactive storytelling prides itself on 

providing greater agency to its users by allowing them increased involvement in 

shaping the course of a narrative (Atkins, 2006; Hand and Varan, 2009; Ivars-Nicolas 

and Martinez-Cano, 2019). However, the only way in which the Barnardo’s team 

could foresee mitigating the problem of the ‘stories [the men] might spin about 

violence’ was to create pre-designed characters, choices, and plot points. Within 

my study, I discovered a design paradox inherent within designing digital activities: 

namely, to teach the men about their choice to use violence within the DAAP, the 

facilitators had to actively restrict the choices that perpetrators could make 

through and with Choice-Point. Indeed, in the case of the Barnardo’s team, 

authoring the story and options for the perpetrators presents a somewhat unusual 
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and potentially problematic asymmetrical power relationship. However, the 

restriction of choice in this setting does still open interesting avenues for future 

work, in which perpetrators may gradually become able to exert more direct control 

as they continue working to improve their behaviours.  

Technologies that may constrain a user’s ability to choose can, and have been shown 

to, significant improve the user’s belief in their broader agency over their own 

actions (Inman and Ribes, 2019; Lyngs et al., 2019). In studies such as Lyngs et al.’s 

review of tools for digital self-control and resistance to harmful behaviours, the most 

common feature within technical systems was that of feature minimisation or 

blocking. By removing potentially harmful or distracting material that could lead to 

negative behaviours, the user believed that they had, in fact, more agency to 

perform other more positive tasks. I observed that an element of this manifested 

within this investigation, where certain negative behaviours (such as perpetrators 

‘play[ing] the victim’ by crafting their own narrative) were ‘blocked’ by Choice-

Point. By removing the ability to avoid taking responsibilities for their choices in 

violence, many men had no option other than to admit that they did indeed ‘have 

the choice [to do it differently]’. I observed that, in terms of designing for the moral 

mechanism of self-awareness and perspective-taking, perpetrators assuming the 

perspective of another family member (even if fictional) did appear to produce new, 

pro-social behaviours within a group setting (Narvaez, 2019). However, simply taking 

those choices at face-value may lose the nuance inherent to why they were chosen. 

Consider that in all groups, perpetrators described their choice of negative to very 

negative options to experience what could have happened from deciding that their 

character behave abusively. Many perpetrators shared that understanding the 

negative consequences of their actions had reaffirmed their choice to behave 

positively, rather than justifying a deliberate choice to cause harm (5.9.1 Narrative 

Pathways). Such nuances will have to be carefully managed and accounted for with 

systems that encourage perpetrators to be accountable for demonstrating change.  

How these narratives are authored and how we design systems to interact with these 

narratives are particularly important considerations within the context of domestic 

violence. Addressing these issues also provides agency to victim-survivors through 
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supporting alternative and accurate representations of their experiences of harm 

(Clarke et al., 2013), while also disrupting tactics used by the perpetrator to avoid 

responsibility, such as permitting them to pose as the victim within the scenario 

(Hearn, 1998). As such, I contribute the following suggestion as a means of providing 

insight when answering my second research question: using only pre-written 

narratives of abuse and violence but allowing users to partake in the story 

through the provision of character roles, may ensure that the tone and narrative 

are coherent within such a sensitive setting.  

 Piercing the Magic Circle 

As I identified through my review of existing literature in this space, there is a 

delicate balance to be struck in ensuring that the topic of domestic violence in 

interactive storytelling, simulations and games is neither sanitised nor 

sensationalised (McMullan, 2018; Tieryas, 2019); to do so could either abstract the 

societal problem away from the genuine trauma it generates or transform it into a 

spectacle of amusement. However, I also believe that neither of these concerns 

should deter designers from engaging in a sensitive and respectful conversation 

about the possibilities of interactive storytelling as a medium for educational 

engagement on domestic violence (Boduszek et al., 2019). There is a clear benefit 

in positioning hypotheticals within a ‘magic circle’ (Huizinga, 2016) of possibilities 

within games that may not be ethical or legal to replicate in the real world. This is 

not to imply that these events should be discounted as unrelatable or meaningless 

simply because they do not exist in reality. In my use of the circle metaphor that 

helped shape the design of Choice-Point discussed within this chapter, I acknowledge 

that the concept does not denotate that the boundaries between reality and virtual 

space are fixed or even permanent. Within my investigation, I witnessed multiple 

occasions where the perceived distance between the virtual story and actual events 

of abuse was reduced. This even involved a participant describing aspects of his own 

history of abuse while playing the role of a fictional abuser, an action that was not 

required within the intervention (i.e., ‘stepping in and out of the circle’). This is 

both in line with and extends existing HCI work that not only ‘involves the receiver 

… in the universe of fiction’ (Ivars-Nicolas and Martinez-Cano, 2019), but also 
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involves the perpetrators in sharing their own story – arguably a critical way to bridge 

the distance between perpetrator and support workers. Indeed, there is a strong 

ethical incentive to take a perpetrators’ ‘abuse seriously’ (5.9.4 Comfortable and 

Uncomfortable Realities). As such, this section provides further context to my 

second research question by calling on researchers, designers, and policymakers to 

provide physical, virtual, and social spaces of negotiation in which perpetrators 

can realise the severity of abuse for themselves.  

I note here that a potential limitation of my approach to the intervention was 

highlighted through my design workshops with victim-survivors. This group was 

concerned about whether the men would transfer what has been learned within the 

virtual space or ‘magic circle’ in the session to external scenarios. My evaluation 

was not designed to measure changes in behaviour within the men, due to the 

complexities associated with recording these changes in the field (Hekler et al., 

2013) and the short-term nature of the DAAP. However, it was reassuring to see 

genuine engagement with Choice-Point used by men to both reflect on their 

behaviours and challenge other men on theirs. As such, I believe that my 

investigation contributes to the growing body of research aiming to support learning 

and understanding appropriate social behaviours within pro-social contexts (Pence 

and Paymar, 1993a; Bellini, Olivier and Comber, 2018). Due to the traumatising 

nature of domestic violence, along with the impact of learning of one’s role in the 

causation of violence, it is recommended that the deployment of such digital 

interactions be performed under the supervision of trained professionals, in line with 

other sensitive work within HCI (Freed et al., 2017; Bellini et al., 2019).  

5.11. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have described my first investigation using a bespoke digital system 

– Choice-Point – designed to facilitate learning about perspective-taking and agency 

within the context of Barnardo’s Domestic Abuse Awareness Project. I have also 

described how I designed a study to explore perceptions regarding its use among 

three groups of stakeholders within the domestic violence ecosystem. I contribute 

my findings through a grounded theory analysis to identify two important 
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considerations for the design of digital tools with perpetrators in the context of 

formal interventions. Considering these considerations, I then contextualise answers 

to the overarching aim of this thesis and contribute suggestions for answering my 

second research question. 
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Chapter 6. Time Out: Supporting Reflection and Crisis Management 

 

6.1. Introduction 

In my previous chapter, I examined the design, deployment and evaluation of 

Choice-Point, a digital technology that employs interactive storytelling to facilitate 

discussion on perspective-taking, agency, and choice with respect to the use of 

abusive behaviours. This was undertaken in the context of a DVPP run by 

practitioners at Barnardo’s. Alongside this project, I was approached by my second 

major research partner – the national peak body for perpetrator work, Respect – and 

asked to join their research team. Respect were interested in exploring how a digital 

tool could be used within their member organisations’ DVPPs in between the weekly 

sessions. Such a suggestion was in line with my own observations (discussed in 

Chapter 4), as Barnardo’s had stated that the time spent away from the programmes 

was an important but overlooked site for intervention. Respect had theorised that 

providing an intervention between weekly DVPP sessions could be useful, as it would 

equip perpetrators with risk management and self-management tools, they could 

then apply to their own situations with the aim of reducing harm. 

In this chapter, I focus on how the second mechanism for positively exploring one’s 

own moral responsibilities, namely acknowledging the extent of harms, could be 

investigated through the design stages of a Guided Time Out. In this way, this is a 

responsibility to perform cognitive and practical activities during the build-up to 

behaving abusively that act as a deterrence to such abuse when confronted with the 

potential outcomes. Taking a crisis management tool as a site for investigation, I 

describe the design phase of a smartphone application, Time Out, and the tensions 

observed among key stakeholders in the process. Time Out is a crisis management 

technique, wherein users are guided away from a physical place where they might 

otherwise be abusive towards a victim-survivor, implemented through a series of 

digital activities. The guided ‘time out’ visually enables users to identify their own 

psychological and biological cues that precede and build up to the use of abusive 

behaviour, then act upon this information to mitigate their harm to others. Timed 
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prompts signal the system user to change their thought processes and actions 

towards themselves and their partners and provide a means of reflecting on why, 

and in which situations, their behaviours are abusive. I then describe the two 

iterations of the design, constructed through involving three participant stakeholder 

groups in conversation around its potential use for supporting the self-monitoring of 

abusive behaviours. I subsequently present the resulting high-fidelity mock-up as the 

final deliverable for this work. I conclude this chapter with a discussion of my 

findings, providing insights related to my second and third research questions: (2) 

How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that they 

redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of domestic 

violence? And (3) What are key methodological and ethical considerations for 

technology creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services and 

perpetrators? 

For this study, due to the ongoing restrictions imposed by COVID-19 from March 2020 

onwards, the research team were unable to proceed with the development of the 

final tool design beyond the high-fidelity mock-up stage. This was due to all four 

domestic violence charities having to withdraw from the research project to focus 

on delivering frontline services (e.g. phone lines for perpetrators and men 

identifying as victim-survivors), as they experienced a significant increase in demand 

during this period (Respect, 2020a). As a result, in this chapter, I pay explicit 

attention to the ‘design’ and ‘creation’ angles of both research questions. I found 

that these restrictions in fact provided opportunities to respond to the gap, 

identified in previous research (Clarke, 2015; Strohmayer, 2019), in detailed 

descriptions of how we design with domestic violence organisations at each stage of 

the design process. 

6.2. Background Literature 

This section assumes the foundations from literature in Chapter 2 and highlights 

what is required for the specific undertaking discussed in the chapter at hand. This 

section describes how digital systems might be used to interrupt the onset of a user’s 
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harmful behaviours and discusses the most frequently taught crisis management tool 

on DVPPs, the time out. 

 Digital Interruptions for Harm Prevention 

Most domestic violence prevention programmes, irrespective of whether they 

focused on power and control or cognitive behavioural therapy models, teach that 

there is a ‘build up’ to the use of abusive patterns of behaviours. In brief, 

understanding that a build-up occurs before the use of abusive behaviours challenges 

the concepts that perpetrators may invoke when describing their anger, often 

characterising it as explosive, instantaneous and (importantly) uncontrollable 

(Hearn, 1998; Anderson and Umberson, 2001). By highlighting that there is a process 

and a period prior to engaging in abusive patterns of behaviour, there may be an 

appropriate transfer of onus back onto the perpetrator. In such a way, the goal is to 

ensure that the perpetrators can identify their physical, emotional, and mental 

signs, or the situations and contexts that may have resulted in their abuse of their 

current or former partner. However, such intense moods need to be managed very 

carefully, as it was important that the activities engaged in by that individual did 

not simply distract from the matter at hand. This is because the use of devices as a 

temporary relief from negative states can be unhelpful, or even exacerbate low-

valence moods (Sarsenbayeva et al., 2020). Researchers within the Human-

Computer Interaction community have explored how intentionality in preventative 

measures such as smartphones or other digital devices can be used within what 

Honery et al. (2020) describe as a “critical window” for harm. Within the context of 

SelfHarmony, a hackathon for tools to support safe self-harm, Birbeck et al. (2017) 

describe a Digital Distraction Box, a physical, electronically locked box that holds 

self-harm tools that must be interacted with before the box unlocks. In doing so, 

such a design is built around being intentional towards accessing tools for harm may 

reduce the likelihood of acting rashly. As an alternative approach Thieme et al. 

(2016) describe Worry Beads, a digital bracelet that provides vulnerable women 

within a secure facility with something physical to actively hold onto in advance of 

the use of challenging behaviours. 

 The Time Out Technique 
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Techniques such as time outs have been identified as having the potential to be used 

in achieving the three main behavioural goals of a DVPP (Wistow, Kelly and 

Westmarland, 2017), and is as such frequently the very first technique taught to 

DVPP attendees  (Sonkin and Durphy, 1997). These goals include the immediate (or 

gradual) cessation of harm towards their victim-survivor, the employment of self-

controlling techniques to manage the use of future abuse, and ensuring that the 

victim-survivor has an expanded space for action that is free from coercion, threat 

and violence (Jennings, 1990; Kelly and Westmarland, 2015). The time out technique 

is a temporary interruption technique in which a perpetrator recognises when they 

are approaching a time in which they would otherwise be physically violent toward 

their partner, then physically removes themselves from the environment for a set 

period time. They then return once it is safe to do so. Importantly, a time out also 

comes with rules regarding what a perpetrator is prohibited from doing during this 

time, such as driving, drinking or taking drugs in order to provide an ‘opportunity 

for reflection and analysis’ regarding their violent behaviours (Wistow, Kelly and 

Westmarland, 2017). Wistow et al. (2017) performed a study on the use of Time Out 

within the context of a DVPP and identified two beneficial applications of the time 

out technique: an instrumental approach, where a time out was performed in strict 

accordance with the rules, and a relational approach, characterised by a negotiation 

of respectful communication with victim-survivors over compromises. Importantly, 

this was also identified as a mitigation strategy that reduced the risk of such a tool 

being used for control (Rosen et al., 2003; Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland, 2017)). 

There is space for further understanding on how digital technologies might play a 

role in the interests of supporting the legitimate use of the tool, and working towards 

the main goals of a DVPP  

6.3. Contextualising the Guided Time Out 

This investigation explores how a digital system can be used to reinforce changes in 

behaviour and crisis intervention techniques alongside DVPP sessions for 

perpetrators of domestic violence. Respect first approached me after I hosted a 

workshop at their annual Working with Perpetrators National Event in London, as 

they were interested in pursuing funding from a Comic Relief-funded project named 
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Tech vs Abuse 2.0. This grant initiative funded digital responses to five previously 

identified design challenges8. Their most recent report recognised that there could 

be value in technology designed for use with perpetrators to ‘help [them] recognise 

the need to change their behaviour’ (Think Social Tech, SafeLives, and Snook, 2019). 

The core research team, consisting of Respect staff members Victoria and Sara, were 

interested in exploring how digital technologies could play a role in this realisation 

of abuse and support perpetrators’ desire to change their behaviour. To prevent 

Respect from exerting undue influence over the design of the result, the team leader 

suggested that Respect’s member organisations be included in the design process. 

Normally, member organisations need to have either acquired accreditation 

(following two years’ evaluation) or be working towards it and to run interventions 

with perpetrators. The selection of member organisations ensured that research 

sites already had quality-assured procedures in place to respond to any escalation 

of risk, particularly around innovative practices. Moreover, as the funding call 

specified ‘changing behaviours’, domestic violence perpetrator programmes were 

explicitly sought after over other perpetrator interventions. Within this project I 

anticipated there could be greater tensions around the form that the technology 

could take as the research team shared that a technological deliverable or ‘tool’ 

was one of the approved project deliverables.  

We crafted an expression of interest (EOI) and distributed it through the Respect 

members’ mailing list. Three Respect members – TLC (Talk, Listen and Change), 

Glow and Hampton Trust – responded to indicate their interest in taking part and 

offered their organisation sites as potential sites for data collection with their 

service users. After a further discussion between Sara and Victoria, we suggested 

two rounds of Focused Group Discussions (FGDs) to first contextualise the spaces in 

which we were working before presenting any technology ideas that might have 

emerged through the collated data. These rounds are referred to as Stage One and 

Stage Two in this chapter. Ensuring a minimum two rounds of data collection was 

 
8 https://www.techvsabuse.info/ Tech vs Abuse 2.0 is a follow-on grant initiative to build on, explore and update 
the findings identified in 2016 regarding the use of digital tools for support of those affected by abuse. 
Challenges included the potential uses of technology around awareness, information, crisis, staying safe and 
support.  
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done to verify that any suggested technical concepts were fully approved by all of 

the research sites before any technical development commenced. In such a way, the 

design and investigation stages, as they were conducted remotely, were dependent 

on data provided through highly focused means of data collection that proved a 

contrast to how Choice-Point and Fragments of the Past were created. 

6.4. Stage One: Exploratory Focus Group Discussions  

In this stage, I worked in collaboration with two members of Respect staff to 

facilitate three FGDs with front-line staff and three with perpetrators of domestic 

violence, all of whom who were men receiving front-line services (Table 4). One 

session of each FGD type was conducted per research site. The questions set for 

these focus groups asked about perpetrator descriptors of motivators or hinderances 

for change (an area that has already been highlighted as having important 

implications for practice; (Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2019), along with ideas 

for technologies and perceived risks associated with their integration in perpetrator 

interventions. While I assisted in writing and finalising the question protocol for the 

FGDs, transcribed the FGDs and led the analysis on the collated data with Victoria, 

I was unable to assist Victoria and Sara in the in-person facilitation of these FGDs, 

which were held between November and December 2019; this was due to me being 

outside of the United Kingdom on placement at Cornell University, New York for 

work on Intimate Partner Surveillance. Nevertheless, the team ensured I was kept 

up to date through emails, Teams calls and shared documents, enabling me to 

contribute remotely.  

17 Perpetrators of Domestic Violence (P1–P17) 

Location Hampton Trust: 3     Glow: 8     TLC: 6 

Gender Men: 17     Women: 0 

Age Not recorded. 

Risk Level Standard-Medium: 17     High: 0 

10 Facilitators of Domestic Violence Services (F1–F10) 

Location Hampton Trust: 3     Glow: 3     TLC: 4 
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Gender Men: 4     Women: 6 

Age Not recorded.  

Professional Roles Facilitator of DVPPs: 6 

Women’s Safety Officer: 2 

Coordinator of DV Services: 2 

Table 4: Participant Demographics of Gender, Risk Level (Perpetrator) or Professional Role 
(Research Sites) 

In total, 17 perpetrators took part in this study, which spanned across three separate 

DVPPs (at locations such as displayed in Figure 17). There were also ten facilitators 

and coordinators of the perpetrator programme or integrated safety officers self-

described as being very experienced in perpetrator programmes. Data for age and 

ethnicity was not collected for these FGDs; however, an equality and diversity 

questionnaire was designed by Victoria for use in later collection rounds to respond 

to this lack of information. The six FGDs lasted for 10 hours and 23 minutes in total, 

with the shortest taking 1 hour 15 minutes while the longest ran for 2 hours 14 

minutes; the average was 1 hour 24 minutes.  

6.5. Stage One: Findings  

Figure 17: Glow Community Centre, Stoke on Trent 
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Our six FGDs provided an in-depth insight into participants’ motivations for changing 

their behaviours and the concerns that introducing technology into a DVPP context 

could raise. I now present two analytical categories identified during conversations 

on the intersection of technology and digital support for changing behaviours: taking 

change away and interrupting violence.  

 Taking Change Away 

Across all staff FGDs, facilitators explained that a perpetrator’s motivation for 

participating in a DVPP and changing their behaviour shifted significantly throughout 

the duration of the programme. They described perpetrators displaying superficial 

or minimal engagement in the initial stages, before becoming increasingly invested 

in engaging with more complex facets of violence in later weeks. Such a change in 

engagement would, staff argued, be evidenced through a slow initial uptake in self-

management tools, as many perpetrators were described as using the process of 

engagement with a DVPP to ‘prove to their partner that they are a changed person’ 

(F2, HT Staff) and thus rarely going beyond superficial reflection on their behaviour 

outside of sessions. Some perpetrators narrated this relationship between giving 

false impressions of change (mirroring prior findings described in my Chapter 4) and 

participation: 

‘I guess reality checked in that that this programme isn’t a key to [child] 

contact … as soon as they [Glow staff] started providing us with tools I 

thought, … when I had the [work] sheets in my hand, ah yeah maybe there is 

something there in me that needs work, just maybe…’ (P17, TLC Men) 

Nevertheless, both staff and perpetrator groups identified that exposure to and 

provision of self-management tools and topics, even if perpetrators were initially 

very reluctant to engage, gradually led them to develop increasingly positive 

motivators and attitudes towards participating and changing. Akin to P17’s account, 

many perpetrators in the focus group identified that it was the provision of such 

tools that kick-started the process of ‘making space for change’ (P2, Hampton 

Trust), whereby men identified ‘something’ that needed ‘work’. Interviewee P10 

expressed an interest in reaching for tools that could assist in ‘taking control of [his] 
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actions’, and that the provision of such tools that could be used immediately and 

while away from the DVPP served to meet the ‘buy-in for participation’ (F8, 

Hampton Trust) in a way that lesson content did not always manage to achieve:  

‘Providing them something digital … it’s just so much more portable, 

accessible … going over what they’ve learned away from group each week, 

it’s right there in their pocket and you take your phone with you everywhere 

don’t you?’ (F4, Glow) 

The specific self-management or crisis management tools that were most associated 

with kick-starting the realisation of abuse for all groups of perpetrators were 

reported as being time-out, positive self-talk, perspective-taking, and turn-taking 

approaches to respectful communication (e.g., one perpetrator holding a household 

object when it is his turn to speak and passing it to another attendee when finished). 

When questioned, some staff members said that the perpetrators’ ability to tangibly 

‘take something away with them’ (F9, TLC) from the sessions, whether a physical 

worksheet or a conceptual tool to practice at home, encouraged the translation of 

lesson content to challenges they might experience in their own lives. As a result, 

staff stated that self-management tools would ideally be in a tangible format that 

needed to be worked on continuously: 

‘they’re [self-management tools] tough to get right … to go away between 

the seven days, between the sessions, you’re just left to your own devices 

really, it’s good to have something to reflect on what you’ve done’ (F1, 

Hampton Trust) 

Each group identified the space between sessions to be especially important to 

positive changes in behaviour and attitudes. It was thus concluded that a digital tool 

should support the ability to continuously reflect on and improve behaviour across a 

period by frequently prompting small check-ins. 

 Interrupting Violence 

Across all FGDs, participants expressed different views within and between the 

groups during conversations about self-management and reflective tools, largely 
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dependent on whether the participant group was made up of facilitators or 

perpetrators. Nevertheless, a recurring theme across the suggested designs for 

technology was that of interrupting a situation and prompting a response from the 

user. Many staff members advocated for reflective tools that attempted to challenge 

deep-rooted values and belief systems that the facilitators associated with violence, 

ultimately aiming for a long-term reduction in the use of abusive behaviours. This 

could ideally be achieved through the careful design of questions and the assumed 

accessibility of phones:  

‘You can put quite a lot of things on there [smartphone] … prompts to make 

them open up a little bit more, people tend to struggle with speaking up if 

they find a technique challenging so if it’s there on their phone, it might be 

a little easier to access, literally and figuratively!’ (F6, Glow) 

This idea might be grounded in the staff’s personal experiences of self-monitoring 

technologies such as healthy eating, fitness, or smoking cessation applications, each 

of which had smartphone reminders attached to the process. However, while some 

staff members offered that they found these applications useful, these participants 

also admitted that they used these approaches inconsistently:  

‘a reminder like four times day, I’d ignore it most of the time, but I get to 

tell it how many times I wanted it to tell me to do my pelvic floor muscles, 

like a reminder on your phone that is kind of like mindfulness that triggers 

‘do you want to take five minutes out today just to breathe?’ (F2, Hampton 

Trust) 

An important similarity between facilitators and perpetrators was that both groups 

agreed that the interruption of violence onset was important, although the two 

groups differed on the appropriate preventative measures. Facilitators all suggested 

that prevention could be achieved through prompting reflective questions during 

times of non-violence, while perpetrators tended to focus on the self-identified 

‘incidents’ of violence themselves. Despite the suggestion of the digitisation of 

existing self-management and reflective tools, in each perpetrator focus group, 

several participants suggested that a blood pressure or heart rate monitor was in 
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their view a more useful technology to develop. This was described frequently as ‘a 

tool to measure stress levels … so if your heart rate is really high, it could warn 

you?’ (P14, Glow) in relation to oncoming abuse. This focus on autonomic responses 

to bodily signs of stress was a clear contrast to the biological-psychological response 

promoted by many of the staff members. Each perpetrator group appeared to 

gravitate towards a technology that could determine the beginning of the build-up 

that typically culminated in abusive behaviours, through a comparison to other self-

tracking methods:  

P2: ‘I think should be flashing up to you at a certain point, your heart rate 

is going too high, if you’re spiking, that’s when you need it.’ 

P3: ‘… that would be helpful. I think if I was at home and I was like ‘ahhh’ 

pressure gauge and all that stuff, that flashed red with Time Out of 

something I’d be like, right …’ (P2 and P3, Hampton Trust) 

Across all three focus groups, when given the opportunity, many perpetrators voiced 

an incorrect interpretation of oncoming domestic violence as a form of building 

anger or stress that could be determined through biometric readings. While the 

research team saw such participant interest in seeking a means to ‘interrupt’ abuse 

as a positive sign, facilitators also pointed out that it was dangerous to equate this 

build-up to reliance on biometric markers: ‘you might miss those who utilise 

coercive and controlling behaviours that look and are calm regardless of their 

readings’ (P4, Glow). However, some participants showed understanding that 

mapping physical changes could be unique to each perpetrator and serve as a useful 

means of learning more about changes within their body:  

‘So, in the middle of an argument if you were getting heated up … like we’ve 

got our own points, I start doing this with my finger [demonstrates], you 

might do stuff with your jaw and everyone’s heart just … so like a message 

pops up on your phone and it side-tracks you from that. It calms it down 

that.’ (P16, Glow) 

6.6. First Design Iteration of the Guided Time Out 
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In Stage One, the aim was to explore both the space for digital self-management 

tools and any potential risks or concerns that such a tool might have in this specific 

context, including deliberate misuse or being designed to make it ideologically 

incompatible with the DVPP. The next task for the research team was to identify 

what portable device could be used to ‘take change away’ in this critical window to 

interrupt violence. I discussed that across the space of the focused group discussions 

(FGDs) some staff members had suggested alternatives to devices that were 

portable, but not necessarily smartphone-based (6.5.1 Taking Change Away) such as 

a Walkman-style audio player or a tangible artifact that could communicate 

biometric feedback. Sara cautioned that we had to be careful in the final outcome 

of the technology, citing that Respect was always under socio-political pressures to 

present their work with perpetrators in a way that indicated they were taking the 

abuse seriously (an interesting affirmation of a finding in 5.9.2 Raising Levels of 

Awareness). As such, the research team was concerned that some potential 

technologies, such as the biometric stress ball, ran the risk of being misinterpreted 

by other victim-survivor services as placating or minimising their experiences of 

harm as someone who was ‘stressed out’. While I had become accustomed to 

saddling the tensions between academic and practical outcomes, this was the first 

where the ‘success’ of the project was directly dependent on the production of a 

technology. Specifically, this technology had to be compatible and directly further 

the goals for Respect in providing best practice guidance for the sector and maintain 

their image of being neither too lenient or too harsh on perpetrators (Morran, 

2011a).  

Following this first round of analysis and implicit design constraints that shaped the 

likelihood of selecting one technology over another, I identified 24 individual 

technology suggestions by going through each audio transcript of the groups and 

listing them in a document (Appendix C). These ideas were provided unprompted; 

the facilitator had only asked the participants to go into more detail as to how they 

imagined such a solution might work at what point/s in the DVPP it might be used 

and who the intended audience might be. In a virtual call between the research 

team members Victoria and Sara, we went through each idea in turn and evaluated 
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it via an informal judgement on its suitability. This involved thinking about its 

relationship to the Tech vs Abuse work, whether it existed already, whether 

developing the technology was feasible within the given timeframe, and whether 

such technologies would hypothetically be safe. We ruled out three technologies 

that existed already (e.g., a reminder to breathe) so as to avoid replicating existing 

systems; we determined that four of the proposed technologies should be ‘Being 

Done by the DVPPs’ already (e.g. uploading course material); five were interesting, 

but ‘Out of Scope’ (e.g. an online DVPP); moreover, four were to be actively avoided 

due to the ‘Promotion of Unhelpful Messages’ (e.g. a blood pressure monitor). This 

left eight technology concepts for discussion (Figure 18).  

It was at this stage that the research team identified a tension between the 

popularity of these ideas and the degree to which the research process was inclusive 

1 

Technologies for Discussion 

This could work (needs exploring) 
AUTOMATED CHAT µ$872-%27¶��(� 
x ([SORUHG�LQ�RWKHU�VHUYLFHV�VXFK�DV�:RPHQ¶V�$LG�DQG�6DPDULWDQV��,W�FRXOG�

PHDQ� WKDW� WKH� RUJDQLVDWLRQ� LV� µNHHSLQJ� XS� ZLWK¶� RUJDQLVDWLRQV� LQVWHDG� RI�
leading the way. There is a love/hate relationship with these though.  

o Talking to an autonomous, conversational agent. 

TOOL BOX 
x Lots to explore on this one, consistently came from all the groups  

EMOTION DECODER  
x Original that no other technology seeks to identify what emotion you are 

feeling ± just recording these emotions. Promotes taking the time to 
understand yourself.  

IDENTIFYING TRIGGERS 
x Can be useful to have something digital to identify triggers as and when 

they happen.  

POSITIVE SELF-TALK 
x Mentioned a few times, perhaps this is a way of incorporating a pseudo-

live chat of some sort? Something to talk to to challenge your behaviours.  

GUIDED TIME OUT  
x Assists in ensuring TO is followed  

JOURNEY DISPLAY  
x Way in showing how others are progressing.  

PROGRESS MONITOR 
x Working towards behaviour change anyway so might be worth having 

some way of recording this to look back on?  
 
 

Yikes, avoid 
Journal for Post-Incident 
x (QFRXUDJHV� PHQ� WR� VHH� DEXVH� DV� µLQFLGHQWV¶� UDWKHr than on-going 

behaviours. 
Blood Pressure Monitor 

Figure 18: Section of shared document with potential list of technologies that were safe 
and feasible within the context of the Tech vs Abuse Funding 
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and respected perpetrator’s contributions. On the one hand, the team wished to 

validate the lived experience of those who use violence, but this came at the cost 

of validating an incorrect and dangerous interpretation of violence. In particular, 

the team determined how the blood pressure monitor should not be selected as this 

would violate the safety-focused principles that Respect set for best practice. 

Considering this, the team discussed at length the reasons why particular 

technologies were not selected and opted to be as transparent as possible about this 

decision through disclosing this information to the participants of Stage Two.  

We continued to deliberate over the eight potential technology concepts. During 

this deliberation, we examined how distinctive each idea was, as well as whether 

several concepts could be consolidated under a single idea. Once more, the pressure 

to deliver a discrete piece of technology to our funders had a significant impact on 

how we could decide to proceed. The team discussed that if we did not select a 

technology to develop, we could potentially forfeit the budget allocated on the 

funding call for a designer and/or developer. However, if the technology was too 

complex or undermine the messages that Respect wished to promote, this would 

also render the technology unusable as the organisation would be reluctant to 

promote or incorporate it into its membership organisations. Balancing these 

tensions resulted in the selection of three major technology concepts (presented in 

red in Figure 18): a conversational agent with which perpetrators could interact and 

ask questions related to DVPPs, domestic abuse or their behaviour; a toolbox of self-

management tools containing conceptual and practical skills taught in the DVPP; 

finally, a progress/journey monitor that visually showed a perpetrator’s progression 

over the course of the DVPP (between weeks 1 and 24–40, depending on programme 

length). As the toolbox encompassed five distinctive tools, we suggested selecting a 

single tool on which to focus our attention, as well as choosing the most popular 

option: a guided time out. This idea, suggested by a perpetrator in one of the FGDs, 

involved providing a means of being guided both audibly and visually through the 

steps of reflection and de-escalation during a ‘time out’. While the results of all 

three technical designs are reported on at length in Appendix C, staff and victim-

survivors indicated a preference for the Guided Time Out to be developed; 
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therefore, I have opted to prioritise my analysis of the discussion surrounding this 

tool for the remainder of the chapter.  

6.7. The Design Concept 

Once we had clarified that we wanted to move forward with three ideas, we assigned 

each potential technology a title to facilitate ease of reference within the meetings 

and following sessions. I designed a mock-up for each technology using a Wacom 

Intuos graphics tablet in the digital animation and illustration environment of 

ClipStudioPaint Pro. For the Guided Time Out (Figure 19), I was guided by the first-

iteration design requirements that it should be a smartphone application (iOS and 

Android) and the boilerplate computer image of a starting application in Android 

Studio. To narrow down the choice of framework, I suggested two cross-platform 

and open-source app building platforms, Xamarin or Native Scripts, which would also 

inform how the user interface would be displayed. After some deliberation, we  

Figure 19: Design mockup of the Toolbox of behaviour 
change techniques, inclusive of the Guided Time Out. 
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decided not to show the mock-ups to subsequent FGDs out of concern that this might 

influence their decision (for example, participants might preference the concept 

with the most visually appealing layout). As we were reluctant to share the mock-

ups of the technologies, we instead attached a brief description of each of the 

technology tools that could be read out loud during the FGDs. One of these 

descriptions is provided below (Figure 20). 

Figure 20: Description of the Guided Time Out used in the FGDs 

6.8. Stage Two: Feedback on Technology Concepts 

In this stage, the team hosted five focus groups with front-line staff, perpetrators 

and victim-survivors receiving front-line services (Table 5). Each focus group 

comprised two parts: a series of general questions focusing on broader questions 

about reflections on the use of violence, that were omitted from the first protocol, 

and a second part consisting of the presentation of the three technology ideas 

designed based on the core findings of Stage One. A total of 23 participants took 

part in this stage: nine perpetrators, four victim-survivors and ten staff members. 

While nearly all facilitators from Hampton Trust and Glow who participated in Stage 

One were able to reattend (along with additional colleagues), only one perpetrator 

attended Stage Two who had also been present in Stage One, who I refer to as P1. 

This was due to the length of time (four months) between commencing analysis in 

December 2019 and undertaking the second round of focus groups in March 2020; as 

a result, nearly all perpetrators from Stage One had completed the programme in 

the intervening period. While the same perpetrators did not have the chance to see 

their ideas brought back in the form of concepts, each set of facilitators promised 

to keep them informed of future developments during future interventions.  

Digital Toolbox, Guided Time Out 

‘This idea is based on the tools that you learn in the course, such as the Time Out, 

and creating a digital version of the tool or tools, like a Guided Time Out that you 

can refer to either whilst you are taking a time out, or in other moments to refresh 

what you’ve learnt about these tools and how to use them.’ 
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11 Perpetrators of Domestic Violence (P1–P11) 

Location HT: 2     Glow: 9 

Gender Men: 11     Women: 0 

Age (years) 18-24: 2     25-34: 4     35-49: 3     50-64: 2 

Risk Level Standard-Medium: 11     High: 0 

10 Facilitators of Domestic Violence Services (F1–F10) 

Location Hampton Trust: 6     Glow: 4 

Gender Men: 2     Women: 8 

Age 18-24: 0     25-34: 2     35-49: 4     50-64: 4 

Professional Roles Facilitator of DVPPs: 6 

Women’s Safety Officer: 2 

Coordinator of DV Services: 2 

4 Victim-Survivors of Domestic Violence (V1 – V4) 

Location HT: 0     Glow: 4 

Gender Men: 0     Women: 4 

Age (years) 18-24: 0     25-34: 1     35-49: 2     50-64: 1 

Risk Level Standard-Medium: 4     High: 0 

Table 5: Participant Demographics of Site Location, Gender, Age and Risk Level 

The five focus groups lasted for a total of 8 hours 53 minutes, with the shortest 

lasting 1 hour 24 minutes and the longest for 2 hours 26 minutes (an average of 1 

hour 46 minutes). The duration of these focus groups indicated to the research team 

that participants were discussing and engaging with the digital designs in significant 

depth.  

6.9. Stage Two: Findings 

All three groups had distinctively different responses to the first design iteration of 

the guided time out application; these ranged from staff excitement around its 

potential introduction into the DVPPs to active dismissal of the design or doubts 

regarding the effectiveness of the system from some early-stage perpetrators and, 
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surprisingly, some victim-survivors. I will now share two categories that emerged in 

the context of the grounded data analysis as tensions between opinions on the digital 

time out tool across these five FGD groups: rigidity against flexibility and access and 

control. I conclude this section with an overview of the common features that were 

incorporated into the low-fidelity prototype designed in the final stages of Stage 

Two.  

 Rigidity Against Flexibility 

Many staff were positive about towards the Time Out idea, as they saw it extending 

their capacity to teach perpetrators outside of their working hours without creating 

a direct line of communication between themselves and the perpetrator. As such, 

the tool led staff members to reflect on the different ways in which perpetrators 

used the time out tool. A clear distinction was drawn between a procedural time 

out, which followed the rules for what a time out involved (to the letter) without 

engaging with the reason why the time out was taken, and a more nuanced approach 

that may violate some of the rules but ultimately considered the concerns of a 

victim-survivor. This distinction is also mirrored in Wistow et al.'s (2017) findings:  

‘… This [guided time out] would provide those who need it with a very step 

by step– yeah prescriptive, very straightforward because I’m thinking it’s 

those guys who go ‘oh Pressure Gauge?’ boom boom boom Time Out boom 

boom boom break it down, and they go ‘oh if I just follow that and that’’ 

(F2, Hampton Trust). 

In a similar vein, some staff suggested this methodological process of following 

instructions on their personal device could be useful for perpetrators to ‘keep them 

on the straight and narrow’ (V3, Glow). This also extended to staff who cautiously 

suggested that the guided aspect of the time out would be valuable for perpetrators 

with learning differences and differing levels of ability; for these cases, staff argued 

that some attendees had to ‘learn [their] responses because they don’t come 

naturally’. (F3, Hampton Trust). However, the two groups of perpetrators expressed 

scepticism about following the guided time out instructions: some either dismissed 

the idea or questioned how realistic it would be to follow a strict process (involving 
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a pre-agreed set time and following instructions presented via the tool) when things 

were, in their words, ‘getting heated’ (P2, Hampton Trust). These tensions around 

integrating the tool into a relationship and following the structured rules were made 

apparent in an exchange between two perpetrators: 

P3: ‘… all arguments are different though you can’t sit down and say, ‘right 

listen if we’re having an argument and we’re starting to get pissed off with 

each other and I can pull out my phone and start messin’ with this 

[application], it’s just not what we’re gonna do’. Life doesn’t work like that, 

come on, we’re human, aren’t we?’ 

P4: ‘That’s the problem of you implementing into your lifestyle or into your 

conflict. You’ve got to work out a way, then haven’t you?’ (P3 and P4, Glow) 

In this way, some perpetrators identified that the process of ‘getting their phone 

out’ could either escalate the situation or feel unnatural due to the act of the 

forward, intentional planning feeling contrary to how ‘life … work(s)’. Nevertheless, 

both staff groups and some perpetrators (e.g., P4) expressed interest in how the 

digital tool could balance the tension by being customisable, and thereby more 

flexibly moulding to the user’s behaviour, to combat this feeling of unfamiliarity:  

F7: ‘… So, you know, there’s different options so that people can tailor it to 

work for whatever works for them’ 

F9: ‘Yeah because one size doesn’t fit all. It could be kind of different 

options, breathing options, mindfulness options.’ 

F7: “Provide that to the guys to identify their own best way of managing 

themselves.” (F7 and F9, Glow) 

However, it was recommended that this flexibility through customisation also be 

bounded though clear limits and restrictions, so as not to create significant upfront 

data entry requirements or permit perpetrators to misuse the process and conduct 

a Time Out that was against the rules: 
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‘Because their head is going to be all over the place you know, having that 

guide of ‘okay this is what you’re doing now’’ (V2, Glow) 

 Access and Control 

Both staff groups suggested that existing risks to victim-survivors or perpetrators 

were unlikely to significantly escalate through use of this tool when compared to 

use of the existing Time Out protocol. While all focus groups established that the 

tool might not be suitable for all perpetrators of domestic violence, it was 

understood as being, as one victim-survivor suggested, ‘another tool in their 

armoury to use’ (V4, Glow). However, a recurring tension that emerged throughout 

the discussion of the tool concerned the extent to which the victim-survivor was 

actively designed for and included within the Time Out design process. One 

suggestion for promoting such inclusion was to have a corresponding ‘partner 

application’ that paired with the guided time out, as staff established that this was 

an activity they were ‘supposed to [do] together’ (F5, Hampton Trust), while this 

approach might also mitigate the misuse of the tool:  

‘… he can’t put his own twist on it ‘I’ve been told I’ve got to leave now … for 

two days’ and then he goes to the pub or something and it makes it more 

transparent … I’ve got the app that tells me ‘No’’ (V1, Glow) 

However, some staff members countered that a separate app may not be necessary. 

Instead, they suggested that the information provided on the guided time out should 

be accessible and sent from ‘an independent source in the form of an email’ (F3, 

HT). While victim-survivors, staff and some perpetrators positioned the app as 

something for which the perpetrator should take responsibility, others incorrectly 

speculated that its presence could be valuable in helping the victim-survivor to make 

informed decisions:  

‘The guided app would be very handy to use just to warn your close ones that 

you’re going to have a meltdown … That would be a very handy thing to do. 

They could be prepared just so they could help you along with it and not 

make it worse … it’s like a warning’ (P1, Hampton Trust) 
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Here, P1 can be seen suggesting using the Time Out in a way that is threatening 

‘warning’ or transferring the responsibility for ‘helping’ the perpetrator to perform 

self-management of abusive behaviours onto the victim-survivor. As evidenced, even 

when victim-survivors were not actively designed to be an assistive component of 

the tool, the perpetrators still understood them to be directly aware of and 

responding to its use. Another complication highlighted by some perpetrators 

regarding the use of the mobile application was the requirement to both leave their 

home and use their phone as a means of participating in the time out. In the focus 

groups, perpetrators directly identified that use of their personal devices influenced 

their bad behaviour, due to the physical distance these devices created between 

themselves and their ex-/current partner:  

‘I’ve always said the phone is the worst weapon you can have … it’s there 

and you can use it … When you’re in an argument you say things that you 

don’t wanna say and then once you’ve sent something it’s too late … you get 

a relief that you’ve done it but then you realise you shouldn’t have done 

this. Obviously, it bites you back.’ 

As such, while not immediately making the risk to a victim-survivor’s safety apparent 

through the tool itself, the combination of being away from the victim-survivor and 

using a phone could inadvertently give rise to the conditions that might prompt a 

perpetrator to misuse their phone for abusive purposes. A means of combatting this 

was suggested, namely staff incorporating the tool into ‘check-ins’ that occurred at 

the start of each DVPP session and asking for examples of good practice.  

6.10. Finalising the Design Concept 

In the second, final stage, I draw explicit attention to how the design and 

functionality of the medium-fidelity mock-up version of the Time Out tool was 

shaped by both the design implications and my work to synthesise the tensions 

exposed in the second-round focus groups. As mentioned previously in this chapter, 

the final design for a self-reflective tool within the DVPP was unable to be 

transformed into a working system. Thus, the final deliverable of this work is the 

prototype that was subsequently passed on to Respect to be incorporated into 
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another perpetrator-focused intervention space. I designed the prototype within the 

mock-up tool Adobe Balsamiq and went through three stages of informal feedback 

with the project lead Victoria. As the space of the DVPP does not exist in the same 

physical location at time of writing, I here narrate this subsection by providing an 

outline of the design alongside a theoretical walkthrough of its use. 

Perpetrators would be asked to download the Guided Time Out smartphone 

application within a DVPP and then be guided through an initial walkthrough with a 

facilitator within a group session. After Guided Time Out is selected on the home 

screen, a main menu (Figure 21, Screen 1) will be presented where a user can select 

from the following options: perform a time out; reflect on past uses of a time out; 

check their personal statistics; contact support to provide information on how to 

improve the tool. During the build-up to a period where a user believes they could 

be abusive, users can navigate to the main menu; from here, they can select the 

option to perform a Time Out and agree to the rules of the activity (Figure 21, Screen 

2). To incorporate customisability, the user can select how long the time out session 

should last, although a lower limit of 60 minutes is imposed to prevent misuse of the 

tool (Figure 21, Screen 3). For accessibility purposes, the guided time out could be 

conducted via visual instructions and activities or by listening to a voice that guides 

them through the process (Figure 21, Screen 4).  

Figure 21: Screens 1-5 of the Guided Time Out 
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When the guided time out begins, the user is taken through a series of described 

timebound activities (Figure 21, Screen 5) in three main stages across the 60-minute 

duration: spotting the warning signs (first 20 minutes), taking time out of the 

situation (between 20-40 minutes) and making a plan to return (final 20 minutes). 

The first stage asks that the perpetrator share information about themselves and 

their behaviour as a means of both relaxing the individual and helping them distance 

themselves from their immediate emotions. The first activity asks perpetrators to 

reflect on their sore points, which are typical situations where they have been 

violent in the past (Figure 22, Screen 6), while the second asks them to reflect on 

physical, emotional and mental warning signs before they become violent (Figure 

22, Screen 7). Once these activities have been completed, between the 20- and 40-

minute marks (Figure 22, Screen 8), the perpetrator is asked to draw on their 

perspective-taking skills and examine how they could and would behave differently 

in present or future circumstances. During the final 20 minutes, the system prompts 

the user to plan to return to the victim-survivor (Figure 22, Screen 9), equipped with 

suggestions for final tactics for active listening and expressing empathy. The final 

screen requests that the perpetrator reflect on their time out experience by 

answering a series of questions on how it felt to perform the time out; the session 

is then saved for later reflection (Figure 22, Screen 10). 

Figure 22: Screens 6-10 of the Guided Time Out 
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After returning to the main menu, the user can opt to view their profile, containing 

a reduced amount of information on their usage of the tool (Figure 23, Screen 11), 

or reflect on their use of past Time Out sessions (Figure 23, Screen 12). Finally, if 

the user wishes to contribute any further suggestions, they are given the ability to 

contact technical support (Figure 23, Screen 13).  

 

6.11. Discussion 

In this chapter, I have described the design process for our proposed solution to 

convey how interest in designing technology to work alongside a DVPP resulted in a 

medium-fidelity mock-up that can be used to inform the design of a future system. 

This investigation reveals how the tensions in the provision of digital tools can 

materialise, along with the complexities of participatory work in this space. In this 

section, I further synthesise my findings to draw attention to the unique facets of 

design for crisis management tools for perpetrators of domestic violence, 

specifically those that aim to raise their awareness of how their presence can 

elevate risk for victim-survivors and others. I do this through the introduction of two 

novel concepts: drawing a parameter of participation for individuals who might seek 

to use a novel tool to inflict more harm, and externalising guidance. Such pointers 

Figure 23: Screens 11-13 (Optional) of the Guided Time 
Out 
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contribute answers to my second and third research questions: How might digital 

systems be designed and deployed in such a way that they redistribute 

responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of domestic violence? and 

What are key methodological and ethical considerations for technology creation 

when collaborating with domestic violence support services and perpetrators?  

 Parameter of Participation 

In this work, the research team approached the problem of the uneven allocation of 

responsibility for violence (Lamb, 1999) by opting to design a system that requested 

perpetrators to pay specific personal attention to their behaviour. At first glance, it 

appeared as though the research team were creating the tools necessary to improve 

the acknowledgement of the extent of harm through exposure to self-management 

tools – valuable exposure that could lead to potentially positive outcomes, according 

to both staff and perpetrators. However, as I identified at each stage of the design 

process, despite being offered the ability to co-design tools that could equip them 

to behave non-violently, and irrespective of what stage in the course they had 

reached, there were strong attempts made by the perpetrators involved in this work 

to circumvent these spaces for negotiation. While it is to be expected that these 

participants might seek to mispurpose a technical process to further their own abuse 

of others (Freed et al., 2018; Think Social Tech, SafeLives, and Snook, 2019), to my 

knowledge, this is the first instance where this has also been recorded in the very 

design process of the technology. For example, this could be evidenced through the 

suggestion of developing a blood pressure monitor to alert of upcoming violence, 

under the guise that such behaviours could be equated with and therefore use the 

same mechanisms as physical and mental health self-tracking (Sanders, 2017). The 

research team reflected on this tension: on the one hand, we wanted to respect the 

lived experience of perpetrators; on the other, we knew there were some 

experiences that could be counterintuitive to validate.  

Staff suggested designing a partner app specifically for victim-survivors so that they 

might be better informed about their perpetrator’s behaviours – conducting further 

‘safety work’ and risk management (Kelly, 2014) - while a perpetrator admitted to 

leveraging his Time Out tool as a warning for his victim-survivor to ‘be prepared … 
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and not make it worse’ (P1), akin to the misuse found in prior work (Rosen et al., 

2003; Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland, 2017). Such findings undoubtedly 

complicated the extent to which the designs carried forward by the research team 

were representative of the end-users’ experience. Indeed, while prior work has been 

conducted on the use of technology to interrupt the onset of violence, the novelty 

that emerges here is that of a perpetrator seeking to use a personal interruption 

technique as a means of interrupting their victim-survivor’s behaviour.  

While participatory work generally aspires to permit those with lived experience to 

set the goals for design, this is a delicate tightrope to walk when these goals are so 

easily traduced. Indeed, Vines et al. (2013) have drawn prior attention to the 

challenges associated with including groups who express their ideas with the 

‘loudest voices in the room’, as they can drown out those who cannot express their 

ideas as clearly. Within this work, what I experienced was less the active ‘drowning 

out’ of experience and more the subtle manipulation of the process in an attempt 

to reduce the degree of responsibility attributed to perpetrators (Hart, 2018). As 

such, I contribute the following consideration for answering RQ3: when including 

perpetrators as active stakeholders in digital design that researchers and 

practitioners create a parameter of participation which sets limits on the extent 

to which perpetrators’ ideas can be moved to the next stage of development. 

While this may seem antithetical to the goals of participatory practice, we identified 

that retaining certain aspects of experience and disregarding others was vital to 

maintaining the safety of victim-survivors and facilitators moving forward. In 

exposing the challenges of this design process, these challenges themselves might 

be a potential site of educational interventions with perpetrators, allowing them to 

observe how they were using the design process to deflect responsibility. Therefore, 

this raises new ethical difficulties associated with taking people’s views seriously, 

to hear them uncensored, while also censoring their contributions in case harmful 

suggestions are proposed.  

 Externalising Guidance 

Interrupting the onset of violent incidents has been identified as an important 

endeavour within the field of Human-Computer Interaction (Thieme et al., 2016), 
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particularly when viewed through the lens of self-harm or emotional regulation 

(Birbeck et al., 2017). In this chapter, I offer the first piece of design work that 

takes one significant step beyond such a focus on the self in explicitly designing for 

an individual to prevent harm and violence being inflicted on others – specifically, 

victim-survivors. While the balancing of the individual and the collective has been a 

frequent topic of discussion in the field of technologies for self-management (Pinder 

et al., 2018a), this can often blur the focus on the immediate agents that are 

external but have an immediate impacting factor on the individual being designed 

for, such as family, friends, partners and educators (Schölmerich and Kawachi, 

2016). One agent that the research team perhaps did not anticipate playing such a 

large role in this exploration was the (theorised role of a) personal device; this 

clearly manifested in the fact that all stakeholders identified the importance of the 

digital tool as tangible, separate to the perpetrator, and remaining in the 

perpetrator’s possession outside of the DVPP environment (6.5.1 Taking Change 

Away). This combined tangibility and portability of a perpetrator’s smartphone 

creates an intriguing unity: a device that serves as both a physical entity and a highly 

personal representation or repository of the self, due to its collation of intimate 

information (Marques et al., 2019). However, when prompted to use the smartphone 

to interrupt violence, perpetrators were noticeably keen to characterise this process 

as ‘unrealistic’ or ‘unnatural’, even suggesting that it might create the conditions 

for further harm by increasing the physical distance from their victim-survivors and 

thereby making remote forms of harm more likely. It is thus perhaps worth 

questioning the extent to which other tangible technologies besides smartphones 

could be used to deliver the same level of guidance for support and interruption. 

Rather than acting on passive applications that activate only when interacted with, 

these results indicate that all groups were excited to see a system that worked in 

tandem to act autonomously and deliver instructions to keep a user ‘on the straight 

and narrow’. While some perpetrators had misconceptions regarding what this 

behavioural responsibility might look like with respect to external technology, as 

evidenced by the suggestion to create biometric readers, others highlighted that this 

information only served as a springboard for action, reflection, and self-learning. 

This interesting difference of views is seemingly mirrored in Wistow et al.’s (2017) 
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separation of instructional and relational uses of time out, whereby the value is 

within the interpretation of the self-management tool rather than the unreflective 

following of guidance. As such, it is worth offering the answer to RQ2: designing for 

the instructive potential of a self-management tool should be balanced with 

facilitating a relational negotiation about the interpretation of such tools. This 

process of coordinating a responsive system – which can be calibrated to prompt an 

individual to take moments for reflection, pause or follow instructions when in 

elevated states – is a valuable area to focus on in future work. Constructing a system 

of this kind could arguably be achieved through the careful tailoring of limited 

customisability options within the second design iteration. I would be interested to 

examine the extent to which such coordination could be achieved in test 

environments as part of my future work.  

6.12. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have described my second investigation into how a digital system – 

Guided Time Out – can be designed in conjunction with multiple domestic violence 

organisations to facilitate the development of a crisis management tool designed to 

interrupt patterns of oncoming violence. I have described how four research partners 

directly shaped the idea, the design, and the visual layout of a smartphone 

application, along with how this process was used to probe further understanding 

around the use of self-management tools. While this work was impacted by COVID-

19, I demonstrate above that the ideation phase was still able to reveal tensions 

inherent in the design and use of self-monitoring technologies, and to further suggest 

two ways in which such tensions could be better navigated in future research. These 

findings and considerations accordingly help to inform responses to my second and 

third research questions regarding design and participation in the design process.  
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Chapter 7. Fragments of the Past: Curating Peer Support Processes 

 

7.1. Introduction 

In the previous two chapters, I have explored the potential for digital technologies 

to provide perpetrators of domestic violence with the tools to choose to behave non-

violently. In my second investigation (Chapter 5), I looked at how interactive 

storytelling could facilitate sessions on teaching perspective-taking, enabling 

participants to reflect on their prior uses of violent behaviour and begin to recognise 

the signs of their own abusive behaviours in future. Within my third investigation 

(Chapter 6), I focused on how a digital technology could be used in the moment of 

crisis management to provide guidance on performing a time out and thereby avert 

the threat of physical violence. While both technologies were designed to work with 

and alongside a perpetrator intervention, one aspect of responsibility that remained 

understudied was that of being responsible or acting independently in providing 

community and peer support to others in and beyond formal intervention sessions.  

In this chapter, I focus on how the third mechanism for instilling moral responsibility, 

namely providing peer support and community, could be investigated through the 

design and deployment of Fragments of the Past, a socio-material system that 

connects audio messages with tangible artefacts. Specifically, this form of moral 

responsibility examines how an individual might be responsible for someone else, 

and in theory, act independently of Barnardo’s interventions. In this chapter, I 

demonstrate how crafting digitally-augmented artefacts – ‘fragments’ – of 

experiences of desisting from violence can be translated into messages of motivation 

and build rapport between peers enrolled in DVPPs, without subjecting the process 

to the risks inherent in direct inter-personal communication. As Fragments of the 

Past draws on a pre-existing piece of technology, JigsAudio (Wilson and Tewdwr-

Jones, 2019), which has been explicitly repurposed for this context, this chapter is 

structured in order to make this gradual process of adoption clearer. This chapter 

first contextualises Fragments of the Past by synthesising key pieces of literature 

surrounding digitally mediated support networks, asynchronous communication 
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pathways and the role of making in self-reflection on behaviours and identities. I 

then present my analytical findings, first describing each stage of my exploration 

into this space (e.g., ‘Stage One’) and then outlining the corresponding findings of 

that stage (e.g., Stage One: Findings). Subsequently, I reflect on the learning I 

attained through this work and its applications to promoting wider discussions of 

peer support network design and collective institutional approaches to individual 

responsibilities. The investigation in this chapter is to be published and presented 

at CHI’219. 

7.2. Background Literature 

This section assumes the foundations from my main synthesis of existing literature 

in Chapter 2 and illustrates what is required for the specific undertaking discussed 

in the chapter at hand. Specifically, this section builds on the area of work that 

scrutinises the period after a DVPP where perpetrators are expected to act non-

violently independent of formal guidance from support services.  

 Peer Support Technologies and Post-DVPPs 

Peer support can positively benefit both the person receiving support and can make 

the provider feel valued, needed and included (Satinsky et al., 2020; Schildkraut, 

Sokolowski and Nicoletti, 2020). Frequently, interactions between perpetrators 

within groups have to be explicitly monitored, as they can potentially influence the 

behaviour of other group members in ways that can be either pro-social or harmful 

(Cohen, 2004; DeKeseredy and Schwartz, 2013). Often however, these interactions 

are more complicated, as the support offered by a particular peer group member 

may embody both harmful and pro-social elements (Strohmayer, Comber and 

Balaam, 2015). As such, there is notable caution about positioning perpetrators as 

peers and encouraging connections online. For example, when stigmatising 

behaviours are being disclosed, moderators or a collection of users in online support 

 
9 Rosanna Bellini, Alexander Wilson, and Jan David Smeddinck. 2021. Fragments of the Past: 
Curating Peer Support with Perpetrators of Domestic Violence. In CHI Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI ’21), May 08–13, 2021, Yokohama, Japan. ACM, New York, 
NY, USA, 15 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445611 
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groups may further reinforce harmful behavioural, cultural and social norms for an 

individual user (Pater and Mynatt, 2017; Chancellor, Hu and De Choudhury, 2018; 

Tseng et al., 2020). If this influence is extremely successful, a person’s real-life 

relationships can decline in quality; at worst, this may subvert the positive social 

potential of support groups (Mo and Coulson, 2014). These risks would be heightened 

with perpetrators of domestic violence, as these perpetrators tend to be well-versed 

in the social manipulation of others (Hearn, 1998) and of the institutional systems 

that seek to hold them to account for their abusive actions (Morran, 2006; Hamilton, 

Koehler and Lösel, 2013).  

David Morran (2006) has reported that there is a stark scarcity of post-programme 

interventions or resources for perpetrators to continue “maintaining the momentum 

of change” when dealing with wider challenges within their lives. Attendance in a 

DVPP can act as a protective factor against abusive behaviour (Westmarland and 

Kelly, 2013), through pro-social bonds between attendees and facilitators through 

mutual support and accountability (Mead, Hilton and Curtis, 2001). Inversely, the 

loss of social support is a strong risk factor for relapsing into the perpetration of 

domestic violence (Wilson, Cortoni and McWhinnie, 2009; Adhia et al., 2020). While 

there are concerns for collusion (Scourfield and Dobash, 1999) and risk-escalation 

(Pearson and Ford, 2018) in re-grouping groups of perpetrators together without 

moderation, studies indicate the opposite for moderated spaces (Banyard, Rizzo and 

Edwards, 2020). However careful moderation has high time and cost investments, 

and there are still considerable challenges around sustained engagement with in-

person and online communities. 

 Asynchronous Communication and Making for Change 

Scholars have long praised the role of asynchronous communication in the 

facilitation of peer groups as these methods can provide flexibility to delivery and 

moderation (Pang et al., 2013). By attempting to reduce the digital proficiency 

barrier that some participants face, some designers have begun to explore 

alternatives to screen-based, text-based communication (e.g., social media) to 

explore alternative yet meaningful design processes and practices of exchange. 

Studies as such have been conducted on collectives such as friends, couples or family 
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members in how they might share digitally mediated social objects (physical objects 

for which symbolic value lies in how they represent social relationships) as a means 

of communication (Kalanithi and Bove, 2008). Gift-giving and memorializing 

everyday memories are two ways that HCI has explored the exchange and reciprocity 

involved between peer relations (Mugellini et al., 2007; Wei et al., 2019). While 

asynchronous communication through artefacts is an established research space, this 

investigation is the first to my knowledge to focus on how such entities can be 

leveraged as motivation and communication for peer support in such interventions. 

The process of making inherently stimulates memories of persons, relationships, 

activities and emotions (Goodman and Rosner, 2011), by enabling the maker to 

communicate something about themselves through the things they create 

(Zimmerman, Ozenc and Jeong, 2008). Importantly, making can serve to facilitate 

education on challenging topics by providing an abstract medium in which to focus 

attention while engaging in social conversation. Changing Relations’ Men’s Voices 

project is such an example, where crafting was used to gather testimonies of young 

men and boys’ experiences of contemporary masculinity, and as a means to teaching 

healthy relationships for domestic violence prevention (‘Stepping Out of The Box Art 

Exhibition’, 2019). Making can also have a positive impact on participants by 

providing a space for reflexivity and positive enforcement through a sense of control 

over the artefact being created, while prompting a sense of competence and a social 

connection between persons. (Dalley, 1984; Schmid, 2005; Simonsen, 2013). 

7.3. Contextualising Fragments of the Past 

During my focused ethnography, Carol, the head of Barnardo’s Newcastle, shared 

with me that she had been curious about exploring the design of a process or service 

centred around peer support between perpetrators. In particular, she expressed that 

she was interested in cultivating a support process for one specific group of 

perpetrators who had, across the space of their twenty weeks enrolled in their DVPP, 

displayed respect for each other’s opinions, challenged each other when 

disagreements arose, and maintained a high level of attendance. Carol informed me 

that this group had, in her words, ‘exemplified what a programme was supposed to 
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achieve’: forming a pro-social group through the exploration of antisocial 

behaviours. As peer support does not necessitate the use of digital technologies, I 

questioned how she foresaw technologies being used in this context; for example, 

whether this might be a case of exploring an existing platform (i.e., WhatsApp) in 

terms of its ability to facilitate the support group, or whether a new piece of 

technology would be required. It was at this stage that Carol excitedly suggested 

that it should be the perpetrators themselves who designed the process through 

which they shared their support. As this suggestion was in line with the final 

mechanism for responsibility, namely providing peer support and community, I 

agreed to explore this idea further with Carol and the DVPP staff members. At the 

end of the meeting, she suggested introducing me to the group within a regular DVPP 

session, such that the first half could cover session content while the second half 

could take the form of an unstructured discussion about their experiences of the 

DVPP. Depending on how successful the suggestion of peer support was, we could 

then determine whether design workshops could be a suitable approach for further 

investigating what this might look like within a design.  

During this introduction, each of the men in the group shared that they felt like they 

had formed a ‘bond’ with each other and were as such somewhat reluctant to 

complete their DVPP, as this would put an end to the time, they regularly spent with 

each other. Crucially, a few men raised the issue that this was the ‘complete polar 

opposite’ of what they had initially been concerned with when starting the DVPP. 

Some men shared that they had been both afraid and reluctant to attend the 

programme due to their own, self-described ‘threatening’ impressions of what other 

attendees would look like and how they would behave. In line with this, some 

attendees suggested that their peer support should also be extended to men who 

had just started a DVPP, as a means of reassuring them about the process of change. 

Carol validated this idea and we set about designing activities together that could 

explore how peer support might be exchanged in a moderated, safety-informed 

manner between two or more groups of perpetrators enrolled in a DVPP. Carol saw 

this process as resulting in two positive outcomes: early-programme service users 

would receive guidance (moderated by Barnardo’s staff) from post-programme 
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service users to encourage engagement in the process of reflecting on behaviour, 

while post-programme service users could take on new roles that encouraged 

responsibility and helped to sustain healthier forms of communication. This was also 

in line with existing research suggesting that peer support can both positively benefit 

the person receiving support and make the provider feel valued, needed and 

included (Satinsky et al., 2020; Schildkraut, Sokolowski and Nicoletti, 2020). A 

second group of programme participants located across Barnardo’s' delivery groups 

were subsequently identified as being suitable for this investigation. For clarity, I 

shall refer to these two groups as the Newcastle Group (10 perpetrators) and the 

Gateshead Group (eight perpetrators). Each man would also be notified that 

participation in this investigation would have no impact on their progression through 

a DVPP, except for disclosures relating to safeguarding concerns that could threaten 

the integrity of the programme. We were also conscious that while we were 

exploring the positive formation of peer relationships, there was a risk that negative 

collusion could occur between perpetrators. The two facilitators of both groups, 

Carol, and Mikey reassured me that they would challenge such behaviour should it 

occur by intervening and offering one-on-one work after the research study had 

concluded.  

 Ethics Approval 

Before beginning any design workshops, I submitted a detailed ethics application to 

Newcastle University’s Science, Agriculture and Engineering (SAgE) Ethics Board that 

outlined my project aspirations: namely, to identify an existing or a bespoke piece 

of technology that would permit the Newcastle Group (Group N) to provide peer 

support, moderated by professional facilitators (F4, F5, F6; Table 6), to members of 

the Gateshead Group (Group G). Ethical approval was granted to carry out the 

research under the following condition: ‘that participants should not have any 

opportunity to contact with one another’, referring specifically to communication 

between Group N and Group G (Appendix C). I was told that this condition was non-

negotiable, as the ethics committee clarified that the SAgE board – and, by 

extension, Newcastle University – could be in no way legally responsible for any 

potential risks resulting from the project. I submitted a detailed appeal for this 
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decision, explaining that my activity was being performed with the aid of highly 

experienced Barnardo’s professionals within a DVPP in which communication 

between facilitators and perpetrators was already informally mediated. The 

appeal’s subsequent rejection was reflected on openly with DVPP staff members at 

a meeting after the fact; during this session, they expressed dismay at how this 

decision might impact on the perpetrators’ ability to assume the responsibility to 

behave in a responsible manner. The staff identified an inherent assumption within 

the ethics board’s verdict: namely, that both groups could not be trusted to behave 

responsibly. As a result, myself and the staff involved in this work collectively 

decided that a ‘live’ synchronous network was not an option moving forward. Built 

on the motivation to overcome these limitations, along with those related to the 

sustainability of traditional supportive group settings (Hicks et al., 2016; Kushner 

and Sharma, 2020), the Barnardo’s team and I came to understand the decision as 

posing the following design challenge: How could digital peer support be facilitated 

without permitting direct communication between perpetrators of domestic 

violence? To answer this question, we looked to existing literature that could help 

us in navigating this challenge.  

 Designing for Asynchronous Support 

Asynchronous communication is normally deemed to be suitable when an extended 

period and the co-location of individuals is required, which presents significant 

difficulties for persons affected by inflexible work schedules, lack of access to 

transport or other technological barriers to attending virtual sessions. These have 

all been identified as challenges faced by perpetrators of domestic violence enrolled 

in DVPPs (Jamieson and Mikko Vesala, 2008). However, our design challenge was 

unusual within this context: in this instance, despite being available to 

communicate, perpetrators in one group were not permitted to contact the other 

group. The staff members accordingly pointed out that while the perpetrators might 

express a preference for face-to-face, real-time communication with the other 

perpetrators, we needed to be mindful about designing a process that moved away 

from a solitary screen-based approach; this was to ensure that the peer support 
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process did not inadvertently disrupt the pro-social dynamic of the DVPPs 

themselves.  

10 Perpetrators of Domestic Violence: Newcastle Group (N1–N10) 

Age (years) 20–65     Average: 41 

Gender Men: 10     Women: 0 

Risk Level Standard10: 7     Medium: 3 

8 Perpetrators of Domestic Violence: Gateshead Group (G1–G8) 

Age (years) 24–59     Average: 38 

Gender Men: 8     Women: 0 

Risk Level Standard: 6     Medium: 2 

6 Barnardo’s Staff (F1–F6) 

Age (years) 27-61     Average: 43 

Gender Men: 1      Women: 5 

Professional Roles Head of Orchard/Mosaic: 1 (F1) 

Case Manager / Worker: 4 (F2, F3, F4, F5) 

Group Facilitator: 1 (F6) 

Table 6: Participant Demographics of Age, Gender, Risk Level (Perpetrator) or Professional 
Role (Barnardo’s) 

7.4. Study Design and Participants 

Conducted in line with the ethical dimensions described above, this investigation 

ran over ten months and was divided into the following four stages: 1) five design 

workshops with attendees in Group N to design an asynchronous support network 

activity; 2) the design of a digital system, Fragments of the Past (FoTP); 3) the 

deployment of FoTP with Group N; 4) a structured reflection with Group G to record 

their commentary on their use of FoTP (Table 6). My first study stage used five design 

workshops to gain an understanding of how men in Group N were providing peer 

 
10  Perpetrators are assessed using the DASH Risk Checklist, which evaluates the potential risk factors of a 
perpetrator in a given situation. Standard refers to a ‘low’ risk of immediate threat of harm or murder, while 
Medium can indicate other risk concerns (such as history of violence, pregnancy of victim-survivor and so on).  
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support to each other, along with the extent to which technology could play a role 

in facilitating this peer exchange through the creation of a novel, digital system. 

The second stage describes how the workshop findings were used to transform an 

existing piece of technology (JigsAudio; (Wilson and Tewdwr-Jones, 2019) into a 

socio-material peer support network activity for Group N by creating digital 

artefacts that represented important moments of change to non-violence, their so-

called ‘fragments of the past’. The third stage describes the deployment of FoTP 

with Group N and presents a representation of these created fragments. Finally, I 

conclude with the fourth stage, describing the results derived from a three-hour 

structured critical reflection with Group G on Group N’s fragments to capture their 

thoughts on the process of receiving support via this mechanism. As the results of 

each stage directly informed the design of the next stage, the present chapter is 

thus structured accordingly. 

7.5. Stage One: Design Workshops with Group N 

For this investigation, I worked with the ten perpetrators of domestic violence in 

Group N that were reaching the end of their DVPP together. This series of design 

workshops were therefore explicitly positioned to gradually build sensitisation not 

only to the practice of design in HCI, but also to the perpetrators’ understanding of 

themselves as a peer network. These sessions used the materials from completed 

DVPP modules to prompt discussion of relevant supportive advice, including a review 

of the technologies suggested by the men, and the creation of a space for reflecting 

Figure 24: Making Connections pack: [Left] Incomplete; [Right] complete  
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on the group process together. In line with the standard DVPP format, design 

activities were set as ‘homework’ for the group to complete between sessions, 

facilitating further reflection on care and support outside of the workshops. I provide 

an example of a homework activity pack, Making Connections (Figure 24), and an 

interaction design activity in a workshop session, Three’s a Crowd (Figure 25). 

For Making Connections, each man was tasked with completing a pack that asked 

them to represent their personal support network, how strongly they connected with 

the persons within it, and the different role those persons played within the network 

using coloured stickers. Using the material from the completed homework packs, a 

second design activity was conducted to consolidate my understanding of the 

feasibility of establishing a digital asynchronous peer support network between the 

two groups of perpetrators.  

For Three’s a Crowd, participants were asked to identify ‘what’ technology the 

network would use, ‘why’ it would be useful, and what five ‘qualities’ would be 

most important to the system. Each category was represented as a series of wooden 

tokens that could be placed within a Venn diagram to encourage reflection on the 

relations between the people, qualities, and objects for the final design (Table 7). 

The tokens provided to the men related to what the participants had contributed 

when describing their own peer support network (Making Connections), along with 

the technologies used in maintaining them. This activity comprised three rounds, 

entailing that a minimum of three peer support technologies would be created. 

Figure 25: [Left] Three's a Crowd; [Right] Four participants completing the activity  
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Table 7: Three's a Crowd token descriptors 

7.6. Stage One: Findings 

The initial discussion and the following five design workshops provided me with an 

in-depth insight into the ways that participants understood their desistance from 

abusive behaviours and their desire to support other perpetrators who are beginning 

a DVPP. I will now share two categories relating to peer support provision through 

digital technologies that I was able to identify from our five design workshops: 

balancing parts with wholes and mixing the digital and non-digital. 

 Balancing Parts with Wholes 

Many participants disclosed that at the start of the DVPP, a significant barrier to 

their engagement in programme activities was related to anxieties regarding how 

they would be judged by facilitators and other perpetrators. N2 shared that it had 

been especially intimidating for him, in his words, to be seen as only the sum of his 

abusive behaviour, particularly through digital case files:  

‘… there’s no way around excusing what I did, none whatsoever, I was a nasty 

piece of work like. Until I got to Orchard/Mosaic I felt like no one saw me as 

me and not my actions on my record … the facilitators here, they tried to 

work out what was going wrong somewhere.’ (N2, Perpetrator) 

Category Quantity Values 

What 11 Smartphone Application, Podcast/Radio, Website, 
Social Media, Playlist, Instant Messaging, Digital Art 
Installation, Blog, Photo Album, Email, Text 
Messaging Service 

Why 

 

9 Self-Reflection, Communication, Motivation, 
Education, Entertainment, Relaxation, Storytelling, 
Self-Care, Support  

Qualities 

 

14 Helpful, Informative, Creative, Inspirational, 
Mindful, Humorous, Tolerant/Non-Judgmental, 
Easy-to-Read/Listen To, Simple, Fun, Interesting, 
Realistic, Emotive, Genuine, Truthful 
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As a way of managing this discomfort, many participants were interested in 

representing a digital ‘past self’, an individual who used violent behaviours, and a 

‘present self’ who was trying to or had stopped using abuse, through an avatar or a 

collection of digital possessions. This caused tension between some of the 

facilitators and participants, who argued that it could be unhelpful to 

compartmentalise abuse behaviour by constructing a ‘bad version of themselves’ 

(F4, Facilitator) rather than owning up to their use of violence. One man agreed that 

this separation could minimise responsibility for violence by allowing perpetrators 

to claim that it ‘wasn’t really them’ (N8, Perpetrator). The group discussed this at 

length and concluded that the comparison to prior bad behaviour was an important 

motivator for them to continue to desist from abusive behaviours, as they saw it as 

evidence that change through a DVPP was possible. One way of addressing this 

tension between disowning and owning past behaviours was to have participants 

describe what parts of themselves (such as memories, represented via photos, or 

thought processes, represented via blog posts) they wished to work on, were proud 

of, or wanted to keep the same. This was demonstrated through the men repeatedly 

gravitating towards the Blog, Photo Album and Playlist tokens in Three’s a Crowd 

(Table 7): 

‘… that’s what the programme is meant to do, understand yous [yourself]… 

at the start you’re not honest with yourself, but you gradually open yourself 

up to see what pieces you’re made up of’ (N6, Perpetrator) 

 Mixing the Digital and Non-Digital 

Many participants were curious and enthusiastic about describing their own ideas for 

speculative technologies that could potentially play a role in providing support to 

new starters, along with the scenarios in which these could be used. As some 

participants (NG3, NG9) did not own a smartphone, the group resisted advocating 

for screen-based technologies out of concern that these participants would be 

excluded. As a result, many participants first sketched out ideas about what kinds 

of support they wished to share (aided by the homework activity Making Connections) 

before adding additional layers of digital elements and double-checking that the 

group were familiar with these technologies. This permitted the participants to think 
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about an idea for support first without being confronted or frustrated by the 

technology to begin with, or for I to inadvertently imposing my desire for the process 

to be digital in nature (Baumer and Silberman, 2011):  

‘… if you introduce it as ‘technology’ the men can feel like they’re on the 

back foot … but if it’s technical but not ‘scary’, say combine it with things 

they are familiar with you’ll get past that initial resistance’ (F1, Head of 

Orchard/Mosaic) 

Many participants also expressed the enjoyment they derived from the tangible and 

creative nature of the activities (such as Three’s a Crowd) within the design 

workshops. In this way, participants shared an appreciation for the opportunity to 

express themselves through craft that also extended the learning from the 

intervention sessions. Interestingly, some men were able to identify the parallels 

between the educative purpose of the programme, namely creating a new non-

violent identity, and the creative processes of making something new: 

‘So, you learn problem solving skills in the group, thinking of another way to 

not be mean, nasty … you gotta get creative and I’d like that quality to be 

[at] the centre of whatever we make.’ (N5, Perpetrator) 

Some participants identified that using familiar materials in their creative process – 

such as photographs and audio recordings, which are ubiquitous in everyday life – 

could ensure that a digital support system was both accessible (not putting someone 

‘on the backfoot’ (F1)) and creative. Barnardo’s staff were especially interested in 

how the role of creative practice could also be used as a channel to engage the men 

in challenging conversations about violence in the future.  

7.7. Stage Two: Fragments of the Past 

At the conclusion of the design process, Group N had finalised their design, which 

involved creating and sharing digitally enabled artefacts as contributions to an 

asynchronous peer support endeavour that was in line with the ethical constraints 

of the work. This design involved a tangible, digital scrapbook, containing their so-

called ‘fragments of the past’ (N8, Perpetrator), which included their stories of 
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change, pieces of advice and supportive messages for Group G; these were presented 

using photography and pre-recorded audio recordings, activated by a button on each 

page. While facilitators agreed that the scrapbook was a positive means of providing 

peer support, they were concerned about Orchard/Mosaic’s tightly restricted 

financial budget and the project timeline required to make the design a reality. 

Building on the findings related to balancing parts with wholes and mixing the digital 

and non-digital, I addressed this problem by introducing three mixed-media 

technologies that had previously been used in sensitive, civic settings and had 

potential to be repurposed by the group. These technologies, which were presented 

through structured focus groups comprising Group N and facilitators, included the 

following: Gabber, a platform for distributed audio capture and participatory 

sensemaking (Rainey et al., 2019); JigsAudio, a tangible device that connects 

physical objects with an audio recording (Wilson and Tewdwr-Jones, 2019), and 

Lifting the Lid, a digital probe that played back a pre-recorded message when it was 

interacted with (Bellini, Olivier and Comber, 2018). Each technology was trialled via 

a run-through, before the lead author questioned how the group could see the 

aforementioned fragments of the past work with the designs. After careful 

deliberation, the group decided that JigsAudio would be a suitable technology for 

this task, as it could connect the digital media, they had been intending to put in 

the scrapbook with an audio reflection on their behaviour.  

JigsAudio was developed to be a technology that supports people sharing their 

experiences of where they live and their aspirations in response to open questions. 

The device and method use a tangible hardware hub (Figure 26) to connect drawing 

with talking through an embedded radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag 

connected to a physical artefact. Once a physical artefact has had a recorded audio 

reflection attached to it, the artefact can be held over the physical system, which 

prompts the audio to be replayed (e.g., over headphones). The technology comprises 

a Raspberry Pi, a microphone, a portable battery, and an RFID reader within a 

customised enclosure. 
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To use JigsAudio for Fragments of the Past, members of Group N wanted to share 

their thoughts, feelings and experiences regarding themselves and their behaviour 

across key moments in the DVPP. To do this, men requested to make a tangible 

representation of these key moments using craft materials (including card, 

newspaper, pipe cleaners, nuts, and bolts) to create a ‘fragment’ of themselves 

from the past, then attach at least one audio reflection to each artefact using an 

RFID sticker. It was decided that each man should use the craft material to complete 

a collection of crafted fragments: a comic; an abstract model; three Polaroid photos 

(excluding names and faces); a letter to someone (including themselves) and a 

collage. This would result in a minimum of seven physical artefacts and audio 

recordings per person. Such a focus on making was also very valuable, as many 

scholars have already highlighted that the making process can have a positive impact 

on participants by providing a space for reflection and reinforcing positive 

behaviours through a sense of control over the artefact being created, while also 

prompting a sense of competence and a social connection between persons (Dalley, 

1984; Schmid, 2005; Simonsen, 2013). 

Following careful deliberation, five important moments along the members’ journey 

towards non-violence were decided on by the group: First Impressions, In Avoidance, 

Opening Up, Making Progress and Looking Back. These moments were printed as 

destinations within a paper passport, which each participant had to stamp off once 

they had crafted a fragment corresponding with one of the five key stages. We 

Figure 26: [Left] JigsAudio system with FoTP passport [closed]; [Right] A Group G 
participant listening to Group N fragments. 
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identified that defining the boundaries of the activity in this way appeared to reduce 

some participants’ anxiety surrounding creativity, as it provided direction for the 

creation of their physical fragments while still being flexible enough to remain 

thematically open. Importantly, the activity was also structured in this way to ensure 

that the participant felt like they had ‘done enough, that they have contributed 

something worthwhile’ through the completion of discrete steps within the activity 

(Wallace et al., 2013).  

7.8. Stage Three: Crafting the Fragments 

A four-hour group workshop was organised to produce the fragments to be shared 

within the FoTP network. To reduce disruption to the participants’ schedules, the 

workshop was scheduled to coincide with a voluntary post-programme social meet-

up for Group N at Orchard/Mosaic. Two facilitators (F5, F6) also participated with 

Group N in the activity to make the participants feel more at ease, although their 

fragments were not included in the analysis of this work on their request. 

 Stage Three: Findings, Artefacts 

Each group member completed at least seven fragments that represented key stages 

in their journey through the programme. Across the four-hour session, a total of 88 

fragments were made by Group N, who also recorded 85 audio clips associated with 

the fragments (Table 8). One participant expressed anxiety about participating due 

to feeling intimidated by the variety of unfamiliar mediums to work with. In being 

responsive to his concerns, the facilitators suggested that he could participate in 

the process through channelling his skill for technical sketches and diagrams into 

fragments rather than the materials provided. I have included these fragments under 

the ‘Misc.’ category in Table 8. 

Fragments of the Past       

 Polaroids Comics Letters Collages Models Misc.  Total 

Number of 
fragments 

36 11 13 10 12 6 88 
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Table 8: Number of fragments and audio clips 

Regarding the slight variations in the number of fragments per individual, some 

participants expressed that there was more advice that they wished to share about 

their journey, and therefore created more than one fragment for each moment. The 

slight discrepancy between the number of audio recordings and physical fragments 

arose due to the awkward physical shape of some fragments (such as the abstract 

models), which made the RFID stickers challenging to attach. Furthermore, we 

identified that the increased length of the audio recordings attached to the comics, 

letters, and collages in comparison to the photos or models was due to each man 

explaining the complex content of each drawing, or some men opting to read their 

letter out loud. Participants displayed particular interest in the Polaroid photos, due 

to their interest in representing important places or objects within their fragments; 

this is an interesting mirror of Clarke et al.’s (2013) findings that victim-survivors 

who engaged in photo-sharing also appreciated the use of metaphor for representing 

topics related to violence. 

Number of audio 
clips 

33 11 14 10 10 7 85 

Average length of 
audio (mm:ss) 

00:34 01:49 01:53 01:16 00:38 00:55 01:03 

Total length of 
audio (mm:ss) 

18:42 19:59 26:22 12:40 06:20 06:26 90:29 

Figure 27: A participant’s finished set of fragments 
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7.9. Stage Three: Findings, Themes 

Throughout the fragment-crafting process, I was interested in exploring what kinds 

of support information were shared by Group N, how this information was visually 

and audibly represented using FoTP, and how Group N felt about the process of 

crafting the fragments. Through my use of grounded theory and visual grounded 

theory methodologies (Charmaz, 2014; Mey and Dietrich, 2016), I identified two key 

qualities of the fragment-crafting process: Audibly Augmenting Reality and Curating 

Identities. 

 Audibly Augmenting Reality 

Each participant primarily chose to communicate emotionally engaged and 

encouraging guidance through their fragments (as demonstrated in Figure 27); 

however, this was done in distinctively different ways through the audio recordings. 

I was able to identify the following strategies used by participants to link their 

physical fragments with the connected supported messages recorded for others: that 

their fragments were evidence that changing abusive behaviours and attitudes was 

possible, that they could challenge false narratives about DVPPs, and that they could 

help to explain the complex thoughts and feelings at stages in the intervention. Many 

participants identified that another significant challenge for them at the start of the 

DVPP was a lack of ‘proof’ that desisting from violence was possible. As such, some 

men positioned the fragments as evidence that it was possible to move on from, and 

live a life desisting from, the use of violent behaviours. One participant wrote a 

letter to himself addressing how he remembered he had thought about his use of 

violence:  

‘Believe me man when I say that it is possible to do something about you and 

your behaviour … I genuinely used to think this way this letter talks about 

myself and [victim-survivor] but I don’t any more …’ (N6, Perpetrator) 

The most common approach was to use fragments and the associated audio to 

explain and describe their feelings or thought patterns at various stages of a DVPP, 

sometimes by describing what colours or drawings meant to a participant (Figure 

28):  
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‘The brown for me represents how shut off I was, I wouldn’t listen … I was 

inside my own head a lot, all … then I come here and I’m still feeling blue 

but starting to feel like I’m growing … soon I was able to accept and feel lots 

of different things hence the yellow, pink and stuff …’ (N10, Perpetrator) 

Another common strategy was to use the fragments to challenge false narratives of 

what a DVPP was and what the programme aimed to achieve with the men. N1 

(Figure 28) shared both his expected and subverted thought processes about the 

programme: 

‘…I realised that this programme is about understanding, it’s not about 

punishing you, telling you off or letting you off the hook … it’s about 

Barnardo’s understanding you to help you understand yourself … let them do 

that’ (N1, Perpetrator) 

 Curating Identities 

For participants, the process of creating fragments of themselves, in conjunction 

with the ability to share them with others, introduced larger, existential questions 

regarding their connection to abuse and violence. Several participants disclosed 

reflective and frequently ambivalent expressions of emotion related to the activity, 

both during the creative process and after they had looked over their completed set 

of fragments: 

‘We have to share ourselves with others because of our experiences … but 

am I always going to be known by that experience? … when representing 

Figure 28: [Left] N1’s fragment and [Right] N10’s fragment for ‘Making Progress’ 
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ourselves, when do we stop being seen as ‘perpetrators’ or, I don’t know … 

‘abusers’? Are we always going to be perpetrators? Is every piece of ourselves 

from now representative of that?’ (N2, Perpetrator) 

I found this to be a compelling effect of the creative process for Group N: namely, 

that many of them interpreted the process as a form of identity work around the 

label of perpetrator, particularly what was captured about themselves through that 

label and (importantly) what was left out. This form of identity negotiation is most 

often discussed in relation to victim-survivors, regarding whether being subject to 

violence makes one a victim or establishes one’s agency in being a survivor of abuse. 

N2 expresses dismay that all future fragments of himself may still be 

‘representative’ of his past use of violence, although not all participants were 

reluctant to ‘own’ this identity:  

‘… we have to own up to our past, what we’ve done … if you record a mistake, 

you got one shot on your thoughts, we can wanna try to tape over what 

happened and start afresh but it don’t work like that in real life’ (N9, 

Perpetrator) 

The facilitators, while finding it encouraging that N9 took responsibility for his past 

behaviour, reminded him to be careful in his use of language around violence, 

suggesting that he should not be talking about his use of it as simply a ‘mistake’ to 

avoid minimising his actions towards his victim-survivor. While the Orchard/Mosaic 

team had initially shared anxiety around whether Group N would ‘take the process 

seriously’ (F6, Facilitator) or ‘share anything useful’ (F5, Facilitator), they both 

agreed that the process of running an allocated workshop in which the men could 

share their thoughts and feelings on their identity as expressed through the 

fragments to be invaluable. We noted that this appeared to tackle several of the 

challenges associated with unmoderated online peer support networks: a lack of 

initial content, sporadic engagement and offering unhelpful or dangerous advice.  

7.10. Stage Four: Receiving Peer Support 
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For the final stage of my investigation, the facilitators and I presented the fragments 

from Group N to a set of new starters in a DVPP: the Gateshead Group (Group G), a 

group of eight men who were unknown to Group N. Each participant was within six 

weeks of beginning the programme and had reportedly found the content of the 

previous six sessions challenging according to a facilitator (F3), identifying them as 

a group that might potentially benefit from additional support. The three-hour 

activity was hosted within an existing DVPP session in their local Orchard/Mosaic 

hub. The final session was designed to generate progressive discourse between 

Group G members as they listened to the experiences of others and shared their own 

experiences of interacting with the fragments provided by Group N to foster the 

same mutually respectful practice for discussing violence. For the first half of the 

session, the men were split into groups of four: the first set listened to a collection 

of fragments one by one (Figure 26), while the second listened to the fragments as 

a group, after which the groups swapped over halfway through. This was intended 

to determine whether the men found the peer support process most useful as an 

individual or a group activity. For the second half of the session, facilitators asked 

evaluative questions regarding how Group G found the process. The men were also 

told that if the material seen or heard through FoTP proved to be too distressing or 

emotive for the session, one of the lead facilitators (F4) could provide one-on-one 

work outside of the group context to any individual who requested it. The 

participants were additionally notified that their attendance was not connected to 

their course evaluation, unless they were to disclose a safeguarding concern.  

7.11. Stage Four: Findings 

From our data analysis, I identified two prominent categories focusing on examining 

the role of receiving peer support from Group N, which I discuss further below: 

Looking Back to Look Forward and Communicating Honesty. 

 Looking Back to Look Forward 

Each man in Group G was not permitted to have any communication with the 

participants of Group N due to the ethical constraints of the research project (see 

7.3.1 Ethics Approval). Nevertheless, even though none of the participants knew 
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who had produced each set of fragments, many participants shared that they ‘felt 

connected somehow’ (G2) to some of the accounts provided by Group N, despite the 

channel of communication being anonymous:  

‘Just knowing that other guys [are] in the same position as me, like, cared 

enough to give back to us … yeah that’s cool man … I might not know them 

but in some ways it looked like I was lookin’ into my future … with the letter 

to yourself, I’d like to get to a stage where you’re asking me to do that for 

the next batch of guys’ (G4, Perpetrator) 

We found it interesting that G4 perceived Group N to be ‘giving back’ through 

emotional support by physically providing them with their fragments. We further 

noticed that many participants reported finding the process of listening, replaying, 

and commenting on another participant’s fragments to be motivational and 

encouraging for their own speculative process through the programme, with some 

even imagining themselves in peer support positions in the future (‘for the next 

batch of guys’). Some members of Group G suggested ways in which FoTP could be 

extended to include solitary activity:  

‘I think askin’ people to make fragments as they go along, rather than right 

at the end of the process, you know capture that rawness of how someone 

feels then, instead of how they remember feeling … then I don’t know, 

getting them to check it over at the end? Let them see if they’ve actually 

changed in themselves …’ (G6, Perpetrator) 

Many participants within Group G saw inherent value in using the fragment-crafting 

process at different stages of the intervention, suggesting that this might provide a 

‘rawer’ view of a journey when compared to the more positive retrospective view 

at the end. The facilitators subsequently agreed that crafting fragments throughout 

the process of change could also act as a means of self-reflection and demonstrating 

change (or lack thereof) within a perpetrator.  

 Communicating Honesty 
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The final stage elicited a range of responses around how the authenticity or honesty 

of the fragments was communicated through creative expression and judged by 

Group G. Potentially since Group G were only just beginning the DVPP process, most 

participants spent a lot of time discussing the First Impressions fragments with the 

group relative to fragments from other stages. During the playback of these 

fragments, participants shared with the facilitators their observation that many 

Group N members had relayed detailed descriptions of their general anxiety upon 

starting the DVPP:  

G7: ‘Listening to them speak and seeing the comic they represented, yeah 

that stuff was super depressing … a lot more real than I was expecting yeah 

… because you can hear them sayin’ it in their own words and what they’ve 

chosen to represent about themselves … even if it’s not super crafty, I think 

that just helps you know it’s real men like us …’ 

G3: ‘But you gotta rely on the fact we have just been listening to men who 

have really had their experience! It could be just Barnardo’s having a crafting 

session and then putting on funny voices to make those fragments [laughs]’. 

This exchange between G3 and G7 directly connected the value of the fragments to 

two important aspects of honesty: the honesty of Group N in sharing ‘authentic’ 

accounts, and honesty on the part of the facilitators and I in the process of 

presenting these accounts. The possibility that Barnardo’s was presenting 

‘inauthentic’ or ‘faked’ fragments was discussed in detail, although many 

participants agreed that the combination of both the audio-based and physical 

fragments could potentially mitigate this concern:  

‘I think having audio and the physical stuff both together to work as one, it 

helps to bring you closer to understanding that guy … but then each fragment 

is only connected by that little [RFID] sticker and you could lose that and lose 

their voice … or say that Orchard/Mosaic don’t like the stick drawings on a 

comic with something more stylish … you’d never know there’d been a 

change.’ (G8, Perpetrator) 
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Many participants established that it was the combination of physical creative 

expression and the audio component that helped them in assessing the fragments as 

authentic, rather than being manipulated by Barnardo’s out of a desire to present a 

‘stylish’ version of their fragments for other reasons (such as an external 

intervention evaluation).  

7.12. Discussion 

While research into technologies designed to support desistance from harmful 

behaviours is beginning to develop, it is less common to design for individuals who 

subject others to domestic abuse, despite the longitudinal support that perpetrators 

frequently require. The Fragments of the Past investigation was conceived as a first 

step in identifying ways to sustain moderated, pro-social relations for changing 

abusive behaviours that go beyond the individual programme, while also seeking to 

overcome the ethical, practical, and pragmatic challenges that can arise in 

traditional and online peer group creation. The ethical component of this 

investigation gave this work a unique focus that required me to identify how the 

process of creating novel channels of anonymous, asynchronous communication 

could simulate peer support.  

In the following, I synthesise my findings and identify some design implications that 

provide additional context to my exploration of my second and third research 

questions: How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that 

they redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of 

domestic violence? and What are the key methodological and ethical considerations 

for technology creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services 

and perpetrators? I do this through exploring three important considerations for the 

use of interactive systems that might facilitate perpetrators providing peer support 

and community: (1) consideration for how asynchronous support can cultivate 

Responsible Channels for Passing Support, (2) through considering the role of 

Identity Work for Perpetrators and finally (3) scrutinise our role, as researchers, to 

provide Collective Responsibility for Individual Responsibility.  

 Responsible Channels for Passing Support 
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Digitally mediated peer support networks for reducing harm are subject to a number 

of challenges in their creation, from sparse engagement to the lack of accountability 

for users who reinforce abusive behavioural and cultural norms (Kushner and 

Sharma, 2020; Tseng et al., 2020). One such challenge concerns the potential for 

collusion and escalation of risk, which is of particular concern for perpetrators in 

unmoderated spaces in ways that are not common to all social groups. Owing to the 

lack of resources for studies focusing on post-programme desistance, the creation 

of such supportive processes between perpetrators can be even more challenging to 

carefully design; this is true despite the fact that the absence of such processes is 

clearly identified as a risk factor for re-uptake of violent behaviours (Morran, 2006; 

McNeill and Maruna, 2007). While I note that Fragments of the Past was able to 

simulate aspects of a peer support process, so that members of Group G reported 

feeling perceived support (a valuable indicator for improved health outcomes; (Kim, 

Ray and Veluscek, 2017), I further note that the interpersonal benefit for Group N 

(who provided peer support and thus felt valued or included) was potentially absent 

from the process (Satinsky et al., 2020; Schildkraut, Sokolowski and Nicoletti, 2020). 

The lack of back-and-forth communication between the two groups is a direct result 

of the ethics considerations identified in how this research study was conducted; as 

a result, I was required to focus on designing for a meaningful one-way information 

transfer that went beyond the use of traditional digital input devices, an approach 

notably unpopular with our participants (7.6.2 Mixing the Digital and Non-Digital).  

In this work, I was able to identify that the mixed-media ‘fragments’ or artefacts 

could provide an appropriate channel for passing supportive peer content to other 

persons encountering challenges while taking their first steps towards desistance. 

This was possible because the artefacts took on a kind of temporal permanence, in 

remaining fixed across time, and were thus able to capture, express and 

(importantly) make manifest insightful reflections on emotional support in a form 

that could be physically passed between groups. While I acknowledge that other 

studies included in this work draw attention to this ‘fixedness’ of artefacts and its 

role in remembrance (Goodman and Rosner, 2011; Wallace et al., 2013) and gift-

giving (Spence, 2019), I found that this permanence provided the means to both 
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capture a representation of change for the provider (e.g. N6 in 7.9.1 Audibly 

Augmenting Reality) and provide the receiver with motivation for change (see e.g. 

7.11.1 Looking Back to Look Forward). To my knowledge, I am the first to explicitly 

highlight this powerful potential dual role for mixed-media artefacts within the 

creation of peer support activities. I as such offer an answer to my second research 

question: that we pay explicit attention to how relational and communicative 

dynamics can play out through digital artefacts in environments where 

synchronous communication is not possible. One potential way that future 

research could seek to innovate further around this exchange is through exploring 

how artefacts can be continuously passed between groups to observe how fragment 

creators interpret how their artefacts are received. Indeed, this investigation ideally 

helps to expand the scope of what can be considered as evidence of change, and 

how a perpetrator might demonstrate this for moments of reflection and realisation 

on abusive behaviours. 

 Identity Work Around Perpetration 

When observing the process of making, I noted that many of my participants engaged 

in work around their own identities with respect to the label ‘perpetrator’, whether 

they sought to reject it or accept it (7.6.1 Balancing Parts with Wholes; 7.9.2 

Curating Identities). This grappling with such complex and challenging questions 

related to harm, memory, and identity adds to the ever-growing corpus of work 

within HCI that understands the value of further exploring the making process to 

communicate sensitive and challenging topics (Clarke et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 

2014; ‘Stepping Out of The Box Art Exhibition’, 2019). Due to the flexibility inherent 

in the process of using JigsAudio as a medium for presenting the co-designed FoTP 

process, my participants were also able to share only what they felt comfortable 

sharing about their identities, their behaviours, and how these may have 

subsequently changed across the intervention. As such, I suggest in response to my 

third research question regarding methodological considerations that when creating 

both asynchronous and synchronous communicative groups, practitioners and 

researchers could investigate the incorporation of mechanisms for creative 

expression to assist people in communicating their closely held feelings and 
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experiences. I make this suggestion to encourage the cultivation of approaches in 

HCI that seek to uncover greater emotional understandings of the growing 

participant base that the field works with, leading to improved health and wellbeing 

outcomes and promoting the protection of vulnerable groups. 

I do however acknowledge that caution must be applied when repeating such a 

process: in short, participants who have used harm should not feel free to present 

themselves in a way that legitimises their abusive behaviours through e.g. 

minimisation, denial or blaming of others (Hearn, 1998). Providing these types of 

participants with the ability to craft an identity, particularly those who may have 

carefully curated an acceptable public-facing identity to hide their abuse of their 

partners, is a particular risk with this social group. However, inevitable complexities 

arise when condoning the permanent labelling of an individual as a ‘perpetrator’, 

irrespective of their present behaviour; this somewhat ignores the existential issue 

of how that label is negotiated by the men in question as they experience it in their 

everyday lives, as this study has demonstrated. Moreover, as each stage was 

carefully co-planned with Barnardo’s, support processes that could potentially 

undermine the messages of a DVPP via negative feedback loops were carefully 

caught and challenged before material could be added to them. Considering this, I 

offer an ethical and methodological consideration for my third research question 

that there is an ethical tension between an authentic (yet unhelpful) 

representation of emotive support and a moderated (and thereby slightly 

inauthentic) yet useful representation. Examining this tension gives rise to new 

foundational questions in relation to perpetrators: for example, how do you hold on 

to and acknowledge an abusive past while still being permitted to move on?  In future 

work, I anticipate exploring how both reflective and evasive fragments can be used 

to engage perpetrators in independent, individual reflection on their prior thoughts 

and behaviours (as suggested by G6), as well as how these reflections might compare 

to existing in-person reflective evaluations such as mid-programme reports or post-

programme risk assessments. An approach such as that described within this work 

presents a relatively low-cost (from an organisational perspective) means of 

revisiting these manifestations and providing these impressions to others.  
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 Collective Responsibility for Individual Responsibility 

It can be deeply uncomfortable to acknowledge that the process of sustainable 

change in behaviour is rarely a straightforward, unidirectional linear movement 

away from violence, but is rather a ‘dynamic pathway’ characterised by moments 

of relapse, confusion and resistance to change (McNeill and Maruna, 2007). I 

acknowledge that the decision not to grant ethical approval to certain aspects of 

this research, which shaped the way this research was ultimately conducted, most 

likely stemmed from a concern for protecting vulnerable population groups from 

undue harm, a concern that I seek to continuously respond to and be informed by 

across my work with perpetrators. Nevertheless, a decision to prohibit 

communication, from the perspective of my support organisation, places undue 

focus on isolated, static and (arguably) speculative moments of my participants’ 

journey to non-violence, during which they could conceivably behave irresponsibly. 

As has been suggested in earlier chapters of this thesis, this is more reason to better 

understand the use of violence as a behaviour subject to internal and external 

factors, rather than as permanently rooted in a normative impression of what a 

‘perpetrator’ is and what actions such a person might perform.  

While I am not advocating disregard for the possibility that some participants might 

behave in ways that undermine the messages of the programme, this is also part of 

the learning process inherent to DVPPs, and the associated group accountability is 

the very source of pro-social enforcement (Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013). 

My participants were not afforded the spaces in which to negotiate for taking 

responsibility for others or come to be held accountable in relation to those others, 

as fully as might have been possible an alternative version of Fragments of the Past. 

This denial of affordance notably took place even within a safety-focused and 

heavily moderated specialist environment such as Barnardo’s, where collusion and 

risk are continuously and rigorously evaluated. My investigation into developing 

responsible interaction frameworks sought not only to strongly encourage 

perpetrators to take responsibility for their violence, but also to examine how 

Barnardo’s could give the perpetrators responsibility to do so. Such an exchange 

often relies on significant bonds of trust and honesty being present between both 
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groups, a fact that my participants were highly aware of and openly discussed (by 

addressing e.g., the potential dishonesty of men providing a misleading 

representation of themselves through their fragments, or of the facilitators 

producing inauthentic fragments). As a result, when considering what ethical and 

methodological considerations we must take for our work with such groups for my 

third research question, is to carefully annotate the spaces between perceived 

risk and actualised risk of relapse to institutional bodies that fairly oversee 

ethical research.  

The perceived risk of entire groups going into relapse or partaking in the 

reinforcement of negative patterns due to inter-group communication appears to be 

out of step with the greater possibility for the collectives to self-regulate when 

outlier behaviour occurs (Maitland and Chalmers, 2011; Rubya and Yarosh, 2017), 

particularly since responsible behaviour is determined dynamically over time rather 

than through a single incident. In this way, such blanket verdicts can make ethical 

clearance and engagement with such groups even more challenging, and can further 

lead to a lack of evidence required to inform the safe practices that are necessary 

for reducing harm to vulnerable population groups (Newman, Walker and Gefland, 

1999; Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2014). In such a way, despite the potential 

ethical quandaries surrounding work with complex groups, researchers should not be 

intimidated by the prospect of, in the words of Brown et al. (2016), “ground[ing 

their] sensitivities of those being studied and based on everyday practice and 

judgement”, as researchers within HCI strive to behave ethically and do ethics 

within an ever-expanding field.  

7.13. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have described my fourth investigation into how digital services 

can be designed and deployed to provide spaces for peer support among perpetrators 

of domestic violence enrolled in DAPPs. In so doing, I also describe working with 

challenges surrounding attitudes and ethical questions related to enabling direct 

interpersonal communication between two groups of current and former 

perpetrators of domestic violence. In recounting my investigation, I demonstrate 
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that Fragments of the Past was able to simulate specific aspects of translating peer 

support for the receivers, while still providing the givers with the ability to perform 

identity work in relation to the topic of their use of violence. As such, I contribute 

three further design considerations for work with perpetrators within and beyond 

the context of formal perpetrator interventions, while also highlighting several 

interesting challenges to my third research question. 
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Chapter 8. Discussion: A Journey Revisited 

 

8.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, I make the contributions of the present thesis explicit by drawing 

together and synthesising my key findings and discussion points from across my four 

different investigations. This in turn represents a consolidation of all the different 

insights obtained thus far concerning how digital technologies might be 

collaboratively designed, developed, and evaluated within domestic violence 

support services to assist their work with perpetrators. In the course of this work, I 

have focused on the extent to which such technologies can redistribute 

responsibilities for violence through challenging abusive behaviours, identifying 

alternatives to abuse and providing a surface for identity work surrounding harmful 

actions within a moderated context. I have performed a focused ethnographic study, 

as detailed in Chapter 4, with a local third sector organisation, which produced 

detailed descriptions of how different responsibilities surrounding violence and non-

violence are explored through and with digital technologies with perpetrators. This 

investigation provided the conceptual groundwork for filling LeRose et al.’s (2008) 

‘responsibility gaps’ where they appear in our understanding of domestic violence 

while also enabling me to overcome the hesitancy associated with assigning and 

speaking about individual responsibility for a socially complex problem (Lamb, 

1999). Importantly, this framework has identified areas of concern for better 

assisting perpetrators to negotiate their own responsibilities, agency, choice and 

identity surrounding their use of violence and thereby ‘answer for’ moral wrongdoing 

(Shoemaker, 2011; Smith, 2015). I also included suggestions and recommendations 

for how this framework could be further investigated through digital systems and 

design. My following chapters built on these suggestions by outlining the design, 

deployment, and evaluation process for two socio-technical systems: Choice-Point 

in Chapter 5 and Fragments of the Past in Chapter 7. I also describe how the impact 

of COVID-19 hampered the deployment and evaluation of the Time Out tool; this 

permitted me to perform a deeper analysis of the tensions inherent to designing for 
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perpetrator inclusion throughout Chapter 6. In this chapter, taking a step back from 

my four investigations, I take the opportunity to reflect on how my methods, findings 

and contributions all aid in answering the question that underpins this thesis: 

How might digital technologies be collaboratively designed and deployed 

with perpetrators of domestic violence to assist in their journey towards non-

violence? 

As discussed in Chapter 3, I separated this overarching question into three discrete 

yet interrelated components: what digital technologies are being used in practice 

with perpetrators; how these technologies might be collaboratively designed within 

a professional, moderated context; and what methodological and ethical 

considerations we need to make to better support, rather than hinder, perpetrators’ 

journeys towards non-violence. These components, which I present as sub-research 

questions, were inspired by my personal experience in engaging with feminist 

activism that I share in Chapter 1, as well as my identified spaces for opportunity 

that were found through searching the relevant literature and presented in Chapter 

2. This chapter responds in three sections to each of the research questions in turn, 

where I describe the six contributions of this thesis (listed A. – E.) which are as 

follows: 

Digital Preventative Responses to Domestic Violence 

RQ1. How are digital technologies used in domestic violence perpetrator 

interventions to challenge and support alternatives to abusive behaviours? 

A. An ethnographic, narrative account of workplace practice that describes 

and interprets the relationships between technologies, support workers 

and perpetrators in violence prevention interventions. 

B. The provision of two functional digital systems, and one detailed system 

image, to the wider domestic violence sector, aiming to better assist 

such organisations with the delivery of their work (including evaluation 

and assessment). 

Responsibilities for Violence in HCI and Design 
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RQ2. How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that 

they redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention with perpetrators of 

domestic violence? 

C. A lightweight, flexible design framework for digital service delivery 

aimed at structuring reflective processes around perpetrators’ 

responsibilities for violence. 

D. A series of implications for design regarding how digital systems might 

use this framework to encourage the formation of pro-social behaviours 

more effectively within the context of domestic violence prevention 

interventions. 

HCI and Supporting Responsibility Work in DVPPs 

RQ3. What are key methodological and ethical considerations for technology 

creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services and 

perpetrators? 

E. The analytical concept of ‘un-safety work’ to describe the efforts that 

are performed by researchers, perpetrators and support services that 

act (whether implicitly or explicitly) to undo the historic burden of 

safety-work that has unjustly fallen on victim-survivors to carry. 

F. A series of suggestions for researchers and practitioners who may seek 

to engage perpetrators directly in the design of digital technologies, 

along with suggestions for how this might be done to mitigate the risks 

of collusion.  

 

For each area of knowledge listed here, I present a summary of the work I have 

performed across my four investigations. Within this area, I then explicitly outline 

how my work builds on and uplifts existing work within the field of Human-Computer 

Interaction, as well as inter-related fields more broadly. My final section functions 

as a form of meta-summary that reflects on these contributions to assess how my 

thesis has worked towards satisfying my overarching aim by situating it within the 
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current social, political and economic context of working with perpetrators of 

domestic violence.  

 

8.2. Digital Preventative Responses to Domestic Violence 

This thesis both builds on and is indebted to decades of academic and practical work 

that seek to respond to the harm that has been and is still caused by perpetrators 

of domestic violence. I noted that while responses to domestic violence on the part 

of law enforcement and the criminal justice system may still be ‘patchy and partial’ 

(Hoyle and Sanders, 2000; Barlow et al., 2020), something that has remained 

constant is the tenacity of (frequently) community-based, third sector organisations 

who have risen to fill the ‘unmet needs’ of the populace (Frumkin, 2005), 

particularly in the aftermath of economic austerity (Towers and Walby, 2012). As I 

have discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, a significant number of perpetrators encounter 

the opportunity to engage in meaningful holistic and reformative work within the 

context of domestic violence support charities. However, I also noted that these 

contexts remain an under-researched area, despite HCI’s move towards social 

justice goals (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016; Bopp and Voida, 2020), the drive 

for inclusion in technology creation (Marshall et al., 2018; Strohmayer, 2019) and 

their potential as sites for violence prevention. While a small number of works have 

explored how the content of such interventions might be digitally augmented, or 

have drawn attention to the positive potential of such spaces (Morris and Bans, 

2018), I note that none of these works have yet provided grounded descriptions of 

how technologies are currently being used for rehabilitative purposes in everyday 

practice and in the third sector. This thesis therefore aimed to produce a better 

description and understanding of the practices implemented for managing 

perpetrators as they are experienced by those in that context, arguably an important 

design goal for any technology seeking adoption (Ackerman, 2000). Accordingly, my 

first research question was explicitly designed to capture a description of a context 

as it currently is (or is not) using technologies, along with details of where it could 

be using technologies to better further the goal of harm reduction: RQ1. How are 
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digital technologies used in domestic violence perpetrator interventions to 

challenge, and support alternatives to, abusive behaviours? I note that because of 

the dramatic shift in the landscape of preventative approaches caused by the global 

pandemic COVID-19, my contributions and answers provide a far more valuable 

impression of how such interventions were delivering services, rather than an 

accurate impression of how they are at the time of writing this work. In such a way 

this contribution may contribute towards a comparison for how we might translate 

practice in working with perpetrators remotely or through technologically mediated 

programmes.   

The first phase of my work addressed this research question through a 12-month 

data collection period of focused ethnographic fieldwork at Barnardo’s, as detailed 

within Chapter 4. A summary is provided in the form of A Day in the Life of 

Orchard/Mosaic, which presents a narrative composite of ethnographic accounts of 

interactions between digital technologies, support workers and perpetrators. 

Through my presentation of thick descriptions of mundane technologies (Dourish et 

al., 2010), I show how personal and organisational uses of technologies were being 

used to extend and support work with perpetrators across the three services within 

the scope of the investigation. Digital systems at the site were explicitly leveraged 

as a means of supporting the practices of work in a variety of different ways: these 

included assisting perpetrators to reflect on their abusive past behaviour, providing 

them with the means to carve out new, positive identities in the present, and being 

accountable to demonstrate change in the future. In answering this question, I noted 

that the dependency on these mundane technologies, such as word processors and 

WhatsApp groups, was directly influenced by the external economic context of 

austerity rather than personal preference (Clayton, Donovan and Merchant, 2016; 

Clarke et al., 2019). I shared accounts of how Barnardo’s’ access to digital devices, 

their capacity to commission the organisation to develop new ones, and the training 

required for them to comfortably deploy them was frequently out of scope within 

this context. The underlying inflexibility of the sector’s drive for evidence-based 

approaches also shaped the role that technologies could play within this space 

(Morran, 2006). Any new technologies within this space therefore needed to be 
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introduced so that they were compatible with both the mode of intervention delivery 

and the ideology behind the programme material. Importantly, as I would then 

identify in my later chapters, this also meant such technologies frequently had to 

be compatible with working theory and its implementation around the causation and 

the prevention of violence. 

Choice-Point, discussed in Chapter 5, also contributes findings towards this question, 

as the design, development and evaluation of a novel digital system acted as the 

primary means of delivery for learning about perspective-taking. This chapter 

demonstrates that the socio-material system of Choice-Point worked to 

communicate potentially triggering scenarios at a conceptual distance while 

permitting real-time engagement from its audience. Despite the conflict being 

artificial, as it was delivered in the form of a fictional narrative, the practice of 

decision-making in a participatory context prompted participants to contemplate 

their own use of behaviour. This technology also acted as the first indicator that 

digital technologies could provide support for perpetrators’ pathways to non-

violence through providing motivation for change.  

Fragments of the Past, discussed in Chapter 7, continues to contribute to answering 

this question, being a socio-technical activity used to foster peer-support activities 

through the sharing of asynchronous messages between participants at differing 

stages of two DVPPs. This technology enabled more experienced perpetrators to 

reflect on prior significant moments throughout their journey toward change and 

share this asynchronously with more inexperienced perpetrators. The activity played 

a polysemous role, acting as a means of demonstrating that change was possible, 

challenging false narratives around representation of perpetrators and DVPPs, and 

helping to explain complex thoughts that perpetrators may grapple with during the 

programme. 

 Narrative Vignettes of Digital Support Work with Perpetrators  

The first contribution of this thesis is its provision of detailed narrative vignettes of 

workplace practice, which describe and interpret the relationships between 
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technologies, support workers and perpetrators in violence prevention 

interventions. 

Chapter 4 describes a context of support work that was performed with perpetrators 

and digital technologies to deliver interventions for domestic violence. I provided 

these descriptions, which first described and interpreted the social action of working 

with perpetrators using technologies within Orchard/Mosaic, to complement 

Morran’s (2011b) appeal for greater attention to be paid to ‘what matters?’ to the 

individuals within the interventions themselves. Such social actions were first 

recorded through the use of thick descriptions before being reworked into 

meaningful and vivid narrative representations (Agar, 1996; Lincoln and Denzin, 

2004; Baskerville and Myers, 2015). I next demonstrate how I conducted a grounded 

theory analysis informed by a constructivist approach (Charmaz, 2014) so as to 

better craft links between such vignettes and the theoretical concepts that guide 

this work (Jarzabkowski, Bednarek and Lê, 2014). This analysis uncovered the role 

of responsibilities in the following areas of violence prevention interventions: self-

awareness and perspective-taking; acknowledging the extent of harms; providing 

support and community; and being continuously accountable to demonstrate change 

across the space of the interventions. For each of these areas, several illustrations 

are provided of the mundane technologies that are used to educate, challenge, 

problematise and provoke dialogue around a perpetrator’s connection to their 

abusive behaviours. Unlike other studies that scrutinise the intersection between 

technology and perpetrators through the lens of understanding them as security 

threats or attempting to delineate their psychological make-up (Woodlock, 2017b; 

Seinfeld et al., 2018), the accounts in this thesis seek to contribute to a greater 

understanding of their use in rehabilitation efforts (Nellis, 2006), outside of prison 

contexts (Morris and Bans, 2018).  

My study provides detailed descriptions of how perpetrators leverage technology to 

pursue non-abusive goals as perpetrators. This occurs within the context of 

Barnardo’s service delivery, such as in Chapter 5, and beyond it, as in the more 

experienced post-DVPP perpetrator participant set in Chapter 7. The provision of 

such accounts is inherently valuable, as they reveal the manner in which 
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technologies are leveraged outside of criminal justice settings (Verbaan et al., 2018) 

or therapy settings, both of which are subject to different contextual constraints. 

Such provision also helps to build up a picture that illustrates the ‘material and 

social circumstances’ in which the technologies exist (Suchman, 1987), along with 

how they are used in interactions with and between groups of individuals (Taylor et 

al., 2013; Kuutti and Bannon, 2014) within third sector service delivery contexts 

(Marshall et al., 2018; Strohmayer, 2019). These vignettes are presented with the 

goal of providing Human-Computer Interaction researchers and designers with 

greater insight into a field of work that demonstrates the messy and entangled 

relationships between how technology is used and how service users of domestic 

violence services are managed (Freed et al., 2017, 2019; Parkin et al., 2019). The 

aim of presenting this data is to contribute a sense of what it was like to be there 

in Barnardo’s, both as a researcher and a person attempting to support them with 

their service delivery. I do this in acknowledgement that, in line with Moncur et al. 

(2013), not every space is suitable or available for every researcher – not because 

these spaces are unfairly exclusionary, but rather because such places do require an 

attention to detail, understanding and tacit responsiveness to sensitive topics that 

can be challenging at a distance. I therefore hope that these vignettes and the 

anonymised data set11 that accompanies them might better guide and inform a 

contextual impression of how digital preventative methods used to engage with 

perpetrators under everyday circumstances are experienced.  

Such thick descriptions and their analyses also seek to contribute to the wider 

literature on Digital Preventative Responses to Domestic Violence within the space 

of domestic violence perpetrator programmes evaluations. Narrative accounts of this 

kind add to the steadily growing body of work that seeks to expand focus away from 

purely ‘what works’ with perpetrators towards ‘the more nuanced questions of 

program content and implementation’ (Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland, 2017). 

Importantly, such accounts demonstrate that interpretive descriptions of workplace 

practice, alongside perpetrator accounts (such as those of Hearn (1998) and Downes 

et al. (2019)), can provide viable and valuable insights into how perpetrators do or 

 
11 http://dx.doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.11522472 
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do not orientate themselves towards pathways to non-violence. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, perpetrator interventions often struggle to establish their legitimacy with 

other professionals due to concerns over not treating the men harshly enough, or 

conversely treating them too harshly through shaming and humiliation (Pence and 

Paymar, 2003; Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013). My ethnographic accounts 

aim to offer a holistic account of a DVPP that strikes the balance between being 

non-judgemental and holding perpetrators to account for their behaviour. Such 

accounts attempt to jointly characterise (while not apologising for) perpetrators and 

their technology use, while also conveying a rich impression of what work with 

perpetrators involves in programmes that understand violence to be a learned 

behaviour.  

 Provision of Digital Systems for Perpetrator Interventions 

The second contribution of this thesis is a joint contribution to Digital Preventative 

Responses to Domestic Violence and Responsibilities for Violence in HCI and Design: 

specifically, the provision of two functional digital systems to the wider domestic 

violence sector. This is accompanied by a detailed blueprint of the system 

architecture, mock-ups, and user scenarios of the Guided Time Out, which I discuss 

in greater detail below.  

In my Literature Review (Chapter 2), I demonstrated that there is a significant lack 

of digital tools, resources and systems currently being leveraged to support 

perpetrators in rehabilitation efforts (Ward, Mann and Gannon, 2007; Morran, 2011b; 

Morrison et al., 2018). My focused ethnography (Chapter 4) revealed spaces where 

certain technologies might represent a viable means of assisting in the delivery of 

interventions for perpetrators, as well as aiding in their negotiation of 

responsibilities to desist from the use of harmful behaviours. As I noted when 

outlining my motivation for working within this space in Chapter 1, I have been 

inspired by the guidance of the many scholars who have underlined that research 

within the violence against women sector should be mutually beneficial for both 

organisations and the research team (Downes, Kelly and Westmarland, 2014; Antle, 

2017; Westmarland and Bows, 2018). This was also reflected in my discussion of 

Strohmayer’s (2019) work, which advocates that the process of research, along with 
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its tangible outcomes, should seek to uphold the overarching values present within 

a political space, particularly within the third sector. In my work with domestic 

violence organisations, I understood myself to be what Asad et al. (2019) term an 

‘academic accomplice’, seeking to draw on my privileges of technical skills, funding 

and work capacity to provide something that was meaningful and useful to the sector 

I was exploring. However, there were times where being an accomplice to modes of 

design and development proved to be a challenge as the choice of digital 

intervention, such as the Guided Time Out, was influenced far more by the political 

and economic constraints of the environment than my ability to collect data first-

hand with my charitable partners. In such a way, these technologies are offered to 

the sector as they are directly informed by and shaped by the influencing factors of 

such an environment that they are not simply technologies for perpetrators, but 

rather technologies for perpetrators as shaped by the contexts in how they were 

produced. 

As my doctoral research would come to an end far sooner than the services for 

perpetrators, I was thus highly conscious of the risks of complicating partner 

expectations, funding arrangements and handover processes (Taylor et al., 2013). 

This is of acute concern when such technologies are understood as ‘successful’ in 

making a change or improving an end user’s condition through their use, as my 

quotes in Chapters 5 and 7 demonstrate (Balaam et al., 2019; Hodge et al., 2020). 

In the interests of sharing what Taylor et al. (2013) describe as the ‘final fates of 

[research] prototypes’, this contribution communicates how Choice-Point, the 

Guided Time Out and Fragments of the Past came to be contributions to the 

domestic violence sector more broadly.  

Due to managerial decisions and changes in services delivered, the team I had 

previously worked with within Barnardo’s in Chapter 4 was disbanded after the 

conclusion of my investigation described in Chapter 7. Initially, this gave me 

considerable anxiety that all my engagements had produced were prototypes that 

would sit on a shelf without achieving sustained social impact (Balestrini, Rogers and 

Marshall, 2015). Nevertheless, both the Choice-Point and Fragments of the Past 

systems (described in more detail in Chapters 5 and 7 respectively) were fortunately 
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able to exist as a means of digital service delivery in contexts extending beyond my 

investigations with Barnardo’s. Both my systems were openly advertised at 

practitioner-focused venues, such as Respect’s Working with Perpetrators National 

Event12, while information about their availability was made known through various 

academic, practitioner and activist mailing lists. Among other things, these 

communications presented the key findings of my research, my method, descriptions 

of the systems and suggestions for how the tools could work alongside existing DVPP 

content. Shortly after these systems were advertised, three interested third sector 

organisations contacted me to share that they were interested in adopting Choice-

Point in their own service delivery, while two expressed their interest in using 

Fragments of the Past; these were organisations who were not included as research 

partners in these investigations and were otherwise unknown to me. Instructions, 

guidance for use and my contact details were provided to each interested 

organisation, and I further facilitated a ‘setting up session’ a few hours in length 

that was conducted over Zoom. This resulted in two organisations who engaged in 

DVPP delivery using Choice-Point within their own programme and providing 

feedback via email on the performance of the system and ways in which it could be 

improved. As I noted in Chapter 5, the Choice-Point system was built using the open-

source software Twine, meaning that these organisations could independently 

author, implement and trial their own non-linear narratives separate from ‘The 

Johnsons’. While the story I authored together with Barnardo’s as a means of 

deploying Choice-Point centred around a heterosexual family, I was enthused to see 

this narrative rewritten by an organisation to work with an LGBT group. As of time 

of this writing, Choice-Point is still hosted through Newcastle University via a Docker 

container, and I am in discussions with the Information Technology department as 

to how this might be transferred to Barnardo’s. 

For Fragments of the Past, this socio-technical process was delivered with another 

two DVPP groups within a local organisation in the North East. The first additional 

deployment had something of a shaky start, as one of the JigsAudio systems was 

reportedly non-operational; upon further investigation, however, this was because 

 
12 https://ukafn.org/event/respect-working-with-perpetrators-national-event/ 
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of some confusion surrounding how to access the battery through the fabrication 

casing. This system was tangible, which required me to meet up with the local 

organisation to demonstrate its functionality. After clarifying my instructions 

further, the activity was then implemented between two groups of perpetrators 

who, instead of crafting fragments of their past experiences, were asked to choose 

an object of significance within the centre at which the DVPP was run to attach an 

RFID (and therefore audio message) to. However, this exciting new deployment was 

cut short by the impact of COVID-19, which made the exchange of physical objects 

unsafe. As the core code for JigsAudio is currently being maintained by Alexander 

Wilson through Newcastle University systems, this reaffirms the longevity of its 

codebase well beyond the Fragments of the Past project. As for communicating the 

process of reflection and artifact construction I have passed on a ‘training pack’ to 

Barnardo’s and the two other organisations who got in touch. 

As my Chapter 6 shows, I completed the process with a low-fidelity prototype of a 

Guided Time Out, designed to provide activities, encouragement, and instructions 

on how to use the self-management tool appropriately. As I noted above, the global 

pandemic had a significant impact on how the Guided Time Out could be developed 

within the timelines of this work. However, and fortunately, my research partners 

were subsequently able to reappropriate and work to establish the design as a 

working system. Utilising a different source of funding, the Guided Time Out, now 

being understood within the COVID-19 era of social distancing, was thus adapted to 

be used remotely and outside of a formal intervention context. This was done 

because DVPPs were no longer running in-person, although many current and some 

new service users were still being managed or ‘held’ through crisis management 

tools to curtail an immediate threat of harm. The Guided Time Out was thus adapted 

to be used in a crisis management capacity, and was deployed on the website of the 

national phoneline for perpetrators of domestic abuse (Respect, 2020b). Respect 

both own and provide the maintenance for the codebase, server, and service design. 

 

8.3. Responsibilities for Violence in HCI 
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My contributions to the spaces of designing for Responsibilities for Violence in HCI 

come as a response to my second research question: RQ2. How might digital systems 

be designed and deployed in such a way that they redistribute responsibilities for 

violence prevention towards perpetrators of domestic violence? This thesis’ 

contribution in the area of designing for responsibilities is motivated by the 

disconnect between the growing body of work focused on responsible design and 

wider calls for researchers to ‘take responsibility’ for their practice and outcomes 

(Suchman, 2002; Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016), as well as the ways in which 

responsibilities for users are understood, negotiated and strived towards in practice 

(Fox, Silva and Rosner, 2018). This question was driven by the ‘symbolically 

important’ stance of ensuring that perpetrators assume accountability for abusive 

behaviour (Kelly and Westmarland, 2015) while also believing in their capacity to be 

transformed (hooks, 2016). In particular, I was motivated by the disconnect between 

the growing number of victim-centric technologies (Arief et al., 2014; Dieterle, 

2015) and the distinctive lack of work that addresses perpetrators as persons to be 

designed for directly. Along with an understanding of domestic violence as a practice 

of perpetrating abusive behaviour (Dobash and Dobash, 1981), this question was also 

motivated by questions of how digital self-management tools and cooperative 

technologies could be adapted to meet the goals of perpetrator interventions. This 

approach works directly to help support researchers striving to uphold the social 

justice commitment of ‘hold[ing] responsible those who foster or unduly benefit 

from the oppression of others’ (Dombrowski, Harmon and Fox, 2016), yet who find 

themselves without a guide to doing so. 

Chapter 4 begins to contextualise the location in which such technologies might be 

deployed, and further hints at the types of technologies that could be appropriate 

for these purposes by highlighting the roles of mundane technologies and symbolic 

interactionism. In doing so, I analysed thick descriptions of workplace practice to 

construct a theoretical framework of change through restoration, which I trial across 

the space of my thesis. As each key stage of change is related to a different 

responsibility that the perpetrators were required to consider and work towards, I 

coined a framework named Mechanisms of Moral Responsibilities to represent their 
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interdependent and intersecting nature. I also draw attention to the moral and 

individual nature of responsibilities for violence, as this can provide the foundation 

for starting small and then building up to wider approaches for the collective to 

challenge domestic violence.  

However, it is through the design work presented across the following three data 

chapters – including Choice-Point, Guided Time Out and Fragments of the Past – that 

this question is answered; in fact, each work answers this question in different ways 

by practically demonstrating ways of actively designing for and with these 

mechanisms. In Chapter 5, I document how the mechanisms of self-awareness and 

perspective-taking could be leveraged through interactive, fictional storytelling to 

remind perpetrators of their agency and choice in performing abusive actions. 

Chapter 6 demonstrates how a smartphone application could be designed to 

interrupt or prevent the immediate threat of violence, reminding perpetrators of 

their role in the extent of harms caused. Finally, Chapter 7 shows how, in line with 

the ruling of the ethics approval committee, the provision of peer support and 

community between perpetrators could be made possible through asynchronous peer 

support networks. Each of these chapters further detail the design requirements and 

considerations regarding how such technologies might be designed for such 

mechanisms in the future. In such a way, the answers I provide in this thesis prompt 

consideration of this redistribution of responsibility to be highly dependent on the 

context that shaped them.  

 A Conceptual Framework for Designing for Responsibilities 

The development of the Mechanisms of Moral Responsibilities framework in Chapter 

4 represents the first contribution of the present thesis within the space of Designing 

for Responsibilities. This is a lightweight, flexible framework that describes of the 

spaces for the negotiation of responsibilities for violence within the third sector as 

they are created with perpetrators through interactions with technologies. It 

emerged as a direct result of working with both support workers and perpetrators 

to design a roadmap capable of representing the key features of their work practice 

and their values in working towards preventing violence as they themselves 

understood them. In being so constructed, this conceptual framework aims to guide 
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the ways in which we can shift the conversation surrounding retrospective blame 

(Lamb, 1999; Grimpe, Hartswood and Jirotka, 2014) towards assisting perpetrators 

with navigating their sometimes contradictory and unclear responsibilities towards 

current and future violence prevention (Adam and Groves, 2011). The framework 

seeks to channel the understanding that responsibilities should be ‘grounded in 

social relations’, as each duty within the framework points to an action that 

perpetrators should perform in relation to other people (Young, 2011). The design 

framework also permits the identification of how motivations for changing attitudes 

and behaviour shift over time across the space of the same intervention, something 

that has also been scrutinised across single behaviours in other studies (Marteau, 

Hollands and Fletcher, 2012; Pinder et al., 2018b). Importantly, this framework 

represents a contribution independent of theorising how and why people change 

(Ploderer et al., 2014); instead, it focuses specifically on what it is that they are 

changing about themselves and the holistic spaces where it would be most beneficial 

to target such behaviours for intervention.  

As Chapter 4 discusses in more detail, the model (Figure 29) begins by identifying a 

starting space of self-awareness of one’s presence and behaviours towards others, 

while concluding at an understanding of one’s belonging to a social group of 

reforming or reformed individuals. I further contribute that as the process of change 

is placed within the context of programme provision, a key mechanism that should 

Figure 29: Process of Mechanisms of Moral Responsibilities for Violence Prevention 
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be continuously strived for in design is permitting perpetrators to be continuously 

accountable for demonstrating change in some way. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 seek to 

evaluate the validity of such a model through designing technologies that can be 

implemented in these spaces. Based on the positive feedback from perpetrators, 

particularly in Chapters 5 and 7, it appears that these spaces were appropriate and 

somewhat successful in helping both support workers and perpetrators to orientate 

around discussions of responsibilities for violence. However, as Chapter 6 

demonstrates, designing technologies for acknowledging the extent of harms was a 

considerably trickier proposition, with perpetrators tending to minimise their role 

in the uses of violent patterns of behaviour and therefore being unwilling to adopt 

a tool that provoked this discussion. It is worth mentioning that different results 

could have been recorded if the technology was developed and used; however, I 

discuss this in more detail in Chapter 9 when addressing avenues for future work.  

I also provide guidance as to how this contribution of a design framework might be 

leveraged by HCI researchers so that they might better understand its application to 

their own field of study and the related potential for digital design. While this 

framework was generated specifically with perpetrator interventions in mind, I note 

that there is potential for it to be applied to other spaces in which individuals harm 

others within a professional treatment or re-education model. There is a great deal 

of potential in the application of the framework towards anti-social and stigmatised 

behaviours, where an overwhelming amount of stigma and judgement is focused on 

the actions on individuals causing harm, and where the role of choice, agency and 

capacity to change are subject to scrutiny.  

Drawing from the work of Albert Bandura, who has driven my approach to 

understanding domestic violence as learned behaviour, it seeks to make transparent 

the process through which people come to live in accordance with higher moral 

standards of desisting from violence (Bandura, 1971, 1999). However, as 

environments where behaviour is learned is influenced by social and societal factors 

beyond a person’s control, this does problematise to what extent it solely someone’s 

moral responsibility to choose to do otherwise without reinforcing the same 

structures of oppression. Novel programmes that take into consideration the impact 
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of trauma and cycles of abuse could produce different variations on, or novel 

mechanisms for change that could be worth investigating further (Aaron and 

Beaulaurier, 2017). In so much, the highlighted spaces of negotiation must not be 

used in isolation of other interventions that seek to further challenge these wider 

societal factors out of concern that this would result in the same responsibilisation 

of violence akin to victim-blaming (Lamb, 1999). Nevertheless, it is worth 

considering that not all learned behaviour is put into practice and providing an 

explanation for why someone may use violence should not be conflated with 

justification for its use. As such, there is clearly scope to explore this framework 

within contexts that take the impact of learned behaviours into account, and for 

such technologies, such as Fragments of the Past, to be (carefully) used outside of 

interventions to support these intersectional influences on violence. This is done so 

that such spaces can be better supported in adopting both reactive and preventative 

approaches as part of their future work with perpetrators.  

After examining the model from a distance, I now understand it to be most valuable 

due to its combining the content areas of a perpetrator invention alongside the 

important spaces in which perpetrators continuously perform identity work, 

reflection and renegotiation of agency and choice (Pence, 1983; Pence and Paymar, 

1993b; Lamb, 1999). In many ways, it imposes a level of structure for the responsible 

design of technologies, albeit technologies that are intended to be flexible enough 

for the designing for responsibilities to take place within. Upon reflection, I consider 

how, for several reasons related to the length of time required for technological 

development, it was not possible to trial the suitability of the model with the same 

group of perpetrators in the same intervention. The model was accordingly applied 

to different perpetrators across different stages of their journey; thus, more design 

work is required to better understand whether the same groups would have had the 

same responses to the three chronological and one consistent duty across the 

programme. Nevertheless, the design framework still makes contributions regarding 

how digital interventions with technologies in DVPPs can be shaped within the 

context of changing harmful attitudes, violence prevention and charitable 

organisations.  
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Understanding Moral Responsibility for Violence 
In the following section I intend to outline how designers, researchers and 

practitioners may better design technologies and systems that directly utilise the 

mechanisms for moral responsibilities for perpetrators to reflect on abusive 

behaviours. However, it is also worth considering what my projects aimed to 

contribute toward the wider theories of moral responsibility that I engaged with in 

my Literature Review. In this section, I consider how the findings of this work 

correspond to responsible design and designing for responsibility. In doing so, I then 

relate how digital technologies can or cannot be used to ‘answer for’ moral 

wrongdoing that has helped to drive this thesis.  

In my discussion around responsible design within the design of the Guided Time 

Out, the positive responsibility enacted by the design to cause no harm 

(Gotterbarn’s (2001) positive responsibility) by putting potential victim-survivors at 

risk and impacting on Respect’s professional reputation took an interesting priority 

in this work. I also witnessed the expression of this through the ethical approval 

conditions that I received with regard to Fragments of the Past where speculative 

moments of risk were prioritised over present risk (7.3.1 Ethics Approval). While I 

cannot fault that scholars are incorporating the reflexive consideration of the impact 

that their actions could have on others, such as outlined by Bardzell (2010) and 

Dombrowski (2016), these findings provide an interesting nuance to this request. In 

so much, when we consider actions towards working with violence and harm that 

our interpretation of potential harms or benefits do not outstretch the real harms 

and benefits of such systems. 

Conversely, when we work with matters of negative responsibility, it may be easy 

to mispurpose my technologies in such a way that they may be used to blame an 

individual for their behaviour, irrespective of how they were designed for. I reflect 

on the fact that how I deployed such technologies in the context of domestic 

violence perpetrator programmes whereby such contexts must strike a delicate 

balance between holding someone to account while also providing them meaningful 

ways to explore their behaviours and attitudes. Choice-Point for example, while co-

written for an audience where the narrative for violence was co-written with 
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professionals and victim-survivors could easily have turned into continuous scrutiny 

of an individual’s behaviour. Consider how one perpetrator chose to continuously 

select negative responses for amusement (5.9.3 Creating a Lack of Control), such an 

action could have led concerned professionals to demonstrate that bad choices were 

indicative of no change in behaviour. In such a way, while we might seek to avoid 

such tools being used to directly blame and shame someone’s actions, there is a risk 

that such tools can be transformed from explorative to punitive. 

Finally, I leveraged Angela Smith’s argument that we should understand moral 

responsibility as answerability; that only if someone was in a position to reasonably 

‘answer for’ their behaviour could they be deemed as both responsible for the 

behaviour, and thus responsible to retribute for it (Smith, 2015). Under the guidance 

of Lamb (1999)  and Tavris  (1989) I initially leveraged this approach as it holds 

people responsible for attitudes (understanding the use of violence to be 

appropriate, say) which may have been formed beyond their control. While I did so 

as to ensure that the responsibilities for the cause by such violence were not merely 

excused through focusing on matters beyond the patterns of violence (Romito, 

2008), positioning technology in such a functional way ran the risk of losing the 

nuance of what I was trying to uncover. Specifically, the use of technologies to what 

Smith calls as ‘answer for’ the retribution of the use of violence by their very use 

alone do take the ‘symbolically important’ stance to challenge perpetrators (Kelly 

and Westmarland, 2015). However, this is not enough from a theoretical or a 

practical standpoint for the correct people (perpetrators) to be seen to be held 

responsible by others through and with digital tools. In particular, I identified that 

Angela Smith’s responsibility as answerability (2015) neither takes into 

consideration the complexities of how difficult it is to communicate said attitudes, 

particularly around violence responsible nor how irrational belief systems may 

manifest in violence to determine the degree to which an individual is morally. In 

such a way, perhaps this suggests that actions that result in violence may have to be 

considered from a different theoretical standpoint from Smith’s yet one that is also 

sensitive of the contexts that seek to instil under-responsibility for perpetrators in 

society.  
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Gotternbarn’s 
negative 
responsibility 

Choice-Point and Fragments of the Past demonstrate that 
directly avoiding discussing blame can still evoke positive 
discussions around causality, agency, and choice in relation 
to abusive consequences. However, such tools if 
mispurposed through design or implementation can still be 
used to focus on blame, shame and other counterintuitive 
approaches to violence prevention. 

 

Gotternbarn’s 
positive 
responsibility 

Within the design of the Guided Time Out, the positive 
responsibility of the design team ended up taking priority 
over the final design of the work (6.6 First Design Iteration 
of the Guided Time Out). This was also mirrored in the 
ethical approval for the work to take place on Fragments of 
the Past where speculative moments of risk were prioritised 
over present risk (7.3.1 Ethics Approval). 

  

Smith’s 
responsibility as 
answerability 

Providing digital tools as a functional means to ‘answer for’ 
the wrongdoing of behaviour can miss important nuances 
and complexities in navigating responsibilities for violence. 
In particular measuring changes in attitudes proved to be a 
difficult challenge due to the timescales and the provision 
of ways for perpetrators to communicate these 
appropriately (7.7 Stage Two: Fragments of the Past) 

 

Table 9: Findings and Theoretical Considerations for Moral Responsibilities through and 
with Technologies 

 

 Suggestions for Digital System Design for Perpetrators 

After having discussed my conceptual offering of Mechanisms of Moral 

Responsibilities, I now turn my discussion to implications for how digital systems 

might be designed for perpetrators by breaking down my specific suggestions for 

each moral mechanism. 

Self-awareness and Perspective Taking 
After conducting observations within the context of domestic violence service 

delivery, I crafted a conceptual framework that aspired to guide designers towards 

areas where the redistribution of responsibility could take place. The following 

chapters explored how this framework could be designed for in practice by eliciting 
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understanding from Choice-Point in Chapter 5, Guided Time Out in Chapter 6, and 

Fragments of the Past in Chapter 7. It is in Chapter 5 where I present a curious and 

almost paradoxical design recommendation that seeks to promote (as I demonstrate 

through one of my quotes) perpetrators ‘tak[ing] abuse seriously’ by recommending 

systems that permit the use of narrative fiction. Despite the fact that second-person 

fiction is often used within the context of entertainment (subverting the calls for 

‘taking something seriously’), I argue that such an environment could potentially 

engage perpetrators in acknowledging that using violence is their choice within the 

hypothetical boundary of a ‘magic circle’ (Huizinga, 2016). In doing so, I 

recommended that (1) fictional accounts, particularly those that require 

interaction from the user, can provide a protective ‘cover’ under which 

perpetrators can meaningfully relate to fictional representations of violence 

while also articulating their own attitudes and awareness towards their own 

behaviours. However, this chapter also draws attention to another important design 

factor, which must be balanced carefully against the emancipatory power of placing 

the end user in the driver’s seat of an activity: that of designing such a situation so 

that it provides the perpetrator with a restricted set of options, approaches, or 

messages. Such a design suggestion for systems involving a narrative fiction was 

developed after Barnardo’s and several victim-survivors expressed reluctance to 

allow perpetrators to take full control of the narrative (‘spin [a story] about 

themselves’), as this would open up possibilities of them avoiding their own 

responsibilities for violence. I do however note that restricting the roles accessible 

to perpetrators is not as inherently restrictive as it first appeared; accordingly, I 

recommend that designers confine such a system to (2) leverage pre-written 

narratives of abuse and violence but permit perpetrators to partake in the story 

through the provision of character roles, as this will help to ensure that the tone 

and narrative are coherent within such a sensitive setting. 

Acknowledging the Extent of Harms 
I start this section with the caveat that the design implications for these mechanisms 

are based on theorised rather than actualised use of a crisis management tool for 

responding to the extent of harms.  
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Chapter 6 makes a design recommendation in the form of highlighting a specific 

space for intervention. Specifically, I argue that tools for domestic violence 

perpetrators need not always be used within the interventions themselves and can 

also run alongside or in between the sessions. Quotes within this work demonstrate 

that a significant amount of reflection and change happens outside of the 

programme sessions by ‘going over what [they have] learned’, thus constructing a 

tangible, external representation of ‘taking change away’ from the sessions. 

Providing tools that might be used outside of a DVPP but under moderated 

supervision may also respond to the tension identified by a perpetrator in this 

chapter of ‘the implementation of ‘behaviour change’ tools into [a perpetrator’s] 

lifestyle or conflict’. In such a way technology might consider positioning digital 

technologies act as an (3) external source of information and thereby authority 

that may be able to support perpetrators in changing abusive behaviours in their 

own lives. While the Guided Time Out responds to the need for one important crisis 

management tool, I note in Chapter 6 that many quotes highlighted that there can 

be a lot of content to cover, practice and report on from the perspective of both 

the support workers and the perpetrators. As such, while there may be tensions 

surrounding the flexibility of the rules, having an external source of enforcement 

and advice outside of the sessions was identified as important across perpetrators, 

victim-survivors, and staff members. While tools need to be in line with the 

programme integrity, such as providing the correct self-management tools, 

designers should consider that the (4) instructive potential of a self-management 

tool should be balanced with facilitating a relational negotiation about the 

interpretation of such tools. This suggestion is gleaned from the research site’s 

interest in providing instructions to help a perpetrator follow guidance by ‘[keeping] 

them on the straight and narrow’, but that this should not come at the expense of 

relating to and negotiating with their victim-survivor. Additionally, this relationality 

is crucial to ensure that perpetrators do not attempt to control their victim-survivors 

behaviour or responses to their use of the tool.  

Providing Peer Support and Community 
In Chapter 7, I suggest that designers should (5) pay explicit attention to how 

relational and communicative dynamics can play out through digital artefacts in 
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environments where synchronous communication is not possible. As I explored 

within this chapter, although synchronous communication was deemed unsafe from 

my ethics board, it was possible to simulate aspects of peer support process through 

making and sharing physical representations of changes in attitude and behaviour. 

Based on how institutional contexts perceive perpetrators to behave in groups 

(Appendix C), I believe that this ethical verdict is likely to be reproduced in the 

future. In such a way, this suggestion be better in line with ensuring peer support 

activities remain in a moderated environment, such as a DVPP, and not introduce 

unwieldy, complex instant messaging systems that may be understood as ‘technical 

and scary’ and thus may detract from the pro-social discursive context of the 

programme. As quotes evidenced from this work, the communicative dynamics of 

digital artefacts can also facilitate a discussion between a perpetrator and 

themselves, such as self-reflection and retrospective evaluation of their behaviours. 

In such a way, participants were able to both challenge the false narratives of who 

a ‘perpetrator’ was, and how they orientated themselves towards being labelled. I 

suggest that (6) tools for self-management can also be leveraged as a means of 

exploring identity work surrounding the label of ‘perpetrator’ and how this 

connects them to a wider community of other service users. This was a result of 

the flexibility of the JigsAudio system, which permitted the participants to share 

only what they felt comfortable sharing through creative expression. Once again, 

this chapter reports on the benefits of the flexibility of representation found through 

both the moments of changing behaviour and the materials used to represent them, 

encompassing a collection of digital and non-digital materials. 

To be Accountable to Demonstrate Change 
My digital technologies were designed and deployed in a context where changes in 

attitudes and behaviour are expected to be demonstrated in some way by 

perpetrators and evaluated by domestic violence support organisations. In Chapter 

2, I drew attention to the tension between ‘evidencing success’ for support services 

against paying attention to how the complexities of personal change among 

perpetrators should be understood (Morran, 2011b). I identified that this tension can 

also manifest in the gap between actualised changes a perpetrator makes towards 

their behaviour and attitudes, and the ways that this can be demonstrated across 
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formal interventions with support services. In Chapter 5, I highlighted that a 

perpetrator’s negative choices as selected using Choice-Point did not demonstrate 

a misunderstanding or an expressed desire to cause harm. Rather, perpetrators 

discursively agreed that they wished to understand the consequences of choosing to 

use harm that reaffirmed their choice of positive options. Conversely, in Chapter 6, 

quotes demonstrate that a perpetrator share a speculative intention to use a time 

out ‘correctly’ but then use the tool as a warning to their partner. In both these 

investigations, digital tools for self-management and reflection must (7) request 

additional information for why a perpetrator is using a tool to evaluate whether 

a system is being used as a tool for control or responsibility. However, as Chapter 

7 argues, perpetrators may be able to express the complexities of change through 

more than the uptake of digital self-management tools alone. In this work, I 

suggested that perpetrators might be offered a wide variety of different mediums 

to craft digital representations of change, such as ‘fragments’, to evidence that 

change is possible to other perpetrators. In this way, (8) the quality of temporal 

permeance (physical objects that remain fixed across time) might be leveraged 

to capture, express, and make manifest insightful reflections on change for both 

the perpetrator and others that may otherwise be inaccessible through non-

creative interactions with technologies.  

8.4. HCI and Supporting Responsibility Work in DVPPs 

Environments related to the management and discussion of violence cause specific 

risks to researcher safety and wellbeing, at the ethical approval stage (Kabanoff et 

al., 2017), during the data collection periods (Cowburn, 2013), during the data 

analysis or transcription stages (Etherington, 2007), and after the research has 

concluded. In Chapter 2, I drew attention to the fact that third sector organisations 

remain highly important political spaces that have long had an influence on the 

identification of and calls to challenge the perpetration of violence against victim-

survivors (Pizzey, 1974; Freeman, 1979). This is made especially poignant in light of 

the understanding that such organisations are ‘powerful engines for wider societal 

transformations’ (Crivellaro et al., 2019), whereby small transformations within an 

organisation’s service delivery can have a significant impact on the quality of life of 
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the most marginalised and stigmatised populations (Bopp and Voida, 2020). This 

necessitates that additional care should be taken when considering methods and 

ethics to ensure that such work generates no further harm or risk to those involved. 

There are several ethical considerations that are particularly acute within studies 

on violence and abuse, which drove me to continuously reflect on how my third 

research question could be answered: RQ3. What are key methodological and ethical 

considerations for technology creation when collaborating with domestic violence 

support services and perpetrators? I share the contributions this thesis makes that 

informed my safe and ethical practice in working both with perpetrators as research 

participants and as participants to design technologies for and with. I do so in order 

to assist others in navigating the complicated space of working with those who do 

harm in a way that ‘does justice’ to both the research participants and the other 

parties involved (Ross, 2005).  

I first attempted to address this research question through a careful and cautious 

first step into Barnardo’s Orchard/Mosaic in Chapter 4, whereby I immersed myself 

in the practice of perpetrators by means of a focused ethnography. Due to 

Barnardo’s busy schedule of providing front-line work for young people, victim-

survivors, and perpetrators around a variety of different harms, I identified the 

‘focused’ aspect of focused ethnography to be the most methodologically 

compatible with data collection in this area. As I shared through my ethnographic 

accounts, my ability to observe and engage was highly dependent on whether a 

worker’s time permitted flexibility and whether they were called to respond to a 

safeguarding call (as featured in A Day in the Life). Importantly, I also demonstrate 

in Chapter 6 how this can result in withdrawing from research altogether; this 

occurred with the Hampton Trust, Find the Glow and Splitz, who needed to 

immediately prioritise staff time spent delivering front-line services due to the 

severe conditions produced by the global pandemic.  

As I drew attention to in Chapter 2, third sector organisations can encompass a wide 

range of non-profit organisations (NGOs), voluntary organisations and community 

organisations, including registered charities (Local Government Authority, 2008). 

However, as many of these organisations deploy their content in line with either 
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cognitive-behavioural, psychodynamic or pro-feminist paradigms in a group format, 

many of these reflections could arguably be used in any context that attempts to 

engage perpetrators in changing abusive behaviours and attitudes (Barnish, 2004; 

Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013).  

 Un-Safety Work: The Purpose of Working with Perpetrators 

Throughout this thesis, I have indicated that I had to grapple with several practical 

and conceptual considerations to ensure that the design work I performed within 

this space was ethical, meaningful and above all safe for those involved. Regarding 

this contribution, I wish to offer the ways in which I orientated myself around the 

ethical quandary of working with those who harm in order to prevent harm from 

being done to others (Blagden and Pemberton, 2010; Crewe and Ievins, 2015), along 

with a discussion of how other researchers might do the same. Importantly, this 

contribution may aid HCI researchers on how to position and legitimise their practice 

of design for perpetrators that occupy a dominant standpoint from a feminist 

perspective. I introduce the term ‘un-safety work’ to describe the efforts that are 

performed by researchers, perpetrators and support services that act (whether 

implicitly or explicitly) to undo the historic burden of safety-work that has 

unjustly fallen on victim-survivors to carry. Such a term can also be understood as 

an aspiration to facilitate change in how digital and non-digital approaches are 

developed to respond to domestic violence prevention. As this novel term was 

developed across my four investigations and orientations to ethical practice, I now 

highlight the important locations across this thesis that acted as important 

components to the nomenclature.  

I introduced Liz Kelly’s (2014) concept of ‘safety work’ in Chapter 2 which refers to 

how women have to expend effort on thinking about and acting in ways that ‘keep 

[them] safe’ from the threat of men’s violence. Most of this safety work was 

invisible, internalised, habitual, and often went unmentioned. I noted that in 

Chapter 2 this invisibility has a direct impact on how technologies are designed in 

the domestic violence space. As safety work goes so often undefined, there can be 

an application of additional safety work for victim-survivors through digital design 

(often intended for their protection (Westmarland et al., 2013)), instead of critically 
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questioning whether it is sustainable or just to expect a victim-survivor to perform 

it. While I argued for the re-balancing of over-responsibility applied to victim-

survivors and under-responsibility applied to perpetrators (Lamb, 1999) I realised 

that this has to be done while being aware of, and being directly responsive to the 

environment that created this inequality. This was to ensure that I did not 

inadvertently exacerbate this injustice for either the victim-survivor or the 

perpetrator. 

In each investigation, as following the advice of critical men and masculinities 

scholars (Hearn, 1998; Burrell, 2014), I and my research partners positioned the 

design, deployment and evaluation of digital systems for perpetrators in a critical 

manner that was continuously reflected upon by multiple stakeholders. By this, I 

mean that we worked to not only acknowledge that these tools were taking place 

within contexts of structural injustices toward victim-survivors (akin to Sultana et. 

al’s (2018) ‘design within the patriarchy’), but that they were also actively and 

explicitly designed so that they were symbolically holding the right people – 

perpetrators - responsible. This meant deploying our digital systems in contexts, 

such as DVPPs, where we could guarantee that victim-survivors would not be coerced 

to do the work that Choice-Point, the Guided Time Out or Fragments of the Past 

required. In Chapter 5, I deployed Choice-Point where the expert facilitators 

identified that it was the perpetrator who ‘had to take themselves out of [own] 

their world’, rather than ‘spin a narrative’ where they could avoid the work that 

self-awareness and perspective-taking required. As visually displayed in Chapter 6, 

the Guided Time Out application was for use on a perpetrator’s own device for them 

to take ownership of managing their own build-up to a time where they might be 

violent. Finally in Chapter 7, Fragments of the Past requested that perpetrators 

reflect and ‘give back’ to the process of self-management through providing peer 

support and community. For each of these systems, an underlying motive for design 

was that it is the perpetrators who are the individuals expending the effort to make 

themselves safe for other people; or encourage other perpetrators to expend this 

effort. Un-safety work - as this thesis strives to facilitate - aspires that produce a 

direct counterbalance to, and the minimisation of, safety work. By this I mean that 
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its name both acknowledges the injustice of safety work in design, and then acts to 

critically combat it (Strohmayer, Laing and Comber, 2017). In such a way, these 

technologies may work to contribute implications for how victim-survivors’ ‘space 

for action’ (Lupton and Gillespie, 1994) might be expanded, a goal that DVPPs 

notably attempt to strive towards (Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013; Kelly and 

Westmarland, 2015). Such a concept helps to provide an answer to Dombrowski et 

al.’s (2016) poignant statement; to ‘hold [those] responsible who foster or unduly 

benefit from the oppression of others’, we must promote as un-safety work as a 

motive for digital design.  

Encouraging such efforts from people who harm others must be done with caution, 

however, as I identified even technologies explicitly designed for perpetrators could 

be misused to further increase the work expected from victim-survivors (Rosen et 

al., 2003; Wistow, Kelly and Westmarland, 2017). For example, I draw attention to 

how the research team in Chapter 6 challenged a dangerous interpretation of a 

guided time out tool that a perpetrator shared he would use as a ‘warning’ to shape 

the behaviour of his victim-survivor. In such a way, additional energy must be 

expended be researchers and practitioners to anticipate how well-meaning 

technologies may simply reinforce the status quo. Conversely, in Chapter 7 I 

described the additional labour performed by the team to work around an 

institutional verdict (Appendix A) that imposed restrictions on how these spaces for 

navigating safe behaviours could be delivered. All these efforts are also underpinned 

by the extensive emotional work that must be invested by researchers in working 

with those who harm. In offering un-safety work as a contribution, I make no 

attempt to discourage or put off interested developers and designers who wish to 

provide services for victim-survivors in violence prevention efforts. Rather, I offer 

the word as a linguistic tool to challenge the complex interplay of efforts and 

motivators around violence prevention that a researcher has to consider in their 

efforts to work with perpetrators in a way that ‘does justice’ (Ross, 2005) to their 

participants – an interplay that I would have found beneficial to have known about 

before entering the space.  
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 Parameters of Participation: Methodological Approaches in Including 
Perpetrators 

In Chapter 3, I shared some methodological considerations for how we might design 

with and for people who have used or currently use violence and abuse against their 

current and former intimate partners. My performance of this work detailed how 

such investigations might respect and humanise the perpetrators who use these 

types of behaviours, while also helping to navigate ways of holding them responsible 

to promote their agency and their ability to change. As other researchers seek to 

leverage participatory and inclusive practices as a means of social action, further 

shifting the power dynamics between researcher and participant (Halskov and 

Hansen, 2015), I wish to provide some lessons that may aid in performing this 

effectively in this space. I do this in order to further understanding that both assists 

researchers in navigating difficult situations (such as e.g. vocal participants; Vines 

et al. (2013)) and helps researchers to work with participants that, by their very 

nature, can be difficult to work with (Laura Ramírez Galleguillos and Coşkun, 2020). 

I do this by drawing together two practical strategies I introduce in the present 

research: (1) providing suggestions for how we might include perpetrator accounts 

in our work and (2) revisiting the discussion of the ethical complexities in drawing a 

parameter of participation around perpetrator engagement.  

Perpetrator Accounts 
In Chapter 2, I presented a summary of studies demonstrating that when 

perpetrators discuss their use of violence, they frequently use linguistic strategies 

that minimise, deny or excuse their actions against victim-survivors (Hearn, 1998; 

Dobash et al., 2000; Lau and Stevens, 2012). This can be evidenced through several 

of the quotes that I collected throughout my focused ethnography in Chapter 4, as 

well as in all three technical investigations; perpetrators regularly dismissed the 

harm they had caused, only to be gently challenged by facilitators with an 

alternative pattern of events, sourced from police, social care services or the victim-

survivors. This creates a slight contradiction in the way in which participants’ 

accounts are understood and analysed within this thesis, as the accounts of one 

participant type (perpetrator) frequently need to be treated with a ‘healthy degree 

of scepticism’ (Hearn, 1998) that represents a different approach to that engaged 
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in with other participants (victim-survivors, support workers, research partners). I 

note that while feminist standpoint theory helped to conceptualise these power 

imbalances that I describe in Chapter 3, this proved to be challenging to know how 

to apply this theory in practice due to my consistent exposure to testing situations. 

I further note that this situation is only made more complex through the fact that 

many perpetrators gradually began to change the ways in which they spoke about 

these events. Chapter 5, for example, demonstrates how some men identified their 

agency in choosing to use violence during interactions with Choice-Point. A similar 

shift was also identified in Chapter 7, where Fragments of the Past flexibly 

encouraged men to actively consider how they were constructing their identities and 

presenting events. While many works within the HCI field discuss the challenges of 

working with participants in the disclosure of accounts of violence (Matthews et al., 

2017; Freed et al., 2018), no works have yet described the challenges associated 

with analysing or scrutinising them. This work accordingly suggests that perpetrator 

descriptions of violence, rather than being ‘believed’ in the same way as those 

of victim-survivors, are best understood as a construction of events subject to 

temporal change. This is not to suggest that perpetrators’ accounts are inherently 

untrue; within Chapter 7, for example, men at the conclusion of a DVPP did believe 

themselves to be presenting an honest account of their attitudes towards themselves 

and their behaviours. Rather, it indicates that researchers should seek out 

approaches to understanding, and therefore analysing, data that respects the 

intersection of different paradigms through which social phenomena are analysed. I 

accordingly make clear here that researchers should consider adopting a 

constructivist or a constructivist-relativist approach to perpetrator accounts; while 

a constructivist account of events is respected, it may be subject to change or 

challenge after being evaluated against a relative reality that is ‘probabilistically 

apprehendable’ through the collation of multiple accounts (Charmaz, 2014). 

Perpetrator Involvement 
As I have covered in Chapter 2, participatory design and participatory practices have 

long been considered suitable approaches to driving innovation in the design process 

by shifting the power dynamics between researcher and participant. I noted that 

this was especially important within the context of violence and abuse research, 
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where good ethical and moral practice is focused on ensuring that participants are 

empowered to make their own decisions, have a stake in the research outcome, and 

have a positive experience throughout the research process (Downes, Kelly and 

Westmarland, 2014). Indeed, when presenting my practices and reflections in 

Chapter 3, I share that I was primarily motivated to work in-person with domestic 

violence charities, located within a research lab that promoted participatory 

practices, active engagement with stakeholders and the importance of citizens’ 

experiences. I accordingly felt pulled towards participatory processes exemplified 

by scholarship in which HCI and design can seek to amplify voices and empower 

underserved or marginalised populations within sensitive spaces. Works of this kind 

emphasise that understanding the individual as a co-creator or collaborator permits 

individuals who are directly impacted by a phenomenon or a technological 

intervention to play an active role in determining the way in which problems are 

defined. This also included studies that highlight the challenges in implementing 

equitable design visions (Clarke et al., 2013) and suggest alternative means of 

approaching these (Harrington, Erete and Piper, 2019; Heitlinger et al., 2019). 

However, while some of my research outcomes may be like others in terms of 

characteristics, I encountered some unique methodological and ethical challenges 

in identifying how participatory approaches could be misused that I now wish to 

revisit and make explicit.  

In Chapter 6, I outlined my experience of how some perpetrators, when given the 

chance to have full control of the direction for development of technologies for self-

management, sought to promote a design that undermined the process of restorative 

retribution. I explicitly draw attention to this by noting some perpetrators’ 

suggestions of creating a blood pressure monitor that would warn them, and in one 

case their victim-survivor, of upcoming abuse. Such a suggestion at best represents 

a fundamental misunderstanding of what domestic violence is, and therefore an 

attempt at suggesting (in their view) a reasonable solution to an ill-defined problem. 

At worst, however, some of the included quotes represent deliberate attempts to 

deflect or avoid responsibilities for engaging in behaviours that make the mitigation 

of abuse into their responsibility. I reflect here that this behaviour went beyond 
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including groups who express their ideas with the ‘loudest voices in the room’ (Vines 

et al., 2013), and rather represents an attempt to subtly manipulate the process 

itself as a means of harm (Hart, 2018). I such suggested that researchers and 

practitioners consider how their participation can be contained and evaluated within 

a parameter of participation, which sets limits on the extent to which perpetrators’ 

ideas can be moved to the next stage of development. This can be performed 

through formally or informally agreeing to ethical thresholds between collaborators. 

For example, such thresholds for this work could be (1) Their contribution would 

reinforce the minimisation, denial or blame of others for their behaviour, thereby 

undermining the programme content. (2) Their contribution could determine tools 

or approaches that would increase the risk of harm to themselves, their victim-

survivors, or staff. 

While participatory and inclusive practice such as the actions promoted by AR used 

in this thesis does not equate to accepting all contributions to the process 

uncritically, it is rare within HCI to explain how and why participants contributions 

are rejected or critiqued. This is because such an approach can feel inherently 

paternalizing and seemingly work counter to the emancipatory visions of embedded 

practical work that seeks to be respectful and inclusive of a person’s unique 

worldview. However, identifying the uneven power dynamics, and therefore seeking 

to rebalance this through a parameter of participation, can be the best means of 

including individuals in the process while mitigating the potential exclusion of 

others. This parameter of participation, as I introduce in Chapter 6, was also notably 

manifested in a direct format in Chapter 5 where perpetrators were restricted from 

having the full control that most interactive storytelling systems permit. In these 

cases, this contribution recommends that arguably, such HCI work can only be 

performed with the collaboration with domestic violence organisations, but also 

with HCI researchers who are well-versed and experienced in how the process 

of design itself can create the risk of colluding with violence. Such a contribution 

also seeks to offer further insight into the complexities inherent to design workshops 

and methods when used uncritically by designers and researchers. 

8.5. Overview and Consideration of Contributions 
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My contributions in the areas of understanding Digital Service Delivery for 

Perpetrators consists of a raw dataset of thick descriptions of workplace practice 

for the everyday management of perpetrators, and how digital tools intersect with 

this. I further explain how such work offers the functional designs and deployable 

technologies of Choice-Point, Fragments of the Past and (as of now) Guided Time 

Out back to the sector, while also providing a description of how this was 

accomplished and the status of such systems in the COVID-19 context. In contributing 

further understanding to this area I consider that these considerations provide a 

partial picture of how digital technologies are used with and for perpetrators. This 

is because the services I worked with were practicing violence as a form of social 

learning (rather than therapeutic or health-driven explanations), thus such 

observations and systems are directly shaped and inform to support the delivery of 

such approaches (Gondolf, 2002). In collaboration with this, the impact of economic 

austerity, as I outline in Chapter 4, had an overwhelming influence as to how 

experimental such technologies could be, resisting the allure of Cutting’s  (2020)  

justification practices that seek to continuously justify technologies not only to the 

funders of such services, but to the very sector itself. 

The second area of contributions towards Responsibilities for Violence in HCI is made 

through the provision of a design process framework and associated suggestions for 

how to design technologies in this space. I first provide a design framework, termed 

Mechanisms of Moral Responsibilities, which illustrates the spaces for negotiation 

around personal responsibilities for the use of violence against others, further 

describing the continuous tension around changing and demonstrating those 

changes. I then reflect on the technologies that I sought to use in further 

investigating these spaces through offering implications for how digital technologies 

might be designed to support perpetrator interventions using this framework. 

Suggestions include encouraging designers to explore the role of choice through non-

linear fictional narratives, as well as exploring how different types of socio-digital 

materials can be used to represent and share change and support strategies between 

support groups. In such a way, I consider whether the moral dimension to these 

mechanisms and suggestions may have been different when placed in a social 
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context that may not be so heavily politicised. Such mechanisms for change 

necessitate the move toward goals of self-improvement in a manner that may be 

received more critically by other spaces, such as the strive for increased productivity 

or better mental health. Nevertheless, this is perhaps a somewhat natural side effect 

of a context that does not adequately provide for such services, and a lack of 

encouragement to improve one’s behaviour has a direct harmful impact on those 

subject to it.  

Finally, I contribute two conceptual and practical considerations for HCI and 

Supporting Responsibility Work in DVPPs. I coin the descriptive term un-safety work, 

used to describe the efforts performed by researchers, perpetrators, and support 

services to undo the expectation and the practice of safety work. This included 

describing the facets of digital technologies I designed to ensure that perpetrators 

worked to ensure that they were actively ensuring they were safe for other people. 

Finally, I conclude this section with two recommendations for what participatory 

work with those who harm should include, which I describe as entailing drawing a 

parameter of participatory capacities around perpetrators and leveraging a 

constructivist approach to data analysis underpinned by feminist standpoint theory. 

Unsafety-work here directly responds to the socio-political context in which it 

emerges from, identifying work of any kind with perpetrators is essential to shift the 

constraints that victim-survivors find themselves under. This contribution is perhaps 

the most abstract in answering the research question posed on how we assist 

perpetrators on their journey to non-violence, particularly since we run risk of not 

working with perpetrators at all. Nevertheless, this directly captures how and why 

this question was considered in the first place; why such individuals need to be 

‘designed for’ and why is ‘a journey toward non-violence’ an important goal to 

pursue. 

8.6. Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I have clarified the main contributions of my thesis and identified 

where they address my three research questions (see Chapter 3). In situating this 

understanding within the context of prior knowledge, I demonstrate specifically 
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which areas of study my work has contributed to: Digital Preventative Responses to 

Domestic Violence, Responsibilities for Violence in HCI and Design and HCI and 

Supporting Responsibility Work in DVPPs. In doing so, I aspire to have contributed 

further knowledge and understanding in support of the main aim of this thesis, which 

has sought to go beyond providing design instructions and process suggestions for 

digital devices. I have argued that in the interests of long-term violence prevention 

for current and future victim-survivors, perpetrators need to be actively designed 

for in specific ways, which I have made clear in this chapter. These approaches are 

informed by safety-focused practices that respect a perpetrator’s personhood and 

believe in their ability to change while also being mindful that such individuals can 

manipulate social processes to inflict further abuse.  

However, while a discussion of my existing contributions can give rise to a feeling of 

finitude, I nevertheless feel as though my work in this space is far from over. In line 

with Hilary Mantel, who argues that ‘there are no endings … they are all beginnings. 

Here is one’ (Mantel, 2015), I now go on to present how my work represents the 

beginning of future contributions and design activities in the conclusion of this 

thesis.  
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Chapter 9. Endings and Beginnings 

 

9.1. Introduction 

This chapter aspires to conclude the description of the work I have performed 

throughout the present thesis. First, this chapter presents a summary of the work 

described in Chapter 8, along with a reminder of the six contributions that this thesis 

aims to present to the field of Human-Computer Interaction and related disciplines. 

In summarising this one final time, I would also like to present a reflective process 

whereby I evaluate the performance of my research approach and findings from the 

perspective of the more experienced, independent, and confident researcher that I 

have felt myself grow to become. However, irrespective of experience, there remain 

areas of research where, looking back at my earlier investigations, I feel I could have 

considered a slightly different approach. By engaging in these reflections, I build 

upon these critical speculations through highlighting potential avenues of future 

research – both for myself, as I continue to strive to contribute further work to the 

space, and for other researchers to follow.  

9.2. Work and Contributions 

In this thesis, I have presented a body of research efforts intending to explore the 

design and deployment of digital technologies for perpetrators of domestic violence 

around responsibilities for violence prevention. In Chapter 2, I contextualised how I 

approached domestic violence as the perpetration of abusive behaviours, thereby 

highlighting why perpetrator interventions that challenged these behaviours were 

an important avenue for conducting this work. I also discussed ways in which 

responsible design and designing for responsibility have been manifested within 

approaches to domestic violence so far, how HCI researchers have provided practical 

and meaningful guidance on working within the third sector, and the opportunities 

for digital technologies moving forward. Subsequently, I introduced my orientation 

to research in Chapter 3 by describing my feminist-orientated action research with 

participatory principles, the user-centred design of my digital technologies and my 
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preference for a constructivist take on grounded theory for my data analysis. 

Chapter 4 presents my first investigation into this context, which took the form of a 

focused ethnography that elicited and presented descriptions for how digital 

technologies were being used in practice. This was presented through identifying 

the areas in which perpetrators and support workers engaged in negotiations around 

responsibilities for violence; furthermore, it provided the conceptual basis for the 

three investigations that followed. In Chapter 5, I presented Choice-Point, which 

further explores how non-linear narrative storytelling can be used to help stimulate 

important conversations with perpetrators around perspective-taking, agency, and 

choice. This work is followed by Chapter 6, which details the design stages of the 

Guided Time Out tool that was designed to act as a digital disruption to the onset of 

abuse. This chapter also highlights how particular approaches to design, such as 

participatory approaches, can be complicated by the presence of those who seek to 

avoid responsibilities for their actions in the earlier stages of the DVPP interventions. 

My final investigation, presented in Chapter 7, illustrates how a socio-digital activity 

– Fragments of the Past – was used to facilitate asynchronous message exchange 

between peer groups to encourage reflection and motivation for forming pro-social 

behaviours. I then draw all these investigations together to present a cohesive set 

of contributions to the areas of Digital Preventative Approaches to Domestic 

Violence, Responsibilities for Violence in HCI and Ethical and Methodological 

Considerations for Perpetrators.  

Once more, I outline the research questions that guided the direction of the present 

thesis, alongside my six contributions to the field of knowledge of Human-Computer 

Interaction: 

Digital Preventative Responses to Domestic Violence 

RQ1. How are digital technologies used in domestic violence perpetrator 

interventions to challenge, and support alternatives to, abusive behaviours? 

A. Narrative Vignettes of Digital Support Work with Perpetrators 

B. Provision of Digital Systems for Perpetrator Interventions 
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Responsibilities for Violence in HCI and Design 

RQ2. How might digital systems be designed and deployed in such a way that 

they redistribute responsibilities for violence prevention towards 

perpetrators of domestic violence? 

C. A Conceptual Framework for Designing for Responsibilities 

D. Implications for Digital System Design for Perpetrators 

 

HCI and Supporting Responsibility Work in DVPPs 

RQ3. What are key methodological and ethical considerations for technology 

creation when collaborating with domestic violence support services and 

perpetrators? 

E. Un-safety Work: The Purpose of Working with Perpetrators 

F. Parameters of Participation: Methodological Approaches for 

Safety 

 

I now move on to reflecting on how I performed my research throughout the last 

three years, highlighting points at which I found it challenging to proceed and my 

suggestions for ways this might be rectified.  

9.3. Reflections on Research Practice 

My ethical practice for this thesis was informed by grassroots feminist advocacy, 

which centres the importance of working with perpetrators in order to work towards 

a world in which current and future victim-survivors are not subjected to violence 

(Dobash et al., 1999; Ali and Naylor, 2013). This is in line with several approaches 

to interventions for domestic violence that have aspired to use a ‘survivor-led’ 

approach; such an approach recognises that attitudes of victim-blaming, paternalism 

and the oversurveillance of women may be reduced if research is ‘led’ by victim-

survivors’ lived experiences of violence (Campbell, 1998). Such approaches aspire 

to promote a way of working that uses a ‘power-with’ capacity and avoids replicating 
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the ‘power-over’ dynamic that exists within relationships with perpetrators 

(Bardzell, 2010a). As identified in my previous chapters, making decisions regarding 

who should be designed for and by what means this is performed is inherently a 

highly political act laden with value judgements (DiSalvo et al., 2011; Dombrowski, 

Harmon and Fox, 2016). However, as I identify, the problem of domestic violence is 

frequently misinterpreted as a matter of ensuring safety for victim-survivors 

(Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013) rather than changing abusive behaviours; 

this has had the side effect of producing research that has fallen short of survivor-

led objectives. Upon reflection, I find myself experiencing a strange feeling: after 

all, victim-survivors were (and still are) the core motivation for my research into 

digital technologies in the first place, and yet there were only limited opportunities 

for victim-survivors to participate in my research process beyond providing their 

ideas for digital technology design and evaluation. Choice-Point and the Guided Time 

Out were directly shaped by victim-survivor input, while hearing their stories of 

abuse and recovery only sought to further contextualise and motivate my actions. 

However, I was also conscious that a feminist perspective might wish to counter the 

suggestion that it is the responsibility of victim-survivors, or women in general, to 

respond to male violence (Orme, Dominelli and Mullender, 2000). Considering this, 

while I would not have wanted to exhaust victim-survivors by inflicting the additional 

trauma of making them responsible for changing perpetrator behaviour, I also do not 

wish my work to set a precedent in which decisions are made on behalf of victim-

survivors (‘power-over’) within Human-Computer Interaction. I am accordingly still 

open to unpacking my process further to identify areas in which I could be more 

mindful of the effort victim-survivors would need to expend to participate more in 

these processes (if they so wish to), whether this be through research commissioning 

or using existing victim-survivor accounts to lead the design of digital interventions 

for perpetrators.  

As I describe in Chapter 8, I found several of my data collection sessions within 

Barnardo’s and Respect to be ‘heavy’ to process emotionally. These frequently 

resulted in feelings of guilt, guilt for feeling guilt when the trauma of domestic 

violence was not my own, and helplessness against a system that continued to fail 
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both perpetrators and victim-survivors (Blakely, 2016; Balaam et al., 2019). I came 

to equate some of my negative experiences (which I describe in more detail in 

Chapter 8, and which I now understand to be symptoms of vicarious trauma 

(Campbell, 2013)), as indicators that I was inadequately prepared, underequipped 

and unsuited to pursue this topic in research within my first year. While I arguably 

followed sound advice to establish a peer-support network before my data collection 

commenced, I did not anticipate that so many of the symptoms I would experience 

because of my research would inadvertently be misunderstood as caused by the more 

general stressors of being a PhD student. Indeed, the potential impact of current 

academic work patterns on mental health, particularly among PhD students, has 

been increasingly noted by research policy observers, funders and charities 

(Levecque et al., 2017). However, this focus has frequently manifested as an 

approach to managing stress associated with the role (e.g., publication deadlines, 

relationships with supervisors) rather than harm caused by the research environment 

itself. This unfortunate side effect was seemingly exacerbated when a member of 

senior management connected with my faculty shared apologetically that the 

university did not have anyone on staff that I could speak to about these issues 

outside of my supervisory team. While I cannot praise my supervisory team enough 

for continuously checking in on my wellbeing and listening to my concerns, they still 

unavoidably have a personal stake in the performance of my research, bringing with 

it unique complications related to how I spoke about these experiences. In 

retrospect, I believe I could have been far more proactive in encouraging the 

university to consider cases like mine as a justification to deliver trauma-focused 

interventions for researchers.  

9.4. Future Directions 

As I highlight in my Discussion in Chapter 8, I was unable to examine how mechanisms 

of moral responsibilities might have been performed across a consistent group of 

perpetrators enrolled in a single intervention, such as a DVPP. In aspiring to prioritise 

working with as large a cross-section of perpetrators as was reasonable within the 

constraints of my thesis, I acknowledge that this approach may have caused me to 

inadvertently overlook some nuances of how individuals made sense of and 
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understood their own highly personal and individual responsibilities towards violence 

prevention. Indeed, I was particularly inspired by the anecdotes provided by support 

workers, who shared stories of men that had originally been described as ‘monstrous’ 

and ‘unchangeable’ by other statutory agencies but were now living their lives 

(relatively) free of the dependency on violence. While I was able to witness some of 

these significant changes in behaviour during the time I spent with the men 

throughout the deployment of Fragments of the Past, I was left reflecting that it 

would have been valuable to have seen how Choice-Point and the Guided Time Out 

were received – or even if such technologies would manage to make their way into 

the fragments they shared with others. Nevertheless, I acknowledge that following 

the same perpetrators through a single process has been fraught with challenges, as 

reported by other researchers. These challenges include how to accommodate for 

drop-outs, perpetrators’ reluctance to participate in research efforts following the 

conclusion of an intervention, and the anxiety of having an additional authority (i.e. 

an academic) to be answerable to alongside other statutory or voluntary 

organisations (Hearn, 1998; Stanley et al., 2012; Alderson, Westmarland and Kelly, 

2013; Kelly and Westmarland, 2015). However, while remaining aware of these 

potential setbacks, I acknowledge that I could have been more pro-active in 

continuing relationships with the Barnardo’s group following the disbandment of the 

research team disbandment to determine whether this aspiration was feasible. 

Specifically, I could have openly questioned to what extent DVPPs could be 

considered ‘behaviour change’ in the commonly used sense, or whether my 

technologies would have benefited from being understood as exploring community-

driven attempts to attain justice in the face of abusive behaviours. Indeed, I am now 

in a better position to explore how the trio of technologies functioned within the 

same groups, given that Choice-Point, Fragments of the Past and the Guided Time 

Out13 are all functional and deployable as of now. 

Second, I acknowledge that the work I have described within this thesis was 

predominantly designed, collected, and analysed in conjunction with collaborators 

within the third sector domestic violence sector in England, UK. While I resist the 

 
13 https://respectphoneline.org.uk/guided-timeout/  
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notion that this necessitates that my work is not generalisable to a broader context 

of domestic violence service provision (Yin, 2003) – although I also make no claims 

that it is – this does mean that my findings evoke specific ‘contextual resonances’ 

within the United Kingdom. This is because the ways in which domestic violence is 

understood and responded to are directly informed the by legal, economic, and 

social frameworks that define it. Therefore, while there are several countries where 

violent and abusive behaviours are still under-acknowledged or considered lawful 

behaviour (WHO, 2005), other countries have sought to promote differing 

preventative approaches. As such, I would be interested in exploring how my 

advocacy for responsibilities for violence through digital tools is experienced when 

these tools are introduced to different cultural and social contexts, where persons 

who perpetrate violence and abuse may not yet be understood as perpetrators. 

Rabaan et al. (2021), for example, highlighted the nuances in technology’s ability to 

promote or hinder women’s agency (as informed by Islamic feminist theory), along 

with how this is expressed within cultural, religious, and political contexts. In a move 

towards examining the wider ecological influence of domestic violence, I must also 

acknowledge that there is a great deal of potential in examining how these 

mechanisms for encouraging taking responsibility for violence are negotiated beyond 

the formal boundaries of perpetrator interventions; for example, at a community 

level through bystanders and first responders (Banyard, Rizzo and Edwards, 2020). I 

am interested in further exploring how community participation and mobilisation 

might be leveraged as channels to distribute responsibilities for challenging abusive 

behaviours once they are identified. This is because I would prefer that a sole focus 

on unidirectional educational approaches towards perpetrators not come at the cost 

of critical consciousness and increasing communities’ sense of ownership over 

violence prevention efforts (Minckas, Shannon and Mannell, 2020). In doing so, such 

attempts may incorporate approaches that understand how wider societal factors 

such as exposure to trauma, lack of support for mental health and state-sanctioned 

harms can manifest in the use of violence. Rather, I wish to explore how digital 

technologies could play a role in fostering the links between these two spaces, while 

remaining mindful of how such parameters of participation could work to prevent 

co-optation of the approach to excuse responsibility for domestic violence. 
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Third, I reflect on how fortunate I am to be working within a domestic violence 

context in which there are strong grassroots efforts to continuously innovate in order 

to better meet the needs of those subject to, and subjecting others to, domestic 

violence (Phillips, Kelly and Westmarland, 2013; McEldowney, 2016; McGlynn, 

Johnson and Westmarland, 2017; Respect UK, 2020). This is made most apparent 

through the presence of a well-established coordination body (Respect) and the 

promotion of close working arrangements with groups in the women’s sector who 

work with victim-survivors. In the future, I would like to assist Respect in researching 

ways to include guidance for how digital technologies might be incorporated into 

their accreditation of safety-focused work with perpetrators for other services 

(Respect, 2021). Doing so would necessitate an in-depth look at what technologies are 

viable for use within these contexts, as well as how their use should prevent rather 

than exacerbate the risks of working with perpetrators. This is of particular 

importance within the COVID-19 context, whereby many services are leveraging 

digital technologies (such as video-conferencing software and telephone calls) as the 

primary means to continue their work with perpetrators and victim-survivors 

(Women’s Aid, 2020). However, the introduction of a larger number of stakeholders 

also introduces a greater degree of complexity (Bellini and Westmarland, 2020). 

Under these circumstances, I can anticipate the suitability of Dow et al.’s (2018) 

approach of characterising this design space of service accreditations sitting at the 

intersection of governing bodies and the community organisations as a space that is 

viable to ‘middle out’ (Dow, Comber and Vines, 2018). Additionally, as the sector 

continues to face an increasing number of financial stressors, Clarke et al.’s (2019) 

identification of how trust (or indeed distrust) can manifest in the socio-materiality 

of digital and physical artefacts (such as the accreditation document) will also be a 

viable guide forward.  

9.5. Final Thoughts: A Call to Action 

This work commenced during a time where aspirations were tentatively high around 

the possibilities for change for the landmark Domestic Abuse Bill (then originally 

scheduled for 2016). Specifically, these included addressing the consequences for 

perpetrators who use harmful and abusive behaviours, alongside additional 
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protections for victim-survivors seeking to flee from their abusive perpetrators. Five 

years later, as this bill has progressed to its second reading in the House of Lords 

(January 2021), it has taken small steps towards justice: these include the addition 

of economic abuse to a statutory definition, children being identified as victims of 

domestic violence (as opposed to mere witnesses), and the prohibition of victim-

survivors being cross-examined by their own perpetrators in court. Once more, 

however, perpetrators were notably excluded, with only two notable and 

controversial exceptions that curiously also intersect with the use of digital 

technologies: (1) the introduction of Domestic Abuse Protection Orders (DAPOs), 

enforced through electronic tagging, and (2) the use of a polygraph with 

perpetrators to determine the validity of their responses to questioning by statutory 

organisations (HM Government, 2020). While DAPOs do provide police with greater 

authority to instruct a perpetrator to remove themselves from a domestic 

environment and to avoid contact with their victim-survivor(s), they once again also 

do little to aid in identifying pathways for the perpetrator to address their abusive 

behaviours. Additionally, the inclusion of polygraph tests – processes that have long 

been treated with scientific scepticism (Heil, Simons and Burton, 2010; Wilson, 

Batye and Riveros, 2010; Rosky, 2013) – creates the risk of producing inaccurate 

information and potentially undermining the aspirational relationships of trust 

between support workers and perpetrators (Kotsoglou and Oswald, 2020). After all, 

it is difficult to ask someone to engage in difficult and meaningful responsibility 

work around violent behaviours if you also subject them to a technical procedure 

specifically designed to cast doubt on their responses. Once again, these findings 

represent evidence that if responsibility is left out of focus for the design and 

deployment of digital technologies, this impairs or precludes the discussion of 

responsibilities for violence in ways that are constructive and ultimately 

preventative (Lamb, 1991, 1999; Smith, 2015).  

As time has progressed, it has been reassuring to witness (and personally participate 

in) the application of a greater amount of pressure to government in calling for a 

long-term strategy focused on perpetrator interventions. The Domestic Abuse 
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Perpetrator Strategy for England and Wales: Call for Action14 was signed and co-

authored by over eighty groups of campaigners, third sector organisations, statutory 

organisations, police and crime commissioners (PCCs) and academics (Respect UK, 

2020). This call represented decades of research, work and activism by a sector that 

had long called on the government to empower public and voluntary sectors to hold 

perpetrators responsible for their behaviour and to provide them with reliable 

sources of funding. While public policy and law does not yet treat domestic violence 

as the problem that it is – namely, the use of abusive behaviours by perpetrators – I 

remain hopeful that such a dynamic sector will continue to apply pressure until a 

whole-systems approach is developed that holds the right people responsible for 

abuse.  

As designers, developers and researchers within the HCI space, we continuously 

influence how and what technologies are designed for whom, and how (or if) we 

define something as a problem (Kolko, 2010; DiSalvo et al., 2011). We can become 

‘academic accomplices’ through our skills, knowledge and understanding that can 

seek to try and correct the damage that domestic violence leaves in its wake (Asad 

et al., 2019). Throughout my time working in close collaboration with Barnardo’s, 

Respect, and the other research partners in this thesis, I observed them tirelessly 

continue to work with perpetrators in the face of adversity, whether this was a result 

of budget cuts or a socio-economic climate that contributes to condone and excuse 

the violence inflicted on victim-survivors (as well as some perpetrators). Moreover, 

the global pandemic has created a multitude of further risks that shine a spotlight 

on the complex social dynamics inherent to many households – a situation that for 

many does not cohere with the message of ‘stay safe, stay home’ (Westmarland and 

Bellini, 2020). The closure of many physical spaces that made the group work of 

perpetrator interventions possible has necessarily forced the sector to rethink what 

services can possibly be delivered for perpetrators, and through what means. Many 

organisations have accordingly identified that providing the right digital tools at the 

right time, thereby enabling perpetrators to reflect, manage, provide peer support, 

 
14 http://driveproject.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Call-to-Action-Final.pdf 
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and demonstrate changes in behaviour under moderated yet remote supervision, will 

only become more important.  

I therefore wish for this PhD to be judged not only on the quality of its findings or 

the content of its contributions, but also on its attempts to shift the perspective 

within digital design and deployment in the field of Human-Computer Interaction 

(and beyond) with respect to domestic violence. My final words on this fortunately 

do not equate with me leaving this space for investigation behind, as I remain as 

dedicated as I did at the start of this PhD to continue working at the intersection of 

digital technologies, responses to domestic violence and those who harm others.  

Domestic violence must ultimately never be treated as inevitable. We must always 

be mindful of whom we are holding responsible for the violence of others, as well 

as how we permit responsibilities around retribution and prevention for current and 

future generations. Existing work has shown positive indications that the right 

interventions at the right time may be able to stop abuse from escalating or 

reoccurring. Ultimately, we must not only believe in an individual’s capacity to 

change while being mindful of the harms they have chosen to inflict on others, but 

also provide them with the means and the tools to do so. After all, if we do not, we 

only kick the can further down the road to the next person who will be unfairly 

charged with picking it up. 
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Appendix 

 

GUIDE TO APPENDIXES.  

Appendix A illustrates the ethical approval and ethical practice that were performed 

within each of my four investigations. The first documents show the overarching 

structure of my data management plan for storing sensitive data, and a sample of 

question protocols for focus groups and design workshops. My ethical approval 

attained by the SAgE (Science of Agriculture and Engineering) is also included, 

illustrating the agreed upon conditions of approval. Negotiations surrounding these 

conditions of approval were performed primarily in-person and via email 

correspondence and thus were not recorded. This Appendix also includes 

descriptions of the emotion work I performed in relation to all my investigations that 

lays out the personal safety practices, and justification of working with 

perpetrators. These are personal narrative accounts from a collation of my own 

experiences that have been selected based on their emotional intensity and impact 

on the performance of my work.  

Appendix B shares examples of my collated qualitative data and my data analysis 

performed across my four investigations with specific reference to how field notes 

were transformed into rich narrative thick descriptions. Within this section I share 

my reasoning for using a macro plug in DocTools on Microsoft Word to structure the 

open coding process of GT over the use of other qualitative analytical software such 

as NVivo. 

Appendix C contains additional material that help to inform understanding about my 

investigations such as photographs of the settings in which my investigations took 

place and additional pieces of data.  
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Ethical Approval for Focused Ethnography and Choice-Point 
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Ethical Approval for Guided Time Out 
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Ethical Approval for Fragments of the Past 
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Sample Reviewer Correspondence with Ethical Approval 
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Shared Data Management Plan Structure 
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Sample Consent Form and Information Sheet 
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Sample Debrief Sheet, Anonymised 
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Accounts of Emotion Work 
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First Impressions, March 2018 
[redacted] 

 

Uncomfortable Encounters with Colleagues, May 2018 
[redacted] 

 

Tensions During Choice-Point Deployment, June 2019 
[redacted] 

 

Positionality and Age, August 2019 
[redacted] 

 

Gallows Humour, March 2020 
[redacted] 
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Self-Care Assessment and Plan 
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Appendix B 

 

Example of Field Notes (Written) 
My in-person field notes were captured in-situ of the time of data collection, or just 
after I had left the data collection site in a variety of LEUCHTTURM1917 notebooks 
which could hold around 249 pages each. Sometimes if I needed to quickly write 
something down but I didn’t have access to my notebook, I sometimes used my Notes 
section on my iPhone to collect non-identifiable descriptions of what was happening. 
These were a lot briefer and a person looking at them would have been none the 
wiser until they were properly written up. These notes were always subsequently 
deleted. I also didn’t like using my phone to capture data as it often disrupted the 
atmosphere where people assumed, I was messaging a friend/family member or 
disengaged from the service. Out of concern for appearing rude, I think I only used 
this method of data capture two or three times.   
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In the early days of Barnardo’s, I remember flying through my first notebook, 
wanting to distil everything about the environment in my notes. As I was learning 
how to take poignant observations rather than reporting my environments, my notes 
started to become more specific and my writing rate slowed down considerably.  
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Example of Field Notes (Digitised)  
 

 

For my digital fieldnotes diary I used the free open-source text and source code 

editor Atom. My preference for this platform happened purely by accident when I 

opened a .txt file with Atom instead of Microsoft Word and I found it an easy and 

simplistic way to distil specifically what I was looking at. As it didn’t have comments, 

emboldening or italicising due to the formatting restrictions, I found I was able to 

look at the interactions between Barnardo’s staff members, the technologies and 

the perpetrator programmes with more clarity before jumping into the analysis. If I 

was interested in those features, I found it was as simple as changing the file from 

a .txt or .rtf file to a .html piece that could be formatted and shared easily with 

Barnardo’s remotely. For data write up, rather than analysis, I still prefer to use 

Atom for its simplistic yet ‘hackable’ design that can manage multiple file types and 

scripts.  
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Example of Design Workshop Transcript 

This is a segment from the Expert Critique of the Choice-Point where audio 

recordings were transcribed and then transferred to a word doc with transcript 

markers included for later reference.  
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Example of Open Coding, Word 

Here is the same segment of transcript post-open coding. The comments here are 

used as initial rounds of coding that can be extracted using the DocTools while 

highlighted and embolden and underlined words indicate important identified 

themes or quotes to be used for reporting.  
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Code Extraction and Condensed Coding Development 
 

The Microsoft Word Macro DocTools once installed adds an option to the banner at 

the top of the documents. Here once I finished my round of initial coding I would go 

to the DocTools banner and click the option to extract data that permitted me to 

easily extract acronyms, bookmarks, recorded changes and comments from the 

active document to a new document. This also included the comment metadata such 

as who made the comment, how frequently it occurred, where it occurred (page 

number) and the date it was made. For this work, I made ready use of the Extract 

Comment feature as so.  
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A new word document is created; with all the initial codes organised in a table. 

Sometimes if I was interested in how frequently a specific code would occur I would 

paste this table into excel.  
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These initial comments would then be grouped before a light round of Focused 

Coding to ensure that the same semantic codes weren’t occurring twice. This was 

the main downside to not using qualitative coding software that could automate how 

many times a code had occurred, and also provide a folder or tree structure to a 

coding framework.  

 

These condensed coding soon built up over time, yet I was careful to ensure that I 

didn’t end up with the same number of open codes as my initial rounds; that would 

of course, defeat the purpose. In line with many guides that assisted me in Grounded 

Theory, I often came up with between four and eight categories, most frequently 

six. I found this process of moving one file over to be the strongest and yet the 

riskiest way to get towards my final categories; each file was dependent on the 

previous, so I found myself adopting a highly strict organised file structure. The risk 

of course with all of these files, was having too many to manage. While I appreciated 

how structured and rigorous the Grounded Theory process is, sometimes I found 

myself bogged down with the chronology of following the stages. 
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Appendix C 
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Barnardo’s Volunteer Form 
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Rich Text Format (RFT) for Trial Run of Branching Narrative Sample 
 

Start 
It is a Tuesday evening and the Johnson family are settling down for a dinner of Cottage Pie together 
around the table which Sharon has just finished making after picking the kids up from school. Terry 
asks if Sharon has got around to cleaning the house, as they had a busy weekend out with the 
children at Chester Zoo and the house is starting to look dirty as it normally gets done on a Sunday. 
Sharon says that they can talk about that later and asks Shawn if he did well in his school project 
presentation today.  
 
What does Sharon do Next? 
Stay Silent and Continue Eating 
Ask if they can talk about it later 
Change the topic and ask how Shawn did at School 
 
Ask if they can talk about it later 
Terry becomes annoyed that Sharon didn’t answer his question, <<if visited("Sharon: 
Change the topic and ask how Shawn did at School")>> and spoke to Shawn 
instead,<<endif>> and he pushes for a response, also asking why Sharon was working later than 
usual at Asda last night so she had to call to say that she would be late. Shawn becomes 
uncomfortable with not being able to respond, he shares a knowing look with his sister.  
 
What does Shawn do? 
Stay silent and eat his dinner 
Respond to Sharon's Question 
<<if visited("Ask if they can talk about it later")>>Agree with Sharon, Parent 
Talk is Boring<<endif>> 
 
 
Stay silent and eat his dinner 
The dinner table is now very quiet, with only the sound of scratching cutlery in the room. Sharon 
visually does not want to have this conversation now, and asks Terry again if they can talk about it 
later. Tracey tries to distract everyone with asking if she can stay over at Monika’s this weekend. 
 
How does Terry Respond? 
Respond to Tracey's question 
Continue to ask Sharon questions 
Sigh, squeeze Sharon's hands and agree to talk later 
 
Story_Part3_1 
 
Story_Part3_1 
Sharon visually does not want to have this conversation now, and asks Terry again if they can talk 
about it later. Tracey tries to distract everyone with asking if she can stay over at Monika’s this 
weekend. Conversation is uncomfortable for the rest of the meal. 
 
Continue 
 
Story_Part4 
Terry challenges Sharon, asking why she would disrespect him in front of the children by not giving a 
response to his question when he first asked. Sharon tries to respond that she is exhausted after a 
busy weekend and a surprise audit at work yesterday which meant she has not had chance to start 
the cleaning yet. Terry says that she is coming up with more excuses and he starts shouting that she 
is a bad mother for letting her children grow up in a dirty house.  
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Terry: Shout at Sharon 
Terry: Intimidate Sharon 
Terry: Leave the house for a Time Out 
<<if visited("Story_Part2_2")>>\Terry: Comfort Sharon and Apologise<<endif>> 
 
Terry: Intimidate Sharon 
Story_Part5 
 
Story_Part5 
Tracey overhears the shouting from downstairs, despite putting her clock radio on to drown out the 
noise. She is concerned that Shawn might start crying again as he does not like it when their parents 
argue.  
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Observations from Trial Run 
 

Pseudonyms A-Z here are provided for men and have no connection to personally 

identifiable information such as first names.  

Saturday 11th May, Seven Men.  
I was permitted to host the empty chairs exercise for the first time since I started 

accompanying Barnardo’s on this work, once again demonstrating that I had 

reached a level of vulgar competence that Karen and Janice had faith I could carry 

out activities by myself. I explained that the exercise would be split into two parts, 

one which one done in the room with four empty chairs, and the other done slightly 

differently via technology called ChoicePoint.  

The empty chairs exercise went fairly well, where four plastic chairs that belong 

to the community centre are placed in front of the group with an A4 piece of paper 

with character names and roles printed in different colours. Despite having the 

names ‘Terry (father)’, ‘Sharon (mother)’, ‘Tracey (daughter)’ and ‘Shawn (son)’ 

on the chairs, sometimes the men would ask and clarify who each person was to 

the facilitators after the scenario had been read out. One of the men we suspected 

was dyslexic, being unable to hold particular details in his head at one time. I read 

the traditional scenario which describes a story where Terry has been emotionally 

and physically abusing his partner Sharon for years, and the story builds to when 

Terry hits Sharon as his dinner isn’t on the table, Tracey their young daughter calls 

an ambulance. I was careful to not also read out that Terry hit Sharon with a pan 

lid that made the scenario feel superficial and comical rather than hard-hitting 

and intimidating.  

Karen asked people when they were responding to take on that particular role 

when speaking so instead of saying ‘I think she would say…’ say ‘I am Sharon and I 

would say’ to allow different perspectives to emerge within the group. I read out 

the scenario twice for clarity, and asked the men how each of the characters must 

be feeling, and although it took a while for men to adapt to stating ‘I am …’, the 

group soon got the hang of it. Interestingly, most of the men immediately 
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gravitated towards Sharon’s role in reflecting how she would be feeling and were 

most resistant to taking on Terry’s role – the perpetrator of abuse.  

“A: I’m Terry, I feel weird, my wife is in hospital, they kept her in for 

observation as she might have concussion, and now I’ve sobered up and 

feeling really really guilty with myself and even now the kids and my 

daughter had to phone an ambulance, and she’s seen what she shouldn’t 

have seen, you know, there’s worse things in the earth that you could have 

seen y’know. I really hate myself for this happening, like every time I’ve 

hit her” 

K: So you feel a sense of guilt from what you’re saying?  

A: Terrible sense of guilt, total remorse which I hadn’t felt all the other 

times I hit her, now I’ve got the kids and police have been involved, I feel 

like everyone’s now going to judge us as a bad person but … 

K: And are you a bad person Terry?  

A: No I’m not, I just got a lot of money problems and the pressure’s on, the 

drinks’ helps us, stops things coming up for air but we can’t really afford 

things for the kids, so I have a drink to get us through, get us through the 

next month and wages. Now it’s good, it’s bad and now the kids are going 

to look at me in a different way altogether now.” 

This was in contrast to other groups where they were reluctant and resistant to 

take on a feminine role, out of the concern for being feminised among the rest of 

the group. As each individual was not assigned a role by inviting the men to take 

the place of the A4 sheets of paper, as has happened previously, the group were 

much quieter and the same impact that I have experienced at other groups was 

not really captured.  

I gave an introduction to ChoicePoint where I said that I required four people to 

take on the role of particular family members, and emphasised that each individual 

was going to be making decisions from a set of defined choices, and what choice 
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they took could change the course of the narrative for others. None of the men 

were familiar with Bandersnatch, Black Mirror that appeared on Netflix, so the 

choose-your-own-adventure-ness of the activity was a little harder to explain. I 

explained that once we had a run through of one pass through the story, we would 

have another to see if the men chose to select different options.  

 R: Who wants to be Sharon then?  

 E: Go on then.  

 J: Well I’ll be Terry then! 

 [group laughter] 

Two men were specifically keen on playing Sharon and Terry, having both sat next 

to each other and joked that the roles meant that there was definitely “something 

between them” (J), this was particularly meaningful as the man playing Sharon 

had not massively contributed to the session beforehand. After much 

encouragement, two other men had chosen to play the roles of Tracey and Shawn.  

 K: Go on L, you were good.  

 L: Yeah, come on, someone has to! 

First Run Through 

E – Terry J – Sharon L – Tracey P - Shawn 

 

Choices 

Sharon: [[Change the topic and ask how Shawn did at School]] 

Shawn: [[Copy his Dad in Asking why the House is Dirty]] 

Terry: [[Scowls as Sharon hasn't answered]] 

Terry: [[Apologise for getting short at dinner, and ask how Sharon is feeling]] 
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Sharon: [[Go Upstairs to Bed]] 

Tracey: [[Ask Sharon about Earlier]] 

[[Next Day – Mostly Positive Ending]] 

I began by reading out the scenario of a traditional setting at dinner where an 

argument was brewing between Terry and Sharon in front of the children. J chose 

first as to what Sharon does which was a neutral and generally empathetic 

response; “I’ll change the topic, and try and get away from it”. The tone however 

was slightly disrupted when P, as Shawn chose the most negative option and found 

delight in delivering a more negative scenario for the other participants. There 

was less than a second between him selecting to copy his dad in abusing Sharon, 

Karen even expressed “I would have put money on that one” insinuating that she 

could predict that P would select the most misogynistic abuse, P laughs at this. 

The individuals that surrounded him however did not laugh, and E subsequently 

had to select from a neutral to two negative outcomes to influence the story. At 

the midway point there was silence across the group.  

This was however rectified when E decides to perform the most positive action 

where he apologies to Sharon leading to a more positive turn of events. Ian also 

interestingly corrected the option from the perspective of Tracey where he 

corrected instead of “Asking Sharon what’s wrong” he stated she would instead 

ask “her mum what’s wrong” evidencing that he was perspective taking. In this 

way, what I observed was E was taking on the role of absolving P’s negative 

behaviour and sought to rectify the story through trying to get the story back onto 

the ‘positive path’. Once this option had been selected, the path was set to carve 

out a more positive story and the group ended up on a positive ending which was 

praised by the facilitator. E even ended on a joke “he’s not bad that Terry 

y’know”. 

J: “So we’re trying to pick, in their shoes, make changes that … that 

influence the story, see the things that went wrong and make it to do the 

right choice” 
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E: “Like you said, you said, depending on, what we choose changes the 

options we get” 

L: “In your shoes, we’re being asked to do the right thing” 

J: “I think that this exercise is tryin’ to show, that in each situation we 

have different choices and it leads to a different outcome” 

 

Second Run Through 

U – Terry S – Sharon Q – Tracey L - Shawn 

 

Choices 

Sharon: [[Stay Silent and Continue Eating]] 

Shawn: [[Ask why everyone is so quiet]] 

Terry: [[Continue to ask Sharon questions]] 

Terry: [[Intimidate Sharon]] 

Sharon: [[Call for Help]] 

James: [[Stay where she is]] 

[[Later That Evening – Negative Ending]] 

R: “We’ve got Terry?” 

G: “You know who I am!” 

This time round, the group expressed motivation to see how different choices led 

to different scenarios, with U confessing that he had deliberately selected the 

opposite of the choices of the first run through to explore the different options.  
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S: “I’ll stay silent this time” 

… 

U: “I’ll intimidate Sharon … sorry Sharon” 

… 

Q: “Stay where she is … she thinks she’s safe there” 

Once more, each of Sharon, Tracey and Shawn’s options were within the character 

of family members that were being abused by their father, with James reflecting 

the concern and fear of the noises from downstairs.  

L: “… Plus the police will go in and check and go and talk to all the kids, 

they have to find out how many children there is in the house, and then 

speak to them individually and explain why their da’ has been arrested, 

which is upsetting for the kids …” 

Generally, the exercise was very well received, and the group expressed that it 

went very well in making them consider how they could choose to do things 

differently. This was an aspect of the exercise that, having done and written the 

story for so long myself, really forgot about the novelty of the actual running 

through the exercise for the first time. By the end of the session the men who had 

participated were definitely in agreement that they could see how violence was a 

choice, regardless of the impacting factors on the individual and appreciated the 

exercise allowed them to go back and chose something differently.  

1st question: agreement 

2nd question: “U: I was trying to get from the good scenario first time to see what 

the other scenario would be, to see the opposite side. 

S: I was pushing towards trying to make it bad.  

U: I was pushing it to see what the consequences were 
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L: “There is like 100% you can influence the situation, where in the next 

minute where you can start charging yourself up, you can blame other 

things or you can take a step back  

U: “… and calm it down.” 

Q: “So like definitely, you could have gone ten or twenty different stories, 

but ultimately you have the choice to like you know, like the question does 

he leave and cool down a bit or does he. In hindsight, you could think like 

I wish I’d done that.” 

U: “I think that we really underestimate outselves as to how much control 

we’ve got of our decisions, because it’s what we do that affects the 

outcome.” 

L: “Because it is your choice.” 

U: “Because you know if you’re gonna behave in a negative way, is it going 

to end positively – probably not.” 

3rd question: agreement 

4th question: Q, agreement  

“What I’d change there, that ending bit now the police do have to, explain 

for the kids, it upsets the kids as to why dad’s being arrested. It’s upsetting 

but it’s the right thing to do isn’t it”  

5th question:  

 U: “Well like I said before, I was interested in seeing what ‘routes’ were 

available”. 

L: “Some of the other ones could have gone either way, you know like leave 

in one way could be positive, but then another could be continue the 

argument on like ‘don’t disrespect the kids’ there was less of ones that 

could have still taken it the same way, to the bad end. You know. Probably 
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all of them could lead to bad ends, there could be 60 different multiple 

choices you could go” 

6th question:  

U: “I think as soon as you selected one way, you kind of knew for example 

apologising and going down one way, you’d hope that would lead to a good 

end. The next one, if you’re gonna argue, you know, you know how it’s 

gonna end” 

 

The men were especially interested in how the layout of the story influenced the 

next part of the story and so I showed them Twine using the GUI.  

“J: So did you put together that program yourself? Ah very good” 

 

Feedback  

K: “It was really good, they knew the scenario and the four that did participate 

allowed them to know what the family was about, and I think having control of 

the choices was really good. I don’t know … it is about choices that they make, P 

for example, he chose a negative turn I don’t know to be a bit awkward, I don’t 

know, but straight away he chose a negative one so I don’t know whether your 

view was to let them go anyway they wanted or whether you wanted to emphasise, 

‘listen think about it and think about what the positive consequences could be 

because you might not have thought this through.” 

J: “You could almost play with that though, if you’re first one comes out really 

negative you could rectify that with the second choice, this is how we’ve ended 

up … how could we go through this again and see if we can improve that – E pulled 

it back by apologising” 
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K: “I would love that in the long-term programme, I was so conscious of the three 

people who weren’t engaged were switched off altogether …” 

J: Maybe there’s another way of doing that though. Why don’t you have, I mean 

those two wouldn’t have spoken if you’d set them on fire, so is there a role for 

people who aren’t participating? As an observer? So everyone’s got a role, even if 

you’ve not got a character. Even if you just said, give one word answer as to what 

this person is going to be feeling, U could have even said ‘sad’, it’s not beyond 

people to be put on the spot to say one thing. A freezeframe asking how is 

someone feeling?” 

K: “It needs to be just there, no point in making technology with bells and whistles 

on it if we can’t use it in here” 

… 

K: It can’t be a group exercise if half of them are excluded”  

J: “It could be interesting to see how this could be adapted 1-1, with the work we 

do with the women” 

K: “I loved the way that the men had a choice of the way in which the men had a 

choice in the end, I wouldn’t change anything!” 
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Expression of Interest, Recruitment Form 

 

 

Call for Expressions of Interest: 3 x Respect Accredited Member Organisations to be partner sites 
in ĨŽƌ�ZĞƐƉĞĐƚ͛Ɛ�dĞĐŚ�ǀƐ��ďƵƐĞ͘ 

Respect are delighted to have been selected as one of the grantees of the Tech vs Abuse fund by Comic 
Relief. This is a 12-month project commencing on the 1st of November 2019 which will enable Respect 
to explore the potential of digital tools to reinforce the excellent work that Respect Accredited 
Members do with perpetrators who are participating in perpetrator programmes. As part of the Tech 
vs Abuse funding we will be working with tech partner, Rosanna Bellini from Open Lab, Newcastle 
University and are recruiting for a developer to transform your ideas for technology into a real system. 

Tech vs Abuse is a collaboration that was started in 2016 between Chayn, Snook and SafeLives as 
funded by Comic Relief. This project and funding programme aimed to investigate how digital 
technologies were being used by those affected by domestic violence within the United Kingdom by 
consulting with service providers and victim-survivors. In 2019, Comic Relief, Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation and the Clothmakers Foundation came together to relaunch this work in the form of a 
new funding stream Tech vs Abuse 2.0. This relaunch continued to recognise the need to develop tech 
for of victim/survivors of abuse but as a result of previous findings added potential tech solutions for 
working with perpetrators of abuse. This is both in order to keep individuals experiencing abuse safe, 
and to provide opportunities for those using abusive behaviour to choose alternative non-oppressive 
ways of behaving. It was identified by a variety of different sources, perpetrators of domestic violence 
are a crucial user group that is currently underdeveloped for, despite the benefits of technical design 
being highlighted (Bellini et al., 2019; Freed et al., 2019). 

In this project we have a rare opportunity to build the knowledge and evidence base of digital tools, 
explore if and how perpetrators currently use digital technologies as tools of abuse. We intend to build 
on this understanding to develop ways which use technology to support help-seeking behaviours and 
inform approaches towards changing abusive behaviours. To ensure that this design reflects the 
sensitivities of the sector, and the risks involved in introducing new technologies into service delivery, 
we will use User-Centred Design principles and processes. This approach allows facilitators and users 
to have a greater part in the design of digital services that they may end up using and provides an 
iterative approach to carefully ensure the safe and informed design of digital systems (Gulliksen et al., 
2003). 

Recognising the incredible work Respect Accredited Members do and our commitment to the safety 
of survivors, we will be exploring these questions and developing a digital response within the context 
of and to be used within Respect Accredited perpetrator programmes. This is to enhance the work 
already being done and ensure that innovation is informed by informed and experienced members of 
our sector. 

Anticipated level of involvement from Accredited Member sites 

We are looking to recruit three Respect Accredited Services to participate in this project with us.  

Each site will offer the valuable opportunity to engage with perpetrators currently engaged in 
behavioural change work and also with frontline workers who we believe have significant insights and 
experience. Engagement with Respect will initially include a focus group with one set of perpetrators 
of domestic violence enrolled in a behaviour change prevention programme. The focus group will 
include a Tech vs Abuse team member asking the perpetrators: about their use of technology, how 
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they might be misusing this to cause harm to their victim-survivor(s) and how they might be able to 
identify barriers to behaviour change that might be mitigated by bespoke, technical designs. 

After this initial focus group one site will be selected as a ͚primary͛ design site, and two as ͚secondary͛ 
design sites. The primary design site will, in addition to perpetrator and staff engagement, be asked 
to convene focus groups from a cohort of survivors connected to their intervention via their ISS 
service. This group will ensure that survivors have the opportunity to have their voices heard, 
contribute to the process and importantly to identify unanticipated risks presented by any proposed 
tech tool. The primary site will also have a greater level of engagement in the design stage of the 
process from staff and service users to inform the design of our digital system. Secondary design sites 
will still have a large part in shaping and informing the tool but may not be expected to contribute to 
all stages of the design process.  

While we would ask sites to express a preference for either primary or secondary role all expressions 
of interest require the service to be able to commit to either at the outset.   

Benefits for selected sites 

x Financial compensation for your time and commitments in the project £1000 
x Additional £500 compensation for primary site 
x Small financial incentive for each client attending each focus group funded by project to cover 

time and travel expenses 
x Research findings fed back after each phase in the form of a research report 
x Close engagement on the themes including training on user centred design, research methods 

and technical design within a sensitive setting 
x Opportunity to be part of an innovative project  
x Test site for any digital system developed 
x Be the first to be trained and have access to the new digital system 

Expectations of Respect Accredited Members partner sites 

By applying to be a partner site in this project, the Respect Accredited Member will set out how they 
will fulfil the following requirements including the anticipated resource required to achieve this. Final 
criteria will be set out in an appropriate Service Level Agreement between the successful applicant(s) 
and Respect: 

It is expected that the selected sites will host three lots of focus groups with perpetrators enrolled on 
ƚŚĞ�ƐŝƚĞ͛Ɛ�ƉĞƌƉĞƚƌĂƚŽƌ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞƐ. Group facilitators at all sites must also be available to engage with 
the project throughout including being interviewed and available to receive training on the design 
process and digital tool.  

Required (essential) 

x Have achieved full Respect Accreditation 
x Be available for the full duration of the project and have perpetrator programmes running  

throughout the project length 
x Help convene and co-ordinate focus groups with current or former group participants from 

their programme. 
x Have a strong interest in the use of digital tools with perpetrators and be committed to 

exploring how to incorporate this in their work 
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x (Primary site applicants) Help convene and co-ordinate focus groups with current or former 
survivors linked to their ISS (based on their voluntary participation) 

These represent the minimum requirements but we welcome applications which include added any 
value components.  

Process for selection  

All Respect Accredited Members are invited to express their interest in being a partner site for 
ZĞƐƉĞĐƚ͛Ɛ�dĞĐŚ�ǀƐ��ďƵƐĞ�ŐƌĂŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�submit their application outlining how their service would meet 
the requirements as set out above.   

The deadline for applications is Monday the 28th of October by 12 noon and no applications will be 
accepted after this time. 

Upon receipt of the applications a panel discussion and decision-making process will take place (see 
below) where each application will be discussed and assessed on the detail provided. Once the 3 sites 
have been selected, we will communicate with all services who expressed an interest to inform them 
of the outcome of the process. 

Panel Composition 

The decision panel will be made up of the following: 

 Jo Todd ʹ Respect CEO 
 Sara Kirkpatrick ʹ Respect Research and Services Development Manager 
 Victoria Page ʹ Respect Fundraising and Communications Officer/Tech vs Abuse Project Lead 
 Rosanna Bellini ʹ Tech Partner, Open Lab, Newcastle University 

Timeframes:  

 EOI Released: Tuesday 15th October  
 EOI Process closed: Monday 28th October 
 Panel meeting held: Tuesday 29th October 
 Decisions communicated in writing: Tuesday 29th October  
 Contract start date: November 

For any queries regarding the project or EOI please contact Victoria Page, the Project Lead at 
victoria.page@respect.uk.net. 
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Expression of Interest Form 

Please complete the below EOI form and return a completed form to Victoria Page, the Project Lead 
at victoria.page@respect.uk.net.  

Please note there is a 500-word limit on each question. 

Respect Accredited Member 
name: 

 
 

Contact Name:  
 

Role:  
 

Telephone number:  
 

Email address:  
 

Organisation Address:  
 

Why are you interested in being a partner site for Respect Tech vs Abuse Grant?  
                   
 
 
What services and support do you provide to perpetrators of domestic abuse?  
 
 
 
How many perpetrator programmes do you run? What is the average number of participants?  
 
 
 
What services and support do you provide to survivors of domestic abuse?  
 
 
  
Do you currently use any technology or digital tools with perpetrators? If yes, please describe in 
what capacity: 
 
 
 
Please tell us how you see the technology being able to support the work you currently do with 
perpetrators of domestic abuse: 
 
 
 
Are there any risks you envisage that could emerge through this project? Please refer to the range 
of risks from risks to perpetrator engagement, survivor safety to any risks to your organisation 
being able to participate fully: 
 
 
 
Would you prefer to be a primary or secondary partner site? Why?  
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Would you prefer to be a primary or secondary partner site? Why?  
 
 
 
Do you have access to a safe and secure space to hold focus groups for perpetrators of domestic 
abuse and/ or for survivors? If yes, please provide details on these spaces: 
 
 
 
What type of digital/tech training would you and your practitioners be interested in receiving? 
 
 
 
Please provide any added value contributions and or in-kind contributions which you will be 
offering as part of this expression of interest. Please describe how you would hope to see this 
being beneficial and integrating with the Respect Tech vs Abuse grant project: 
 
 
 
Any other comments you wish to make or information you wish to share? 
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Question Protocol: Focus Groups with Perpetrators 

Define Stage Research Questions ʹ People attending (or who have completed) a 
behavioural change programme 

Note: only use prompts if men are really struggling to answer  

Part 1. Finding Out More Information 
Section 1: Introductions 

// Introductions, Consent, Consent Forms and Confidentiality and Ice Breaker //  

Include an overview of the project, what we did in the Discovery Phase and why were are 
back now to clarify some important points (in section 1.) and then get insight into a three 

ideas that emerged from the first round of focus groups across all of the research sites 
(section 2.).  

Section 2: Tech ʹ General use 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding the tech most likely to be used and become embedded 
ŝŶƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƵƐĞƌƐ͛�ůŝĨĞ͕�ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐŝŶŐ�Ă�ĐŚĂŶŐĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌƐ�;ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ͗�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚĞĐŚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ƚŽ�ďĞ�
straightforward with as few barriers to using it so that it becomes that they do not even notice 
ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞǇ͛ƌĞ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ŝƚͿ͘� 

1. What piece(s) of tech do you most frequently use in your day to do?  
a. Why? What would put you off using that tech? Is it easy to use? If so, what makes it 

so? If not, what would you like to change about it? ;Ğ͘Ő͘�ĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ŶĞĞĚ�ƚŽ�ůŽŐ�ŝŶ�ĞĂĐŚ�
time) 

2. What piece of tech do you think people are least likely to even notice they are using, or to 
use without thinking? Why have you chosen that technology? What do you think makes it go 
unnoticed? (prompt: everyone uses ŝƚ͕�ƐŽ�ǁĞůů�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ�ǇŽƵ�ĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ŐĞƚ�ĨƌƵƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŝƚ͕�ƵƐĞ�ŝƚ�
everyday so you become so familiar to using this) 

 

Section 3: Tech ʹ why do you use what you do and why would you use something 
new? 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding whether tech is going be universally and generally used 
by course participants or specific only to a few (for example those committed to changing, or those 
ǁŚŽ�ĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ŵƵůƚŝƉůĞ�Žƌ�ĐŽŵƉůĞǆ�ŶĞĞĚƐͿ�;ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ͗�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝŐŝƚĂů�ƚŽŽů�ǁŝůů�ŶŽƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĂŶ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�
on those who are not committed to changing but whose primary motivations for completing the 
course are external and that it may not be impactful for those with wider and multiple needs). 

3. Imagine that we design a tool and we give this tool for you to use specifically alongside this 
course to help improve your behaviour, what would motivate you to use this tool? Or what 
would the tool have to do for you to be motivated to use it? 

a. ;ĨŽƌ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ͕�͞/͛Ě�ďǇ�ŵŽƚŝǀĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ŝƚ�ŝĨ�ŝƚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ŚĞůƉ�ŵĞ�ŐĞƚ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ�ƚŽ�ŵǇ�
ĐŚŝůĚƌĞŶ͟�Žƌ�͞ŝĨ�ŝƚ�ŚĞůƉĞĚ�ŵĞ�ďĞĐŽŵĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶ�/�ǁĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ďĞ͟�ĞƚĐ͙ 

4. You are given this tool, what reason would you have for not using it?  
a. ;ĨŽƌ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ͕�ŝĨ�ŝƚ͛Ɛ�ŽǀĞƌůǇ�ĐŽŵƉůŝĐĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ĂĐĐĞƐƐ͕�ŝĨ�ƚĞůůƐ�ĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞ�ǁŚŽ�ůŽŽŬƐ�Ăƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�

ƐĐƌĞĞŶ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ƌĞ�ĂƚƚĞŶĚŝŶŐ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĐŽƵƌƐĞ�ĞƚĐ͙Ϳ 
5. Do you think everyone in your group would want to use this tool?  
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a. tŚŽ�ǁŽƵůĚͬǁŚŽ�ǁŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚ͍�tŚǇ͍�tŚĂƚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ƐƚŽƉ�ƚŚĞŵ͍�tŽƵůĚ�Ăůů�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŵ�ďĞŶĞĨŝƚ�
from it? Why would some and not others benefit? What would motivate them to 
use it?   

 

Section 4 ʹ Tech facilitated abuse vs Domestic Abuse 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY :hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ƵƐĞƌƐ͕�ƐƵƌǀŝǀŽƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĂĨĨ͛Ɛ�ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ�ƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�
tech facilitated abuse compared to domestic abuse (assumption: tech facilitated abuse is 
considered as a separate form of abuse that has a lesser impact and lesser on the victim and less 
consequences that physical abuse). 

2. What do you know about technology-facilitated abuse? 
a. What does it mean? Can you give me some examples?  

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding how men regard abuse carried out with tech in relation 
to their broader use of abuse (assumption: men regard their tech facilitated abuse as not as severe 
as separate from and not as severe as their non-tech facilitated forms of abuse or do not recognise 
fully how they use tech in their abuse).  

3. Have you or anyone you personally know (inside/outside group) used tech facilitated abuse? 
(also suggest: used technology to harm their partner) How? What were you trying to achieve 
with this?  

4. Do you think tech facilitated abuse and other forms of domestic abuse are different? Do 
they have the same impact? Do they have the same consequences? Why? 

&KZ�/Ed�ZE�>�h^��KE>z͗�hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ŵĞŶ͛Ɛ�ĨŽĐƵƐ�ŽŶ�ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚ heart rate and stress levels as 
connected to their abuse (assumption: men believe their abuse is mostly related to anger and do 
not consider coercive and controlling behaviours and other forms of abuse as significant). 

5. If we designed something to tell you when you are getting stressed and your heart rate or 
blood pressure was increasing, would this help you to stop your abuse? Why/why not? In 
what ways? How would you know that?  

6. �ƌĞ�ƚŚĞƌĞ�ĂŶǇ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ǁĂǇƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŽĨ�ŚŽǁ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ĂďƵƐŝǀĞ�Žƌ�ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ�ĞůƐĞ�
you know of has been abusive where doing this would not have had an impact? (prompt: 
can you discuss forms of abuse/abusive behaviouƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ŶŽƚ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�͞ƚĞŵƉĞƌ͟�Žƌ�
͞ĂŶŐĞƌ͍͟Ϳ 

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding how coercive control and other (non-physical) forms of 
domestic abuse could be addressed with a digital tool (assumption: a digital tool is most likely only 
going to address physical forms of domestic abuse and will have greater difficulty addressing more 
insidious forms of abuse).  

7. Can you think of an example of coercive or controlling or non-ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů�ĂďƵƐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀĞ�
heard about or are familiar with, do you think a digital tool could prevent someone 
repeating this behaviour? How would it stop it/what would it need to do? 

8. Can you think about any triggers/signs before abuse that might not be physical? How might 
you identify these? Have you been able to identify them in the past? 
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Section 5 ʹ Digitally enhancing the course 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding if and which tools from the course could be useful as 
digital versions (such as an app), and if this would encourage greater use of the tool and doing so 
will embed into new behaviours (assumption: a digital guided time out or other digital tools based 
on what is taught in the course would benefit and be used by users and lead to positive 
behavioural changes).   

1. dŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ�ƚŽŽůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀĞ�ůĞĂƌŶƚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵƌƐĞ͙ǁŚŝĐŚ�ĚŽ�
you use the most? Why do you use these? What do you like about them? How frequently do 
you use them? When did you learn this on the programme? 

a. (prompt: time out, taking 10, helicopter view) 
2. tŚĂƚ�ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ�ĚŽ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŽŽů�ŚĂƐ�ŵĂĚĞ͍�tŚĂƚ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ďŝŐŐĞƐƚ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀe seen 

by using this tool? What about the impact on others ʹ have they noticed a difference? 
3. �ĂŶ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŽĨ�Ă�ƚŽŽů�Žƌ�ĂŶǇ�ƚŽŽůƐ�ǇŽƵ�ĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ƌĞĂůůǇ�ƵƐĞ͍�tŚǇ�ĚŽ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŝƐ͍ Is this 

different to the other men on the group? 
 

Section 6: Course motivations 
FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY: Understanding the importance of children and being a parent is key to 
stopping users abusive behaviours (assumption: this is a key motivational factor to seeking 
support and to maintaining change).  

4. For those of you who have children, how much do your children (either having access to 
them, or having a positive impact on them) motivate you to change? From a scale of 1 to 10, 
10 being they are your main motivation. Can you expand on this? Are there other important 
motivational factors? 

 

Part 2. 
 

Section 7: Potential digital tools 
From all of the ideas that emerged from our conversations with you and other groups across our 
research sites, we identified three that were popular and that had potential for what we can develop 
as part of this project. We want to look at this more in-depth with you and hear your thoughts and 
opinions on them. We have selected these ideas to give you a range of different choices as to what a 
technical tool could look like but we have had to reject some popular ones (eg. blood pressure 
monitor) as these ideas might not cover all instances of abuse and therefore not be able to help 
everyone.  

Idea 1: Chat bot (Auto Chat) 
The idea is loosely, to have an auto-chat function which you can access anytime to provide you 
additional support in moments where you need it and ĐĂŶ͛ƚͬĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ǁĂŶƚ�ƚŽ�ŐĞƚ�ŝŶ�ƚŽƵĐŚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽƵƌƐĞ�
facilitators. It would function as an instant messaging service where responses would be delivered in 
real-time (instantaneously). This would not however be a live person, but an auto-bot. Similar settings 
where this is already used include online counselling and customer service provision.  
 
Thinking about this idea: 
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1. What are your initial thoughts? What do you like about it / What do you dislike about it?  
2. How likely would you be to use it? What would it need to make you more likely? What about 

it would make you less likely? How would it need to function for you to use it? 
a. Do you use anything like this at present? Why/why not? 

3. Do you think everyone on the course would use it? Who would be more likely to use it and 
ǁŚŽ�ǁŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚ�ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ�ƵƐĞ�ŝƚ͍�tŚǇ͍ 

4. Can you identify what risks there might be with using this? Who is most likely to suffer these 
risks? 

5. What would you do to prevent these risks? 

Idea 2: Tool Box - Guided Time Out  
This idea is based on the tools that you learn in the course, such as the Time Out, and creating a digital 
version of the tool or tools, like a guided Time Out that you can refer to either whilst you are taking a 
ƚŝŵĞ�ŽƵƚ͕�Žƌ�ŝŶ�ŽƚŚĞƌ�ŵŽŵĞŶƚƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĨƌĞƐŚ�ǁŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀĞ�ůĞĂƌŶƚ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƚŽŽůƐ�ĂŶĚ�ŚŽǁ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ƚŚĞŵ͘ 
 
Thinking about this idea: 

6. What are your initial thoughts? What do you like about it / What do you dislike about it?  
7. How likely would you be to use it? What would it need to make you more likely? What about 

it would make you less likely? How would it need to function for you to use it? 
a. Do you use anything like this at present? Why/why not? 

8. Do you think everyone on the course would use it? Who would be more likely to use it and 
ǁŚŽ�ǁŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚ�ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ�ƵƐĞ�ŝƚ͍�tŚǇ͍ 

9. Can you identify what risks there might be with using this? Who is most likely to suffer these 
risks? 

10. What would you do to prevent these risks? 
 

Idea 3: Journey Display / Progress Monitor 
This idea is based on helping demonstrate the progress being made on your journey towards being 
non-abusive towards others͕�Ă�ǁĂǇ�ƚŽ�ŵĂƉ�ŽƵƚ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ǇŽƵ�ƐƚĂƌƚĞĚ�ĨƌŽŵ͕�ǁŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ǀĞ�ďĞĞŶ�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�
and the changes being made and providing objectives and goals for moving forward. 

Thinking about this idea: 
11. What are your initial thoughts? What do you like about it / What do you dislike about it?  
12. How likely would you be to use it? What would it need to make you more likely? What about 

it would make you less likely? How would it need to function for you to use it? 
a. Do you use anything like this at present? Why/why not? 

13. Do you think everyone on the course would use it? Who would be more likely to use it and 
who wouůĚŶ͛ƚ�ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ�ƵƐĞ�ŝƚ͍�tŚǇ͍ 

14. Can you identify what risks there might be with using this? Who is most likely to suffer these 
risks? 

15. What would you do to prevent these risks? 

 
16. KƵƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚŚƌĞĞ�ŝĚĞĂƐ�ǁĞ͛ǀĞ�ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ͕�ǁŚŝĐŚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ǇŽƵ�ďĞ�ŵŽƐƚ�ůŝŬĞůǇ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ǁhy?  

 
17. �ĂŶ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ŽĨ�ĂŶǇ�ƚŽŽů�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ�ƚŚŝŶŬ�ǁĞ͛ǀĞ�ŵŝƐƐĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ǁŽƵůĚ�ďĞ�ŵŽƌĞ�ůŝŬĞůǇ�ƚŽ�ƵƐĞ͍� 
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Full List of Technology Ideas 

1 

Technologies for Discussion 

This could work (needs exploring) 
AUTOMATED CHAT µ$872-%27¶��(� 
x ([SORUHG�LQ�RWKHU�VHUYLFHV�VXFK�DV�:RPHQ¶V�$LG�DQG�6DPDULWDQV��,W�FRXOG�

PHDQ� WKDW� WKH� RUJDQLVDWLRQ� LV� µNHHSLQJ� XS� ZLWK¶� RUJDQLVDWLRQV� LQVWHDG� RI�
leading the way. There is a love/hate relationship with these though.  

o Talking to an autonomous, conversational agent. 

TOOL BOX 
x Lots to explore on this one, consistently came from all the groups  

EMOTION DECODER  
x Original that no other technology seeks to identify what emotion you are 

feeling ± just recording these emotions. Promotes taking the time to 
understand yourself.  

IDENTIFYING TRIGGERS 
x Can be useful to have something digital to identify triggers as and when 

they happen.  

POSITIVE SELF-TALK 
x Mentioned a few times, perhaps this is a way of incorporating a pseudo-

live chat of some sort? Something to talk to to challenge your behaviours.  

GUIDED TIME OUT  
x Assists in ensuring TO is followed  

JOURNEY DISPLAY  
x Way in showing how others are progressing.  

PROGRESS MONITOR 
x Working towards behaviour change anyway so might be worth having 

some way of recording this to look back on?  
 
 

Yikes, avoid 
Journal for Post-Incident 
x (QFRXUDJHV� PHQ� WR� VHH� DEXVH� DV� µLQFLGHQWV¶� UDWKHr than on-going 

behaviours. 
Blood Pressure Monitor 
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x 0DNHV�DVVXPSWLRQ�DERXW�SK\VLFDO�V\PSWRPV�DQG�DEXVH� WKDW�KDVQ¶W�EHHQ�
established (higher blood pressure) so would reinforce bad learning 

Digital Distraction 
x Not possible to determine when someone needs to be distracted 
Visual Representation of the Consequences 
x Not possible to accurately represent what happens next 
 

Nice but out of scope of (TvA) 
REMOTE HOMEWORK (SB) 
Why nice?  
x Staff and users wanted something to work on toward the course 
Why out of scope? 
x :H¶G�QHHG� WR� WDLORU� WKLV� WR� HDFK�RUJDQLVDWLRQ� RU� HQIRUFH�D� µVWDQGDUGLVHG¶�

electronic homework for all organisations.  
x :H¶G� QHHG� WR� GHVLJQ� D� V\VWHP� IRU� PXOWLSOH� XVHUV� WR� VXEPLW�ZRUN� RQ�

homework at different times. As soon as you have dif users and information 
this can make the system very complicated.  

SUPPORT WORKER TEXTING SERVICE (SS)  
Why nice? 
x Unsure how this could work but motivational texts or services where they 

FKHFN�LQ�ZLWK�HDFK�RI�WKH�PHQ¶V�JURXSV�FRXOG�EH�EHQHILFLDO�� 
Why out of scope?  
x Already pXOOV�RQ�H[LVWLQJ�WHFKQRORJ\�VR�ZH�ZRXOGQ¶W�KDYH�WR�PDNH�DQ\WKLQJ��

ZH¶G�MXVW�SD\�DQRWKHU�VHUYLFH�WR�GR�WKLV�� 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION ASSISTANCE  
Why nice? 
x Worthwhile research to do in the future for identifying information seeking. 

Suggested research question: how do men find information online to help 
them make sense of their behaviours? (could do this via a survey) 

Why out of scope? 
x This does overlap with SEA on this project so worth exploring in another 

project. 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)  
Why nice?  
x Many staff members mentioned how it could improve their job 
Why out of scope?  
x Very challenging to design well, designing for a system with multiple users 

with sensitive data is not possible in the time we have left.  
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COURSE PLATFORM 
x Way of looking at material and working through it. 
 
 

We could suggest DAPPs do this anyway 
UPLOADING/DOWNLOADING COURSE MATERIAL 
x Ensuring some materials are available online for the men to look at, 

particularly if they have left the group and need a top up might be something 
WR�ORRN�LQWR��,W¶V�YHU\�YHU\�VLPSOH�WR�VHW�XS�� 

QUIZ ON AM I ABUSIVE?  
x If designed carefully, could provide that initial step to self-referrals that are 

initially unsure of their own behaviour.  

HOW TO SOCIAL MEDIA 
x Lots exists for victims but nothing for perpetrators on what constitutes good 

behaviour on social media, would need to be updated constantly  

DIGITAL FEEDBACK FROM USERS 
x Good to start to identify places within the programme where feedback might 

be beneficial  
 

Already Exists 
REMINDER TO BREATHE 

COMMUNITY PEER SUPPORT NETWORK  

REFERRAL FORM 
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Fragments of the Past, Additional Photos 
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